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THE CHILD HEALTH INCENTIVE REFORM PLAN

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 16, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John H. Chafee
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senator Chafee.
[The press release announcing the hearing and a description of S.

376 by the Joint Committee on Taxation follows:]
[Press Releage No. 5-06;t. Aug 9. 19,5]

FINANCE HEARING ON CHILD HEALTH TAX PROPOSAL SET FOR SEPTEMBER 16
A proposal on child health will be reviewed by the Senate Committee on Fi-

nance's Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management at a September 16, 1985
hearing, Committee Chairman Bob Packwood (R-Oregon) announced today.

The hearing is scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m., Monday, September 16, 1985 in
Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington.

Senator John Chafee (R-Rhode Island), Chairman of the Taxation and Debt Man-
agement Subcommittee, will preside at the hearing.

The proposal to be examined is S. 376, the Child Health Incentive Reform Plan,
sponsored by Senator Chafee, which would amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to deny any employer a deduction for group health plan expenses unless such
plan includes coverage for pediatric preventive health care.

"I'm happy we're able to provide this opportunity for this proposal to receive a
public hearing before our Committee," Chairman Packwood said. "I'm sure the tes-
timony received will provide us with a solid base of information on which to pro-
ceed."

(1)
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DESCRIPTION OF S. 376

("CHILD HEALTH INCENTIVES REFORM PLAN")

Scheduled for a Hearing
4

Before the

SUBCOKtMITTEE ON SAVINGS, PENSIONS

AND INVESTMENT POLICY

of the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

on September 16, 1985

Prepared by the Staff

of the

JOINT COMMITTEE 'N TAXATION

September 12. 1985

JCX-19-85
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INTRODUCTION

The Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the
Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on
September 16, 1985, on S. 376 introduced by Senator Chafee).
This bill, the "Child Health incentives Reform Plan," would
disallow deductions (effective for post-1985 taxable years)
for employer contributions to an employee group health plan
unless the plan includes coverage for pediatric preventive
health care.

This document,1 prepared by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation, summarizes present law and the
provisions of the bill.

This document may ce cited as follows: Joint Committee on
Taxation, Description of S. 3'6 '"Ch:ld Mealth ncentives
Reform PlaT'F JCX-19-5), September 12, 1985.
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SUMMARY

Present Law

Under present law, employer contributions to employee
health plans and the benefits paid under these plans
generally are excluded from the employee's income and wages
for Federal income tax and employment tax purposes. The
employer generally may deduct the cost of these excludaole
benefits.

Present law generally does not specify what types of
health benefits must be provided under an employer plan in
order to obtain these tax benefits. However, no deduction is
allowed for employer contributions to a group health plan
that discriminates against individuals with end stage renal
(kidney) disease.

S. 376

Under the bill, effective for taxable years begi-nning
after 1985, no deduction would be permitted for employer
contributions to a group health plan unless the plan includes
coverage for pediatric preventive health care.

Pediatric preventive health care would be defined to
include (1) the determination of health and development
history, (2) comprehensive unclothed physical examinations,
(3) developmental and behavioral assessments, (4) appropriate
immunizations, laboratory procedures, and vision and hearing
testing, and (5) any other medical services that are required
Ly regulations to be issued by the Treasury Department.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE BILL

Present Law

Overview

Present tax law includes several incentives
designed to encourage employers to provide health benefits to
their employees. Employer contributions to a plan providing
accident or health coverage, and certain benefits'actually
paid under such plans, are not subject to income tax, social
security tax, or unemployment tax. At the same time,
employer contributions to fund such excludable medical
benefits are deductible, within limits.

If such benefits are prefunded through a
nondiscriminatory welfare benefit fund or qualified pension
plan, employers may claim deductions for additions to
qualified reserves. Additional contributions are permitted
to be made on a deductible basis to provide post-retir2T,(nt
health benefits for former employees. These deductible
reserves are also permitted to accumulate in a trust thac is
exempt from income tax and, in part, from the unrelated
business income tax.

Exclusion for employer-provided medical benefits

Gross income, for Federal income tax purposes, includes
"all income from whatever source derived" (Code sec. 61(a)).
This provision "is broad enough to include in taxable income
any economic or financial benefit conferred on the employee
as compensation, whatever the form or mode by which it is
effected" (Comr'r v. Smith, 324 U.S. 177, 181 (1945)?.

However, if an employer-provided fringe benefit program
qualifies under a specific statutory provision of Federal
income tax law, then the benefits provided under the program
are excludable (generally, subject to dollar or other
limitations) from the employee's gross income for income tax
purposes. The costs of benefits that are excluded from the
employee's income nonetheless are deductible by the employer,
provided they constitute ordinary and necessary business
expenses. The income tax exclusions also generally apply for
social security and other employment tax purposes.

Under present law, an employer's contributions to a plan
providing accident or health benefits are excludable from the
employee's income (sec. 106). Reimbursements to employees
under an employer's health plan for costs incurred for
medical expenses (within the meaning of sec. 213), and
payments unrelated to absence from work, are excluded from
the employee's gross income (sec. 105(b)). Similar
exclusions apply for employment tax purposes.
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Other benefits actually paid under accident and health
plans, such as certain disability benefits, generally are
includible in the employee's gross income to the extent
attributable to employer contributions sec. 105(a)). In the
::ase cf a self-insured medical reimbursement plan (sec.
105(h)), no exclusion is provided for benefits paid to any
employee who is among the five highest-paid officers, a
10-percent shareholder, or among the 25-percent highest-paid
employees ;f the program discriminates in favor of this group
as to either eligibility to participate or the medical
benefits actually provided under the plan.

Employer deductions for funding medical benefits

A deduction is allowed to an employer for compensation
paid to employees in the form of contributions to or benefits
paid under a health plan, provided such costs constitute
ordinary and necessary business expenses (sec. 162).

Etfective for taxable years beginning after 1981, no
deduction is permitted for expenses paid or incurred by an
employer for a group health plan if the plan differentiates
in the benefits it provides between individuals having end
stage renal (kidney) disease and other individuals (sec.
162(1)(1)). Thus, no deductions are permitted for
contributions to a group health plan that differentiates
directly or indirectly on the basis of the existence of end
stage renal disease or the need for renal dialysis.

Explanation of Provisions

Under the bill, no deduction would be allowed for
employer contributions to a group neaith plan unless the plan
provides coverage for pediatric preventive healn care with
respect to any child of a covered employee who has not
attained age 21. As under present law, a group health plan
would be defined as any employer plan to provide medical care
to employees, former employees, or :ne families of such
employees, directly or through insurance, reimbursement, or
otherwise.

The bill would define pediatric preventive health care
to include (1) the determination of -a child's health and
development history, (2) comprehensive unclothed physical
examinations, (3) developmental and behavioral assessments,
14) imunizations considered appropriate for the child's age,
health, and developmental history, (5) laboratory procedures
appropriate for the child's age and population group, and (6)
appropriate vision and hearing testing, including referral
for treatment as necessary. In the event of any referral,
pediatric preventive health care need not include the
subsequent services for which the referral is made.

In addition, pediatric preventive health care would
include any other medical services as required pursuant to
Treasury regulations. The bill requires that the Secretary
of the Treasury, in promulgating such regulations, must
consult with the Secretary of Health and Human Services and
appropriate medical organizations involved in child health
care.

The bill would be effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1985.
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Senator CHAFEE. Today's hearing is by the Subcommittee on Tax-
ation and Debt Management on S. "76, the child health incentive
reform plan.

I want to thank the witnesses for joining us today. This hearing
is to discuss the merits of S. 376, which I introduced in February of
this year.

My legislation would require businesses to include children's pre-
ventive care and health supervision services in their employee
health benefit packages. Such services would be required for the in-
surance premiums to be deductible as a business expense.

Employer-provided group health plans which are tax deductible
now represent the second largest tax supported health program
after Medicare in this country. In 1986, this subsidy will cost the
Federal Government $32 billion in lost revenues.

Now in the trade and in the Federal taxation field, this is called
a tax expenditure; namely, if the deduction weren't there, the Fed-
eral Government would have collected $32 billion more per year.

So we are talking something pretty big. Because of this special
tax deductible status, group health plans have become the domi-
nant methods of financing personal health care service in the
United States. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics more
than 80 percent of all full-time employees are covered by some
form of private health insurance.
- Unfortunately, most coverage provided by health insurance plans
is aimed at acute illnesses. Few resources are expended to keep in-
dividuals out of the hospital. And hospitals are, of course, as we all
know, the most expensive part of the spectrum of health care.

Though covering only the most expensive procedures in care,
group health plans discourage preventive care and early diagnosis
of disease. Let's rephrase that and make sure everybody under-
stands what I am saying.

What the health plans do now, not all of them, but most of them,
is cover the most expensive procedures in health care. And they
don't get into encouraging prevention-like early diagnosis of dis-
eases--especially for children. It seems to me this is where savings
can really occur.

The result of all this is that we have a health care system that
takes care of the. sick only without any focus on trying to keep the
well well. And we all know that the costs of this are escalating way
beyond the consumer price index sphere.

Now why is all this so? Well, certainly, there is no incentive now
for the plans to cover children. Oh, yes, in some of the bargaining
units they succeed in getting children covered. But that's the only
incentive And if the employer so chooses to do it.

What we are trying to do here is to put an incentive in. And it's
a pretty big incentive. Namely, you can't deduct the cost of it as a
deductible expense unless the services for children that I men-
tioned earlier are included.

Now why do we focus on children? More than any other age
group in the population, children require special preventive care
and screening to detect and prevent disease and disorder. Preven-
tive care not only improves their overall health, but also it is cost
effective. More than one study has shown that immunizations save
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money in the long run. I think we all know that. It's the old
adage-an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

For every dollar spent on measles vaccinations, $10 was saved.
For every dollar spent on mumps on vaccinations, $7.40 was saved.
Other studies have demonstrated that eligible Medicaid children
provided with early and periodic screening, diagnosis and treat-
ment had 30 to 50 percent lower hospital and medical costs than
other Medicaid children. That's a Medicaid study.

Now opponents to health insurance coverage for preventive serv-
ices argue that regular health screenings are an expense that fami-
lies can and do plan and budget for. Well, that's a possibility. But
the trouble is young families with children have generally more
limited incomes and must rely heavily on their employer-provided
health insurance. If the plan does not cover preventive health care,
such as immunizations, many families will wait for serious symp-
toms to appear before they apply for the care.

Now the sad truth is that 24 percent of all preschool children are
not immunized. Besides the tragedy of the quality of life for a child
left retarded by measles, the cost of life-time institutional care can
be staggering. The Children's Defense Fund estimates the cost of
between half a million and a million dollars per child for his or her
lifetime if the child is institutionalized.

According to a study conducted by the American Academy of Pe-
diatrics, based on data gathered by a major insurance company, the
average monthly cost for a family for this additional coverage
would be $2.28, or roughly 1 percent of employer's current pay-
ments.

The estimated premium for child health supervision does not in-
clude credits for reduction in illness and hospitalization. In other
words, that estimate of the added cost doesn't have counted against
it the savings that would occur from the child not requiring hospi-
talization that the plan now covers.

I recognize that there are some objections to this, and we want to
hear them out and see if we can overcome them. If we have got a
problem, let's have a solution.

Obviously, there are going to be objections that if you add this
small increase, then the employer might say, well, forget the whole
business; I'm having enough troubles now paying for what I am
providing and if you add this on, this will be the straw that broke
the camel's back, and I will get out of the whole program.

Or else the employer will say, well, I'm just going to restrict the
coverage to the employee only; never mind his family. Others are
going to say it's wrong for the Federal Government to be mandat-
ing any aspect of coverage; we don't want to get into this; this is a
bad way to start; we are liable to get into alcoholism coverage,
mental health coverage, and once we start down that path, you
have the Federal Government putting its nose into all aspects of
the private health coverage that presently exist.

Well, I don't think that necessarily follows, but let's hear what
the witnesses have to say.

We have two panels. The first panel will consist of Ms. Sara
Rosenbaum from the Children's Defense Fund-and if you will
come forward as I call your names-Lynn Gustasfson who is from
the National Association of School Nurses; Dr. Robert Haggerty,
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president, American Academy of Pediatrics; and Dr. David Chad-
wick who is the medical director emeritus and director, Center for
Child Protections, San Diego Childrens Hospital.

Mr. Roger Mentz, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy
from Treasury, will then testify and finally we will have the last
panel.

We welcome you all here. And, Ms. Rosenbaum, why don't you
proceed.

STATEMENT OF MS. SARA ROSENBAUM, DIRECTOR, HEALTH
DIVISION, CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. ROSENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Children's Defense Fund is pleased to have this opportunity

to testify today on S. 376. I have submitted lengthier testimony-for
the record.

Senator CHAFEE. I read that over. And we appreciate you doing
that.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. I would like to take my remaining time to sum-
marize my points.

Senator CHAFEE. Everybody will have 5 minutes, so you go right
to it.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. There is a general maxim that the health insur-
ance status of most people depends on their employment status.
While this maxim is true for adults, we find that it is very untrue
for children.

In the United State, in 1984, about 86 percent of all children
lived with a working parent; among black children, about 67 per-
cent lived with a working parent; among white children, 89 percent
lived with a working parent; and among poor children, about two-
thirds lived with a working family member.

However, if we look at children's private insurance status, we
find a tremendous discrepancy between their family's employment
status and their own insured status. In fact, only a little over 60
percent of all children in the United States are insured privately
for a full year. Among black children, only about 40 percent are
insured privately for a full year. And among poor children, only a
startling 16 percent are insured for a full year compared to the
two-thirds of poor children who live with an employed parent.

The discrepancy between children's insured status and their fam-
ily's employment status carries two serious consequences: One, for
the nearly 11 million children living in -poverty today who are
either never insured or else are insured for only a portion of each
year, and the other for the Federal and State Governments which,
after spending over $30 billion in Federal tax subsidies for employ-
er-purchased health plans, are nonetheless forced to directly subsi-
dize insure the poor through public insurance programs such as
Medicaid and other public programs in order to ameliorate this gap
in insurance coverage.

We have identified four major barriers to employer-purchased
health insurance coverage for children. First, as you mentioned,
many employers simply don't offer insurance at all, especially to
poor workers and their families. Many children live with only their
mothers. Insurance patterns among women reveal that 36 percent
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of all women who work as housekeepers are not insured; over 20
percent of women employed in the retail trade industry, the largest
employer of women, are not insured at all.

Second, many employers offer insurance to the employee but
none to the dependents, even at full employee cost. Again, this is a
particular problem among small firms which tend to employ lower
paid workers.

Third, many employers offer dependent health care coverage, but
at very high premium costs. Only about 60 percent of all employers
in 1980 paid the full cost of dependent health coverage. This per-
centage, in fact, has been coming down, and many lower income
employees are forced to pay large amounts in annual insurance
premiums in order to insure their families. These amounts are well
in excess of what they can afford.

Finally, of course, is the problem that CHIRP has identified,
namely, the failure of employer insurance plans to extend coverage
for preventive benefits and other outpatient pediatric care that
children need. Many of these families, after having paid an exorbi-
tant amount of money for a privately purchased premium, are then
forced to pay large amounts out of pocket for care that they cannot
afford.

We make several recommendations in our testimony, the first
one being the need for a plan to subsidize the purchase of family
health insurance coverage for employees whose employers do not
offer coverage or offer coverage only at unaffordable rates. This
could be done either by subsidizing employees' purchases of their
own private coverage or by, for example, expanding the Medicaid
program to include a subsidized insurance program for employees
and their dependents who can't afford to buy private insurance.

Second, we would recommend that CHIRP be enacted and ex-
panded to include dental benefits, vision and hearing benefits, and
diagnostic and treatment services for conditions found during an
assessment. These are the requirements of the Medicaid EPSDT
Program, and we feel they are equally applicable here.

Finally, we recommend that CHIRP be revised to provide cover-
age on a first-dollar basis, since as currently drafted, the benefits
covered in CHIRP will frequently simply go to meet an employee's
insurance deductible rather than going to cover the employee's
child's health care needs.

Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Rosenbaum follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Children's Defense Fund (CDF) is pleased to have this oppor-

tunity to testify today on S. 367, the Child Health Incentive Reform

Plan. Mr. Chairman, you and the cosponsors of S. 367 are to be

commended for examining deficiencies within the nation's employer-

purchased health insurance system which have left millions of

children uninsured or underinsured. We hope to work closely with

your Committee on the broad issue of national tax policy and its rela-

tionship to health insurance patterns among America's children.

CDF is a national public charity that provides long range and

systematic advocacy on behalf of poor children. we focus on programs

and policies that affect large numbers of children. We concentrate

our efforts on a number of key issues including health care, child

welfare, education, child development and day care, adolescent preg-

nancy prevention, and youth employment. CDF's work includes extensive

research on these issues, as well as federal legislative and

administrative advocacy, advocacy at the state and local levels,

and technical assistance to public agencies, legislatures and policy-

makers in nearly all states.

For the past dozen years, CDF has placed particular emphasis on

the problem of access to health care among poor children. In a nation

such as ours, whose health care system is financed chiefly through

public or private insurance, low income children have traditionally

faced substantial barriers to basic health care because they are
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disproportionately uninsured and their families are unable to purchase

necessary services themselves. Moreover, there exists substantial

evidence that in recent years poor children have increasingly lost both

public and private health insurance coverage. At the same time, cost

containment efforts in many parts of the country have reduced the

amount of available charity care for low-income and uninsured persons

in general and children in particular. Thus, it is extremely timely

for the Finance Committee to undertake a review of how private health

insurance for children can be strengthened.

Our testimony will be divided into the following three sections:

o a discussion of the demographic characteristics of America's
uninsured children, a review of recent trends in both private
and public health insurance coverage of children, and an
assessment of the impact of children's uninsured or underin-
sured status on their access to health care services.

a review of existing barriers to appropriate employer-
purchased health insurance coverage for children.

o recommendations for improving employer-based health
insurance programs for families with children, including
specific recommendations regarding the Child Health
Incentive Reform Plan (CHIRP).
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I. America's Uninsured Children

In many respects, America can proudly claim the world's most

impressive health care system. Pediatric health care of unmatched

quality can be found here, and the miracles that our hospitals and

physicians ha,'c aomplished for children are unequalled.

Unfortunately, however, a substantial portion of America's chil-

dren may never benefit from these accomplishments and miracles.

Depending on the particular study, anywhere from 7.9 percent in 19801

to 17.9 percent in 19822 of all children under age 18 had no health

insurance, public or private. Translated into today's numbers, these

figures mean that, of the approximately 61 million children under age

18 living in the United States, anywhere from 4.8 million to 10.8

million are without health insurance.

Furthermore, the problem of uninsuredness among children appears

to be growing. Between 1979 and 1982, according to one recent study,

while the number of children under age 18 declined slightly, the

number of uninsured children actually increased by 700,000.3 This

decline, arising mainly from reductions in coverage under employer-

based health insurance plans,
4 

unfortunately coincided with signifi-

cant federal and state reductions in public insurance programs for

low-income children, primarily Medicaid. In 1976, approximately

two-thirds of all poor children were eligible for Medicaid.
5
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In 1983, however, because of federal budget reductions and states'

consequent failure to adjust Medicaid eligibility standards to keep

pace
6 
with inflation, the program reached under half of all poor

children. By 1984, the average state Medicaid program's annual

financial eligibility standard for a family of four was roughly

$3900 -- approximately 38 percent of the federal poverty level.
7

Because the public insurance "safety net" for children is so

tattered, the issue of how children are treated under private

insurance plans is even more pressing than a decade ago. As cutbacks

and cost containment efforts among both public and private insurers

have increased in the past several years, and as changes occur in

the nature of employment and fringe benefits, uninsured children's

access to necessary outpatient and inpatient care has become

increasingly threatened.

o The health needs of the uninsured are putting a heavy cost
burden on hospitals: according to information collected
by the National Center for Health Statistics as part of its
annual National Hospital Discharge Survey, about a half
million women who delivered babies in hospitals in 1983 were
uninsured.8

o It has been estimated that 40 percent of all hospital care
for uninsured patients involves obstetrical cases, and that
this care adds up to over $1.5 billion per year in hospital
charges.

9

o The number of uninsured obstetric and pediatric cases is so
high that according to a recent satistical profile of the
source and distribution of uncompensated care in American
hospitals, one out of every two white newborn females will
be uninsured. In western hospitals, two out of three white
newborn female infants wil be uninsured.

1
0
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Even more ominous is the fact that certain uninsured newborn

infants are among the most expensive charity care cases that a

hospital can treat,ll thereby increasing the pressure on hospitals

to stop providing services to these babies. At one hospital, for

example, high risk newborn infants represented only one percent of all

uninsured patients but nearly 20 percent of the facility's uncompen-

sated care charges.1
2 

An average hospital bill for a high-risk

newborn in Georgia exceeds $11,000, and yet high-risk babies are

more likely to be born to women who, because of poverty, lack health

insurance and are the least able to afford the cost of care. It is

the very poorest and least insured babies who are in the greatest

need of care and who ultimately may be the least able to get it.

Given the pressures for cost containment and the large costs

associated with caring for medically indigent women and children, there

exists a real danger that hospitals will begin to reduce the amount of

indigent care they furnish. There are already warning signs of this

trend. Between 1981 and 1982, 15 percent of hospitals serving large

numbers of poor patients adopted specific limits on the amount of

charitable care they would provide.
1 3 

Some hospitals, apparently in

response to the high costs involved and the large numbers of children

who cannot meet them, have cut back on the newborn intensive care

services they will provide to any children. These trends indicate

that the cost of caring for uninsured children can indirectly constrict

the availability of services for all children.
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Moreover, a study recently conducted by the American Academy of

Pediatrics
1 4 

reveals a substantial increase in the number of patient

referrals by hospitals to other hospitals for economic reasons. Of 115

hospitals responding to the Academy's nationwide survey, fully 26

reported an increased number of referrrals to other institutions.

Of the 26, half gave low or exhausted Medicaid payments as the reason,

while two identified a total lack of insurance as the reason for the

transfer.

Reductions in specialized hospital care for women and children

are dangerous for even deeper reasons. Between 1965 and 1979,

infant mortality rates declined by more than 40 percent in the United

States.
15 

These dramatic declines were not the result of more pre-

ventive health care and the birth of healthier babies, but instead

resulted from the development of very specialized intensive infant care

hospital services that now permit us to keep babies alive who would

certainly have died 20 years ago.16

While the number of babies in need of such care is not declining,

these special services are in danger of shrinking, and the number of

babies whose families cannot afford to pay for them is growing. We

have already begun to witness a slowing in the decline in infant

mortality and worse, there are preliminary indications of an actual

nationwide mortality increase among older infants.1
6
a We cannot

afford a lessening of health care services for our most at-risk women

and children at this time.
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II. Barriers to Employer-Based Insurance Coverage of Children

The private health insurance system in the United States is over-

whelmingly employer-based. Eighty-five percent of all private health

insurance is purchased through employer group plans.
1 7 

Because

private health insurance purchased on an individual basis is extremely

expensive, few poor and near-poor or even moderate income families

covered by private insurance would be able to maintain private health

insurance coverage were their insurance not provided through their

employer. Thus, the presence or absence of employer-based health

insurance coverage programs will be largely determinative of whether

poor and near-poor employees and their families have private health

insurance coverage.

It has generally been observed that an individual's insurance

coverage depends chiefly on his or her employment situation. However,

a comparison of the percentage of children living with an employed

parent with the percentage of children covered by private insurance

reveals that this maxim does not hold true for dependents of workers.

The gap for children between their parents' employment status and

their own insurance status is large and growing larger.

In 1984, 86 percent of all children had at least one parent

currently employed.
18 

Among Black children, 67 percent had a

currently employed parent, and among White children, 89.4 peLcent

had a currently employed parent.
19 

Even among families with incomes

at or below the federal poverty level in 1983, 63.4 percent had at

least one employed family member.
2 0

In stark contrast, however, data from the 1980 National Medical

Care Utilization and Expenditure Survey (NMCUES) indicate that in 1980,
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even before recent reductions in employer-based health insurance cover-

age, only 77.4 percent of all children under age 18 had private insur-

ance and only 64.7 percent had private insurance for a full year.
21

Thus a significant discrepancy exists between the percentage of

children living with an employed parent and the percentage of children

with private health insurance.

This discrepancy is even more startling among poor and minority

children, since lower paid jobs are less likely to carry with them

any health insurance or dependent coverage. In 1980, for example, only

59.4 percent of Black children had any private insurance, and only 41.2

percent were insured for a full year.
22 

For poor children, the

discrepancy is breathtaking. Even though nearly two-thirds of poor

children live in employed familes, only 33.9 percent had any private

health insurance in 1980, and only 16.4 percent of all poor children

under 18 were insured for the full year.
2 3 

Among near-poor children

(those with incomes between 100 percent and 150 percent of the federal

poverty level) only 61.6 percent had private insurance, and only 44.1

percent had full-year coverage.
24

These startling numbers have grave implications for both children

and federal and state governments. Applying these statistics to 1984

poverty levels, all but 16.4 percent of the 12.9 million children

living in poverty that year (some 10.8 million children) were either

wholly or partially uninsured for their basic health care needs.

Unless they qualified for Medicaid (and in 1980, only half of all poor

children qualified for Medicaid for a full year),24a they were

uninsured. This enormous gap in private health insurance coverage

among poor children might be substantially narrowed -- indeed,
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the Congressional Budget Office has estimated that 23.8 percent of all

uninsured children live with a family head covered by private

insurance
2 4

b -- were their parents' employer-based insurance plans

more responsive to their needs.

Federal and state governments are making enormous tax expenditures

for employer-based health insurance. The current cost to the Treasury

of the employer group health insurance tax deduction is about $35

billion. Because this publicly subsidized system is so ineffective

in meeting the needs of children, the federal and state governments

are forced to make additional and sizeable direct expenditures for

children through public insurance programs, even though some of these

children's health care costs could be borie in whole or in part by

private insurance were their parents' emplcyer-based plans more

comprehensive.

Thus, it is in both children's and government's interests to

ensure that the tax expenditures for employer-purchased health plans

are more adequate to meet the needs of children. Employer-based

health insurance plans that prevent workers from securing health

insurance coverage for their children or that offer inadequate

levels of family coverage not only place children at risk of being

denied needed and cost-effective health care (particularly if they come

from poor or near-poor families) but also place added strains on public

budgets.

Four Barriers to Employer-Based Health Insurance Coverage

Four basic reasons account for the fact that millons of poor and

near-poor children with working parents may nonetheless be uninsured

through the work-place.
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1. Employers that offer no health insurance: A threshold issue

is whether employers offer their employees health insurance at all. In

1980, among families with family heads under age 65 in which at least

one family member worked every week, 13.1 percent were without any

known coverage.
25

Moreover, children are increasingly living in single parent headed

households. In 1983, 20 percent of all children (51.1 percent of all

Black children and 15.0 percent of all White children) lived only with

their mothers,
2 6 

Yet eleven percent of women working full-time are not

protected by health insurance, and 20 percent of women who work part-

time are uninsured.
2 7 

Moreover, women in the workforce tend to be

concentrated in industries that pay workers on an hourly, rather than

a salaried, basis.
2 8 

Persons paid on an hourly basis are more than

twice as likely to lack health insurance coverage.
29 

Similarly, women

tend to te concentrated in industries with restrictive health insurance

practices. For example, the retail trade employs 21 percent of all

women in the labor force, and yet 23 percent of women working in this

industry are without health insurance.
30 

Thirty-six percent of women

working in private households are without health insurance.*31

2. Eiiloyers that offer coverage for their employees only:

While most employers who provide some health insurance offer their

employees the option of securing coverage for their dependents, a

number provide health insurance plans that cover only their employees.

* Since these statistics identify women without any insurance, either

public or private, they may understate the proportion of employers
in these industries who offer no private coverage.
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Among all employers offering health insurance to their employees in

1980, 4.3 percent offered no dependent coverage at all,
32 

not even

at the employee's cost. Firms employing 100 persons or fewer were

particularly likely to offer no dependent coverage. For example, 9.5

percent of firms employing between one and nineteen employees, and 7.3

percent of firms employing between 50 and 99 persons, offered no 33

dependent coverage in 1980.

3. 1-_rloyers offering dependent coverage but at an unaffordable

cost: Of tlie more than 95 percent of all establishments that offered

health insurance to dependents when it was offered to employees in

1980, only 60 percent paid the full premium costs for their employees'

dependent coverage.
34 

Eighteen percent contributed nothing toward

dependent coverage,
35 

and the remainder offered partial payment;

In the 40% of cases where there was no or only partial employer

contribution to dependent care coverage, obviously the families

hardest hit were those of poor or near-poor workers. A full-time

employee making the minimum wage (roughly $550.00 per month) and

working for an employer who contributes little or nothing toward

dependent coverage, may be in no position to purchase a family coverage

plan whose cost might easily total $100 per month. With the full-time

minimum wage now equal to only three-fourths of the poverty line for

a family of three, such a worker too often must choose between food

and medical insurance in such a situation.

An additional problem is the failure of most health insurance plans

to distinguish among types or numbers of dependents. In a typical plan

the employee payment for dependant coverage is a set amount, whether



employee is a single parent with one child or married and with several

children. As a result single parents "subsidize" families with two

parents, and small families "subsidize" large families. Since single

parents tend to have lower-paid jobs, the effect is exacerbated:

dependent coverage for which the employee must pay all or most of

the cost is most troublesome for single parents (the rate of return

is lower) and low-income workers (who have less discretionary income

with which to pay).

Employers' failure to adjust dependent coverage premiums for

family type and size and for employee income level means that many

poor and near-poor families are forced to either forego family coverage

entirely or else spend significant and often unreasonable portions of

their income on health insurance. While there is some tension between

the principles of insurance on the one hand and the benefits of

adjusting premiums for family income or size or type on the other, we

believe that it Is an issue which needs scrutiny.

In 1980, the nation's low and moderate income privately insured

families with household heads under age 65 who had to pay all of their

premiums, incurred an average annual expense of $605 or 6 percent of

their annual income. Families with incomes of $35,000 or more who

paid who paid all of their premiums had average annual expenditures of

$945.00 (2 percent of their annual income).
36  

Those families least

able to afford it were thus the most likely to pay the greatest share

of their family income toward insurance premiums.
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Unfortunately, in recent years, the trend has been in favor of fur-

ther reductions in employer contributions to dependent care coverage,

as employers have raised their employees' insurance premium obligations

in order to control utilization and cut costs. Between 1982 and 1983,

the proportion of employees with family coverage who were required to
37

pay part of their premium cost rose from 47 percent to 50 percent.

4. Employer plans that do not furnish appropriate benefits:

Even assuming that the employer pays for the coverage or an employee

can afford-to purchase dependent coverage, the plan offered by his

employer may prove seriously inadequate to meet his or her children's

needs. In 1976, according to a report prepared by the Congressional

Budget Office, only 9 percent of employer-based plans covered preven-

tive care; only 14 percent, vision care; and only 32 percent,

children's dental benefits.
3 8 

while in recent years some employers

have added health promotion and wellness programs to their plans,

including primary care and well-baby coverage, a serious gap still

exists between children's health needs and the scope of coverage in

most employer-based benefit plans.
39

Even an apparently broad scope of coverage may not ensure appro-

priate access to health care if employees are xequired to pay sizeable

deductibles and coinsurance before coverage begins. In recent years,

employers have made increasing use of deductibles and coinsurance to

deter utilization of benefits, especially in light of recent studies

documenting the deterrent effect of costsharing on health care utili-

zation.
4 0

High deductibles and coinsurance can have a particularly
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chilling effect on children's utilization of preventive and primary

care.
4 1 

In an insurance plan under which an across-the-board $100

deductible is applied against each family member before coverage

begins, this deductible, plus a possible coinsurance charge, would act

as a powerful deterrent to children's utilization of preventive

benefits included in their plans.

III. Recommendations

In light of these four barriers, we make the following recommen-

dations for improving employer-based health insurance coverage for

children.

1. A program must be established that permits poor and

near-poor working families to acquire health insurance. For the

millions of poor and near poor workers who are either not offered any

group health insurance through the workplace or else are not offered

coverage for dependents, a program must be established that permits

workers to purchase affordable and adequate coverage for themselves

and their families. Two basic options exist for achieving this goal.

Congress might expand public insurance programs such as Medicaid to

Include a program of subsidized insurance coverage on a sliding scale

for persons who are not poor enough to automatically qualify for

Medicaid coverage but who lack insurance for themselves or their

families and are unable to purchase it through their employer.

Alternatively, Congreass might consider amending the federal tax

laws to promote affordable private insurance coverage. Minimum criteria

might be applied to employer plans. Or, in the absence of employer
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insurance, workers might be given tax credits to be applied toward the

purchase of family health insurance coverage. Or, as some states are

now doing, Congress might consider imposing a federal surtax on

employer-purchased health insurance premiums. This tax could then be

pooled and dedicated toward subsidizing the purchase of private

insurance by uninsured groups of workers and their--families.

These approaches are all preliminary suggestions that must be

explored in greater detail before decisions can be made. It is evident,

however, that large numbers of poor and near-poor employees and their

families are inadequately covered and that these families will be able

to afford coverage only if they receive some type of tax and/or direct

subsidy to purchase either public or private coverage. How to generate

the revenues needed to provide the subsidy, and whether to use those

revenues to assist families to buy public or private insurance plans

are two major questions that must be resolved.

An expansion of the Medicaid program offers several advantages,

especially for children. Its benefits are relatively comprehensive and

include a wide array of preventive pediatric services. Moreover,

Medicaid benefits might be a better investment for the federal govern-

ment because state Medicaid coverage is often less expensive than

private coverage.

On the other hand, a Medicaid purchase option may be seriously

flawed because of the current widespread refusal of providers to

accept persons with Medicaid coverage as patients.
42  

While some of

this refusal to participate in Medicaid might abate if the program

were increasingly opened to the working poor (and some of the welfare
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stigma surrounding the program were thus remo-ed), significant numbers

of providers would undoubtedly continue to retuse to participate unless

Medicaid reimbursement rates were brought more into line with those

currently offered under private insurance plans. For example,

according to one recent study, an obstetrician may charge as much as

$3,000 for a normal maternity care package; yet on the average,

Medicaid programs will pay about $450 for these services.
43

2. Programs must be developed to assist low-income employees

purchase dependent coverage from those employers who offer it. As

noted above, a sizeable number of employers offer dependent care

coverage for their employees' families, but at a sizeable cost.

Reforms are needed either in the form of a tax credit or some other

type of subsidy in order to make dependent coverage premiums more

affordable for lower income employees. Congress should also look at

the propriety of tying the employer tax deduction to the requirement

that employer plan premiums be adjusted for family size and income

in circumstances where employees pay all or a substantial share of

the premiums.

3. The benefit improvements embodied in CHIRP should be enacted

and expanded. All employer-purchased health insurance coverage should

meet minimum scope and content requirements. This is of course, the

aim of CHIRP. The nation invests so many billions of tax dollars in

subsidizing employer-purchased health insurance that it is difficult,

if not impossible, to justify not setting a modest but important floor

on benefit coverage.
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In addition to the benefit improvements contained in CHIRP, we

recommend that all employer-purchased plans be required to offer the

following services:

o pediatric dental coverage: Over 95 percent of all children
need dental care. Indeed, dental problems represent the most
common childhood health condition of all. Yet few plans
offer such coverage.

o vision and hearing care, including eyeglasses and hearing aids.

o followup diagnostic and treatment services for conditions
disclosed during a child's periodic CHIRP health assessment.

Each year the federal government spends several hundred million

dollars directly through the Medicaid program to ensure that these

recommended services are provided to poor children eligible for

Medicaid EPSDT benefits. The justification for this expenditure

is the broad body of literature confirming the cost effectiveness of

continuous preventive health care coverage of children. Children with

comprehensive health insurance coverage are more likely to have a

regular source of care; and having a regular source of care has been

identified with better use of preventive services, more family aware-

ness of good health practices for children, and lower overall health

costs per child.
4 4  

If minimum federal standards for pediatric

health care can be justified under a direct insurance program such

as Medicaid, they are equally as justifiable under private insurance

programs subsidized by large federal tax expenditures.

While some would argue that the scope and content of private

insurance plans is best left to the employer/employee bargaining

process, this argument assumes that in all circumstances the plan

is crafted by bargaining. Many plans, of course, are not bargained
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for. Where there is bargaining it may be constrained by the choice

of benefits offered by a handful of insurance companies. And also,

those on both sides of the collective bargaining table may not be

fully aware of the human and fiscal importance of insisting on compre-

hensive coverage of children. Data on children's utilization of

health care suggest that many families are simply unaware of the

importance of pediatric health care; and thus, employers and employees

may not make it a negotiation issue. For example, in 1980, 5.8 percent

of children between the ages of zero and two in non-poor families made

no visit to a physician, even though accepted medical practice standards

call for a minimum of 6 visits in the first year of life and three in

the second.
45 

Our children cannot afford such ignorance and it is

incumbent on government to set minimum standards on how billions of tax

dollars will be used.

Finally, coverage for preventive pediatric benefits, including

periodic health exams and immunizations, should be exempted from any

costsharing requirements. While minimal costsharing might be tolerated

for diagnostic treatment care, employees should be encouraged as much

as possible to seek preventive services for their children. Therefore,

the benefits embodied in CHIRP should be provided to employees on a

"flrst-dollar" coverage basis.

54-521 O - 86 - 2
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Senator CHAFEE. You missed me on that last point. Would you
repeat it?

Ms. ROSENBAUM. The plan, as it is now drafted, mandates cover-
age of certain benefits, but the coverage is not mandated on what
would be called a first-dollar basis. I'll give you an example. I have
an insurance plan, and for each of my family members, there is a
$100 deductible. Now, currently, my insurance plan does not even
credit me toward my deductible if I take my daughter to a doctor
for a checkup. If CHIRP were enacted, the effect would be that
unless my daughter were very sick during a year and needed to get
a lot of sick child care, I would submit the bill for well-child care
and I would get credit toward her $100 deductible. I would get no
"first-dollar" coverage. Since the last checkup she had cost $60 or
$70, and since I would still have to pay that amount "out-of-
pocket", were I less well-to-do, I would still not be able to get the
care for her, even under CHIRP.

This is a big problem because in the past several years, many
employers, in an effort to contain costs, have, in fact, raised deduc-
tibles and coinsurance as well as premium requirements for em-
ployees and their dependents. It's not uncommon, for example, to
find a family coverage plan with a $500 family deductible.

Senator CHAFEE. But that's a cumulative deductible, isn't it?
Ms. ROSENBAUM. Yes. But if nobody else in the family-in my

case, it's an individual deductible, but you might look at it as a
$300 deductible, since there are three of us in my family-went to
the doctor in a year, except my daughter for her well-child exam,
the care would be credited toward our family deductible, but, in
fact, we would get no compensation for the care.

Senator CHAFEE. But that would be true for you yourself.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. Yes. In my case, it poses no problem because

my family has the resources to pay for her checkup regardless of
whether it's first dollar or not. A poor family-and as I have men-
tioned, there are many poor families who need the benefits of
CHIRP-would not be in a position to lay out funds on an uncom-
pensated basis for the child's care.

Senator CHAFEE. Didn't you say we should require the first-dollar
coverage for children, but not for adults. Is that what you are sug-
gesting?

Ms. ROSENBAUM. Yes. For example, you could decide to require
that certain kinds of services under employer-purchased plans not
only be included in the plan, but provided on a first-dollar basis.
And you could specify what those services would be, similar to the
Medicaid Program which specifies that certain services are first
dollar, in essence, and others are not.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. Well, thank you very much, Ms.
Rosenbaum for your testimony.

Ms. Gustafson.

STATEMENT OF MS. LYNN GUSTAFSON, LEGISLATIVE CHAIR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL NURSES, INC., HEBRON, CT,
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Ms. GUSTAFSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I am Lynn Gustafson, and I am speaking today on behalf of the
school nurses in this country and myself based on my own experi-
ences of 17 years of school health services.

School nurses have always been concerned with preventive
health care. In fact, it is our job. My experience, though, tells me
that over 60 percent of the children that I serviced are not covered
by any preventive health care insurance. Everyone assumes that
these children are healthy. However, research has shown that dis-
eases which manifest themselves in the middle years actually begin
in childhood. Some of these diseases are Athro sclerosis, hyperten-
sion, obesity, anemia, and heart damage from untreated strep in-
fections.

Therefore, we believe that all preventive and health promotions
should begin at birth for it is at this age, the period from birth to
the age of 5, that a child will experience its most rapid change in
physical growth and development. And also his health-

Senator CHAFEE. From when? Birth to 5?
Ms. GUSTAFSON. Birth to 5. And, basically, this is when their

health habits begin to develop.
Because of these rapid changes, the Academy of Pediatrics has

suggested that there be eight physical exams between the ages of 2
months and 5 years of age. The physical exam will also include im-
munizations.

In the cost study that I did in my own community, this health
care will cost anywhere from $350 to $380 in the 5-year period.
However, that is only for the well child. Many of these youngsters
do not have well-developed immune systems so they become very
vulnerable to many of the infections and diseases that plague early
childhood. In particular, middle ear problems.

Moneys for well child coupled with illness payments can really
be a great financial burden, especially to the young working
family.

As the child enters into the school-age years, ages 6 to 18, the
need for physical exams becomes less because of decrease changes
in physical growth and development. However, the cost for a physi-
cal exam may vary from anywhere from $40 to $65, depending on
the need for immunizations and other screening tests.

In looking at health promotion and disease prevention on a na-
tional level, the Surgeon General in his report developed five major
goals for all Americans. The goal for children is to provide a dis-
ease prevention model delivered to a child by a health provider in
a system. This means that this health provider may be a physician;
he may be a physician's assistant or a nurse practitioner. The set-
ting could be in his office, in a clinic or in a school-based program.

These services should include infant care, immunizations, assess-
ment of growth and development, blood pressure control, family
planning, and information on prevention of pregnancy and sexual-
ly transmitted diseases.

The Surgeon General continues by saying "the one barrier to
achieving this goal is the chronic underfunding for health preven-
tion, especially third-party reimbursements."

We do know that health prevention can be cost effective. Pro-
grams such as title 19 of Medicaid, who have the preventive health
services, have reduced medical costs within 30 to 50 percent.
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We feel it is time to move from a medical model in which the
patient is diagnosed and treated for a disease to a prevention
model in which the client with the medical care provider can sit
down and review the physical exams, laboratory tests, assessments,
screenings, et cetera, so that he can plan a healthier lifestyle and,
therefore, decrease the amount of disease in later life.

We feel that this piece of legislation is one step to reaching this
goal.

Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Gustafson.
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Gustafson follows:]
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Chairmarn Dole, Senator Chafee, Merbers of the Coaanittee, I air Lynn

Gustafson, Legislative Chairperson fur the National Association of School

Nurses and Supervisor of School Health Services for the Manchester Board of

Education, Manchester, Connecticut. I appear today on behalf of the National

Association if School Nurses and the National Education Association.

I have come to speak in favor of S. 376, the Child Health Incentive

Reform Plan introduced by Senator Chafee.

As a school nurse, I am particularly aware of the importance of preven-

tive health care. In my practice, approximately 60 percent of the school

population is not covered by any preventive health insurance. This places an

added financial burden on our working parents. Often, parents would wait to

obtain medical care for their ill child; thus, incurring more expensive care;

a longer recovery time; and a hiqher absentee rate from school. Until recent-

ly, parents would use the emergency rooms for chronic illnesses or injuries

because their insurance would pay for this type of care. Recent changes by

the insurance carriers now prohibits this.

In reviewing the Surgeon General's report on Health Promotion and Disease

Prevention, five major goals were developed in order to improve the health

status of all Americans. From these five goals the 1990 Health Ob)ectives for

The Nation (227 objectives) were developed.

The objectives for children and adolescents include disease prevention

services which are usually delivered to individuals by a health care provider
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in various clinical settiroqs. These services ircluded irfart rare im-muniza-

tions, assessment cf rc.wth and develop ert, high blood pressure control,

family planning, pregnarc , a.i scxually transmitted diseases. Al: these

services are usually aid fr under a prever t ive health care insurance plan.

This ret :rt also stated that there are several barriers which must be overcome

in order for us to achieve thte 1990 health objective. ine of these barriers

is the chronic underfunidng, irncluding the lack of third-party pay-ment, for

health promotion and disease prfver.tion. S. 376 would help in tearing down

this barrier.

Preventive health care can place a heavy burden on a young family. At

birth, many newborns are not c-vered by any health insurance. If the birth

was premature, or if the newborn develops a medical problem the financial

burden may be astrcnomical. From birth to age five, a child will experience

rapid changes in hrs'her physical growth and development. The Academy of

Pediatrics suggests that children be examined at two months, four months, six

months, nine months, one year, 15 months, 18 months, two years, and at age

four-five years. The total cost of well-child care averages from $350-$380

per child (see appendix).

I cannot stress the importance of periodic evaluations strongly enough.

Research has confirmed that early identification and treatment of health care

problems is not only cost effective, but helps the child function more effec-

tively in his/her environment. Also, at this age, children do not have a

well-developed immunity system; thus they are most vulnerable to colds, ear

infections, etc. The leading cause of death in this age group is from
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accidents. 1hus, illness combined with accidents can substantially strain a

family's finarial burden.

As th, hild enters the school system, he/she experiences a sl,,wing down

in the areas o urcwth and development; thus periodic exams are less frequent.

However, most sta
t
es have mandated screening programs for vision, hearing and

sclicsis within. th. school setting. If a child has developed a problem in

one of these2 areas, heshe is referred to a medical care provider. These

serviceb are not usually included in a health care plan. Several of my

ramlie find it very difficult to pay for these services, especially if it

affects nore than one child in a family. Fes.earch indicates that heart, lung,

an d blood diseases which manifest themselves in the middle years actually

begi: in childhood. Thus, the health assessment of the school age child (five

yeais to aqe I) should include laboratory studies. These studies provide

base-lsre information which is essential to a long-term health care plan. For

exar it, it a child's blood studies indicate an increase in blood cholesterol,

the lomily wiuld be able tc alter hisiher dietary habits before disease

deve lobs.

Foutine screening procedures, such as blood pressure screening of all

children over three years of ace, is essential in controlling hypertension.

Recent studies indicate that children, like adults, experience primary hyper-

tension the cause of which is obesity or a history of hypertension in the

fami ly.
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As the child ur. ttr s adc l es,ence, t her problems begin to develop.

Periodic evaluations -n lead to early dnagr sis of nrorex.m, ullmi-A, drug

and alcohol addiction, teenage jEr"gnarc,- and sexual% iransrited dls :aes.

Py tvaluat Ir ?he teer,ager in a hualth i reveLic-, model , many -f the ahoce

problems can be detected and a]]rcpriate i tervcntions car be established

prior to the cnset of disease or FreonarcY.

Although 1 do rot have criy cost f:qures which will predict how much

preventive health care will save this ratior. in health care costs, the Early,

Periodic Screening Ulagnosis and Treatment Prograr (EFSDT) funded under Title

XTX, has shown a decrease in 30-50 percent in both hospital and medical costs

for low-income children. Coverage of preventive health care may be modestly

more expensive for employers but will jay for them in reduced family stress

and less employer-paid sick leave oaken to cane for sick children ct for

repeated visits to a ph}siciar. tr treatment that could w -l have been avoided

if early care had been provided.

The future of health care is in a ireventior model, not a medical model.

S. 376 wil] help provide access to this mode] for our children. it will als.

help in achieving the 1990 Health Obiectives for the nation.

We must take the steps necessary to protec : the health of our children

and in so doing improve the health or our ration now and for years to come.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I would be pleased

to respond to any questions you may have.
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APPENDIX

COST FOR WELL-CHILD CAPE

AGES 2 MONTHS TO 5 YEARS

2 months OPT, polio and check-up $48.00

4 months OPT, polio and check-up 48.00

6 months Polio and check-up 36.00

9 months Check-up 28.00

1 year Check-up and OPT 38.00

15 months M.M.R. and check-up 45.00

2 years Check-up 25.00

4 or 5 year Check-up 62.00

$372.00
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT J. HlAGGERTY, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, NEW YORK, NY

Senator CHAFEE. Dr. Haggerty.
Dr. HAGGERTY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm Dr. Haggerty, president of the American Academy of Pediat-

rics, and I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of the
Child Health Incentive Reform Plan.

You've described it very well, and I won't repeat that, but to
merely say that these insurance plans currently encourage hospi-
talization procedures and other acute services that contribute to
the escalating costs.

Now the insurance industry says that-one of the arguments is
that it does not discriminate against children because the benefits
are provided to-the insurers supply equally to adults and chil-
dren. But here is where we cannot agree. Because children specifi-
cally use and need preventive services much more than acute serv-
ices and particularly hospital services, the receipt of services under
the current insurance is not equitable.

We've heard from you and the other witnesses about the payoff
of preventive services. Immunizations have a tenfold benefit for
every dollar spent. But preventive services for children include
much more than immunizations. They include screening for dis-
ease, counseling for problems found, anticipatory guidance, preven-
tion of accidents, prevention of problems that will arise in the
future, depending on the age and the health habits of the child.

These are all part of preventive services, and part of EPSDT,
which, as we have heard, decreases the cost of acute care when it's
provided to low-income families.

Now there is no doubt that health insurance premiums have ex-
perienced extraordinary inflation, but the cause of this inflation
must be traced to the design of the policies themselves, the encour-
agement of unnecessary acute and largely hospital services.

No fewer than 15 studies have found that preventive health care
for children has a clear and positive effect in reducing illnesses.

Now in our judgment, CHIRP does not amount to Federal regula-
tion or mandating of the insurance industry. We believe that this
regulation properly belongs to the States. We are supporting tax
reform and we are supporting this as an incentive to a more equi-
table health system.

Now no State mandates coverage of child health supervision
services, And this has been an argument-why don't the States do
it? But in 1984 and again this year, legislation similar to CHIRP
was passed by California legislature but vetoed by Governor Deuk-
mejian. On both occasions the Governor gave as one of his reasons
the concern that the bill would create one more State-mandated ob-
ligation on an employer that would serve as an impediment to the
attraction of new business to our State.

Therefore, individual States are reluctant to institute changes
that they perceive would put them at a competitive disadvantage
with other States when vying for new business. Therefore, we be-
lieve this incentive has to be at the Federal level.
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To date, there have been no serious attempts by insurers to test
the efficacy or the sales of these changes. With the exception of
HMO's, which together now enroll 7 percent of the population-

Senator CHAFEE. What percent is that?
Dr. HAGGERTY. Seven percent. And they are rapidly growing

each year. Few plans appropriate benefits for the needs of children.
Blue Shield of Pennsylvania began offering such preventive care

4 years ago and has since halved its modest premium for such cov-
erage. Banker's Life of Des Moines offers this package at no premi-
um increase, as does Union Mutual Insurance Co. Because, as a
company spokesman explained, substitution of appropriate preven-
tive care today for acute care tomorrow will lower medical costs,
and our policyholder's premiums.

Mr. Chairman, as you have said, th. cost of providing such im-
proved coverage is next to nothing. Recently, the Academy of Pedi-
atrics engaged an independent actuary to work with actuaries from
a major insurance company to develop a model for estimating pre-
miums. The bottom line is that the total cost for providing all child
health supervision services from birth to age 20 costs only as much
as 1 day in the hospital or the average monthly premium for fami-
lies would-be $2.28. And this does not take into account the reduc-
tion in cost that would occur from picking up disease early and pre-
venting it.

Mr. Chairman, in our opinion, one very good way to reverse the
inflationary influence of illness-oriented health insurance is to
change the nature of the insurance coverage to encourage preven-
tion and early diagnosis of disease.

CHIRP, we believe, does that.
Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, doctor. I appreciate

the testimony you have given, and particularly your discussion of
the experiences of some different insurance companies on this.

[The prepared written statement of Dr. Haggerty follows:]
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Mr. Chairmar., rrmnb,.r3 uft the iCjbcr-)mfiitte, I an Dr. Pobert J. Haggerty, president

of the American Acadeny of Pediatrics, an organization representing more than

28,000 peJiatriins who are dedicated to the promotion of maternal and child

health. Wo appre iate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the Child

Health Incentive. Reform Plan (CHIRP), which would amenJ the Internal Revenue

Code to deny any employer a lduction for group health plan expenses unless such

plan includes coverage of pnlatric preventive care. It is our belief that reform

of the tax laws as they apply to employer-provided health insurance is overdue.

Current irjsirance plan "rjcoijrage hospitalization, procedures and other acute

services which coitribite directly to escalating health care costs; they discourage

preventive care and early li-igross of disease both of which decrease costs. The

special tax stAtus grarited a tmployer-pruvided health insurance plans thus has

helped to create, wast#!, ir,ef'iciencies and inflationary pressures on our health

care system. It also has permitted serious inequities and discriminatory prac-

tices against children.

TAX POLICIES ARE DISCRIMINATORY

Mr. Chairman, arong other cherished Constitutional goals, the Founding Fathers

established a nation "to promote the general welfare." Surely we all can agree

that the good health of Ameriea's children is central to that aspiration. Yet

taxpayers today are being forced to subsidize group health insurance plans which

adversely affect the health of children.

Common sense is at the heart of CHIRP, S.376. Employer-provided group health

plans, which are tax leductilble, row represent the second largest taxpayer-

supporte1 healh prug7am, afttr Medicare, in this ,our try. In 1986, this subsidy
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will lit The li al gov-rnr, i7t $l billion in lost revenues. Because of their

special t.3x-deJultLble ;tatu i, gruip health plans have become the dominant method

of financing personal health care services in the U.S. According to the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, more than 80 percent or'all full-time employees are covered

by some form of private health :n,,irance.

But the record .f tr, n:;ur:&.. in,+istry in meeting the personal health care needs

of children is nut ipreF;iv- -- indeed 't is spotty at best, having pulled the

health care system in a dire,'I i inimical to children. While overprov~ding for

hospitalization. -urgery 301 procedures, it has underprovided for preventive

services, such as well-c.hild care, that children need. The problem for those of

us who are directly conicerie] with delivering health care to children is that

insurance carrers hav- erected financial barriers between the children and the

aera'vl e'! tney "-,, d.

The industry admit. to cert. in shortcomings in its treatment of children, namely,

that insurance is denigred spread risks; that the types of child supervision

servir ce; e l..udll :r, " . . i, e not costly; and that, therefore, they are

bulgetable A .hoj], t,1 ;a I dir,3otly by the family. The insurance companies

cunten'd, moreover, that they Jo not discriminate against children because the

benefits they privil', ipply equally to adults and children. Bit there is a

clearly dis3parite irct -- 'rojp health plans generally deny coverage of ambula-

tory care to adults i 'hi, In',rn altke, while it is children who more specifically

need . ich servic?3.

COVERAGE EXPANDS - BUT NOT FOR CHILDREN

Health insijrnce. by Ie-'g'. ,,1 th" industry itself, is unique among the many lines

of' insurance. tor msrfc tt1v, th'o, d-cales, it has developed and expanded as a
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form .)f prepaym'.t1 it has ', v vred vision services, toenail-cutting services,

dent at 'Ietl ip; iri I pre.3rpt -,rn drugs. it has developed insurance for stomach

:, Mexv ard t spe,. i'La I reall diseases" in the United States. It has

foar; way: of coVerlie the arrvioes of chiropractors, optometrists, and faith

Tr i itt. ;tMm: .'pi Iob" the many coverages as "innovative." They

Comma]y o ast , "wY h.Z3 I t I I irnviing you want ." However, what they do not sell

1 s ,,, verag fnr , v 1 , ,, i i eess, even though there is evidence of consumer

irtere'-t %rn1 (ompellirg *'v. C: nf the public interest. America's dominant health

insurance system has i respo: ii lity to market preventive health care for children.

The tax laws :should encourage ? that end.

Young working people with oh. 1ien must rely on their employer-provided health

insurance even more than oiler workers must. Younger families generally have less

income. It is often diffi-,ulr to budget, with after-tax dollars, for any but the

most essential conts livn;.T 'h as housing, food, clothing and transportation.

If the health r,.,,ro ir- ' ,r, "\ ai, coverage or well-baby arid child health super-

vis:)r serve,_-., tan. i ; v 4.1, wait for symptoms of illness to appear before

brrig,,g the -h- 1,S -- *.r, ci;' be tragic.

MFETING NEEDS IS COST-EFFECTIVE

Whit, t Amr i' aid , , iv been immunized by the time they enter school,

there are still mi]] ,io i'rs -- including a substantial percentage of all

pre-school children -- s o r ,t receive vaccinations for mea3les, rubella, mumps,

poii andnphth'r. a-''t nra -sertsisis. Irrnunizat ions are not generally covered

by private health -ir' V"" ,nri though a bipartisan study released last month

by the House Sel-ct Cnmnttn, r,, children, Youth and Families -- as well as previous
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reports on tn, ro ate 5. jt.7c0 -- tr1i"'ates that immnunization p. grams save $70 for

e-very A) ir ;ptrit. ,it ,.r .' -o-reening ge'ncral ly covered even though for each

dollar spent )n screening 1, xi children for congenital malformations, eye and

car prob ie ir. pr-, ' "r,,i al rare, $8 was saved in long-term costs and

i n t (,-e :- .

It.''. " ti' ,., ,'. .r -nr Fi ly a''I ?erloal' Sereen.,g, Diagnosis

an A Treatr,7 i P 1 a ' , u' 7 * IJr"., r' v rv'i e he ,I th insurance does not.

it hs en f 'h ...i' J, " *.''r. i ').,gh PSP? i hs:.ocuri were on, dverage

33 p-rcer' 'ses cLDtly '" -il thtn ' t.her children. In Ohio, they were 30

percent ]1"';; It; , '' ' t i, i.'. percent less, and ,so forth. The House

Select Cru t tOP ,',' '-],, . ' eprt that EFSDiT saves $2 for every dollar

CHILDREN ARE DIFiEPENT

Children are niot jtt small a ts -- they differ in size, metabolism, immunity,

joint stri.eture, 3kin, ni.,r FIgi( maturity, ntcstial an digestive ability, brain

'.usceptit i o ni '.2.ii 'qT i ,'I v and 'in"'. Children are constantly growing,

deve rp"ng nl 'na,itir. 17. i3 pr'c~soly why child heialth supervision is so

vital, ari i . thy it i ', )ri' ' tha' he' 'tn insurance plans continue to cover

a J'11 t ,f '.i" ( ho 'i I I ' , i ,x chi 1dren'.f neel; (preventive services/

a.u i y ".V . It , prov nt1 it , as' .3 that i'a', be prevented.

From I ; ' ' ' , ', h- i ,, ',, ta rep': it i ';r~i,cce.asat's epi derm cs. From

av,s itt) i ri .' , ' ' r',, i I "tr ' r,,i 'erreno. , their, havo been untold num-

bers at' oh lt'er, Jage'i ,ii k d. ,c jue. tiri arises: Why does private health

ins s/ranl f'0ll "o e.. t -" , ,' '2hill , who un ler the age of 15 require

oly 0oot MI-f' rt ' , r' ,I ' , pita izat ,"' as adults lo? Is it costly to cover

thI3 pipilation? Is 'le ' i Liot so flerco among carriers that price considera-

tions rule out child eAltfln !ipervisin?
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There is no doubt that health insurance premiums have experienced extraordinary

inflation. So rapidly have the premiums increased that employers complain of 20-40

percent annual rises or more. But surely a major cause of the inflation must be

traced to the design of the policies themselves, the encouragement of unnecessary

acute. largely hospital services, and the exclusion of office-based preventive

care. An ounce of prr.''rtiorl njy not be worth a full pouni of cure, but for chil-

dren the dsta wold H1;'2ate t is worth at least a half-pound. No fewer than 15

tsdrile3 have founi ;-, eqot .v- health cart han a clear, positive effect on

reJucing illne3s anA .Iprcnrnr iIrein's health.

Should taxpayers iobodiz,- health insurance policies which discriminate against

children and which rause irbareires and inflationary pressures in health care?

In our opinion, the answerr .; iinequivocally NO. We hope th committee will agree

-- with us, .ind with the n'meroui like-minded organizations which have announced

their public support for CHIRP , among them, the American College of Osteopathic

Pediatricians; American Parents Committee; American Public Welfare A3sociation;

American Veteran.s Committee; Catholic Health Association; Child Welfare League;

Children's Defense FnJ; Lut,'rarr Council in the USA; National Association of

Children's Hospitals and Helatel institutions; National Education Association;

National Pprinatal Aamciatinn; People'. Medical Society; and the General Board

of Church and Society, the United Methodist Church.

ROlE OF THE STATES

Let us na,, clear .hat 1'1Fihl' dLes rvot mount 1o federal reg-l.ition of the insurance

industry. We believ, n.; -a'n, rpg~ilatinn pr ,perly belongs to the states. We

are supporting tax re',)rrin. W. ", 'cal I 1i 1'or an -. d to favorable tax treatment

for health insuran- at i- m-'S m 4ftato ,itavorat-le provisions for children's
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health. What are the Mtates.Iiir~g abuilt the problem? The answer is that there

is little they are do.ng, can 1, or would be inclined to do so long as the system

is driven by federal tax poli ,iea.

State rewmilati n of hoilth insurance is focused mainly on solvency of the insurer

an.' on any fra,.Aulent prac ;r,s. The insurance departments approve policy rates

'j a.".'re thy are . 'il , i terms )" covering the costs of the promised

be'-ief'Ws. With ht': r,' . ol ntri.,raece companies otfering differing gradations of

benefits, Fererallv t'-,r the am- h,-,spital, surgical and procedural services, the

insurance departme(-r se-mingly have enoug, to do working through this mathematical

labyrinth. They .c iot norm il y recommend or ever, suggest policy changes affecting

scope of benefits.

No state mandates cHv,.ragu A child health supervision services. In 1984 and

again this year, legizlation similar to CHIRP was passed by the California legis-

lature and sent to Governor Gerge Deukmejian for his'signature. On both occasions

the governor vetoed the bill. One of his reasons, according to the 1984 veto

message, was his concern that the bill "would create one more state-mandated

obligation on an rmplyor tht wold serve as an impediment to the attraction of

new business to our state.' Since states may be reluctant to institute changes

that they perceive soullt put them at a competitive disadvantage with other states

when vying for new tusines, l, isiat Hn is all the more necessary at the federal

level.

To date there nas been r. . Orro attempt by insurers to test the efficacy of

benefit changes in em[,layer-based health insurance plans. With the exception of

the HMOs, which together now enroll about 7 percent of the population, few plans

appropriate benefits for the needs of children. Blue Shield of Pennsylvania began
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,ii f t, r ,h l It' p:', . ,Iie four years ago, and has since halved its modest

pr.o-,i. nor ! ' ''vh ''oag"i . ' t,'in Life of Des Moines offers this package at no

",., n .:', , , I * ..... . '. A Insurance Company becaLse, a company spokes- *

a,) e:X;,1 "to i...........' .' Appropriate preventive care today for acute-care

.,rv. .t not" , ii I i" : ,al costs and our policy holders' premiums."

'':..t , . '-, t .- ' ret ~r. " '''.p 'io;isly pt g,'essive.

HEALTH ']ARE GUIDELINES AND COSTS

Ir, e A "a, I .1 , ro .T -,,t.' i - 1lii leines for the care of children and youth.

tlo,-;y proviJ,, :'or .peW'ei su1 -vi 'e.u at specified Limes in the child's life, and

are trt'.adly in rpr it, Ir, S. Pt,. Sine each child is unique, the guidelines

art, r0,-4t r.iJ, t,it .1,) 1 t' ais for premium cost estimates by third-party

p iy',3 e4 1ti o .,O- lt''.I lit P 1 , o) I'es,' a i charge in various communities.

Recently the Acaiemy engaged an outside independent actuary to work with actuaries

from a major in's,ir.ance comp-ny to develop a model for estimating premiums. Using

a ir',t omp':ny wath 45,)3 employees, of whom 31,490 had a total of 41,167

*.'pr'o'.' c . I". ., to, " i -' '- applied tho Academy's recommended services to

cIau1.49 Ut . '. , g'n ' I: C'u :eI. the k,'ademy then surveyed pediatricians

n6" .iti - . t;.' charge. for covering the recommended services,

.e11 w . ' .', '', "- "111," Pr liatrioisns in 140 cities responded in

-fC,' r.'.t fnr , l, rn report. The bottom line is that the total

co-l _,i" or pI '± I LPi, h .sUCef'vison services from birth to ,)e 20

co t - ,t- ut h'- 7'. - 1,; i. l iv i' _ a_hu --tt •i.

Translateidin, pr'-" im ht' , Ih- average monthly premium per family for covering

all the servicp- ia:; !!.. i ; co mpares with the $
2 0 0

-pis per month now being

expended for ilin.s- o'. I n,ilth insurance. And the premium costs for child
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health superv i iri do not i' I %r , creits for reluct, i sn in il ness and hospitali-

zatiornwh hw'ullni'lyr it.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, in oir, opinir 0 er,p very good way to rev,'-re the highly inflationary

infli.rice of illrss-oriert tI health insurance is tc change !he nature of the

coverage to e;cisrag" pr( ervt nni n early diagnosis of i: ease. The place to

bew i .with -!hin r, n 6, , research has show, thr e would be the highest

payoff. Corj:i l'ring 'he jo i', of empl yer-providel health insurance, there

i3 only one way Lo er,I Ihe in-4;itable provisions appliicg t,. children, ani that

in to leny tax J,-1" itcl ns to ' aj, clans .ah.ch ;'rat i,? SUCh discrimination.

We further bel ieve, tni t 
iroli a )n of' equitable benefits for children would create

incentives and impc-t for an nv-rdue redesign of health insurance plans. Compen-

sating changes are much mire acceptable to unions and employers than are cutbacks,

and child health care benefits can be an attractive addition to help reduce both

employer costs and the amounts Jeducted for health insurance from taxable income.

Reductions wold also occr in government health expenditures, which are driven

by Jysfunctiona
l 

health innurnoo, incentives.

It has been 30 years .3ie C ,gress addressed the real issues of tax treatment of

employer-baseJ health in -U :,,. Eieause the laws have ',.ockeJ even the most basic

standards, ,r.sur3nce .ia 1ir,vi a health care iijto what is row universally perceived

as a o)ust orisi ;. It has :, 1 h, Iina,-ruig patterns that are unfair to chil-

dren and their parent>.

We believe the tax laws have lo te rtfornel to create an improved and more equitable

system -- CHIRP houl I ,prtain!y he part of that progress.
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STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID CHADWICK, MEDICAL DIRECTOR
EMERITUS. AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR CHILD PROTECTION,
SAN DIEGO CHILDREN HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTER, SAN
I)IEGO, CA
Senator CHAFEE. Dr. Chadwick.
Dr. CHADWICK. Thank you, Mr. Chafee. I convey my compliments

and those of the Childrens Hospitals to you for sponsoring this very
far-seeing legislation.

I'm also a pediatrician. However, I'm here representing Chil-
drens Hospitals rather than privately practicing pediatricians. The
Western Association of Childrens Hospitals consist of nine chil-
dfrens hospitals, seven of them in California and one in Seattle and
one in Denver, the western set.

We don't deliver preventive services for children. That is a very
small part of our work. We take care of sick and injured children
after things fail to be prevented. So in a certain sense, we look at it
from the other angle.

However, we prefer the broad to the narrow view of things, and
we see ourselves as part of a health system; not as simply deli-
verers of curative or remedial services. So we are anxious to elimi-
nate those conditions that we now treat, which we shouldn't be
having to do because they are preventable.

And in my brief oral statement, I think I would like-to dwell on
why this is a public issue rather than a private one and one for the
Federal Government rather than the States.

One of the questions that immediately comes up is if preventive
services for children are such a good buy, why has it been un-
bought so long. What are the economics of this? Why aren't people
out there scrambling for this wonderful opportunity?

And one of the reasons is-there are several reasons, but one is
that the benefits or profits of this may not accrue to the person
who is paying. In fact, they quite often don't. They accrue to some-
body else. Also, the benefits may not be obvious at the front end.
Not many people and very few parents, even people in policy posi-
tions, don't get to see the whole picture.

Let me use some examples to explain that. If I failed to take my
child to get her immunized for polio, is she going to get polio? Well,
no, she is not. In all probability, not in my community at least be-
cause 85 percent of the children or 80 percent or 79 or whatever it
happens to be are immunized and the virus will not survive in a
community where 80 percent of the children are immunized. All
immunizations have this characteristic, and are, in fact, public
issues for that reason.

The majority protects the minority who fail to receive them, up
to a point. And if the level of immunization falls below a certain
level, then there is a risk of an epidemic. And I'm old enough to
remember polio and iron lungs. I'm old enough to remember even a
little diptheria. And you don't have to have seen much of that to
know that we don't want anymore.

Dr. Haggerty mentioned that preventive care goes well beyond
immunizations, and I would like to mention some of those other
things and explain why we need them.
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Most people aren't aware that an infant born deaf will look
pretty normal for the first year or so of life; will develop in a
pretty normal way, although there may be some deviations. Lots of
people won't recognize those deviations, and an infant can easily go
for 2 or even 3 years before the failure to speak becomes an issue
and a child gets referred for evacuation.

The difference between and early and a late referral if a deaf
child is the difference between a speaking and a signing person
later in life. And those are important communication issues. The
child who is not recognized early presents an additional burden to
society in the form of special education and other special services.

We still see children of the age of 3 who have dislocated hips
that they were born with and weren't treated because they didn't
get in to see a pediatrician and weren't recognized early. This par-
ticular abnormality is rather infrequent, but it does occur. And
when it does, it can be fixed with a little splint which is applied to
the baby at 2 months of age or so as opposed to a one-week hospital
stay later on.

Dr. Haggerty mentioned nutritional problems. I think it was
mentioned that even blood pressure now can be tracked from quite
early childhood to later in life. And the proper and preventive and
ameliorative provisions put in place early with a great reduction in
mortality later in life.

You get the behavioral and the emotional problems dealt with,
parent-infant relationships dealt with, avoidance of abuse, proper
discipline, prevention of abuse in the next generation, all this and
more for $2.28 a month. Such an incredible buy. We have really
failed in marketing this in pediatrics, and we hopefully will do
better at that in the future.

I think you've heard all the reasons why insurance companies
might or might not get into this business. I think it's a Federal re-
sponsibility as long as there is a Federal tax deduction for the
health premiums. And if we are going to get the most for the tax-
exempt dollar, preventive services for children are the way to do it.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, doctor. You came in right
under the wire.

[The prepared written statement of Dr. Chadwick follows:]
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My name is David L. Chadwick; I am currently the Director

of the Center for Child Protection at San Diego Children's

Hospital and Health Center. I am a former chairman of

California Chapter 3 of the American Academy of Pediatrics and

I served as Medical Director at San Diego Children's for 17

years. Today I appear before you on behalf of the Western

Association of Children's Hospitals (WACH).

WACH is a non-profit organization composed of nine member

institutions providing the vast majority of tertiary and most

of the secondary health care services to children on the west

coast and in the western section of the country. WACH was

founded to promote recognition of the special needs and

circumstances of children's hospitals in the formulation of

public health care policy. These institutions include seven

hospitals in California: Earl & Loraine Miller Children's

Hospital and Medical Center (Long Beach); Children's Hospital

and Medical Center of Northern California (Oakland); Valley

Children's Hospital (Fresno); Children's Hospital of Orange

County (Orange); Children's Hospital (Los Angeles); Children's

Hospital (Stanford); and Children's Hospital and Health Center

(San Diego). Recently we expanded the geographic scope of our

organization to include the Children's Orthopedic Hospital in

Seattle, Washington and the Children's Hospital in Denver,

Colorado.
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WACH applauds Senator Chafee and the Senate Finance

Committee for its foresight in addressing the issue of

pediatric preventive healthcare coverage under private-sector

insurance. In this regard, WACH strongly recommends the

adoption of S.376, Senator John Chafee's "Child Health

Incentives Reform Plan", or "CHIRP". We would hope that this

legislation can be included in the Senate budget, reconciliation

package.

CHIRP reflects a positive effort to bridge a gap in

America's system of health care delivery. The vast majority of

employer-provided group health plans contain no special

provisions relating to the needs of children. While the health

care needs of adults may be closely matched to the kinds of

services provided through employee-provided group health

benefits, the needs of America's youngsters are not reflected

in those insurance policies. Senator Chafee's bill seeks to

address this problem by requirig that employer-provided group

health benefits include preventive health care services for an

employee's children under the age c! 21.
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1990: The Surgeon General's Objectives and an Emphasis on

Prevention.

The focus on health prevention has strong and immediate

antecedents in the health policy of this Nation and this

Administration. In 1979, the United States Surgeon General

released a report on health promotion and disease prevention,

entitled Healthy People. In it, the American people were

challenged to participate with government, the private industry

and healthcare providers to engage in a public health

revolution. The focus was health promotion. The following

year, in Objectives for the Nation, the Public Health Service

(PHS) enumerated 226 specific health care objectives for the

country to achieve by 1990 in order to meet the Surgeon

General's challenge.

Included in these objectives was the goal that "by 1990,

virtually all infants should be able to participate in primary

health care that includes well-child care; growth development

assessment; immunization; screening, diagnosis and treatment

for conditions requiring special services; appropriate

counseling regarding nutrition, automobile safety, and

prevention of other accidents such as poisonings." Moreover,

Objectives for the Nation also set out specific prevention

goals for America to achieve by 1990 in limiting the incidence
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of seven of the major childhood diseases. Finally, the plan

set the objective that, by 1990, no comprehensive health

insurance policies exclude immunizations. Since that time, the

Reagan Administration has publicly embraced the health

prevention mantle and the acceptance of the Surgeon General's

1979 challenge.

Yet, despite heroic appeals and optimistic projections,

we, in 1985, remain far from attaining the objectives embodied

in the Surgeon General's program. Today, of the more than 60

million children under age 19, one child in every six has no

health insurance. Moreover, the insured child is not covered

for the kind of necessary well-child ambulatory care that

healthy children need because most private insurers do not

cover such preventive services. The results of this failure to

offer coverage are devastating.

For example, the 1980 Objectives called for a reduction of

the reported incidence of measles to less than 500 cases per

year. Yet today, 24.4 percent of all preschool children do not

receive vaccinations for measles and in 1984 there were 2,534

reported cases. For rubella, the goal by 1990 is less than

1,000 cases. Yet almost one quarter of all preschool children

are not vaccinated and, in 1983, 3,816 cases were reported.

In 1980 the Public Health Service called on the nation to
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reduce the incidence of pertussis to less than 1,000 cases a

year. Today, 13 percent of all preschool children have not

received the pertussis vaccine and there were 2,187 reported

cases of whooping cough in 1984. These figures are not mere

abstractions; children continue to suffer from whooping

cough-related complications such as pneumonia. convulsions and

brain damage.

Pediatric Preventive Medicine: The Need for Additional

Incentives.

But the situation is not uniformly grim -- far from it.

Over the past twenty-five years this nation has made enormous

strides in improving the health of its children. The reduction

in the reported cases of rubella by 98.7 percent since 1969 is

testimony to this accomplishment. Between 1960 and 1980 the

incidence of measles, polio and diptheria was reduced by more

than 99 percent. Over the same time period, the incidence of

pertussis was reduced by 87 percent and tetanus by 76 percent.

In similar fashion, the scrcdning and testing of infants

and children has reaped enormous gains. We have seen that

school failure and behavioral problems can be prevented when

sensory-deficit children are provided with glasses. We have

learned that in order for treatments to be effective, we must
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continue to promote the early detection of congenital visual

defects, such as amblopia, in order to reduce serious visual

difficulties. Only through the identification and treatment of

infectious diseases at an early stage can we effectively

control the spread of hepatitis, tuberculosis, and venereal

disease, while also halting the progressive deterioration of a

child's health.

Ten years ago, in Virginia, we learned that screening and

counseling helped to significantly reduce the number of

physicians visits, prescriptions and number of hospital days

and visits. Medicaid EPSDT program statistics indicate that

children who previously received benefits under the Medicaid

program had almost 30 percent fewer abnormalities requiring

treatment. Indeed, health costs for EPSDT children have been

variously shown to range anywhere from 30 to 50 percent below

the costs for children not receiving the program's screening

and treatment. In 1982, the annual savings to Medicaid through

the EPSDT program in North Carolina were $30.20 per child,

while the comparable figure in Ohio was a whopping $250 per

participant.

Similarly, exciting figures document a positive

correlation between preventive immunization and lowered health

care expenditures. Without an immunization program, the
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incidence of measles in 1983 would have been an estimated 3

million cases instead of the 2,872 cases reported. If the

measles immunization program had not been available in 1983,

complications of measles would have produced an increased

burden of $600 million to the nation's bloated health care

bill. For all diseases, in the absence of the immunization

program, medical costs would have been $1.4 billion in 1983.

The cost-benefit ratios for the vaccinations are equally

astounding. The mumps, measles and rubella (KKR) vaccine, for

instance, produces a savings in later health costs of $14 for

every $1 spent.

But it seems that our efforts in the area of preventive

pediatric care may have begun to slip. Between 1983 and 1984,

the Centers for Disease Control reported a 69 percent increase

in the incidence of measles nation-wide. Rather than

declining, consistent with the Surgeon General's goals, the

number of cases rose from 1,497 in 1983 to 2,534 in 1984. Of

these cases, the CDC reported that 34 percent were classed as

preventable. Furthermore, in 1982, the number of cases of

rubella and pertussis increased over the same figure for the

prior year. At this rate, we are jeopardizing our opportunity

of meeting the Surgeon General's objectives for 1990. If these

objectives are to be achieved, then CHIRP must be seriously

considered as one of the necessary vehicles for achieving these

goals.
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CHIRP would require that all employee health plans provide

reimbursement for periodic comprehensive physical examinations,

appropriate immunization, laboratory procedures, vision and

hearing testing, and developmental and behavioral assessments.

Moreover, the Secretary of the Treasury is charged with

expanding the list of required services in consultation with

the HHS Secretary and appropriate medical organizations.

Estimates indicate that the monthly cost of coverage under such

a bill for each employee would be approximately $2.28 per

family. This figure reflects about one percent of the

employer's current payment for employee health benefits.

The legislation would address the current inequity between

group health care packages as they benefit adults and as they

benefit children. Children are not just little adults.

Optimal child health care includes regular visits to a

physician for check-ups and immunizations. Preventive health

care, however, unlike other medical disciplines such as

surgery, is a health care service which all beneficiaries may

want to use. Thus, the goals of well-child programs may run

counter to some of the principles of insurance. Premiums in

the insurance industry are based on the frequency with which

beneficiaries use or do not use particular services. Insurers

do not want to insure a population for services which all of

the recipients are going to use. Insurance would otherwise
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become a service for a flat fee, with little risk-related

return. And yet, preventive health programs are designed such

that all beneficiaries are supposed to visit their physician on

a regular basis, receive regular check-ups and regular

vaccinations. Hence, it is easy to understand the unpopularity

of such programs with the insurance industry despite the

limited costs of such programs and the long term gains in terms

of overall improved health.

Cost Contain=ent, Pediatric Hospitals and Preventive Care.

The changing environment of the health care industry, with

the emphasis on cost containment, has forced pediatric

hospitals to more closely examine health care issues from the

perspective of the cost of care. Because, to a great extent,

Medicare drives the structure of health care reimbursement

nationally, the 1981 enactment of the prospective payment

system has lent credence to the concept of prospective

pricing. Using various techniques for implementation, other

governmental entities and private insurers have eagerly adopted

such reimbursement systems.

Even more pertinent for pediatric hospitals are the

changes in Medicaid policy. While no new overall federal

Medicaid reimbursement system has been forced upon the states,

54-521 0 - 86 - 3
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many states have responded to federal cutbacks in Medicaid of

over $3.7 billion since 1981 with cost cutting initiatives of

their own. In California, we have recently witnessed

implementation of a program that requires pediatric Medicaid

recipients to receive all these services through HMOs on a

prepaid, per capita basis.

WACH hospitals have large Medicaid patient populations.

In California, our hospitals carry as high a load of Medicaid

patients as 70 percent. Significant indicators show a positive

correlation between a patient's severity of illness and a

disproportionate share of low-income patients. In a situation

where cost control is a preeminent concern, the hospital must

support efforts to reduce the severity of the inpatient's

illness. Clearly, WACH hospitals have a vested interest in

promoting those low-cost procedures, such as well-child care,

that help to prevent the onset of more costly conditions.

The Insurance Industry Issues: Objections to S.376.

Insurers argue that the type of coverage required under

CHIRP would interfere with employee-bargaining because it would

force employees to purchase an unwanted benefit at the expense

of other desired options. For the large employer, the variety

of health plans offered are oftentimes significant. Industries
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in which collective bargaining is common frequently offer

-multiple benefit options, allowing the employee the opportunity

of choosing whether to opt for pediatric preventive care

benefits or not. Indeed, General Motors has recently included

coverage of preventive health for children as one option in its

cafeteria-style health care offering. Such cafeteria plans

allow the employee to select among various types of nontaxable

benefits up to a certain dollar amount.

The insurance industry has also argued that the

infrequency with which such coverage is purchased by employee

groups reflects a limited demand. As yet, only a handful of

such plans exist. Moreover, when asked about preventive care,

individuals in a research project sponsored by Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation overwhelmingly indicated (85 percent) their

desire for such services. The survey went on to show that

these individuals would also be willing to pay for such

services.

Finally, the insurance industry has indicated that

regulation of the insurance industry has legally and

historically been a function of state government. Enactment of

legislation mandating pediatric preventive health care has been

attempted in several states. In California, for instance, such

a bill was vetoed by the Governor in 1984 because the measure,
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according to the veto message, would discourage employers-from

locating in the state. This kind of situation inherently calls

for federal intervention. When a state discards its lawful

role as regulator in the public interest because of the fear of

a resulting imbalance in relation to other states, it is

incumbent upon Congress to act.

Preventive Medicine in the Context of the Budget and Tax Reform.

Let me briefly address the CHIRP concept in the context of

some of the more global issues the Finance Committee is

currently considering. Once again, the Finance Committee will

have to bear a heavy share of the burden in obtaining cuts in

program spending in order to comply with the Congressional

Budget for FY 1986. It has been suggestee that one of the

methods for achieving some of the $22 billion savings required

from programs under the jurisdiction of Sena:e Finance over the

next three fiscal years will involve the enhanced efforts of

States to collect payments from third party insurers.

Enactment of the CHIRP legislation in the context of deficit

reduction efforts may combine with increased third--party

liability collection to help reduce both long-term and

short-term Medicaid costs significantly.

In this regard WACH supports the report language of the

Conference Committee on S. Con. Res. 32, (the 1st Concurrent

Budget Resolution for FY 1986) in opposing collection efforts

which might adversely affect beneficiaries. We urge

consideration of the concept of direct state collection fron-
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insurers. Through such a system, private insurers of Medicaid

beneficiaries could pay for preventive care for low-income

children. This is certainly an efficient use of resources. In

the short-term, this may mean that precious Medicaid dollars

spent on the EPSDT program could be diverted to other equally

important Medicaid services. In the long run, services made

available to non-EPSDT children through private insurance could

help reduce Medicaid expenditures as a result of reduced

disease incidence stemming from the increased early detection

of childhood illness.

This Committee is also scheduled to begin consideration of

the tax reform initiative. President Reagan, with the guidance

of Republican Senate leaders, wisely decided to maintain the

tax exclusion for employer-provided health benefit plans.

While the cost to the nation in revenue foregone is variously

estimated at $32 to $35 million annually, the alternatives of

national health insurance or the provision of health care to

vast numbers of chronically-ill, uninsured Americans suggest

the cost effectiveness of the current system. The same

argument, in terms of the cost effectiveness of private sector

coverage, can clearly be made in the case of tax incentives for

pediatric health care services. We have already seen how

immunization, screening and early testing reduce the costs of

health care to children. Moreover, it has been estimated that.
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the cost of the CHIRP program, given a strict adoption of the

kind of services mandated under S.376, would only reduce

Treasury receipts by a very insignificant amount.

Despite our strong support for enactment of this statute,

WACH believes that S.376 is not a panacea for all the problems

in pediatric preventive health. The bill makes no provision

for the millions of American children who remain uninsured

because their parents are also uninsured. Moreover, the bill

cannot guarantee that preventive health measures will always be

pursued by the child or the parent. As the HHS Secretary

indicated in 1979, preventive health, more than other kinds of

health care, requires the participation of community, family,

employer, school and self. In line with this, education about

the individual's role in assuring good health must be seen as a

necessary adjunct to any regulatory schemes. If enacted, the

bill introduced by Senator Chafee might well offer the

opportunity for an examination of mandatory in-school

immunization for all elementary-school aged children.

In summary, the Child Health Incentives Reform on Program

is good public policy. Fundamentally it is based on the

concept that preventive health care for children is a

cost-efficient method of spending tax dollars which are

foregone through exemptions from employer income. At a time
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when national health care costs, both public and private, are

under close scrutiny, it only makes sense to avail ourselves of

such an opportunity. The health of this nation's children, and

ultimately the health of all Americans, is founded on the

proposition that through better preventive care we can all live

more happy, productive lives. The Congress, specifically, you

gentlemen are now provided with an opportunity act on this

proposition. WACH strongly urges your adoption of this measure

and inclusion of the language of this bill in the budget

reconciliation measure.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I will be happy

to answer any questions.

Senator CHAFEE. Let me just say that we are going to hear some
testimony later on that the Federal Government should stay out of
this business, and that we shouldn't even be discussing it. I think
the point you made is a good one. That this is a deduction-and it's
a very expensive deduction. On the other hand, I think that it has
a remarkable effect on health care coverage for American workers.

If industry wasn't providing these, benefits, I think it's very clear
that the Government would have to be providing them. Nonethe-
less, I think we have the right to levy certain requirements if we
are going to give deductions which amount to such a large tax ex-
penditure.

So my conscience doesn't bother me when I advocate involve-
ment of the Federal Government in this area.

Now it does seem to me, however, that we've got to be cautious
about how far we are going. In some of the testimony that is going
to be presented in the following panel, the point is made that S.
376 is too broad. That we just go too far. This is the testimony from
the chamber of commerce:

Senator Chafee's bill would require coverage of, one, treatment, or end-stage renal
diseases on the same basis as other health considerations. Pediatric preventive serv-
ices for children up to 21, including health and development histories, comprehen-
sive physicals, immunizations, laboratory procedures, vision and hearing, testing
and treatment and other medical services described by the Department of Health
and Human Services.

So the objection is that we are just going whole hog here. I would
like to make it clear, however, that the comment about end-stage
renal disease is untrue. It is already part of the code.

Now I think that in starting anything new-and I suppose this is
what the insurance companies and the employer representatives
worry about-you start something on a modest scale and it gets ex-
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panded over time. We will let somebody else worry about how
much it has expanded. Let's just talk about where we start.

We should try to keep the requirements modest and the cost
down so that this is not a very expensive proposition. We do not
want to see employers say the heck with the whole business; I
won't have any coverage; I can barely afford it now. So we have got
to be cautious.

So my question to you, Ms. Rosenbaum, and, Ms. Gustafson,
what do you think we ought to start with? How far should we go?
In other words, it seems to me that immunizations are so simple. I
mean polio immunization seems to me is sine qua non. Diptheria,
whatever the immunization is. And in your testimony you say that
children don't have these.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. Well, certainly, Senator Chafee, as you know, at
the Children's Defense Fund we concentrate our energies on the
roughly 13 million children who live below the Federal poverty
level. And as I pointed out, there are an awful lot of children living
in poverty who by definition are not going to get much health care
other than what either a public or private insurance plan furnishes
to them.

There are many children--
Senator CHAFEE. Wait a minute. The ones below the poverty

level, we assume that Medicaid is going to take care of them.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. That's not true, though. In fact--
Senator CHAFEE. It may not be true, if Medicaid isn't, covering

them then chances are that they have got a working parent that is
covered by some kind of a health plan which is probably pretty
modest.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. Well, what we found when we looked, in fact,
was that while two-thirds of children were living in a family-poor
children-were living in a family where someone was employed,
only 16 percent had full-year private insurance coverage. Now
about 33 percent had either full- or part-year insurance coverage.
And, of course, we can't-even begin to tell you what the quality of
that full- or part-year insurance coverage is. Beyond that, however,
it was pretty clear that two-thirds of poor children didn't have any
private insurance coverage.

Senator CHAFEE. So we are not going to pick them up anyway.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. We are not going to pick them up. We are only

going to be helping, at most, the 33 percent of poor children whose
current private insurance coverage does not include the CHIRP
benefit. And as I said before, the cost is very modest not only be-
cause of the actuarial findings that the Academy has submitted,
but also of course because those actuarial findings rest on the fact,
as I mentioned before, that the coverage is not first-dollar. It's not
a substitute, fully funded health care plan. It is simply defining
some of the minimum content for the benefit package. The family
will still have to incur and pay a deductible and will still have no
coverage for so-called "sick child" costs.

The step that CHIRP is taking is, in my opinion, extremely im-
portant, but it's also a very modest step. Coming at it as someone
who represents poor children, I don't think we ought to lose sight
of the fact of how modest CHIRP really is as compared with the
unmet need we are experiencing right now.
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Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Gustafson-would you talk a little bit about
when children get to school. It seems to me that when a child is 6,
he or she is in school.

What happens then? Let's answer that question first. Doesn't the
school provide these immunizations?

Ms. GUSTAFSON. Some schools do and some don't, depending on
what their school health services program component parts are. In
our school district, we do provide immunization, but as I said
before, the pre-school years is where the immunization really
should take place.

Senator CHAFEE. I agree. Now let's go to the pre-school year.
Ms. GUSTAFSON. OK. We will take the school-aged child.
Senator CHAFEE. No, let's take the pre-school. Now let's go back

to the pre-schooler.
Ms. GUSTAFSON. OK. In our pre-school programs of which I also

work under the Child Find Program, these are youngsters whose
parents are working who are covered by private insurance plans,
but have no preventive health care as part of that program. There-
fore, when we go out and do an evaluation of the youngster, we
usually make a referral back to the local pediatrician or specialty
groups, or whatever, and that's where the cost to the parent really
becomes a problem. There is further testing that has to be done,
diagnostic procedures and a treatment modality of which is not
covered by any of the insurance plans that I'm aware of except
HMO's.

And I figured in our group we only have about 5 percent of our
people who are into the HMO system in my community.

My concern-and you asked about how to cap this. In most insur-
ance plans, you do have a capping or ceiling of how much you can
get from your insurance plan. Also, there are certain things that
are deductible and others that are straightforward being paid for
directly from the insurance plan.

So I think by working out the plans is where some of that control
can happen.

I would like to address the school-aged child, too, if I may.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Go ahead.
Ms. GUSTAFSON. When the child goes to school, we begin to have

programs such as hearing screening, vision screening, scoleosis and
hematic screening and blood pressure. So actually we are trying to
take in the five areas of high-risk factors that a child might have
to deal with.

My concern is once we find a condition and we refer out, espe-
cially if there is one or more children in that family who also need
to be referred for one of those screening programs, the parent can't
afford it. And what happens is we do a good job in screening, but
there is no followup or treatment. And that's where the whole
thing breaks down for us.

Also, when a child becomes ill, parents tend to wait a little
longer hoping that the child will get better on its own and not seek
out medical attention early in the game. So what happens is the"
youngster is in longer treatment, perhaps has many more second-
ary problems than what he started with; now the parent has to
lose time from work because he has to stay home with a sick child;
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it's more costly because of the treatments are going. to be longer
and more expensive.

So we really see if we can prevent things in the beginning and
then we wouldn't have all these other problems.

Senator CHAFEE. All right.
Dr. Chadwick, do you have any illustrations, examples you can

give us of what you have seen in your hospital where a child went
through a costly curative process that could have been percented,
and therefore saved a great deal of money, if more emphasis had
been placed prevention?

Dr. CHADWICK. I think I already mentioned congenital dislocation
of the hip, the hip joint that is out at birth. And if it's treated right
away, it's simple. And if it is delayed for 3 years, becomes a big
operation.

She mentioned scoliosis, the bent spine thing that occurs in later
childhood, especially in girls. If recognized early, it's a medical
issue pretty much without any surgical process being required.
Whereas, if it is delayed, the therapy is delayed, it can involve a
surgical operation in putting steel in the back and stuff like that.
It puts a child in the hospital for 10 days or 2 weeks and a kind of
major operation.

I believe I mentioned-that Dr. Haggerty mentioned that coun-
seling and recognition of emotional problems through well-baby
care can eliminate-can't eliminate, but it certainly can modify
problems in parent-infant relationships that would lead to abuse.
And we see abused kids in our hospital that probably wouldn't
have to be if they had had better attention along the way.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I guess what I'm fishing for here, gentle-
men and ladies, is that the opposition to this proposal isn't going to
be that people are opposed to the idea or think that children
shouldn't be taken care of. Nobody is going to come in here and be
antichild.

The objections are going to be that we are opening the doors to
massive regulatory requirements. What you are proposing, and
particularly when you even mention mental illness-you are talk-
ing about a very expensive program in the eyes of employers and
there is going to be testimony that $2.28 is just not accurate, and so
forth. So what I'm trying to get a handle on is various degrees of
limitations that we might have. Now, this isn't going to satisfy Ms.
Rosenbaum, but we are dealing with realities. I want to get this
program through and get started on it. We need choose the areas
where we can get the biggest return for the investment.

And I guess that's why I'm trying to get from you-what we
might do.

One of the things we've got to be cautious about, Ms. Rosen-
baum, is suggestions that this is going to be another way of reliev-
ing the cost of Medicaid. Cut the cost of Medicaid, put them on this
other program. Well, that's not what we are trying to do here.
That's not the objective. So I'm trying to get from you some help.

Dr. HAGGERTY. I think in your wisdom you have not specified the
periodicity of these preventive health services. But as I understand
it, the bill is limited to that. And our expectation would be that in
the regulation writing some existing specification of how many
visits for preventive services would be paid for under this bill.
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Like the Children's Defense Fund, we are concerned that there
are a lot of things left out of this bill. But like you, I think we
think this is a start.

Senator CHAFEE. Look, if I were a king, I would put them all in,
but the reality is that isn't what is going to happen.

Dr. HAGGERTY. But I think regulations, therefore, can specify-
we would think probably the American Academy of Pediatrics list
of periodic health visits, which, as Ms. Gustafson said, is only eight
from the time 2 months on to entry of school, is a reasonable one.
And that really is very limited in cost. And the treatment is not
included in this. So, if you talk about mental health services, it is
the assessment, diagnosis, and the treatment that would be in the
existing mental health services.

So we see this as a very limited and controllable type of expendi-
ture for specifically preventive services.

As I understand it, also the end-state renal disease already cov-
ered by Medicare and is not a part of this-I think this was just
put in because it is one of the things that currently is excluded
from tax deductible insurance. Is that not correct?

Senator CHAFEE. That's correct.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. I think there are two issues that are quite key.

And I don't want to leave you with the impression either that we
don't think this is a terribly important first step. We, obviously,
have tried to illustrate some of the problems that remain, but I
think that CHIRP in and of itself is a very important bill.

No. I is the fact that the bill does not cover treatment. At the
most, CHIRP will mandate that an employer pay for certain pre-
ventive and assessment services. Employers still have tremendous
latitude to negotiate the scope of the treatment services they will
pay for.

A child may be found to have severe mental illness problems. If
the employer's insurance plan does not cover outpatient psychiatric
or other sorts of mental health treatment, then the family is going
to have to pay for the care out-of-pocket. The same would be true
-with physical problems.

Second, and I think this is terribly important, most employer in-
surance plans do put a limit on the amount of coverage that the
plans will cover for any sort of care. I'm now handling a case in-
volving a child who unfortunately was born with a host of physical
problems. The child's family has in 11/2 years used $200,000-plus
worth of health insurance. The insurance company stopped paying
after the $200,000 mark because the child had hit the company's
lifetime ceiling.

Many employer plans are unlike the Medicaid or portions of the
Medicare programs, which don't put an upper limit on individual
coverage.

Employers are free to indicate that they will go this far and no
further. You are simply trying to, I think, "front load" the dollars
that the employer is willing to spend. You are not suggesting the
employer necessarily spend more dollars. If the premium costs go
up slightly, employers and insurance companies have traditionally
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had many steps for limiting their liability toward employees with
annual or lifetime expenditure "caps."

Unfortunately, at CDF, we see an awful lot of families who are
not going to be assisted by CHIRP because they have very sick chil-
dren who have been left without insurance after they have used up
their lifetime reserves.

I think when all is said and done, the very limited coverage of-
fered by many employer plans acts as a natural limitation on the
scope of CHIRP.

Senator CHAFEE. Ms. Gustafson.
Ms. GUSTAFSON. I agree, Senator Chafee, with the insurance

limits. However, if you had to select, in my opinion, I feel that
those preschool years are extremely important for a couple of rea-
sons. Usually within that preschool time, earlier identification of
problems is essential. Not only for treatment of the youngster in
later years, but also that the parents get an opportunity to know
what normal growth and development is all about; that they re-
spond appropriately to their child as he is going through those
formative years. I think that's really essential. We are talking
about eight physical exams through that period of time. Also, im-
munizations are included in that packet so you will have your child
immunized. You can do a lot of the screening devices during that
pediatric check up.

Also, two other areas in the child's life that I think are essential
are around 11 or 12 as they are entering adolescence, and then
again around the 16-, 17-year-old age group where they are going
into later adolescence and into early adult life.

I see those areas as prime for providing preventive health care.
Senator CHAFEE. What do you say about that, Dr. Haggerty?
Dr. HAGGERTY. I agree thoroughly. You were asking for examples

before. One recent patient that I saw in the hospital was a young
child of 1 year who had fallen off a second-story balcony. Because
the child had never walked before, the parents were not anticipat-
ing that a child of year would suddenly get up and walk. And fell
off and was permanently brain damaged. A huge hospital bill. A
huge burden on the family.

This is the kind of thing that we hope by the visit to anticipate
for parents who may not know normal development that a child at
1 will walk, will get into medicine, will fall. That kind of thing.
And then the preschool period I would also put my emphasis on.
But the preadolescent is probably equally important to talk about
sexually transmitted diseases, the beginning of sexuality, the prob-
lems of school. These are all areas which is what we call the "new
pediatrics." They are not the prevention of diphtheria and polio
only. They are the prevention of one of the major problems today,
accidents and behavior disturbance. And while they are a little less
clearly defined, I think they are equally important.

Senator CHAFEE. Anything to add, Dr. Chadwick?
Dr. CHADWICK. I think we have mentioned hearing, we have

mentioned a lot of physical disabilities. We mentioned vision. But
early vision checks are very important in detecting problems that
may come along later. A child can lose the sight of one eye quite
easily if that early turning-in eye is not recognized and treated.
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And that's quite a common problem. And so the early correction of
those things is terribly important as well. I could go on and on.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Well, thank you all very much for
coming. I appreciate it. You did a good job. You were helpful.

All right, Mr. Mentz, Secretary Mentz. Welcome back.

STATEMENT OF lION. ROGER MENTZ, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
WASHINGTON, DC.
Secretary MENTZE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. How are you?
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Why don't you proceed? Do you have

a statement?
Secretary MENTZ. Yes, I do.
Senator CHAFEE. Let's see.
Secretary MENTZ. Did you not get it yet?
Senator CHAFEE. I do have a copy. Why don't you proceed?
Secretary MENTZ. It's my pleasure to appear before you this

morning and testify on S. 376, which would amend the code to dis-
allow to an employer a deduction for expenses relating to a group
health plan unless the plan includes preventive health care for the
children of employees.

The Treasury opposes this proposal, Mr. Chairman. And what I
would like to do is just leave the statement for the record, and just
make a few brief remarks about our position.

Certainly, the Treasury and the administration do not oppose
preventive health care for children. The fundamental problem that
we have is whether the Tax Code is the appropriate vehicle to use
for this type of legislation. And, indeed, whether if it is, the task
should be undertaken in a piecemeal fashion. It's really this kind
of legislation by bits and pieces that could result in the Tax Code
being subject to the kinds of problems that we are now trying to
deal with in fundamental tax reform.

As you know, the tax advantages of health insurance provided by
employers is very significant and very expensive from the Federal
Government's standpoint. The benefits are excluded from income
to the employees and the costs are deductible by the employers.

The current law does not constrain health care plans except in
several respects, modest respects. An employer may not deduct
health plan expenses if a plan differentiates in its benefits on the
basis of whether an individual has in-stage renal disease, and
that's a provision designed to avoid the problem of private insur-
ance getting out of the coverage of in-stage renal disease and lop-
ping it on to Medicare. It was put in in 1981.

Senator CHAFEE. If you want to talk about single shot specif-
ics--

Secretary MENTZ. That is a real single shot.
Senator CHAFEE [continuing]. That goes way beyond specificity

than anything I have proposed. If you are upset over what I have
suggested, you must have been terribly upset when this one was
proposed.

Secretary MENTZ. Well, that's already in the law.
Senator CHAFEE. I mean it was put in the law at some time. It

doesn't grow in there.
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Secretary MENTZ. Yes. It was put into law in 1981 as part of the
omnibus reconciliation bill.

It seems to me it's distinguishable from a provision that provides
substantive requirement as to what insurance coverage must be. To
my knowledge, your proposal-and there are a couple of others
floating around right now-would provide particular requirements
for medical coverage. That is, group medical insurance coverage
provided by employers.

If you strip away all the language in my testimony, Mr. Chair-
man, what we are really saying is, query whether the Tax Code is
the appropriate place to do this. And even if you decide that it is,
query whether the way to do it is in a piecemeal fashion, just
taking one aspect of the problem-pediatric care. Some other
Member is going to have another of his pet projects and he will
want to put that in, and you will have a provision that will grow
like Topsy without any rhyme or reason to it.

If this is a meritorious idea, and it seems to me-certainly from
the first panel I must agree that there is a lot of persuasion behind
this idea-it seems to me it ought to be addressed sort of in the
fashion that ERISA looked at qualified retirement plan benefits.
You take a kind of a broad look at what needs to be done and how
it ought to be done. Should it be done in the Internal Revenue Code
or are there other legislative vehicles more appropriate?

It is really that reason, Mr. Chairman, that the Treasury opposes
this legislation.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I see the problems you have raised.
Secretary MENTZ. I do have some technical points that I would

just like to mention to you. Maybe that's the easiest way to proceed
here.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, why don't you mention them.
Secretary MENTZ. All right.
First of all, the bill talks about children under the age of 21. We

assume that that means children of employees covered by the plan.
But it's not clear how that rule would apply if the plan does not
provide family coverage, but only coverage for the employees-in
other words, would the bill mandate this kind of coverage even
though no other family coverage is required? I assume it would,
but it isn't clear.

Also, age 21--
Senator CHAFEE. Wait a minute. I'm not sure what you are

asking. Even though the coverage was only for the individual,
would it be required?

Secretary MENTZ. Correct.
Senator CHAFEE. The individual employee?
Secretary MENTZ. Yes.
Or there are issues involving deductibles and copayments. Would

it be permitted under this legislation to have a $100 deductible or
what about a $10,000 deductible which would basically obviate the
coverage?

These are technical points, but I think points that need to be ad-
dressed in terms of fashioning whatever legislation ultimately
comes out.

Also, the language in the bill that describes the various types of
medical services that have to be provided is somewhat general. The
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term "appropriate" is used frequently. That term provides very
little guidance. And we recognize that in terms of describing specif-
ic types of preventive care it's not easy because it is a dynamic
field, but unless we have a more specific description, you are going
to leave with the Treasury a very difficult project of doing regula-
tion.

Senator CHAFEE. Each of these points are in your testimony?
Secretary MENTZ. Yes, they are, Senator. They are at the end of

the testimony.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think those are valuable points and if

ou have covered them I think I would like to move on to the
roader situation of whether this is an appropriate way to proceed.
Secretary MENTZ. Fine.
Senator CHAFEE. I must say that the end-stage renal disease pro-

vision, as we mentioned before, is far more specific than anything
I'm doing here. But I suppose that's just what makes the insurance
companies nervous. If we say they did it with in-stage renal dis-
ease, then we can do anything else.

Secretary MENTZ. Well, I'm certainly not representing the insur-
ance companies.

Senator CHAFEE. No; I know that.
Secretary MENTZ. But in-stage renal disease, the reason that's in

there is to make sure that private insurance provides for the first
12 months and then Medicare takes over. And the idea is that if
the private insurance plans excluded in-stage renal disease, Medi-
care would be stuck for the whole thing. So it is really kind of a
technical point.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh, I see.
Well, we appreciate your testimony. And, of course, the sugges-

tion is that there may be a more appropriate way to proceed. Do
you have any suggestions of a more appropriate way to proceed?

Secretary MENTZ. Well, I think that if this has the merit that
you and obviously the first panel thinks it does it probably ought to

e approached on a broader basis as was done in ERISA. It may be,
Senator, that at some point we reach-or you collectively reach the
conclusion that there is such an enormous tax benefit provided
through employer-provided health plans in terms of the tax benefit
that there should be limitations and restrictions on what is con-
tained in those plans.

And I think if you do that, the way to do it is not through bits
and pieces, but to take a kind of an overall look at it, much the
way that the ERISA procedure did when the retirement plan, pri-
vate retirement plan, system was under consideration. There are
probably other areas that have the same type of merit that your
proposal does. And it would be unfortunate to deal with it in a
piecemeal fashion.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, the trouble with that comparison is that
ERISA, as you know, was driven by a whole series of problems that
had arisen; namely, the lack of transportability of the pensions, the
collapse of several pension funds, and so forth that left employees
high and dry. We don't have quite that same driving force here, I
don't think.

Secretary MENTZ. Well, we do have one very important consider-
ation that I did want to mention to you and that is that right now
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there really are no nondiscrimination rules in certain insurance
coverage provided for employees by their employers. This is one
area that the administration's tax reform proposals would seek to
remedy by providing a uniform non-discrimination rule.

Senator CHAFEE. You mean on accident health plans?
Secretary MENTZ. Yes.
You do have a discrimination rule in the case of self-insured

medical plans, but if they are insured plans, there is no such rule
in the code.

Senator CHAFEE. You mean under the present law, the boss could
have all kinds of provisions and not provide any of them for his
employees?

Secretary MENTZ. If it's an insured plan. And, typically, what
would happen or what could happen under your proposal is you
might have a plan that is well intended, a statute that is well in-
tended, that would be designed to achieve pediatric care for par-
ticularly employees of the lower income employees that might not
otherwise get it, and through a discriminatory plan, they might not
even be covered.

So it seems to me that the nondiscrimination provision is funda-
mental to having your proposal work effectively.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, that's a good suggestion.
Secretary MENTZ. I seem to be giving you all these suggestions to

improve your proposal, which I am opposing. [Laughter.]
Senator CHAFEE. That's what I thought. I think you have been an

excellent witness. And we would like to get the Government to join
on my proposal.

I thought I had you tilting at least a little bit there.
Do you have any revenue estimates on this?
Secretary MENTZ. We have a revenue estimate of a small loss,

but I can't quantify it for you, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes; it would be a small loss because that is, as

they say in the trade, on a static assumption.
Secretary MENTZ. Yes; not taking into account--
Senator CHAFEE. Savings that might occur, which are pretty hard

to calculate. But I'm absolutely confident they are there, savings
for the U.S. Government too.

Well, I appreciate you coming by, Secretary Mentz, and your
views certainly will be taken into consideration.

Secretary MENTZ. It's a pleasure, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Secretary Mentz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Memers of the, Subcommittee:

I im pleased to appear before you today to di scusa
5.376, the "Child Heo alth Incentives Reform Plan." This bill
would imfn] the Inte rnal Rnvenue Code to disallow an employ'
a deduction for expenses e, flying to a group health plan
unless such plan in"1udes pre,,en tive health care for the,
children of remployees. For tho reasons sti ted below, tho
Treasury Department does not supp-rt this proposal.

Current Law

The, Fet],,ril tax law provi i,,s tax a lintages designed to
,'ncouragf, an employ, r t,:- prt: ide , in (I mp Ioyees to .oept
portion of compensar ion in th, formn ,of h, I th instir iec,.
More see:ifi i'ai ly, under r current I iw, an employer'ss
crontri utit-tns to a g roup h,, lth plan for its employee,!:; an]

, n, its an'l ro, inhursne, nts pr)'1,1,-,1 under such a plan ir,
,-xc Ile] f r on an ,,aployet'' i ncani, ind wag:,; for Fe r 3
income tax ind emplioym,,nt [ax purposes. In add i t ion, an
,nple ,r'r :may c,,dact th, cost of tse xclud.lel,
cintrihutina an, hent-f its.

Th,- tax Iiw g1nrally os not cut'rently constraiin
'-mploy-'r an,] tnplty- flex <ihil ity in tho,, ],:;i-jn of -mploy,''r
health plins.. Th,- only ,:,ns ri an : in,'l ,le th, f,( .l( winj:
(i) ain ,-npIoy-r nay no)t , IIut- health pl-in OX- p 1,n.,.-s if th,
p -an d ift,-r,-ntii t,-; in it.- n,,f its ,)n the, b sis if wh,,th,,r
,-)n intivuliaal has end sta,- r,,nal ,isas,; (ii) highly
tcorpns.t,---,t ompliy,,- may not ,,xolut,- froin gross in-nine
htn-Fit provid-',t under . i f-insure] hr,al h plan ile-'s th'
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plan satisfies certain nondiscrimination requirements; and
(iii) an employee may not exclude from gross income a benefit
or reimbursement provided under a health plan (whether or not
self-insured) unless the benefit or reimbursement is for the
"medical care" of the employee, his or her spouse, and his or
her dependents. "Medical care" is defined for this purpose
to include the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or
prevention of disease, or for the purpose of affecting any
structure or function of the body.

Thus, under current tax law an employer may choose to
maintain or not to maintain a group health plan for its
employees. An employer that chooses to maintain a plan, with
the exception of satisfying any applicable nondiscrimination
rules, may determine which health services and expenses are
covered, the appropriate level of deductible and co-payment
requirements for each type of expense, the extent to which
covered expenses should be restricted to selected health
providers, the benefit options that should be made available
to employees, and how costs should be allocated between the
employer and employees. Of course, employees are able to
affect an employer's decisions on these and related questions
through the labor market and the collective bargaining
process. Also, an employee may be able to design his or her
own health benefit package through a cafeteria plan.

S.376: The Child Health Incentives Reform Plan

The Child Health Incentives Reform Plan would require
that an employer-maintained group health plan provide
employees with coverage foi "pediatric preventive health
care" as a condition of the employer's deduction for any
expenses related to such plan. This rule would apply without
regard to whether the employer's health expenses are in the
form of payments to an insurance company or health services
provider (including a health maintenance organization),
contributions to a welfare benefit fund, or direct
reimbursements to employees.

Under the bill, "pediatric preventive health care" would
include the following types of periodic care provided to
chiliten under the age of 21: determinations of health and
development history, comprehensive unclothed physical
examinations, developmental and behavioral assessments,
immunizations appropriate for age, health, and developmental
history, laboratory procedures appropriate for age and
population groups, and appropriate vision and hearing testing
and referral for treatment as necessary. in addition, 't
hill permits the Treasury Department to require by
regulation, after consulting with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services and appropriate child care medical
organizations, that a plan provide additional types of
pediatric preventive care.
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Discussion

The Treasury Department does not support the proposed
legislation. With the exception of requiring that an
employer health plan satisfy appropriate nondiscrimination
rules, we do not believe that the Federal government should
use the tax system to regulate group health plans provided by
employers for employees. (On the nondiscr:,mination issue, as
part of Fundamental Tax Reform, the President has proposed
that uniform nondiscrimination rules apply to all tax-favored
welfare benefits, including tax-favored health benefits
provided under a contract with an insurance company.)

More specifically, we do not believe that substituting
the view of the Federal government, no matter how %ell
intentioned, for the choices of employers and employees about
the benefits to be provided under employer health plans will
result in a more optimal allocation of compensation and
health benefits. In addition, we are concerned that imposing
the Federal government'- view of a proper employer health
plan may impair the flexibility that is so important to the
maintenance of an effective and cost efficient health car-
system. Finally, Federal regulation through the tax system
of the benefits to be provided in employer health plans would
likely be both duplicative of and inconsistent with state
regulation of health insurance.

We recognize that pediatric preventive care may be an
important form of health coverage, and that many argue that
the broad provision of such care would result in significant
long-term health benefits. (We of course are not equipped to
evaluate many of these issues, and thus on the pure health
questions we defer to the Department of Health and Human
Services.) However, such a step by Congress in the
regulation of health care provided by employers would make it
very difficult for Congress to avoid broader imposition of
mandatory health benefit provisions in the tax law.

In our view, the Federal government should not mandate
that employer health plans provide any particular types of
benefits and thus interfere with the decisions of employers
andi employees about the forms in which compensation should be
provided and about the types and levels of benefits that
should be provided under health plans. Certain employers and
employees will decide thac they prefer increased cash
compensation over increased health coverage. Also, employers
and employees will conclude that, within their cost
constraints, one particular type of health coverage is" more
important than another. For example, an employer and its
employees may well prefer to spend the health care dollars on
catastrophic coverage rather than on lower deductible and
co-payment requirements for other health expenses. Another
employer and its employees may prefer to purchase increased

- preventive care coverage in exchange for reduced catastrophic
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coverage or for higher deductibles. Because employers and
employees have different compensation, health, and cost needs
and constraints, decisions about the appropriate mix and
levels of particular forms of compensation, including types
of health benefits, are most appropriately made at the
employer and employee levels.

We do not believe that the provision of tax advantages
with respect to employer health plans justifies the Federal
government mandating that such plans provide particular types
of health benefits. Through the existing tax incentives,
Congress has expressed its policy view that employers should
be encouraged to provide a portion of employees' compensation
in the form of health benefits. The result has been the
successful extension of health coverage to a large portion of
this country's employees. It would be in our view a
distortion of the original policy of the current tax
advantages for the Federal government to substitute its
deterination of the proper mix among health benefits for the
decisions of employers and employees.

In addition, we? are concerned that increased Federal
regulation of employer health plans of the type propose] in
.3.376 would interfere with the flexibility that is so crucial
to an effective h,:,aith care system. Medical technology and
practice are rapidly changing, and health costs are not
oa:3ily predictable or controllable. Flexibility thus is
crucial to the maintanence of a health plan that delivers the
proper mix an] levels of health benefits in a cost effective
manner. In our view, mandating types of health benefits
would limit this flexibility and inhibit both technological
and practie,- innovations and cost containment efforts, many
of which may well h? consistent with prudent health and
,onomic policy, and thus would likely harm the overall
p1kality of the g roup health system.

Furthermore, in our vir,w, for the Federal gove:rnmnent to
embark on thie path )f coni itioning an e employer's dedLuction of
coinpe-nsatory h,,alth-r,-latd expenses on the provision of
wartic:ular types of bene fits would be an intrusion into an

ir,,J ,)f res[ponsibility already deleg-at-] to th, states.
.qferal states' curre ntly regulate, th, insurance contracts
unldr whi(ih hal1tar, benefits may be, provide] to employees by
rjuiring that such contractss provide certain types of
'o v-rage , o.q., ( cvr ag, for chiIldren beginning at birth,

r ather thain shortly after birth, and coverage for services
rend?,red by a purtit(nl r type- of heal th provi der. Cong r'Tss
les ire that th, F,#,ral government not interfere with state

•r, ;ulation in Lhis area- i:; expr-ssed in vir iosu laws,
incuIlinj th, McCarran-Ferguson Act, th, Employee Retiresent
Inome So-r,c rity Act of 1974, and the Nationa I ,ab r Relations
At. Unless the sttes' authLority to regulate health
ins;uran,e, is preempted, Federal repjlition would result in a
second layr of inu]ndatel henfits, wh ich would inevitably be
dapli r-itivr of an] incfin:cn istent w ih state rtelul -tion.

I
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Federal preemption of course should not be undertaken without
a full examination of the benefits currently provided to
employees, the current extent of state regulation, and the
various health, economic, and tax policies that would be
affected by Federal preemption and regulation.

The proposed legislation contains several technical
uncertainties that require clarification. For instance, the
bill requires a plan to provide pediatric preventive health
care to any child who has not attained the age of 21. We
assume that this requirement would be satisfied if the plan
provided pediatric preventive care to only the children of
those employees who participate in the plan. flow is this
rule intended to apply, however, if the plan does not provide
family coverage, but rather only coverage for the employees?
In addition, is the requirement satisfied if pediatric
preventive care is available under the plan, but some
employees with children elect not to purchase this benefit?

Another uncertain aspect of the bill is whether a health
plan could apply a deductible or co-payment requirement with
respect to pediatric preventive care? Would a plan satisfy
the proposed rule if only pediatric preventive care expenses
in excess of $100 were covered? What about a plan that did
not have a separate deductible for pediatric preventive care,
but rather contained a $100 or $200 deductible for all health
benefits, including pediatric preventive care? Analogous
issue arise with respect to co-payment requirements.

Finally, the hill does not in our view adequately
describe the various types of medical services that are to he
considered pediatric preventive health care. For example,
the most frequently used term in the bill is appropriateo,''
a term that provides little guidance. We recognize that it
is difficult to describe the specific types of preventive
care that a health plan should provide; the health field is a
dynamic one and concrete descriptions risk becoming outdat1l
in a very shott time. Tndeed, the dynamism o( the health
Field is one of the principal reasons that we do not believe
the approach of S. 376 is either workable or prudent.
Nevertheless, if tho approach of S.376 is to be under takn,
additional spcificity of description is necessary.

in conclusion, for the various policy reasons sert forth
above, the Treasury Department does not support tno enactment
of S. 376.
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Senator CHAFEE. The final panel consists of Mr. Swain from SBA;
Mr. Schrenzel representing the Chamber of Commerce; Mr. Hunt
from the Society of Professional Benefit Administrators; and Mr.
Lew from the Bankers Life Co. of Iowa.

All right, Mr. Swain, you have submitted your testimony and I
looked it over so why don't you proceed in any fashion you want.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK S. SWAIN, CHIEF COUNSEL FOR AD-
VOCACY, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. SWAIN. Thank you very much, Senator. And I appreciate the

invitation to our office to offer some comments on S. 376.
You have my written statement for the record and, if it's all

right, I would like to summarize some of its points.
First of all, as you know, the Office of Advocacy has been estab-

lished by the Congress to represent the views and interest of the
small business community on policy issues. So, of course, I appear
here this morning as I hope somewhat of an expert on small busi-
ness, but certainly not an expert on the issues that the first panel
was largely addressing, whih are obviously critical issues relating
to preventive pediatric care. Although I should mention I'm a per-
sonal expert because at this very time my 21-month-old daughter is
at her 21-month-old well-baby visit at the pediatrician this morn-
ing.

Senator CHAFEE. Excellent; you are following preventive medi-
cine. [Laughter.]

Mr. SWAIN. I should also say that I am doing that under a health
care plan, one of the several health care plans offered by the Fed.
eral Government. This one does offer coverage on preventive care.
But one of the points that I want to emphasize is that I chose that
coverage. I chose that health care plan which specifically offers
preventive care coverage. The plan doesn't offer the good dental
coverage that some other plans offer, or alcoholism or mental
health treatment benefits. I believe that is the best way to handle
this situation; have a matter of choice both for the employee and
tht. employer.

At any rate, Senator, what I would like to draw your and the
committee's attention to-the chart that is included on the last
page of my testimony. The data indicates that for firms with fewer
than 25 employees roughly only one-third of those firms cover their
workers under health plans as opposed to 85 to 90 percent of the
workers being covered by a large firm.

Now it seems to me that this is a national policy problem. And I
think I can identify very much with some of the statements made,
especially by Ms. Rosenbaum, in the previous panel. There are a
lot of people that are out there who aren't covered by anything at
all.. Roughly, one out of three workers in small firms-to 24 em-
ployees-are not covered, compared to only one out of two in large
firms.

There may be several ways of enhancing that coverage; that is
increasing the proportion of health insurance coverage of workers
in small firms. But I don't think that the proposal embodied in
your legislation which mandates certain types of health coverage
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for those who are covered is going to move in the right direction.
Basically, notwithstanding all the excellent reasons from a health
care perspective to have preventive care for children, we thiink that
there are tremendous disincentives to employers that have very
few people in their work force to buy a plan that is basically going
to be more expensive. Health plans would certainly be more com-
plicated if this particular Federal requirement was enacted. You
may have, indeed, children that would be covered by preventive
care for the first time, but you may well have a great number of
workers that would not be covered at all because employers will
merely decide they can't afford it, or it's too complicated.

Senator CHAPEE. What you are worried about is that employers
will drop the whole business.

Mr. SWAIN. That's right.
And there are some other points in the testimony, Mr. Chair-

man, that illustrate why it is particularly expensive for smaller
employers to buy health coverage in the first place. Certainly the
sort of idea that was talked about a couple of years ago with a tax
placed on health coverage above a specified amount would have
been a very poor idea from the small business perspective. That, I
think, would have had the effect of eliminating the potential for an
employer to choose some of these optional coverages, whether it's
the well-baby coverage, mental health benefits or another type of
benefit.

But certainly the Federal Government mandating that the cover-
age be of a certain degree, I think, is going to be a real disincen-
tive, particularly for small employers. Some firms, barely able to
afford health benefits may drop coverage, while others contemplat-
ing offering health care may be discouraged from doing so. I sus-
pect that this would happen rather than the general increase in
coverage that I am sure your bill contemplates.

I leave you with the prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I
would be happy to take any questions now or at the conclusion of
the panel.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you, Mr. Swain.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Swain follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN. I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND YOU AND YOUR

COLLEAGUES ON THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION

AND DEBT MANAGEMENT FOR CONDUCTING THIS HEARING ON S.376. THE

CHILD HEALTH INCENTIVES REFORM PLAN. I BELIEVE THAT SMALL

BUSINESS HAS AN IMPORTANT INTEREST IN THIS ISSUE AND APPRECIATE

THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS THIS VIEWPOINT BEFORE YOU TODAY. AS

CHIEF COUNSEL FOR ADVOCACY OF THE U.S. SMALL BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION I AM CHARGED WITH REPRESENTING OUR NATION'S 14

MILLION SMALL BUSINESSES BEFORE CONGRESS.

HEALTH INSURANCE IS THE MOST COMMON FRINGE BENEFIT PROVIDED

BY EMPLOYERS. AS THE MAJOR EMPLOYERS OF PRIVATE-SECTOR

WORKERS, SMALL FIRMS ARE GREATLY AFFECTED BY ANY CHANGES IN

HEALTH POLICY. IN 1983, 58 PERCENT OF ALL WAGE-AND-SALARY

WORKERS WERE EMPLOYED IN FIRMS WITH FEWER THAN 500 EMPLOYEES.

THESE BUSINESSES ARE STRUGGLING TO COMPETE WITH LARGE FIRMS TO

ATTRACT AND RETAIN QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES. IT IS THEREFORE

IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE ANY DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS THE PROPOSED

LEGISLATION MAY HAVE ON SMALL FIRMS. IN ADDITION TO EXAMINING

THE OVERALL IMPACT THE POLICY WOULD HAVE ON ALL EMPLOYERS WITH

GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE. THE MANDATORY EXPANSION OF GROUP

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE UNDER S. 376 WILL NOT ONLY

SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE HEALTH PREMIUMS. BUT APPEARS TO

DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECT SMALL FIRMS. I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS

EACH OF THESE POINTS IN TURN.
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BUT FIRST LET ME SAY THAT I CERTAINLY BELIEVE THAT

PEDIATRIC HEALTH SERVICES ARE VITAL TO THE HEALTH OF AMERICA'S

YOUTH AND THEY WILL CONTINUE TO BENEFIT SOCIETY AS THESE

INDIVIDUALS GROW INTO HEALTHY ADULTS. RATHER I AM OPPOSED TO

THE NOTION OF CREATING A FEDERAL LAW TO FORCE EMPLOYERS TO

INCLUDE ANY SPECIFIC TYPE OF BENEFIT IN THEIR HEALTH PLANS.

MANDATORY BENEFITS LEAD TO SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYER COST INCREASES

HEALTH CARE COSTS HAVE TRIPLED SINCE 1965 AND AT A 9

PERCENT RATE OF INCREASE THEY ARE STILL MORE THAN DOUBLE THE

INFLATION RATE. EMPLOYERS SHARE A LARGE PORTION OF NATIONAL

HEALTH SPENDING, PAYING ALMOST $100 BILLION IN 1984.

LEGISLATIVELY MANDATED BENEFITS WILL INCREASE HEALTH INSURANCE

COSTS AND THESE COSTS EVENTUALLY ARE PASSED ON TO THE BUSINESS

COMMUNITY IN THE FORM OF INCREASED PREMIUMS. IN TESTIFYING AT

A PUBLIC HEARING ON HEALTH CARE COSTS AND SMALL BUSINESS. THE

BUSINESS COUNCIL OF NEW YORK STATE CITED SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF STATE MANDATES. FOR EXAMPLE. AFTER

MASSACHUSETTS MANDATED ALL GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE CONTRACTS

PROVIDE A $500 MINIMUM PAYMENT FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND ALCOHOLISM
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BENEFITS, PAYMENTS ROSE FROM $2 MILLION IN 1975, THE YEAR

BEFORE THESE BENEFITS WENT INTO EFFECT, TO $42.4 MILLION IN

1982. FURTHERMORE, THE COUNCIL NOTED THAT REIMBURSED HEALTH

CARE DELIVERIES HAS HISTORICALLY LED TO DRAMATIC COST INCREASES.

THE CHILD HEALTH INCENTIVES REFORM PLAN WOULD MOST LIKELY

LEAD TO SIMILAR COST INCREASES. THIS IS EVIDENCED BY THE

WIDESWEEPING LANGUAGE OF THE BILL THAT COVERS ALL INDIVIDUALS

UP TO AGE 21 AND ALLOWS FOR NUMEROUS BENEFITS, INCLUDING "OTHER

MEDICAL SERVICES" AS DEFINED BY THE SECRETARY OF TREASURY IN

CONSULTATION WITH THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

AND CERTAIN CHILD CARE ORGANIZATIONS. IN AN ERA OF COST

CONTAINMENT, BUSINESSES CAN ILL-AFFORD TO FINANCE HIGHER HEALTH

PREMIUMS. ALTHOUGH THE INTENT BEHIND THE BILL IS WELL-MEANING,

IT CREATES A PERVERSE INCENTIVE - ONE WHICH MAY CAUSE COMPANIES

TO CUT BACK INAPPROPRIATELY ON HEALTH COVERAGE.

IT IS ALSO SAFE TO ASSUME THAT S. 376 IS THE

"EDGE-TO-THE-WEDGE" IN THAT OTHER HEALTH BENEFIT INTERESTS WILL

CLAMOR FOR SIMILAR TREATMENT IF THE BILL BECOMES LAW.

ADVOCATES OF ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT, MENTAL HEALTH

SERVICES, NURSING HOME CARE, AND OTHERS WOULD USE THIS STATUTE
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AS A PRECEDENT TO IMPOSE ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS UPON THE

EMPLOYER. AGAIN. THE RESULT WILL BE LESS COVERAGE AS MORE AND

MORE EMPLOYERS BEGIN TO DROP INCREASINGLY EXPENSIVE HEALTH

PLANS ALTOGETHER.

SMALL FIRMS CAN LEAST AFFORD TO EXPAND COVERAGE

SMALL FIRMS ARE LESS LIKELY THAN LARGE FIRMS TO PROVIDE

BASIC HEALTH CARE AND WOULD HAVE A HARDER TIME AFFORDING-

MANDATED PEDIATRIC PREVENTIVE BENEFITS. OUR RESEARCH SHOWS

THAT THERE IS A SIZABLE GAP BETWEEN SMALL AND LARGE COMPANIES

HEALTH CARE COVERAGE. AS FIRM SIZE DECREASES,

EMPLOYER-PROVIDED HEALTH INSURANCE DECREASES. IN 1983. 39

PERCENT OF WORKERS IN THE SMALLEST FIRMS (FEWER THAN 25

EMPLOYEES) WERE INCLUDED IN THEIR EMPLOYERS' PLANS, WHILE 85

PERCENT OF WORKERS IN FIRMS WITH OVER 500 EMPLOYEES WERE

COVERED BY THEIR EMPLOYER. EVEN IF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER'S

HEALTH INSURANCE IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT, APPROXIMATELY ONE IN

THREE WORKERS IN SMALL FIRMS HAS NO HEALTH INSURANCE COMPARED

TO ONE OUT OF TEN IN LARGE FIRMS.

SMALL BUSINESSES PAY HIGHER HEALTH COSTS FOR SEVERAL

REASONS. BECAUSE OF THEIR LOWER PROFITABILITY MARGIN. SMALL

FIRMS ARE LESS ABLE TO AFFORD COSTLY PREMIUMS. THEIR SIZE ALSO
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PREVENTS THEM FROM SELF-INSURING AS LARGER FIRMS DO BY

SPREADING RISKS AMONG THEIR EMPLOYEES. FINDINGS FROM A RECENT

MEDICAL PLAN COST STUDY BY COOPERS & LYBRAND REVEAL THAT

34 PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WITH LESS THAN 500 EMPLOYEES WERE

SELF-FUNDED. COMPARED TO 62 PERCENT IN FIRMS WITH OVER 5.000

EMPLOYEES. CLEARLY. THE FEWER THE EMPLOYEES. THE LESS LIKELY

THE FIRM IS SELF-FUNDED. (FIRMS WITH FEWER THAN 500 EMPLOYEES

AND WHICH ARE SELF-FUNDED ARE LIKELY TO BE IN THE UPPER RANGE.

I.E.. EMPLOYING BETWEEN 100 to 400 WORKERS.) IT SHOULD BE

NOTED THAT MANY STATES WHICH MANDATE CERTAIN EMPLOYER HEALTH

BENEFITS OFTEN EXCLUDE SELF-FUNDED PLANS. SMALL FIRMS ARE MOST

LIKELY UNABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS EXEMPTION AND END UP

PAYING MORE TO COMPLY WITH STATE LAWS.

OTHER REASONS WHY SMALL FIRMS FACE HIGHER HEALTH COSTS

INCLUDE THEIR LACK OF FLEXIBILIfY IN SELECTING. MANAGING. AND

DESIGNING PLANS WITH COST-CONTAINMENT FEATURES. LESS ABILITY TO

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS WHICH RELY ON

PATIENT VOLUME IN RETURN FOR LOWER COSTS. AND THE

DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF ELDERLY WORKERS FOUND IN SMALL

FIRMS. ALMOST 80 PERCENT OF ALL OLDER WORKERS ARE FOUND IN

SMALL FIRMS; PREMIUMS FOR THESE EMPLOYEES ARE GENERALLY HIGHER

THAN THOSE FOR YOUNGER WORKERS. RECENT DECLINES IN MEDICARE

FUNDING HAVE ALSO LED TO INCREASED EMPLOYER EXPENSES.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES RECENTLY OBSERVED THAT CONCERN 13

GROWING IN BOTH THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS THAT SOME

BUSINESSES MAY NOT BE ABLE TO MEET THE STAGGERING OBLIGATIONS

OF HEALTH CARE COSTS. I HOPE THAT THE COMMITTEE WILL CAREFULLY

CONSIDER THE BURDEN EMPLOYER-MANDATED BENEFITS IMPOSES ON

COMPANIES. PARTICULARLY SMALL BUSINESSES.

THANK YOU. MR. CHAIRMAN.
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Percent of Wage-and-Salary Workers in Employer's Health Plan by
Employment Size of Firm, 1979 and 1983
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STATEMENT OF MR. STEVEN SCHRENZEL, DIRECTOR, CORPO-

RATE BENEFITS, THE ROCKEFELLER GROUP, ON BEHALF OF
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Schrenzel.
Mr. SCHRENZEL. Good morning, Mr. Charmai. Thank you for the

opportunity to appear. With me today is Fred Krebs from the
chamber staff. We have submitted a written statement.

By way of background, I'm director of employee benefits for a
privately owned company in New York City, which employs about
4,000 people nationwide and for whom we provide benefits.

Prior to that, I was manager of benefits planning for a Dallas-
based conglomerate that employed over 40,000 employees.

Senator CHAFEE. You cover some Rhode Islanders, too.
Mr. SCHRENZEL. We do, sir.
In my prior employment we provided benefits for over 100,000 in-

dividuals in that environment, including employees, retirees and
dependents. In that role I was the first chairman of the Dallas
Business Group on Health, and I cochaired the Texas Medical Busi-
ness Forum with the president of the Texas Medical Association.
We developed a statewide medical business forum designed to seek
out the opportunities most likely to result in an efficient, humane
health care delivery system.

With that, I would like to cover several major areas. The cham-
ber does not per se oppose pediatric health care benefits. What we
do oppose is the mandating of specific benefits in health care bene-
fit plans by the Federal, State or local governments. We see this as

-inconsistent with the intent of ERISA.
We also see it 4s inconsistent with the expressed national policy

of holding down the escalation of health care costs, and we see it as
inconsistent with the laws governing other employee benefit plans
that do not specify minimum benefits.

Perhaps most importantly, we question the need for mandated
pediatric preventive benefits. We see ample evidence that HMO's
which are projected to cover 17 million persons, mostly employed,
by the end of this year provide this. And that many employers are
voluntarily providing a broad range of pediatric service benefits.

We question the notion that these be~aefits would spur better pe-
diatric care. In fact, we see no evidence to support this.

At this point, I would like to introduce several articles into testi-
mony. From the May 1985 issue of Pediatrics magazine, I would
like to introduce the "Consequences of Cost Sharing for Children's
Health," the "Effect of Cost Sharing on the Use of Medical Services
by Children," and a commentary written by one of our former wit-
nesses, Dr. Haggerty.

I believe these articles, if you believe the research, will support
the fact that there is not a material difference in spending between
people with ample insurance benefit and no insurance benefit or
minimal insurance benefit. And, second--

Senator CHAFEE. Slow down. Say that slowly, could you?
Mr. SCHRENZEL. There is a very small difference in total pediat-

ric care spending between people that have insurance, 100 percent
insurance, in essence, free care-this is the Rand health insurance
study, sir.
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Senator CHAFEE. And those who don't?
Mr. SCHRENZEL. And those who don't. It is, in 1983 dollars, ap-

proximately an $85-a-year difference.
Now, more importantly, the consequences to the health status of

children have not been proven. There is no evidence cited in any of
these articles-notwithstanding Dr. Haggerty's rebuttal-there is
no significant evidence that there is a disparity in the health status
of children. And I'm not an expert in measuring health status, so I
have to rely on the articles. But there is no evidence of disparity in
their health status.

If I may move forward and take other questions later, sir, we see
this not as a financial problem for parents, but we see it as an edu-
cational problem. The anecdotes related to us by Ms. Gustafson and
Dr. Haggerty indicate patient compliancy and patient ignorance,
parent ignorance problems. These are not problem. that will read-
ily be served by introducing mandated benefits.

I'm actually quite taken aback by the pediatric group supporting
this legislation rather than by taking their concerns to the employ-
er commonity through the channels that many of us in business
and medicine are working hard to use as a mechanism to address
mutual concerns.

I appreciate the financial plight of the primary care physician.
In the most recent Medical Economics Journal indicated that pedi-
atricians are the second lowest paid of the 18 major specialties. Pri-
mary care is extremely important, and we recognize that.

Senator CHAFEE. Now wait a minute. What are you saying? You
are saying that the American Academy of Pediatrics is testifying
here because they see this as a lucrative field for Pediatricians to
get into?

Mr. SCHRENZEL. Sir, I don't question the intent of the pediatri-
cians as being a noble intent.

Senator CHAFEE. You certainly are. That's why you brought it
up.

Mr. SCHRENZEL. I brought it up to exhibit the fact that we have a
tremendous amount of concern over the plight of the primary care
physician vis-a-vis the surgeon who spends an awful lot of our cor-
porate health care dollar, the primary care physician who is re-
sponsible for managing the health care resources, really the man
that introduces you and me as the patient to the health care deliv-
ery system.

Senator CHAFEE. You are in heavy weather here, Mr. Schrenzel.
What you are suggesting is that they are supporting this legisla-
tion because it will put some dollars in their pockets. Is that it?

Mr. SCHRENZEL. Sir, I haven't suggested that. I simply brought
out the problem that they face.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I don't know how you got started down
this track. I would stay away from it, stick to your statistics about
the care of the children and don't talk about the income to the pe-
diatricians and their being the second lowest paid physician group.

Mr. SCHRENZEL. If I could sum up, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. I don't like that kind of talk. You had better

stay right on what you were talking about before.
Mr. ScHRENZEL. May I take 30 seconds to sum up?
Senator CHAFEE. Sure. You go ahead.

-A ,"31 ) a; - A
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Mr. SCHRENZEL. What we are asking you to do is not adopt piece-
meal legislation that is contrary to demonstrated need as well as
clearly established national policy.

Second, we would ask you to begin considering legislation that
would shore up the intent of ERISA to give all concerned a single,
consistent body of law that governs benefit plans on a nationwide
basis. And we do, as a business, look forward to working in any
forum to help develop a consistent national health care policy.

Thank you, sir. I will be glad to answer any questions now.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Schrenzel and the arti-

cles follow:]
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My name is Steven N. Sclrunvel. I am Dire or of hlployee Ben fits for

T,.e Rockefeller Group. I appear here today on lehial f of the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, ac a member of the Camber's inployee Bezefits Corcil.

Accompanying me is Frederick J. ).rebs, Director of the Chamber's Lnployee

Relations Policy Center. W'e appreciate the opportunity to express our views

on S. 316, which would require that employee group health plans provide

benefits for the exp eses of pediatric prevLntive care, and on similar

proposals to andlate the design of impluyee group health care benefit plans.

In brief, the U.S. Cltamber supports the prLsetnt system of voluntary,

nondiscriminatory, private-sector employee health care benefit plans which can

vary in accordance with the needs of employers and employees. We oppose

federal or state government requirements mandating plan design or financing,

whether applicable to insured or self-insured plans, because they limit

flexibility and raise costs. Furthermore, if Congress decides to embark on

the major change in policy tIat benefit mandates would be, falrtess to all

affected parties demands that there first be thorouglhgoing policy debate

similar to the one preceding enactment of federal restrict ions on retirement

plans.

Success of Private Health Care Benefits

Health benefits are a valuable arid enormjously successful protection for

workers and their families. Voluntary health plans have the flexibility
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tt LtirE the 11 ite! s of workers within t Ie total t,tl Insit ion rtsotrc s ot th, Ir

ir1lu+rt, ts. Ji,e federal govt rnirnt 1,s been vital to the success of this

r iv itf-settr trir|preaC1, tirouh bro id tax Iniceittvost for emiluyers to Itorvicle

,r ai L.'iIt ! kAre Il el it ,1ns for the ir (-Mployt cs witIout trying to dictate

ti1t ris ,f tl tse 1lrns.

Si ;jle,,rs - orrit ly s ri+,,.d 1a, a stinated IU bill ion dol Ia rs uach year on

i'til 0.t ire for tileir rrnploees, As health care costs ;,ave risen over the

pa'st ttIe, ts. .1iessv, as the purchaser of health care on behalf f of most

worVlug - A ,-ri. iris rnd their r depenlinats , has taken an active role in the

rt-iti. 4ir of 1,orlth tIiuztice ploots to assure th~e delivery of quality care in

thev i,st et firtnt oiuer. Central to tites, etforts las ben the stimulation

of cotition in providing ivaltti care, by of fering wurtrs chroices of

del very systems,

Health Care Benefit Plan Design

hrployee group health care benefit plans vary greatly, covering a

variety of he-alth services and requiring different levels and types of

eijIToyiUe CoSt sl,aring. litiiin the limits of business's economic

circumstances, employers have the flexibility to design plans tailored to the

pref rnces of their work force. At unionized fiirs, tie scope of health care

benefits is the subject of collective bargaining.

llistorlcally, various groups have 4uvocated minirum requirements for

terre fit lev.;, ileruerts of coverage, or rues for reimbursement for

particular categories of health care providers. hiorever, Congress rejected

that approach when it enacted the Inployer Retirement Income Security Act

(RISA) in 1974. ?RISA includes provisions preempting state regulation of

"welfare" L ,nefit plans, srch as employee group health care benefits.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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.,vtirtleli(ss, %.ny states l"ive pi"ssed 1I ws .cdit trig k Xti U ;s of

eligibIlity)'s ' iII I sses oC I,',L'SUf iries or rejuixilng ,r th plans to

Covtr t ttitr,'ii fLor aII n I m, (Iru; al ,e, or m, , til a r,,bl t.:,s or to re I 'h-,urse

fcr Ir,. nt -.it by ip rticu ar ilt i, Ir I1. i r 'r I I)l ll .ty of thse,

IL ,itl L i,0, l1t s 1, , i r , w.as i l t ntl us ot h" II, A .

In huie Lt, , in i jo it n lfe. Isr)(ii)'e 1'o_._ v. I; i ii,', lvts

thIe .IIt, Mt' (urt rl t., Ihat tie statess' rtight to rt'.tulatC tisurrince outwe-Ighs

the .RISA irt, 'Aptit, i.>viston. As a result, the states art, now free

to apply the.tir e,+hi-t i .,init, s to all health care ber,efit plans that are

itei d ti ro1u k r,lA iLCe Ierti r 1e'rrtts, aIffec'tiTg 1t1,out two-thirds of i.utoued

worke.rs. I , ,,ver, K I.SA still jt r-tects sel f-insured plains from such mandates.

'i 't r t ijIotil , tin (Ic i slIm for t-s IIff i kul t i nL icts on insurance

cir:.j'its 'Irt' ) r.ty pIo vide iltlit,,i form plans a t a )areat er aiminist rative

,jxpk nse -- or piuvi l neint, lp r which In(orport i.s all tht hnel its n r nidated by

i i fteri1rg stite I 4s. 'irsufing the l tte r (( ,1ls1.t will un Oubtedly Increase

teie price ol hl ii iisutri e tor mi ,)' bus i,.ses . it itlit tin, if states

jsis t i,nt r.lirc t ory rttul rt ieT'nts , unI firm btn.fit plans wmoul d be possi bl e onl y

ii tie I tinee c ir i et witit.tws trotit certain .,Itvs .

Prolpsed. FSederal itIndates

In ,,,l ition to stiLe ,Titrh 4dtes, several bills are before I ongreas which

would luIpse fecdiral rri'ittes on triployee nit-up health care eief it plan

design. 'lrolse introduced to late addresss ( Iferent aspects of tiealth care

be lnei ts . (.i isule stim;nirtes of t se proposals follow:

. S. 37b (fifee, k-RI) would require coverage of (1) treAtrrents for

,id stige rena1l disease (Fb-D) on tie same basis as other health conditions

tnld (2) ,t.'dirt ic preventive services for chi dren tip to ige 21, inc]u,ilng

htalth .,id iieselotreift stories, coruprelensive phsicals, Imirunlzat ions.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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laboratory procedures, vision and hearing testing and treatment, and other

medical services prescribed by the Department of Health and Hukan Services on

thle advice of medical groups Involved in child health.

* H.R. 3128 (Rostez~kowskI, D-IL) -- Section 161 of

he House Ways and 'ans Committee's Deficit Redloction Act would require that

a wiker's stuparat.d or divorced spouse or a deceasvd worker's surviving

spouse and tl. ir clii dren be permi tted to contt toe In the worker's group

health plan for te years at tLeir own expnse. This proposal is similar

to H.R. 21 (Stark, P-CA), and also is included in several "women's equity"

bills, H.R. 2472 (Schroeder, D-Lo), and S. 1169 (Durenberger, R-MN). No

he'arlngs have been held on this measure.

* H.R. 3210 (Stark, D-LA) would require (1) continuation of coverage,

allowing beneficiaries to buy-in at group rates in case of lay-off, death,

divorce, or separation; (2) an open enrollment period for workers' spouses who

become unemployed; (3) a tax on health plans that do not participate In state-

assigned risk pools; and (4) sturites and dt-monstration projects, including

standardized health plans for small businesses and the sell-employed and other

agencies fur e.,ablishing group health plans.

* 5. 1211 (Durenberger, R-NN) would tax employer contributions

to health plans which exceed a prescribed amount and require private health

plans to cover "reasonable and necessary" physician and hospital services, to

provide protection against specific "catastrophic" losses, to Include an

option of dependent coverage, and to continue coverage for one year (at

beneficiary expense) in the event of any termination of employment, death,

divorce, or attainment of majority age.
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Lnl ike tIe sta te manda tes , tie federal 1 mnda t es would apply vqi Ill y

to insured and sel f-insured plans. All would aTen1 the Interral k,-'.,e Coe

to disillow t lit, 1.tsilltss dteduction for the L'sposs of t1.e employee group

health p1 il l lt S It contains the rtuirc S, vtrage. S .ril piotjo als, I

not S. J7b or h. k . 3128, also wtuld lmend H ISA. Wit !,out in 3 ISA i.-ren-isent

,T.at s ,,l rjt qilY to tlc sI/v able iwork ff,rce ri, loycd by ronpiofit

f I ins ,ini 5 tlver,,ni'nt a Lecie

Issues Raised by S. 376

S. 376 r ilses sany questions about low preventive treatments are

ritI.Aursed by ieal th Insurance. Shiny individuals al rtady participate in

health ilates that cover routine examinations and testing, not only for

cillren but il so for Iniltviuuals of all ages. [or example , ,nrollees in

iiNO's rac ve t,,se serv ices, which are an attractive feature in marketing 1DI0

plans. hYiO's cist I tute an important and increasingly popular sector of the

lialth Insurnce market. (iirrcnt project iorIs of it010 enrollment are 17

million, representing more toan eight percent of the total population.

Count inued growth of KlNO 's In today's health cost-c onscious environment is

expected.

Although statistics are not available, many traditional health plans

also provide varying degrees of coverage for preventive care for children.

The added expense ol this type of coverage, of course, is passed on to the

purchaser of health care. Ironically, if proponents of the health insurance

"tax cap"* succeed, such coverage will be less likely in the future If health

plans pare back thEir coverage to remain under the cap.

* The tax cap proposal would treat as taxable Income to the employee the

amount of employer contributions to health insurance exceeding fixed amounts.
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T jl, ittiO,-,,I'ly, triri t tonal teal t plans have colic(iut rated on covering

,i, ut i rt 1i.1t -- s,, vice provided in connection with the dilagnosis and

t '',,,t If it , . ss .ir iiljury.

; 1, t : li.. i j i lijt i t tO tii ll jit Ilt1, with t li rira 1rll) accepted

. ,, e rJ i l Ct IISk shifting, bPcatuse t he ctts of acute iare are

t,i t I ,I ImiL, i it'e ,r imiy inviltd ,l iTA d fift it ilt to b,,ar. n te otter

, t , ,i,. 'ire rind i ltb :,iintn~t c custs ire usually st all per

. a ,ii lt lt ty tntial in the qgrtqate -- and

Il , . lt',,,v1r, studies siirg cst that tie atailabilfty of insurance for

t I I hL t V t hU1,1 ay L ,v little t vct on total spt ending on such services,

.w., t 1' ii i il-r,,n insured for such services is no greater than for

' rii mm
t

Iel Icy Is i rai-,d by benefit M 'andateVs

ti I t It I .1 , t1 'iltt i',1Ie' ic t, II ts trIl' i r tilgt rfl :I:.tl,, ,tt±- governi ng

L i s ' Is i, 11ijir tI 'i ir tre f j m ( rrit pL ' L Yt Vt I,,'ti t pl iky: y. it raises

iii) i t us si, h ,tilo ic , irtssti i fore (&iith , ss itkt-s t tion on retcidate

i I,,'- i s . (lk di ,les that all aflctcd partit-s s it ild lhlive adequate

i, Ii I tml mrLity to cvstUltC the prnoSils zilG tet-ir irpli-ations, such

t. .c lie Itle t [Itt lcing the iactrent of .RlSA. '11is public policy

int lti ~in, whii I *1il Iiclude the follow ng:

* ,kat tellct will statutory limits on the

ii xibility of L.tilth pl,in design Lave on the
. it t- <vilbl ity .,nd scope ot health

c tu o rr,..s a d t!ei.tr fanillits?

* W'ouild i i1ttes replace sound e.o!-mlomic

Ji ,nts wi nth political pressure from
ir.rl iil,jr i-,sm,-es ol i-alith crtre pruvfdmers?
lo ,it fitiUe are lur-irit is dci tslons With
rt-siccL to i iiml.'i ng le,,al thm ire birefIt plais,
the Ir suIlt t)f o 1tieal l1 motivated stite

t:, 11 es?4, 1 t L S
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* WYat 1i feet will r.i, sites have on the
Ability of Ilrealh plans to I include coverages

that tiet tIe preferences of the enrollees?

v If I tie I L mmla Iitt s wtre I closed, is tiLere

01V ,mirld pol icy 1,,isIs for applying such
i' s tmlvy to t 1 , ying ;.pley't-is?

liri s ii:, ,iri d thrIr'rgfr flibtsrrrrr ee?

I Il tLe 1,,irk't i satisfy tie r.und without
,t vr. ' -ro t fiction? ior i, simple, will

i r ,,il 1 b1lity of IrLv.ntive care be
,k1 iesrd throkieh the grewLh in popularity of
11 11t h i iT Itii c ' r,' tnir'at ions ( M's)?

S i w will p-articul ar ri,,ridates affect
I.:iplt. r s' ability to fIeCL hilV gS In thvir

l, it ill.11s 1i'strrid to irage t eir icalIh
I ire ('istY? gill ir atcd b ii flts vnceirrage
it r.,t, lii t I I l at Ioa of part ic uIlar services

iioi i rt i,,ic thev total CO st of iCal t, care?

W it will tI' t fb ct be ot mu ltiple aind
i bly ''I tlut 1,g rate r itr Iri , tits?

* fIlI :ii ,rut rili'rous 1,.hi it a 's price

hi ltb i!11",rc out (I rv.ich rf small

* it Is tie f ct of shl ItIng to ri.aployu rs

t ' il : irtae o0 f iCr.i ' r . ;ated r are and/or
irlV,.'r.eug o individuals who hive ro Clrrclt

srrk rI'I.tt ionrsrhip?

Ne d to I r l t State _-lInda t es

In Ip 1,bEhg fI le? cal r.1 ii te s vc rru I ng .,npl cyee group Iea It h pl ans, we

rl ,e (',u lr S to ,rcrm-.pt stai e n .- ites thr-ughi an 3ro'liint to .R SA

iv(.'t1irrlig tie 10 rc-j'litn dr.,'siOn. HiAs pIr.tftrn Is vital to employers'

ability to cont inue ul fer rg af fordaibl e ea I ltI plans ort hie r employees which

,L'i t tihe Ir 1,a ic t.rids.
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Conclusion

'riCe Clmber strongly supports tic' voluntary, private employee group

lteal th care 1,-nefit system wItAch is successfully providing heal tih protection

tor r.ost weirkifig Vwritic.ns at a fraction of the price of dIrect govcr;,ment

pro, grams. (kcsvrncment jpol icy has hel ied prciote t i s system I lirough broad ti x

It ntiveS for -mployers to of fer h-asIth Clie ,If'fits. '11e suCrt.,s of

private Icaltc erelit is In large part the ru'tlt of the tlexibility

employers have had iN designineg health, plans. hcMOval of this flexibility

tI ljuIl g vernment m.inlates affecting the scope of Individuals covered, types

of services reimbursed, arr,,,ict and terms of relrchAIrs, c1,ent, and similar

rCst,-aicts will wea.Iken this system.

Proi',sals such as S. 376, rcandating coverage of pediatrtc preventive

care, nd .k. 3128 requtrIig tLie c1)OtInu1ttI)n of c)VtI o S e , aIcd related

meaiures havenot len tully evalciatd by the at fecte-d parties. 'Tcey will

raise the costs of health Insurance, just as Voluntery actitn by ,'c'ployccrs has

begun to slow down tlie rate of growtL in health care cos.t inilat ion.

ie'iloyers and employees nay be forced to Ac, cpt lower aage's mci/or forego

benefits tley prefer. BUea Iosses tLat do not al reeidy off er hetal th plans will

find insurance plans too costly. Inevitably, rechctions in tOe protection

afforded by private lealtr plans will place new curlens on al read -pre.ssed

government prograncs . Private empi oyee group heal th care Lercef it plans are

flexible and readily redesigned In response to changes in fineeccial

int entives, employer preferences, and information about efficient delivery of

bo alth care. Federal programs, however, have been cuctther sIae, bureaucratic,

and difficult to make responsive to the clanging health care market.

ixperiecce with these federal programs argues strongly against cxtnding tice
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rigidity of statut-ory mandates to private h-alth care benefit plans. In

addition, concern that decisions will be governed by political pressure rather

than sound economics makes direct government intervention in health plan

design unacceptable to employers.

Federal action is needed, however, to assure that private health care

benefits plans do not fh.l victim to these -.ame pressures at the state level.

We urge Congress to amend ER ISA without delay to prompt tnforct-.ent of state

benefit mandates.

attachment
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Consequences of Cost-Sharing for Children's
Health

R. Burciaga Valdez, MISA, Robert H. Brook, MD, ScD,
William H. Roger3, PhD, John E. Ware, Jr, PhD,
Emmett B. Keeler, PhD, Cathy A. Sherbourne, MA,
Kathleen N. Lohr, PhD, George A. Goldberg, MD, Patricia Camp, MS,
and Joseph P. Newhouse, PhD

From the Departments of Economc,=. Behavworal Sciences. and Systefi Sc,ences, The
Rand Corporation, Santa Monca, Caliior e, en Washington, DC, and DepeiTments of
Medicine and Pubic HeaRth, Center for the Hea&th Sciences, Universiy of Calforn al Los
Angeles, Los Angeles

ABSTRACT. Do children whose famiies bear a percent-
age of their health care costs reduce their use of ambu-
latory care compared with those faclies who receive free
care? If so, does the reduction effect their health? To
anwer these questions, 1,844 children aged 0 to 13 years
were randomly assigned (for a penod of 3 or 5 years) to
one of 14 insurance plans. The plans differed in the
percentage of their medical bills that families paid. One
plan provided free care. The others required up to 95%
coinsurance subject to a $1,000 maximum. Children
whose families paid a percentage of costs reduced use by
up to one third. For the typical child in the study, this
reduction caused no significant difference in either pa.
rental perceptions of their child's health or in physiologic
measures of health. Confidence intervals are sufficiently
narrow for most measures to rule out the possibility that
large true differences went undetected. Nor were statis-
tically significant differences observed for children at risk
of disease. Wider confidence intervals for these compare.
isons, however, mean that clinically meaningful differ-
ences, if present, could have been undetected in certain
subgroups. Pedatrics 1985; 75:952-961; health stats,
health care financing, insurance plans, cost-sharing.

Expenditures on health care constitute more
than 10% of the gross national product of the
United States. Both the public and private sectors
have expressed concern over the commitment of
additional resources for medical care. In an attempt
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to induce reductions in the use of nonessential
medical services and restrain the increasing cost of
medical care, government-sponsored programs as
well as employer-sponsored health plans have im.
plemented increases in the proportion of costs
borne by users of medical services-in the form
of higher cost-sharing coinsurancee and deduct.
ibles). "

Opponents of cost-sharing fear that requiring
families to pay out-of-pocket for children's medical
services imposes a financial barrier to the use of
services that may result in poorer health for chil-
dren, Although these fears are widely held, little
information exists to resolve the issue. Previous
studies in special populations suggest that increased
use of medical services has been associated with
few or no detectable improvements in health, except
among the poor.s"3 No previous studies have ex-
amined the effect of cost-sharing on the health of
children in a general population, To determine the
potential effects of cost-sharing on the demand for
medical care, quality of care, and health, the federal
government sponsored a randomized, controlled
trial, the Rand Health Insurance Experiment.

The Health Insurance Experiment randomly as.
signed families to various health insurance plans.
One group received all of their care free of charge-
others paid some fraction of their medical bills up
to a stipulated maximum. Field operations began
in late 1974 and ended in early 1982. Preliminary
results on the use of medical services in the fee-for-
service environment showed that demand for ser-
vices by families insured with the cost-sharing
plans was up to one third lower than that of families
receiving free care,' Reduced demand for children's
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health services was observed only for a-mbulatory
care; cost-sharing did not affect use of the hospital
for children."

Previous analyses did not address whether chil-
dren covered by insurance plans requiring cost-
sharing wtre less healthy as a result. We, there-
fore, report here on the health outcomes of the trial
with respect to children. Specifically. we compare
health status outcomes between children who re-
ceived free medical care and children whose families
shared in the cost of their medical expenses.

METHODS

Sample

A total of 1,844 children were enrolled in the
experiment. Children were aged 0 to 13 years (at
enrollment) and came from 956 families. (Addi-
tional children who were enrolled in a health main-
tenance organization are the subject of a subse-
quenianalysis.) Families participated for either 3
years (70% of sample) or 5 years. They lived in one
of six sites: Dayton, OH; Seattle: Fitchburg or
Franklin Country, MA; and Charleston or George.
town CountySC.

Families represent the general population of the
area from which they were sampled, except for
certain intentional differences."" Approximately
3% of the families contacted were excluded from
the experiment because their annual income ex-
ceeded $54,000 (in 1982 dollars). Also excluded were
families in which the head of household was eligible
for Medicare or who would become so before the
end of the study. Additionally, families participat-
ing in the Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
program, those eligible for the military medical care
system, and institutionalized individuals (eg, im-
prisoned, in mental institutions) were excluded.
Children born during the experiment were excluded
from these analyses (but not from experimental
benefits) because the likelihood of births varied
between the plans. They are the subject of a forth.
coming analysis.

Study participants aged 14 to 61 years (at enroll-
mtnt) are the subjects of separate analysis."

Insurance Plans

We assigned families electing to enroll in the trial
to one of 14 insurance plans. To make this assign-
ment we used a random sampling method that made
the distribution of family characteristics as similar
as possible on each plan." Of the families con-
tacted, 15% were not enrolled because they refused
either a screening or base-line interview. Another
24% refused an enrollment interview or the offer of

enrollment in the experimental plan. Those refus.
ing the offer were no longer eligible to participate."

A wide variety of services were covered in all
plans, including acute and preventive ambulatory
care, all hospital care, mental health services, visual
and auditory services, prescription drugs, supplies.
and all dental services except orthodontia with
fixed appliances. Families were permitted to seek
care from any provider. Services of nonphysician
providers such as audiologists, chiropractors, clini-
cal psychologists, optometrists, physical therapists,
and speech therapists were also covered.

For these analyses, participants entitled to re-
ceive all services free of charge were compared with
those in the other 13 plans. The other plans in.
cluded (1) "individual deductible" plan, under
which families paid 95% of outpatient cons up to
an annual out-of-pocket expenditure of $150 for
each person or $450 for a family (inpatient care
under this plan was free); (2) "intermediate" cost-
sharing plans, under which families paid 25% or
50% of all medical expenses until 5%, 10%, or 15%
of annua! income of $1,000 was spent, whichever
was less (in some sites and years, the maximum
expenditure was limited to $750); and (3) "cata-
strophic expense" plans, under which families paid
95% of all medical expenses up to 5%, 10%, or 15%
of annual income or $1,000, whichever was less
($750 in some sites in some years).

The maximum expenditure limit of $1,000 for the
cost-sharing plans was not adjusted to account for
the considerable price inflation experienced during
the 1970s. For each family, however, these limits
were adjusted yearly to reflect any changes in an.
nual income. The cost-sharing plans are grouped
and compared with the free plan because, in anal-
yses reported elsewhere, no significant differences
occurred within the cost-sharing plans.' Grouping
the cost-sharing plans eases exposition of our work
without changing our findings or conclusions.

Families assigned to an insurance plan that of.
feared less coverage than their preexperiment insur-
ance plan were reimbursed an amount equal to their
maximum possible loss. For example, if a family
was assigned to a plan with a $450 maximum out-
of-pocket expenditure and had a preexperiment
plan with a $100 deductible and a 20% coinsurance
above the deductible, it was paid $280 per year
($280 - $450 - $100 - .2($450-$100)). These side
payments had insignificant effects on demand for
services.17

Measuement of Health Status

Using the World Health Organization's defini-
tion -if health," we developed or adapted various
measures to test the effect of cost-sharing on health

ARTICLES 953
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status. These measures comprise four distinct di-
mensions of children's health status: physiologic
function, physical health, mental health, and gen-
eral health perceptions. In this paper, we report
data on nine measures in these four dimensions
(Tables 1 and 2).

Five conditions (anemia, hay fever, fluid in the
middle ear, hearing loss, and visual acuity) provide
physiologic information about children in the ex-
periment. The criteria used to evaluate the condi-
tions can be found in Table 1. These conditions
were selected because they can be readily detected,
are fairly prevalent, and are amenable to medical
treatment; in addition, they have important adverse
effects if left unattended.

Physical health measures examine limitations in
the performance of various specific daily activities.
In this paper, we present effects of insurance on
one aspect of physical health, namely role imita-
tions; these pertain to limitations in kind or amount
of play, school, or other usual activities. Mental

health measures were designed to assess both M,.
itive and negative states of psychological weil.
being. In the Health Insurance Experiment, ,
examine children's mental health status through
the use of the Mental Health Rating [ides, which
provides an aggregate assessment of the child,,
effective mental health (psychological distress and
psychological well-being). Finally, self-ratings of
general health. which are among the most com.
monly used measures of health status, were as.
sessod. For example, ratings of health as "excel.
lent," "good," "fair," or 'poor" have been used in
the National Health Examination Survey and other
health surveys. These general health measures do
not assess a specific health status attribute, but
they have been shown empirically to be related to
a wide range of physical and mental health concepts
and illness behaviors. The General Health Rating
Index was used in the Health Insurance Experiment
to asss perceptions of the child's health-past,
present, and future.

TABLE 1. Definitions of Health Status Measures and Percent at Risk of illness: Physiologic Measures and Parental
Worry

Specific Sconig i with Condiuceawth Condionat Enrollment

Anemia statoa: a dichotomous (0, 1) indicator of
low hemoglobin. adjusted for age and sex

Hay fever status: dichotomous (0, 1) indicator
of whether the child is bothered by hay fever
or other plant allergies

Functional far vision: visual acuity with usual
correction (ie, glames or contact lenses); mea-
sured in Snellen lines

Hearing loss: dichotomous (0, 1) indicator of
hearing impairment in the better ear

Fluid in middle ear: dichotomous 0, 1) indica-
tor of fluid in either or both middle ears

Parental worry. 4-point scale measuring worry
associated with anemia, hay fever, vision, or
hearing loss
Percent whose parent expressed any worry.

Defined as having anemia if hemoglobin
falls below the following limits (in
g/dL of blood):

Boys and girts
6 mo to 2 yr. 10.0
2-12 yr. 11.0

Boys only
13-18 yr, 12.0

Girls only
13-18 yr. 11.5

Based on responses to medical history for
children z5 yr

Visual impairment indicated if score >2:
2 - 20/20, 3 - 20/25; 4 - 20/30

Hearing impaired if average hearing thresh.
old level in better ear (tested at 500,
1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 Hz} is >15 dB

Tympanometry results indicate effusion or
probable effusion according to the
following criteria: air pressure (mm
H,0)/compliance (Madsen units)/
slope

-400 to - 100/5-10/ell
-100 to 50/5.5-10/a1
-100 to 50/5.5-4.5/fIst or rounded
-400 to -100/0-5/flat or rounded

50 to 300/5.5-10/flat or rounded
Highest level of worry expressed about one

of the physiologic conditions exam-
ined- I - not at all; 4 - a great deal
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9.4

8.4

29.2

6.6

26.4

20.9"
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TABLE 2. Definitions of Health Status Measures: Health Perceptions Measures
Tpcal Item Meing of High Score

Role li stations': dichotomous 0, I me . Is this child limited in the amount Child is limited in role activities
sure that indcates whether child can or kind of other activities 1 such due to poor health
pLay. go to school, or take part in usual as play r, helping around the
actlo ties free of limitations due to poor house, hobbies) because of
health health?

.Mental health rating*: standardized io-10) Dunng the past month, cd this Child is relaxed and cheerful
scale that measures anxiety, depression, child seem to be anxious or wor-
and psychological %ell being dunng the ned?
past month; high score represents a posi-
tive level of mental health

General health rating$: standardized (0-10 In general. would you say this Child is in excellent health
scale that asseses perceptions of child's , child's health is excellent, good.
health in the past, present, and future T fai , or por?
and susceptibility to illness

* Constructed from two items for children lets than 5 years of age and three iuma for children aged 5 years and older.
t This battery was not administered to children less than 5 yeajs of age; it was constructed from 12 tems for children
less than 14 years of age and 38 items fo' those aged 14 years or older.
$ Constructed from seven items for children less than 14 years of age and 22 items for children aged 14 years and
older.
I A 0.51 point difference equals the effect of having hayfever. controlling for all other differences.

TABLE 3. Medical Screening Tests and Eligible Population
Disease Screening Test Age of Exit Enrollment

Condition Population Only end Exit
Screened

Anemia Hematocnt, hemoglobin 6 mo to 18 yr 639 906
Hearing loss Pure-tone threshold audiometry 4-18 yr 775 695
Fluid in middle eat Tympanometry 4-13 yr, except those with sur- 627 360

gery in past 6 mo
Visual disorder Near vision, with and without correc- 5-18 yr 795 796

tion; far vision, with and withoutt cor-
rection: pinhole acuity correction

Information on each dimension of health was
collected at the beginning of the study (enrollment)
and upon leaving the study 3 or 5 years later (exit)
using a medical history questionnaire. The Health
Insurance Experiment relied en parental assess.
ments (usually the mother's) for all children less
than 14 years of age and on sef-reports for adoles-
cents who were 14 to 18 years old at exit. (Recall
that our sample is a cohort of those aged 0 to 13
years at enrollment; thus the maximum age at exit
was 18 years.) We designed age-appropriate ques-
tionnaires to gather information for infants and
toddlers (0 to 4 years). children in middle childhood
i5 to 13 years), and adolescents and adults (14 years
and older).'"'

In addition to these questionnaires. a medical
screening examination assessed physiologic func-
tion for a random sample at enrollment (60%) and
all exiting participants. Entrance screening was
assigned to a random sample of participants on
each plan in order to test for any effect of the
examination in stimulating use. Exit screenings
were conducted during the fall and winter months
except in Massachusetts where they were conducted
'during the summer. The multiphasic screening was

carried out by trained paramedical personnel.2 Of
the two types of health status measures examined
(physiologic and health perceptions), the physio-
logic measures come closer to what many in the
medical profession view as "illness." Different
groups were eligible for the various medical screen.
ing tests administered. The types of screening tests
administered for each of the conditions, the popu.
lation examined, and the number of individuals
examined are shown in Table 3.

The reliability and validity of the health status
measures have been reported elsewhereA0 22

1

These measures are applicable to general popula.
tons. possess sufficient variability to detect differ.
ences in health status in general populations, are
reliable, and contain useful information about
health status. The selection of medical screening
examination tests was also based on considerations
of logistics of performance, acceptability to partic-
ipants, and acceptability to the medical community.

Method of Analysis
We used regression methods to estimate the in-

fluence of 'explanatory" variables on a variety of
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"dependent" or '"response" variables that measured
health status at exit. The explanatory variables
included three policy-relevant variables: type of
insurance plan, family income adjusted for family
size and site), and health status at enrollment. We
accounted for the influence of other experimental
manipulations leg, taking the screening examina-
tion, time in the study, questionnaire form, and
respondent) and demographic characteristics (eg,
education of the mother, race, sex, site) by including
some or all of these variables in the regression
equations?

We examined several problems that could have
biased our results. First, the plans offered may have
been accepted by different kinds of families, and
these differences could have biased the results. Sec-
ond, families may have dropped out of the various
plans at different rates as a function of members'
health status. Finally, some data were missing a
few exit questionnaires were incomplete or for some
participants screening examinations were not re-
quired upon enrollment, Only the missing data from
incomplete questionnaires posed a threat to our
estimates because the experimental design assured
that the 60% of participants screened at enrollment
were distributed randomly across insurance plans.

We used several strategies to evaluate these po-
tential problems. First, we compared selected char-
actenstics of the families who refused the enroll-
ment offer with those of the families who accepted.
If these groups had similar values, there would be
little reason to suspect bias, Second. we compared
enrollment values for participants in each insur-
ance plan. Third, we included in our regression
equations the initial values of the health status
variables as well as other variables known to influ-
ence health. Thus, we statistically controlled for
any ef" ct of nonrandom sample composition with
respect to the.e explanatory variables. We did not
attempt, however, to recover physiologic informa-
tion about children who left the sample prema-
turely; all results are based only on values for those
who completed the experiment normally.

To interpret the effect of the insurance plans, we
used regression equations to predict exit health
status for children with a given set of enrollment
characteristics. Specifically, we calculated health
status for two types of children: the typical child
participant with average values on all characteris-
tics and those '"at risk" of disease because of an
existing condition,

The definition of "at risk" varied from condition
to condition. For each health status measure, we
defined children who scored in the lowest quarter
of a health perceptions measure or who were iden-
tified as having the physiologic condition at enroll.
ment as being 'at risk" of illness for that condition.

956 CONSEQUENCES OF COST-SHARING

For example, a child was considered '"at risk- ,f
anemia if he or she had been classified as anermi
at the enrollment medical screening examination
In the case of functional far vision, '"at risk" rnejts
children with poorer than 20/20 vision when tested
at enrollment. Children not assigned to the enroll.
ment screening examination were missing lnital
health status data. Because we wanted t include
these children in our analyses, we estimated I'iitkal
health status scores for them from the vaies for
other explanatory variables available at enrolhient,
Because families were randomly allocated to plans,
this procedure should lead to unbiased estimates of
the initial scores. These children were then included
in our analyses but were given less weight when we
determined the estimated plan effects.'

Because the effects of differential use of medical
care should be most apparent in children who are
ill and poor, we also calculated our estimates for
.at risk" children who were poor. "Poor" families
were identified as those with incomes in the lowest
quarter of the enrollment income distribution. Such
families had a mean income of $6,200 in 1982
dollars. Families with incomes in the upper half of
the distribution were considered "nonpoor" (a mean
income of $30,000). Foe all other explanatory vari.
ables in the regression equations, we used mean
population values to generate the predicted exit
scores.

Because we had no expectation that cost-sharing
would affect health status either negatively or pos.
itively in a general population, we used two-tailed t
tests of significance to evaluate differences between
plans. Because children in a family share their
mother's tendency to consult a physician, observa-
tions from members of the same family contain less
unique information than would completely irde-
pendent observations. Therefore, all statistical
tests of significance were corrected for correlation
of the error term within each family. They were
also corrected for the nonconstant variance of the
error term.31i 2

If a result was likely to occur by chance no more
than 5% of the time, the convention of labeling
that result "significant" was followed. Results fall-
ing short of this criterion should not be ignored,
however. Confidence intervals may indicate that
despite statistically indiscernible differences at this
conventional level, clinically and socially relevant
differences are possible.

RESULTS

Investigation of problems that could potentially
bias our results suggests that our findings are un-
likely to be affected. First, the characteristics of
families who refused and those who ultimately par-
ticipated in the experiment do not differ signifi-
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cant ly." Second, attrition from the experiment was
low (Table 41. Ninety-seven percent of those as-
signed to the free plan and 92% of those insured by
cost-sharing plans completed the study normally.
Based on enrollment characteristics, children who
withdrew from the study appear similar to those
who completed the study. Because attrition from
the study was low over the 3- to 5-year period, it is
unlikely to affect our results.

Finally, we observed no statistically significant
differences at enrollment between those insured by
the free plan and those insured by tht cost-sharing
plans. Enrollment values for all the variables used
in these analyses are given in Table f. We did not
attempt to recover physiologic information for chil-
dren who left the study prematurely. Results are
based on children who completed the study.

Effects of Plan on Health Status of Average
Child

For the typical child participant, we could not
discern significant differences in health status be-
tween those who received free care and those in-
sured by the cost-sharing plans (Table 6). Only the
difference in the probability of having hay fever
approached statistically significant levels (P - 08).
and this measure suggested a greater prevalence of
hay fever among those insured by the free plan
(17% v 12%). No difference was observed among
the cost-sharing plans. Taking all the measures
together, the direction of estimated effects favored
neither the free plan nor the cost-sharing plans.

For all measures, confidence intervals for the
difference between free and cost-sharing plans are
fairly narrow. Thus, it is unlikely that we failed to
detect substantial differences in health status that
are due to differences in insurance coverage.

Effects of Plan on Health Status of Children
"At Risk" of Illness

For both poor and nonpoor children at risk of
illness because of an existing condition, we observed
no statistically significant difference between the

free and cost-sharing plans for any of our measures
(Table 7). Nevertheless, among the poor families.
those insured by the free plan were less likely to
have anemia at the conclusion of the experiment
than those insured by the cost-sharing plans (8% v
22%). Although this difference was not statistically
significant P - .12). we believe it may well have
clinical importance that should not be ignored.

Confidence intervals among the children at risk
are broader than those among all children because
of the smaller sample size. Thus, they are more
likely to mask some clinically important differ-
ences. Therefore, we are less certain of our conclu-
sion that the health effects did not differ between
free and cost-sharing plans among children "at
risk" of illness.

DISCUSSION

Some government and private sector actions to
curb per capital use of medical services rely on cost-
sharing in the form of greater coinsurance and
deductibles. Those in favor of cost-sharing claim
that such provisions prevent the purchase of care
that provides little or no benefit. Opponents of cost-
sharing argue that the resulting decreased access to
medical care adversely affects health. To a great
extent, the attractiveness of cost-sharing as a policy
instrument depends on its potential to reduce ex-
penditures without producing unacceptable health
effects.

Interim results from the Health Insurance
Experiment'i indicate that children who were
insured by cost-sharing insurance plans reduced
expenditures for ambulatory services by up to one
third compared with those who received free care.
No discernible difference was observed in the use
of hospital care. Lower use of ambulatory services
does not lead to increased hospital use. Three con-
clusions can be drawn concerning the influence of
this difference in use of ambulatory care on the
health of children.

First, for the health status measures included in
this paper, receiving free care or having to pay a
portion of the medical bill made no difference in

TABLE 4. Distribution of Children According to Category of Participation in Experi.
ment and Plan

Category of Free Plan Cost-Shanni Plans
Participation N, No. %

Total enrolled 599 100.0 1,245 100.0
Completed study normally 579 96.7 1,141 91.7
Voluntarily left study early 1 0.2 73 5.9
Terminated from study' 19 3.2 26 2.1
Diedt 0 0.0 , 5 0.4
* Participation ended because family no longer fulfilled criteria for eligibility.
t Three deaths resulted from accidents (fire and asphyxia), one from murder, and one was
due to epileptiform seizure with anoxia.
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TABLE S. Values of Demographic, Study. and Health Measures of Children Aged 0 to
13 Years at Enrollment by Type of Experimental Insurance Plan,

Free Plan Cost.Shitang t Test

Plans Volue?
No. of enrollees 599 1245
Mean age (y?) 71 f2 054
Gender (M male 52 52 -0 23
Race (% nonwhite) 21 25 1 37
Mean family ircome (adjusted for family size and 17,200 18,700 1.65

site ($1982)
Mean education of mother (yr) 11.8 11.9 084
Hospitaliutions of children in year ;rior to en- 7.5 7.1 -0,30

roument Mi)
Mean no, of child visits to physician in year prior 3.3 3.1 086

to enrollment
Physical screening examination mtken M%) 64 60 -156
Enrolment for 3 yr (%) 69 70 038
Role limitations (% limited)

Enrollment sample 3.1 3.4 0.30
Analytic sample 2.8 3.1 0.33

Mean mantel health rating (0-10 scale)
Enrollment sample 6.2 6.1 0.97
Analytic ample 6.2 6.2 0.06

Mean general health rating (0-10 ae)
Enrollmeht sample 5.9 5.9 0.20
Analytic sample 5.9 6.0 -0.20

Anemia (% with low hemoglobin levels)
Enrollment sample 8.6 9.8 0.66
A lytic eampie 7.9 10.0 1.17

Hay fever (% bothered by plant allegiees)
Enrollment sample 9.8 7,7 -1.02
Analytic sample 12.4 9.9 -0.88

Functional far vision (mean in SneUen lines)
Enrollment sample 2.8 2.8 -0.49
Analytic sample 2.8 2.7 -0.75

Heanng loss (O with hearing impairments
Enrollment sample 8.6 5.6 -1.46
Analytic sample 8.7 4.7 -1.95

Fluid in middle ear (% with suspected effusion)
Enrollment sample 27.9 256 -066
Analytic sample 32.5 27.4 -0.99

For demographic data. entries include everyone with valid enrollment dta. For health
measures. the mean score for the enrollment sample excludes children not assigned to an
initial screening examination or missing damA mean scores for analy ic samples exclude
the same children in the enrollment sample plus those who did not have exit data,
generally because of attrition.
t Test of difference between cost-sharing and free plan.

health status for the typical child. We examined
children's health status along four dimensions:
physiologic funtiion, physical health, mental
health, and general health perceptions. Physiologic
function was assessed by results of a multiphasic
screening examination. Other health dimensions
were assessed by parental responses to a medical
history questionnaire. Neither parental perceptions
about the child's health nor the presence of physi-
ologic conditions were affected by cost-sharing.
Confidence intervals were sufficiently narrow that
even the potentially largest likely difference would
be quite small in clinical terms.

Second, our data indicate that nearly 30% of
children receiving free care in our study had difi.

958 CONSEQUENCES OF COST-SHARING

culty with their functional vision; about 20% had
functional vision (it, best corrected vision) of
20/40 or worse at exit. (Children insured by the
cost-sharing plans experienced similar levels of vi.
sion impairment.) Some of these visual difficulties
may have been recognized by parents or physicians
who decided to wait before attending to them. Some
portion, however, may result from inadequate prob-
lem recognition by either the parent or physician
or from lack of physician follow-up.

Third. no significant differences were observed
among children at risk of having or developing
illness. In this case, however, confidence intervals
were in some comparisons sufficiently wide to in-
clude clinically important differences. For instance,
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TABLE . Predicted Exit Values of Health Status Measures for Child with Avezage
Characteristics, by Measure and Plan

N- Fret Plan Cost-Sharing Free Plan MNius
Phans Cost.Shernng Plans'

Health perceptions
Role limitations ( le1  1.450 260 2.60 0 0 i-

7
, 7)

Mental health rating+ 1,048 581 5.94 -013 (-.37, Ii
General health rating 1,506 5 47 5.48 -001 (-.20, .18)

Ph% siologil measures
Anemia 1%)
Hay fever %)
Hearing loss i)
Fluid in middle ear i %)
Functional far vision il

1,538 1.90 2.10
1,378 17.00 12.00
1,463 7.20 6.20

987 25.00 25.00
1,591 2.60 2.67

Parental worrl A 1,535 1.40 1.3,5 0.05 (-.02, .12)
" Sample sizes are dissimilar because the number of children included in each health status
analysis differs due to age restrictions or missing data.
+ Values in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals; approximate confidence intervals
for dichotomous indicator variables.
I Scale of 0 to 10; a higher value denotes better health.

e - 1.74, P- .08.
1 In Snellen line values: 2 - 20/20, 3 - 20/25, 4 - 20/30.
1 Four-point scale: 1. not at all; 2, a little; 3, somewhat; 4, a great deal.

TABLE 7. Predicted Exit Values of Health Status Measures for Children with Preexisting Conditions, by Measure,
Plan, and Income

Poor Noaspoor
Free Plan Cost.ShannI Free Plan Minus Free Plan Cost-Sharing Free Plan Minus

Plans Cost-Shannl Plans* Pla. Cost-Shanng Plaril

Health perceptions
Role limitations I%1 22,00 30.00 80 (-35, 19) 2400 2100 3.00 (-19, 25)
Mental health ratLngt 4.96 5.16 -020 (-.61, 211 5.29 5.39 -010 (-.43, .231
General health rating 4 77 4.60 0.17 (-.22, .56) 4.76 4.87 -0.11 (-.42, .20)

Physiologic measures
Anemia %) 8.00 22.00 -14,00 (-31, 3) 12,00 8.00 4.00 (-7, 15)
Hay fetver (%) 61.00 44.00 17.00 (-10, 44) 71.00 66.00 5.00 (-16, 26)
Hearing loss (1) 35.00 43.00 -8.00 (-35, 19) 36.00 27.00 9.00 (-15, 33)
Fluid in middle ear ( 56.00 57.00 -1,00 (-18, 161 55.00 55.00 0.00 (-15, 15)
Functional far vision 3.18 3.23 -0,05 (-.32. .22) 3.10 3.17 -0.07 (-.29, .15)

Values in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals; approximate confidence intervals for dichotomous indicator
variables.
* Scale of 0 to I0I, higher value indicates better health status.
t it - 1.5 l, P - .12.1 n Snellen line v, lues: 2 - 20/20. 3 - 20/25, 4 - 20/30,

among children we classified as the 'poor sick," the
upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for the
differential prevalence of anemia was 31 percentage
points, Thus, the actual difference in the occurrence
of anemia due to cost-sharing could be considerable.
The upper bound on the 951% confidence interval
for the general health ratings for this at-risk group
approximates the effect of being afflicted with hay
fever.

In appraising results among the poor, it is impor-
tant to remember that the maximum out-of-pocket
expenditures in our cost.sharing plans were related
to the family's level of income. Under these income-

-elated provisions, the poor used services at about
the same rate as the nonpoor, In insurance plitns
not tied to income, cost-sharing might be expected
to affect the use of services of poor children to a
greater extent than we observed, and cost-sharing
might adversely affect their health.

Many poor cnildren receive care through the
Medicaid program. Our insurance plans differ from
Medicaid programs in at least two important ways.
First, families served by Medicaid often face restric-
tions in provider choice because many providers do
not accept Medicaid assignments. Families insured
by our insurance plans obtained care from the
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providers of their choice. Second, Medicaid benefit
packages vary considerably from state to state. Our
plans covered a full rage of services with only'
minor exclusions. Thus, our data do not allow us to
comment on the effect of these restrictions on
health status.

Future analyses will examine the use of services
it, more detail. as well as the quality of care provided
to children. This work should provide information
about why the increased use of services with free
care seemingly provided so little benefit. iror now.
we offer three observations.

First, most children in a general population are
healthy on a variety of measures.' Only 3% of
children experienced restrictions in their usual ac-
tivities; fewer than 10% suffered from most chronic
problems such as anemia or hay fever. Thus, the
potential benefit of additional medical care-other
than symptomatic relief and relief of anxiety-
appears limited.

Second. many physician visits were for acute
care, at least some of which may not have a long-
lasting effect on health. Preliminary work indicates,
for example, that for children insured by the free
plan, there were 23 episodes of treatment per 100
children per year for upper respirator)' tract infec-
tions compared with 12 episodes for those insured
by the cost-sharing plans (P < .05).

Third. although cost-sharing did exert an appre-
ciable influence on the use of all services, the ab-
solute level of use of mental health services for
children (even those insured by the free plan) was
low. Fewer than 2% of children less than age 18
years used any mental health service.' Therefore.
it is not surprising that mental health ratings
showed so little change.

Our results must be used with caution to derive
policies for seriously chronically ill or disabled chil-
dren. Although included in our experiment, they
constitute only a small fraction of our sample. We
are unable to describe accurately the effects of cost-
sharing on this special group of children.

Based upon the health measures we have exam-
ined thus far, we conclude that providing all medical
services free to children is not justified by the health
benefits realized. A case for free care, however, can
be made on the grounds of equity. In particular,
cost-sharing plans require those who need treat-
ment for a chronic problem to shoulder more of the
burden of financing their medical care. This may
be regarded as unfair to such individuals. Whether
this case for free care sufficiently justifies its costs
must, of course, be answered by the wider society.
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OXFAM BISCUIT

Officials of the Save the Children Fund last week called on Western govern-
menta to take initiatives to relieve the worsening famine in Ethiopia. rhe fund
estimates that 6 million people are at risk in the famine....

A new calorie-enriched famine biscuit is being sent to Ethiopia. The "energy
biscuit," as it has been described, was developed recently by Oxfam, Britain:s
largest overseas aid charity.... The main ingredients in the Oxfam biscuit are
wheat flour, milk, powder,sugar, and vegetable and butter oils, which cost some
3p per biscuit. Less than 10 percent of the biscuit is protein, but just four
biscuits a day will provide a child with 500 calories, which is the vital need in
supplementary feeding programmes.

"When children are really badly malnourished they' are beyond eating and
drinking and this biscuit gives them something to suck on, which eventually
gets them interested in food again and on the road to recovery," aid Oxfam.

Submitted by Student

From Tirbutt S. Tanner J. Six million Ethiopians fare lamine. Manchester Guardian Weekly. Oct
14, 1984.
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Effect of Cost-Sharing on the Use of Medical
Services by Children: Interim Results from a
Randomized Controlled Trial

Arleen Leibowitz, PhD, Willard 0, Manning, Jr, PhD,
Emmett e. Keeler, PhD, Naihue Duan, PhD, Kathles n N. Lohr, PhD,
and Joseph P. Newhouse, PhD

From the Dep atnt of Economics ai Wash n ton Research DivsWot. The Rand
C.oiporatsori. Santa Mwc, C41domnua, aM Washirlton, OC

ABSTRACT. Health care expenditures of 1,136 children
whose families participated in a randomized trial, The
Rand Health Insurance Experiment, are reported. Chil-
dren whose families were assigned to receive 100% reim-
bu-semeot for health costs spent one third more per
capital than children whose families paid 95% of medical
expenses up to a family maximum. Outpatient use de-
creased as cost-sharing rosie for a variety of use measures:
the probability of seeing a doctor, annual expenditures,
number of visits per year. and numbers of outpatient
treatment episodes. Hospital erpenditures did not vary
significantly among children insured with varying level s
of cost-sharing. Episodes of treatment for preventive care
were as responsive to cost-sharing u episodes for acute
or chronic illness. The results give no reason not to insure
preventive care as liberally as care for acute illness.
Pedtrcs 1985;75:942-951; health care costs, cost-sha-
iflg, insuiraric plans.

Pediatricians and others concerned about chil-
dren's health are intensely interested in how health
care financing encourages or discourages the use of
health care services for children.' Early results from
the Rand Health Insurance Experiment demon-
strate that the use of medical services by people
less than age 65 years is sensitive to cost-sharing."'
This paper explores the degree to which the inverse

Received for publication May 10, 1984, accepted Dec 31, 194
Some of the data from this study were presented at the National
Governor's Association Conference on Preventive Health Set.
vices or Children and Cost Containment. Phoenix, Oct 29-30,
1984
The views expressed are those of the authors and do not neces-
sanly represent those of the DHHS or Te Rano Corporation.
Reprint requests to IA L) The Rand Corporation. 100 Main
St, Santa Monica. CA 90406.
PEDIATRICS IISSN 0031 40051. Copynght '0 1995 by the
American Academy of Pediatrics.
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relationship between use and the level of cost.
sharing in the fee-for-service system applies to child.
dren 13 years old and younger. We examine whether
price responsiveness affects both outpatient and
inpatient care for children. We also examine how
cost-sharing affects different kinds of outpatient
use: well-care and care for acute and chronic con.
ditions.

PRIOR STUDIES
In a sample of the population aged 64 years or

less, people whose medical expenses were fully cov-
ered by insurance spent about 50% more than those
who faced cost-sharing. More generous insurance
led to more episodes of treatment, particularly for
acute conditions.

An immediate question is whether those findings
apply equally to children's expenditures. Two char-
acteristics of children's health care suggest that the
demand for pediatric health services might be more
responsive to price than the demand for adults'
care. First, the incidence of chronic disease is lower
among children than among adults.' Many chil-
dren's illnesses are acute but self-limiting. The
demand for care for these illnesses may depend
more on cost-sharqng than does the demand for
treating diseases that will not resolve by them-
selves. Second. much of the medical care provided
children is preventive care, which parents may re-
gard as more discretionary than treatment for ill-
ness.

Conversely, when parents face cost-sharing, they
may be less willing to reduce their children's health
care than to reduce their own-a preference that
may be reinforced by government regulations re.
quiring immunizations and regular checkups for
children enrolled in school.

V AEAIAL WAY BE PROTECTOBY
WP"LAW. (TITLE 17 U.C. (X0M)
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The literature contains no reports of controlled
trials that varied cost-shanng for pediatric care.
Noncontrolled studies of pediatric care focus pri.
marily on demographic determinants of health ser-
vice use rather than on cost-sharing. Families that
are more advantaged high income, high levels of
parental education, smaller family size) use more
preventive services for their children (reference 5
and D. P. Slesinger, unpublished data). Perhaps
because these demographic factors affect curative
visits in the opposite way, the effects of demo-
graphic factors on total pediatric visits (preventive
and curative) show less consistent effects.6-iz

METHODS

Design of Health Insurance Experiment
Because the details of the experimental design

appear elsewhere," only the salient points are
noted here. Excluding participants enroUed in a
prepaid group practice (who are the subject of sep-
arate analyses), the Health Insurance Experiment
enrolled a representative random sample of more
than 5.S00 persons aged 62 years or less at enroll-
ment; 1,844 of these were children aged 13 years or
younger. The sample was drawn from families in
six sites: Dayton, OH: Seattle: Fitchburg and
Franklin County, MA; and Charleston and George-
town County, SC Of these families, 70% were
enrolled for 3 years, 30% for 5 years. Fam ilies were
assigned to an experimental health insurance plan
by an unbiased allocation method that made the
distribution of more than 20 characteristics related
to health or expenditures as similar as possible
across plans" Of families who agreed to an initial
interview, 14% refused the enrollment offer (Table
il; others had refused preliminary interviews.
These families were not reassigned to another plan.
Althugh there were some differences in the types
of families that accepted the enrollment offer."

there are no important differences in health or
demographic variables between the sample of chil-
dren enrolled in free and cost-sharing plans,:s

The insurance plans varied along two dimen.
sions: the coinsurance rate (fraction of the medical
bill paid by the family in any I year and the
maximum dollar expenditure (an income.related
upper limit on annual out-of-pocket expenditures).
For the analyses reported in this paper, the insur-
ance plans are grouped as follows: I1) one plan
providing care with no out-of-pocket costs (e, 0%
coinsurance), referred to as the 'free-care plan"; 12)
six plans with a 25% coinsurance rate for medical
care; in this set, the family paid 25% of its medical
bills each year up to maximum dollar expenditure
of 5%, 10%, or 15% of family. income or $1,000
($750 in some sites in some years), whichever was
lower participantss in three of the plans paid a
higher rate-50%--of their dental and outpatient
mental health expenses); (3) three plans with a 50%
coinsurance rate for all medical and dental services
and the same income-related limitations as in (2);
(4) three plans with a 95% coinsurance rate and
the same income-related limitations as in (2); and
(5) one plan with a 95% coinsurance rate on out-
patient expenditures up to a maximum out-of.
pocket expenditure of $150 per person ($450 per
family) per year and no coinsurance after that; all
inpatient care is free on this plan, which we refer
to as the 'individual deductible" plan,

All plans had an identical, comprehensive set of
covered services that included ambulatory and hos-
pital care, preventive services, all dental services
(except nonpreventive orthodontia), all prescrip-
tion and certain over-the-counter drugs, most sup-
plies and durable medical equipment, psychiatric
and psychological services (except outpatient psy-
chotherapy visits exceeding 52 per person per year),
and almost all other personal medical services (ex-
cept cosmetic surgery for preexisting conditions).
Services of nonphysician providers such as audiol.

TABLE 1. Proportion of Sample Remaining After Accounting for Refusals at Vanous
Stages*

Enrollment Criteria Dayton S*attlet Masschusetts South Total
Carolina

Initial sample Lo 100 10)0 100 1.00
Did not refuse screening inte-sew .Ss 8S 1.00t 1 00t .94
Did not refuse baseline interview .74 8S S8 .95 85
Did not refuse enrollment interview .73 .70 .76 .84 .76
Did not refuse offer of enrollment 68 59 62 .71 65
No. of families enrolled 390 484 566 568 2.008
' These numbers do not account for families who moved prior to enrollment, could not bt
located, were chronically not at home, or other losses from the sample not die to refusal,

Excludes 752 families enrolled in the Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound.
There was no screening interview in Massachusetts or South Carolina.
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ogists, optometrists, and speech therapists were
also covered.

Sample for Analysis of Child Health
Expenditures

The sample used in this paper includes 3 years
of data from Dayton and 2 years each from the
Seattle and Massachusetts sites. Analyses of data
from the South Carolina sites are not yet complete.
Results relating to episodes of treatment are based
on data for children in the fiit 3 years at the
Dayton site; data for these analyses for other sites
are not yet complete. The expnditure analysis
sample includes 1.136 children who participated for
at least 1 year and decedents who had participated
during the year in which they died, but excludes
children whose families withdrew from the experi-
ment in the year they withdrew. More than 90% of
the children initially enrolled completed their as-
signed time on study.i' Hence, we have made no
adjustments for any bias due to attrition.

We also do not include expenditures for new-
borns during their first partial enrollment year,
they are the subject of a forthcoming analysis. We
have limited our analyses to children 13 years of
age and younger. Although pediatricians continue
to treat many adolescents until a later age, we chose
this definition to correspond to the age divisions
used in Health Insurance Experiment health ques-
tionnaires. Modest sample sizes and comparatively
low use of medical care by children in general
dictated against separate statistical modeling of use
for age subgroups of children. Therefore, we present
results on expenditure for the entire sample of
children aged 13 years and younger.

After accounting for sample loss, we had 2,662
full years nf data on children (Table 2). Children
assigned to the free-care plan accounted for about
one third of the observations. The remainder of the
children faced cost-sharing.

Measures of Child Health Use
We examined several measures of medical use by

children, including annual average medical expen.
ditures and counts of the number of outpatient
episodes of treatment for acute and chronic illness
and well care. Our annual aggregates included all
medical care delivered to children, except expend:.
lures on outpatient mental health and dental care
(which are examined in separate reportsi.,"
Claims filed by participants provided data on the
type and amount of services and expenditures, in.
cluding those not reimbursed by insurance (eg, the
coinsurince arid deductible amounts). We summed
claims data for each participant to arrive at annual
expenditure totals and numbers of visits. Data in
this analysis were collected between 1974 and 1978,
but we adjusted expenditure data using the "Medi.
ca Car* Consumer Price Index published by the
Bureau of Labor Statisticsa to reflect medical care
prices in 1983.

We calculated the average number of office visits
to doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy
during the second experimental year in each site.
Second-year expenditures should be least affected
by any temporary effects arising from the change
in insurance experienced by each family at the start
of the study. Well care use by free-care plan partic-
ipants increased slightly in the first 3 months of
the study and again at the conclusion of the study.

We categorized care into "episodes of treatment,"
which consist of one or more medical services re-
lated to a given medical problem. Claims data were
grouped into episodes using information on diag-
nosis, interval since previous charge for a related
diagnosis, and provider-supplied treatment histo-
ries. For example, an initial visit for an ear infection
and a recheck visit constituted one episode of treat-
ment, as did a prescription drug purchase without
an office visit. We examined three types of outpa.
tient episodes: those for acute problems, for chronic

TABLE 2. Mean Annual Expenditures by Plan for Children and Adults (1983 Prices)'
Total Medical Ambulatory No Person-Years

Eipeadture (11 Ependitum I$) for Ambulatory
Espendituro

Child Adult$ Childt Adult$ Childent Adults?
Free care 389 * 167 871 ± 134 192 ± 22 402 t 32 864 1,970
25% coinsurance 259 t 81 813 ±t 171 153 ± 28 328 :t 39 $71 1,221
50% coinsurance 301 ± 125 771 ± 435 192 ± 65 242 ± 39 241 525
95% coinsurence 213 ± 93 570 ± 110 11,4 ± 22 249 ± 32 513 1.251
Individual deductible 278 ± 8,5 723 1 194 162 t 35 287 ± 37 473 1,136
Values are means t 95% confidence interval. All prices have beert adjusted using the
Medical Care component of the Consumer Price Index."
t Children aged 0 to 13 years.
t Aged 14 years and older.
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problems, and for well care. Details of the analytic
techniques used are given elsewhere i'

Estimation Methodology
As a result of random assignment, the distribu-

tion of factors affecting the demand for medical
care use does not vary by insurance plan.'-" There-
fore, average expenditures on each plan provide
unbiased estimates of expenditure differences
among the plans. However. large expenditures in-
curred by a few children with unusual health care
needs can affect the mean expenditures on a plan
dramatically, even though the Health Insurance
Experiment has data on sizable numbers of children
in each plan. For example, a single child whose
medical expenses amounted to S68,400 in 1 year
accounted for 20% of all expenditures on the free.
care plan in the data analyzed here. Therefore, we
used the estimation method described by Duan et
a' to provide more stable estimates and to remove
the within-plan differences attributable to age, sex,
indicators of initial health status, income, and other
demographic variables. These adjusted expendi-
tures account for systematic differences in age and
sex on children's medical use, allowing us to esti-
mate more precisely the differences related solely
to insurance plan. We have corrected the signifi.
cance statistics to allow for the fact that children
in the same family do not provide totally independ,
ent observations. The effect of this correction is
to provide a conservative estimate of the statistical
significance of measured differences. Further de-
tails are provided by Duan et al."

The few large users of medical care have less
influence on measures of use other than expendi-
ture. In the case of number of visits and numbers
of episodes of treatment for acute, chronic, and well
care, the sample means estimate the effect of the
insurance plan with sufficient precision.

RESULTS

Children and Adults Together

Total expenditures for adults and children to-
gether differed markedly as a function of insurance
plan! Annual per capita expenditure for medical
services, excluding mental health and dental ser-
vices, on the income.related catastrophic plan was
69% of that on the free-care plan. Expenditures for
plans with intermediate levels of cost-sharing fell
between these extremes.

Variation in the amounts of services used (eg,
numbers of physician office visits or hospitaliza-

tonss, not differences in prices charged to families,
accounted for most of the plan differences. Free-
plan participants were 22% more likely to have an
office visit during the year, and were 34% more
likely to be hospitalized than participants insured
by the 95% plan.

Descriptive Results for Children

Expenditures per child averaged only 39% of
expenditures per adult (aged 14 to 65 years). The
pattern of reduced expenditures with higher levels
of cost-sharing was evident, however, for both
adults and children (Table 2). Simple means indi-
catoed that total expenditure per child (outpatient
plus inpatient expenses) averaged about 83% higher
with the free-cue plan than with the 95% plan; for
adults, expenditures with the free-care plan were
53% higher, Expenditures on the intermediate cost.
sharing plans fell between these extremes, although
average expenditures did not decline monotonically
as cost-sharing increased. Mean expenditures on
the Health Insurance Experiment plans were sine.
ilar to an estimate of national health care expen.
ditures for children less than age 19 years derived
from Fisher." Adjusted to 1983 prices, expenditures
on physician and other professional services, hos-
pital care, and drugs average $311 per year for
children less than age 19 years."

Outpatient use accounted for 55% of all chil.
dren's health expenses on the various plans-much
higher than the 42% recorded by adults. The pat-
tern of decreasing use with increasing cost-sharing
again was evident for outpatient expenditures,
which were about 68% greater with the free-care
plan than with the 95% plan.

That pattern is mirrored in measures of use other
than expenditures. For both younger and older chil-
dren, the probability of having at least one office
visit per year decreased as cost-sharing increased
and as children aged (Table 3). By contrast, the
probability of being hospitalized during a year
showed no consistent pattern related to cost-shar-
ing for older children. For younger children, the
two plans.with no cost-sharing for inpatient care-
the free-care plan and the individual deductible
plan-showed significantly greater hospital use
than the cost-sharing plans. The average hospital-
ization rate for children in the Health Insurance
Experiment did not differ meaningfully from the
national average (the admission probability is .05
from both data sources).

The average number of outpatient visits per year
also declined as cost-sharing increased (Table 4).
The office visit rates varied considerably by site,
however. With one exception, Dayton rates were
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TABLE 3. Children with outpatient and Inpatient Use, by Plan and Age Group'
with Outpatient

Use
0-4 y 5-13 yr

Swith inpatient
U03

0-4 yr 5-13 yi

Free care 95 (24) 85(19) 8.8(.9) 4.4 (08)
25% coinsurance 90 (3.3) 79 (2.4) 4.2 (1.7) 4.7 (1.1)
50% coinsurance 94 (3.6) 74 (4.8) 6.5 (2.6) 4.9 (1.5)
95% coinsurance 82 (4.5) 68 (4.1) 4.5(1.8) 4.2 (1.2)
Individual deductible 88 (2.8) 76 (3.3) 10.5 (2.8) 3.9 (1.1)

I Sample includes children fged 0 to 13 years who completed the entire enrollment year.
Standard errors ae shown in parentheses; they have been corrected for intrafamily and
intraperson correlation.

TABLE 4. Annual Office Visit Rates Per Child Less Than 14 Years Old. by Plan and
Sits*

Dayton. Seattl Fitchburg. Franklin
OH MA County, MA

Free care 4.1 (.43) 3.3 (.33) 3.0 (.54) 3.2 (.53)
25% coinsurance 3.1 (.75) 3.1 (.60) 2.8 (.50) .3.7 (.82)
50% coinurance 3.7(.61) -t 2.0 (.53) 2.1 (.67)
95% coinsurance 3.2 (.6) 2.1(.43) 1.7 (.42) 2.4 (.58)
Individual deductible 2.0 (.67) 4.0 (.9) 1.9 (.36) 2.4 (.50)

"Sample includes children aged 0 to 13 years who were present the entire second
enrollment year. Visits include alU visita with physicians and osteopaths occunng in
offices, clinics, emergency rooms. etc. Telephone visits and visits to free-standing radiology
and pathology providr. am excluded Standard error., shown in parenthesea. have been
corrected for intrafamtly correlation.
t Plan was not offered in Seattle.

TABLE 5. Proportion of Children's Visits to Pediatricuns, by Plan'
Primary Cart All Visits1%) %

Free care 67.5 (2.5) 49.4 (2.3)
25% coinsurance 61.9 (4.4) 44.1 (3.9)
50% coinsurance 69.1 (6.1) 49.2 (5.4)
95% coinsurance 56.4t (4.7) 40.24 (4.2)
Individual deductible 73.6 (4.5) 53.5 (4.01)

SStandard error., shown in parentheses, have been corrected for intraperson correlation.
t Includes visits to pediatricians, internists, and family and general practitioners.

Significantly different from free care (P < .05).

considerably higher than rates in the other sites,
which approximated national averages. The 50%
and 95% coirsurance and the individual deductible
plans most closely approximate the level of coin-
surance coverage available generally for pediatric
services, including preventive services. Annual of.
rice visit rates per child on these plans ranged from
a low of 1.7 visits (Fitchburg) to a high of 4.0 visits
(Seattle). Nationally, children less than age 15
years averaged 2.0 visits per year (from a 1977
survey of visits to office-based physicians).2

One response to cost-sharing is to reduce outpa-
tient visits another might be to use a different type

of provider. To determine whether cost.sharing was
related to type of provider used, we calculated the
share of visits to pediatricians among all primary
care visits and among visits to all providers. Pedia.
tricians accounted for nearly two thirds of all pri.
mary care visits with the free, 25% and 50% coin.
surance plans (Table 5). Children with the 95%
coinsurance plan were significantly less likely to
see a pediatrician for primary care (56.4% of visits
v 67.5% of visits with the tree-care plan). Consid-
ering both primary and specialist care, pediatricians
accounted for nearly half the outpatient visits on
the free-care plan. The pediatrician's share was
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TABLE 6. Adjusted Annual Medical Expenditures per Child, by Plan
Exped stures l/Child/yr Ratio to Free-Plan

1983 Pnces), Expenditures

Free care 345 (39) 1 00
25 coinsurance 309 f38) .90
SO coinsurance 281 139) sit
95% coinsurance 260 (351 ,75t
Individual deductible 298 (38)

Standard error of the estimate is siown in parentheses.
t Significantly different from free plan mean (P < .05),

.86t

significantly lower on the 95% coinsurance plan
(40.2%, P < .05).

Adjusted Expenditures for Children's Health
Care

Although the pattern of plan differences in ex-
penditures exhibited the expected decrease in use
with iscressed cost-sharing, the relatively large
standard errors of simple means yields many insig.
nificant plan differences in Table 2. Therefore, we
used statistical methods that generate more precise
estimates than simple means.

These methods provide what we consider to be
our most reliable estimate of the effect of cost-
sharing on children's medical expenditures. Esti-
mated expenditures (expressed in 1983 dollars)
show less responsiveness to cost-sharing than do
simple means (Table 6). Families who paid.95% of
their medical bills averaged 75% of the free-care
plan medical expenses for their children. Each plan
requiring copayment recorded expenditures per
child that were significantly less than for those with
the free-care plan (P < .05 for plans with more
than 25% copayment, P < .07 for the 25% copay-
ment plan), thus confirming that cost-sharing re-
duced total use of medical services. Decreased use
of outpatient services as cost-sharing increased
largely accounted for the reduction in total medical
expenditures because inpatient care for children
was not greatly affected by cost-sharing (Table 3).
Because hospitalizations for children are infre-
quent. our estimates of hospital use have wide con-
fidence intervals and we can be less certain than
for outpatient care about the presence or absence
of a cost-shdring resporse.

Adjusted expenditures dd not differ significantly
by family income category (Table 7). The probabil-
ity of using any medical care during a 1-year period
was significantly related to family income (not
shown), but the effect of copayment on total med-
ical expenditures did not depend on income level,
when other determinants of use are controlled for
statistically.

TABLE 7. Annual Medical Expenditure por Child, by
Income Tertile'

Expenditures ti)/Ch ld/yr
11963 Pnces

Lowt 341 (41)
Middle 345 (39)
High 357(41)

* Predicted from estimated multiple regression equation
using actual characteristics of families in the various
tertiles. The Ing of income had a positive, significant
effect on the probability of any use of medical services
(P < .0001), but no significant effect on the level of
outpatient use, given that it waa positive (P > .30).
Standard error of the estimate is shown in parentheses.

Low income includes children in families in the lowest
third of income distribution in their mite. Middle income
and high income indicate family income in the middle
and highest thirds of the distribution, respectively.

Episodes of Outpatient Treatment for Children

Cost.sharing had its greatest effect in reducing
outpatient care. To uncover the mechanisms by
which cost-sharing operated, we examined episodes
of treatment for both children and adults in the
Dayton site.

Did cost-sharing reduce the number of episodes or
cost per episode? The number of treatment episodes
for children less than 14 years of age declined from
4.4 episodes per year on the free-care plan to a low
of 2.6 on the 95% plan (Table 8). Controlling for
age, race, family income, and prior health, the num-
ber of episodes on each pay plan was significantly
lower than with the free-care plan (P < .01). Chil-
dren receiving free care had 67% more episodes of
treatment than children with the 95%-care plan,
but the average cost per, episode did not differ
significantly between the two types (P> .05). Thus,
cost-sharing affected whether parents sought treat-
ment for their children, but did not affect the
amount of treatment after a visit was initiated.
(Note, however, that the average patient seeking
treatment on the free-care plan may be less severely
ill because a higher percentage of the episodes of
illness are treated.)
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TABLE 8. Annual Outpatient Episodes of Treatment. by Plano
Mean No of Mean Cost/EpLsode

Outpatient Episodes k 293 $1
C hildren Adult Children Adult-s
<14 yr 2!14 yr <14 yr >14 yr

Free care 4.4 52 48 90
25% coinsurance 3.2 4.1 54 97
50,0 coinsurance 4 0 3.7 57 90
95% coinsurance 2.6 3.1 47 77
Individual deductible 2.9 3.5 37 84

Based on 1.015 person-years of data for children aged 0 to 13 years and 2,340 person
years of data for adulu aged 14 years and older for the first 3 years at the Dayton site.
Differences in the mean number of patient episodes between the fr-e-care plan and each
of the coat-sharing plans were stetatticaly significant on a one-tailed test (P < .01) in a
regression equation that also controlled age, race, family income, and measure of health
status at enrollment.

TAKI. 9. Outpatient Episodes per Year for Children Aged 0 to 13 Years, by Type of
Episode: First 3 Yesrs in Dayton*

No. of Episodes

Acute Chronic Well-Care
Mean Coat/Episode

Acute Chronic Well-Care
Free care 2.79 0.58 1.06 42 91 43
Copayment 2.01 0.37 .81 42 112 46

' Based on 1.015 person-years of data for children aged 0 to 13 years who were enrolled
for all 3 years at the Dayton site.

Although children had about the same number of
episodes as adults, their outpatient expenditures
averaged only half of adults' expenses because their
mean cost per episode was lower (Table 8).

Did cost-sharing discourage preventive core .rnore
than acute or chronic care? To determine whether
families facing cost-sharing would forego treatment
for certain types of conditions more readily than
for others, we calculated the number of episodes of
each of three types (Table 9). With the free-care
plan in the Dayton site, 63% of children's episodes
were related to acute conditions, 24% to well care,
and 13% to chronic conditions. Our data correspond
to national averages which show that in 1975, 25.5%
of all visits to pediatricians were for well-baby
examinations, for general medical examinations, or
for required physical examinations.'

Grouping together the plans requiring copay-
ment, we determined that children insured by these
plans had significantly fewer treatment episodes of
each type than children with the free-care plan:
They had 72% as many acute episodes, 76% as
many well-care episodes, and 63% as many chronic
episodes (P < .05). Cost-sharing reduced episodes
of well care less than it reduced care-seeking for
acute or chronic problems. Thus, we have no evi.
dence that wrll-care episodes were more discretion.
ary, or that they were reduced proportionately more
than acute or chronic episodes.

DISCUSSION

Spending for medical services responded to vari-
ation in cost-sharing both for children and for
adults. Expenditures per child with the free-care
plan were one third higher than with the 95% cost-
sharing plan-a response only slightly less than
that of adults. All the measures we examined
showed an increase in outpatient use as cost-shar-
ing declined. those insured by the free-care plan
had a higher probability of seeing a doctor, higher
annual expenditures, more visits, and more epi.
sodas of outpatient treatment.

Children insured by the free-care plan were sig-
nificantly more likely to receive their primary care
from a pediatrician than children with the 95%
plan. Although this finding appears to suggest that
pediatricians charge more. in fact, Health Insur-
ance Experiment data show only slight price differ-
entials between pediatricians and other providers
treating children. Pediatricians' charges for a
standard visit (corresponding to an intermediate
examination for an established patient) averaged
3.5% more than general practitioners' fees for chil-
dren in Dayton and 1.4% more in Seattle.23 These
small differentials are confirmed by other recent
surveys of physician fees."' If participants correctly
perceived the lack of a price differential, it is diffi-
cult to understand the relationship between plan
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and choice of a pediatrician as opposed to another
physician.

For the most part, hospital expenditures did not
vary significantly among children insured by the
various plans. Thus, the lower use of outpatient
care by children with the cost-sharing plans does
not appear to have increased hospital use among
children with those plans. In fact, young children
insured by the two plans with free inpatent care
were more likely to be hospitalized. The structure
of the Health Insurance Experiment plans, how-
ever, guaranteed that after a family with the cost.
sharing plans exceeded an annual maximum out.
of-pocket expenditure, all care was free for the
remainder of the year, had the Health Iurance
Experiment plans not had MPE, inpatient costs
might have differed more among the plans.

Although we found large differences in medical
care use as cost-sharing varied, we saw little rela-
tionship between use and family income. Because
the maximum limit on expenditures was income.'
related, poor families were more likely than affluent
ones to exceed the annual ceiling, after which all
care became free. Had this not been the case, lower.
income families might have spent less than they
did on medical care.

How Much Cost-Sharing for Children's Health
Cars?

Current Situation. The Health Insurance Exper-
iment plans covered the spectrum of cost-sharing
from free care to a sizable family deductible. Where
does the current national situation fall in this
range? The Health Insurance Experiment free-care
plan clearly represented more generous coverage
than either Medicaid or virtually all private insur.
ance plans offer. Although Medicaid has very lim-
ited out-of-pocket payments, its relatively low fee
schedules are not universally accepted by physi-
cians, whereas the Health Insurance Experiment
plans, in general, paid billed charges.

Nationally, the amount of cost-sharing seems to
be in the range of the experimental 50% to 95%
coinsurance plans. National visit rates for children
approximate visit rates on those two Health Insur-
ance Experiment plans. These plans also corre-
spond to the national average in terms of the per-
centage of the medical care bill paid out-of-pocket.
Families insured by these two plans paid 66% of
children's outpatient costs, when nationally, fami-
lies paid 75% of the office visit charges for children
less than 6 years old, and 71% of charges for chil-
dren aged 6 to 18 years.'

The substantial share of children's outpatient
expenses paid by families stands in contrast to the

high proportion of children covered by health in-
surance (87,6%).w One reason the out-of-pocket
payments remain high despite widespread insur-
ance coverage is that health insurance rarely covers
one of the most frequent types of child health
care-well care. Although well care represents one
fourth of children's treatment episodes, and 15% of
expenditures, only 3% of the plans held by Health
Insurance Experiment participants before enroll.
ment explicitly stated that they covered preventive
services. Seventeen percent of the plans did not
cover outpatient car at all. where 48% covered
some outpatient care, but not preventive care.

Recommendations for Change. In 1983 the Com-
mittee on Child Health Financing of the American
Academy of Pediatrics' called for reforms in health
financing that would eliminate "r'nancial banier m

for children's health care a well as broaden the
range of services covered to include preventive care.

The results presented here are not sufficient to
justify a particular level of cost-sharing. Nonethe.
less, they do have a number of implications. One
rationale for less generous coverage of children's
services is that they are more responsive to insur.
ance, V increased coverage would stimulate exces-
sive use.Our results, however, imply that expendi.
tures for children's health care are no more respon.
sive to coverage than those of adults. Moreover,
because children's expenditures are only 39% of the
adult level, providing free care for children would
be less costly in absolute terms than providing free
care for adults. However, because of the lower costs
and the greater share of outpatient care, children's
expenditures are more predictable; therefore, insur-
ance is less necessary to protect families from large
financial losses.

Similarly, the current lesser coverage for preven-
tive services is partially rationalized by the belief
that only nondiscretionary services--g, medical
care for accidents or severe illness-should be cov.
ered by insurance. However, the Health Insurance
Experiment results imply that even care for acute
illness is somewhat discretionary because it varied
with insurance reimbursement. In fact, we have
shown that free-care plan participants increased
their use of acute care and preventive services at
the same rate. Because preventive services appear
to be no more discretionary than acute care ser-
vices, there is no reason to provide poorer coverage
for preventive services on that account. As in the
case of children's health care generally, however,
one can argue that well care is predictable and
insurance is, therefore, unnecessary.

Our results do give a rationale for covering in.
patient care for children more fully than outpatient
care. In contrast to the case for adults," older
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children's use of inpatient care was not significantly
related to insurance plan. This lack of cost-sharing
response for inpatient care implies that generous
hospitalization insurance would not stimulate hos-
pital use for children, particularly for those more
than 4 years old.

Some argue that if inpatient care is covered more
generously than outpatient care, medical expenses
may rise (and health status deteriorate) because
patient will delay seeking care until hey have a
more serious (bospitalizable) problem, or physi-
cians will hospitalize them for service4 that could
have been provided on an outpatient basis. Neither
the results in this paper nor those in a companion
papr-' support thee contentions for children. The
individual deductible plan fully covered inpatient
care, but required some cost-sharing for outpatient
cam. Overall, children on the individual deductible
plan had significantly lower expenses than children
with the free-care plan. The reduction in use may
be attributable to lower inpatient as well as ambu-
latory expenses, as was the case for adults. In
summary, the Health Insurance Experiment results
suggest that with regard to hospitalization, fimanc-
ing packages could completely cover the costs of
inpatient care for children with little danger of
stimulating excessive use.

By contrast with inpatient care, the responsive.
ness of expenditures for ambulatory care to cost-
sharing implies that outpatient expenditures would
be considerably higher if the currently high levels
of copayment were eliminated. Assuming that the
average family currently faces cost-sharing com-
parable to that of the Health Insurance Experiment
95% coinsurance plans, moving to free care would
increase expenditures for children by about one
third.

If preventive services nationally are on average
covered somewhat less fully than by the Health
Insurance Experiment 95% plan, fully covering pre.
ventive services would increase preventive use per
se some 30% (Table 3). bu. all outpatient visits
would increase by only 5% to 10%, and expendi-
tures would increase by less than 5%. Fully covering
preventive services adds little to total expenses
because well care represents less than 15% of all
expenditures for children's health care (Tables 6
and 9). The 5% increase in cost could clearly be
financed by a modest increase in cost-sharing for
other services, if desired.

Decisions about financing of children's health
care must not be made on the basis of cost consid-
erations alone. Rather, we must ask what ar the
benefits of variations in coverage for preventive
care, and how do they compare with the benefits of

more coverage for acute and chronic problems? The
Health Insurance Experiment was not designed to
test the effectiveness of preventive care because al
Health Insurance Experiment plans covered pre.
ventive services. However, data on health outcomes
for children participating in the Health Insurance
Experiment'" reveal that little health benefit ac.
crued to children insured by the free-care plan who
received more care. Together with the findings re.
ported here, those results should aid in the design
of financial mechanisms that can provide for nec.
essary medical care but also incorporate incentives
to use care wisely.
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CONDEMNED TO EXIST

We should understand that whether abortion is outlawed or not, our work
has barely begun: the work of creating a society where the right to life doesn't
end at the moment of birth; where an infant isn't helped into a world that
doesn't care if it's fed properly, housed decently, educated adequately; where
the blind or retarded child isn't condemned to exist rather than empowered to
live.

Submitted by Student

From R8ligiou. Belief and Public Mor lity Governor Mario M. Cuomo's speech to the Department
of Theology at tha University of Note Dame. Sept 13. 1984.
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COMMENTARIES

The Rand Health Insurance
Experiment for Children

Results of the Rand Health Insurance Experif
ment (the largest controlled trial of the impact ot
different amounts of copayment for child health
services ever conducted) published in this issue of
Pediatrics' are a cause for concern among ped.L.tri-
disa. Two questions are posed by these studies.
First, is the use of child health services price de-
peodent or, in other words, do children use less
beth care if there is more out-of-pocket cost? The
answer is yes, but mainly for office visits, not hos-
pitizations, for older children. This finding does
oot surprise most pediatricians. Most goods and
services in our society are sensitive to price. Am-
kltory medical care for children is no exception.
The average number of visits for both acute ill.
uesses and preventive services in the office were
decreased by increasing copayment, while hospital
use for children more than 4 years of age was not
Idnuenced. Clearly there is little cost-saving to be
smnd by imposing copayment for hospital care for

Children. On the other hand, there is no reason to
tut preventive services differently from acute ill-
Ns visits in health insurance plans as is now the
ease, since both are decreased by copayment,

But the answer to the question posed by the
second study.' "Does health status of children
Change with change in amount of care received?" is
Wt so clear. The authors report no significant
differences, with te outcome measures used, in
health status among children who used more care
Spared with children who used less care. Our
M response to these unexpected findings is to try

to fnd some methodologic problems to account for
eM and there are some major limitations to this

(11well as most other) studies of medical care.
TheaN limitations should lead to great caution in
Wi this study to change reimbursement policy

71e small number of subjects (about one third of
th Average size of one pediatric practice); the ex.
dusion or loss of nearly 40% of the original sample

P ATRICS ISSN 0031 4005). Copyright C 1983 by the
-maes 5 Academy of Pedatrics.
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from beginning to end of the study, the inability to
analyze for special age groups important to pediat-
rics (those less than 1 year old or the chronically
ill); the lack of information on those families who
reached their "threshold" early in a year (eg, poor
families in the copayment groups might well reach
their threshold in 2 to 3 months, and certainly
would after an episode of hospitalization, and have
free care thereafter); and the combination of num-
ber of admissions with length of stay into one
measure (costs) which may have obscured what are
likely to be opposite effects of copayment on these
measures, are only some of the problems with this
study. The threshold effect experienced by the poor
in this study is a special problem for policy makers.
It would certainly not be wise to impose simple
cost-sharing on poor families and expect to repli-
cate this experiment, for in this study the poor
reached threshold very soon and had free care
thereafter. The complex formula offered in this
study is also unlikely to be achieved by any practical
coverage. In addition, the reimbursement plan was
generous. Few children in the United States today
have the equivalent of the 'free" plan. Data from
1980 indicate that the average child in the United
States made 3.9 visits per year to a physician'
(compared with 4.1 visits for the free-plan group in
Dayton, OH, in the Rand study). Even military
dependents and Medicaid recipients have many
noneconomic barriers that result in less care than
the free-care group or even the 95% copayment
group received. In addition, the services covered
were extensivc: dental, psychiatric, all prescription
drugs, and many nonphysician services such as
speech therapy. Few medical insurance programs
come close to this. Therefore, there may be a ceiling
effect to account for the results, ie. beyond a certain
point, additional medical care makes little impact.

Most important, the measures used to evaluate
care were limited, even though they included phys-
ical, physiologic, mental health, and health percep-
tiors as outcomes, and these measures were not
those that most pediatricians feel they can influ-
ence very much. The authors state that these out-
come conditions have adverse effects. Most would
argue that vision of 20/40, middle ear effusion, or
hay fever do not necessarily have adverse effects if
untreated. Vision was labeled abnormal only if it

PEDIATRICS Vol. 75 No. 5 May 1985 969
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was 20/40 corrected: hearing as abnormal if as little
as a 15 dB loss was present, and the age groups
included were not all at risk for all problems (eg,
those patients less than age 2 or 3 years could not
be judged to have hay fever). In addition, hay fever
was measured by parental judgment, not medical
examination, and would likely be increased by more
medical care, as was found. More medical care
should diagnose more conditions and should result
in more parental reporting of conditions.

There were some outcome findings that suggest
benefit from more care; however, they did not reach
statistical significance. Anemia among poor chil-
dren was improved with mote car, and given the
small number of children in this group this could
be an important finding if more children were in-
cluded. For the poor, six of the eight measures used
as outcomes were worse among copayment groups.
Although findings did not reach significance with
the small numbers, these trends may be important.

On the input side of the study (that is the quality
of care given) there are no data. The fact that there
Was greater variation in the amount of care used by
children between sites than between payment
groups suggests that very different types of care
were provided in different places. Unless one knows
what care was delivered, it is difficult to come to
conclusions about its relation to outcomes. The
duration of the study was also short. Most pedia-
tricians feel that they have their greatest impact
over longer periods of time than 3 years-the length
of study for 70% of these children.

For all of these reasons, I believe that we cannot
accept the conclusion of this paper that less care
has little or no influence on health. The study did
not prove that differences may not exist. It merely
failed to prove that they do exist.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

There have been a number of previous studies of
the effects of child health care. Shadish' reviewed
150 books and articles and found a total of 38
controlled studies of the effectiveness of child
health care. At least 15 studies found clear positive'
effect, 19 studies found mixed effects, and only four
found no effect. An especially important conclusion
was that when preventive efforts fail, it is largely
due to failure to administer the treatment com-
pletely or to failure of the patient to follow through.
One of the main difficulties in interpreting the
Rand study is that we do not know the quality of
the services provided nor the level of the families'
compliance with recommendations.

Two controlled studies of preventive child health
services also have questioned whether the currently

recommended American Academy of Ptdiatrks
schedule of visits is necessary for ow.ria, wl
children. " The same conclusions and cgutiona am
from these studies. The numbers are small in bo
studies but the conclusion that, for low-rij5k am
born infants, little or no difference in outoom" b
associated with fewer visits, once a bak IMvl o
care is achieved, is likely to be correct. It Ii a,
eating that in the scheduled low-frequenq "
(five visits in 2 years in the study of Gilbert at I),
there were 1.42 unscheduled additional isits oW.
pared with only 0.26 among the ten-viait
Even among low'risk newborn infants, some asp
to need more than the planned minimum talb-
of visits. One conclusion I have reached is that
program should be flexible and vary the nuamb$ of
visits according to need.

It would certainly be a mistake to conlcude fro
the Rand study that child health care makes r*
difference to a child's health. As Starfield' ho
documented from a review of literature, ms"
care has been shown to be efficacious in a wid
variety of conditions. Of these conditions, only Ito
deficiency anemia was used in the Rand study, &a
interestingly this is the one condition for whkh
findings did approach significance among poor thD.
dren who received more care.

OUTLOOK

More importantly, this study did not addym
what man) of us consider the "new pedistrics.'
Most pediatricians today spend most of well-chIld
supervision dealing with children's behavior and
parental concerns. Although we have less data 0m
the effectiveness of these services, they are a tlarg
part of pediatric practice and should be included ia
studies of outcome. Future studies should test op
timal packages of care including managetrent of
behavioral problems and care of children with
chronic illness.

As with most of science, no one study is r
definitive. It is gnly with a number of studies S
amining the problem from a variety of views that
we can begin to reach conclusions.

Some findings from the Rand study which am
well recognized bear repeating. Expenditures PIT
child were only 39% of the expenditures per at.
The cost of children's health care is then small 1a
comparison with that for adults. Outpatient VIA
accounted for 55% of all children's health expEA
ditures compared with 42% for adults. Child health
services are predominantly provided in the offi"t
rather than hospital. As Leibowitz et aP note, *...
providing free care for children would be less costlY
in absolute terms than providing free care foe
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adults." In addition, "Because preventive services
appear to be no more discretionary than acute care
services, there is no reason to provide poorer coy-

erage for preventive services on that account."-As
the authors point out, most children are well most
of the time and when acutely ill usually recover.
Medical care of children provides reassurance dur-
ing these self-limited acute illnesses (and who can
ay that is not necessary) and diagnostic and ther-

aeutic skills for the rare but life-threatening prob.
lams, which are too uncommon to be discoveredlin
a study of this size. I

Most children in the United States do not todiy
have insurance coverage for office visit-preven.
tive or curative. To the degree that this coverage is
different from that provided adults, it is discrimi.
story. If health insurance is to be tax-deductible

for the employer or family, it should include pre.
ventive as well as acute care services in the office
for dependents as well as the wage earner. One facet
of health care costs that is often forgotten is the
relatively high cost of health care for children com-
pared with family income. During that phase of
family life when children are small, family incomes
toed to be small. While total costs of child health
cle are small compared with those for adults, these
eosa often place an especially large burden on
young families. It is no wonder that health services
us price-sensitive at that time.

Relman's conclusion' following publication of the
Rand data on adults bear repeating, ". .. we dare
sot let our current preoccupation with cost-con-
taiament push us into hasty and ill-considered re-
ductions of health insurance benefits, particularly
ke those who need insurance the most-the poor,
t6 elderly, and the chronically-ill." I would add
'And children."

But as pediatricians, we cannot ignore certain
Endings. The fact that at exit from this study, 30%
Children in all groups have uncorrected vision of
0/40 or worse suggests that we don't do a good job
screening or getting children to obtain and wear
gluses. The differences between sites in number of
eiits suggests that we don't provide a standard
service. (It is a pity that more information is not
vsilable on the actual content of care provided.)

These differences suggest that we need to do a
better job of education of pediatricians. We also
sed to determine the efficacy of the services we
PeOVide and eliminate those not proven to be ben-
ekW or design better ones. While we may dispute
Come of the conclusions because of technical details
0the study, the Rand study should challenge us to
dfmOnatrate the components of child health care
lht are beneficial and to educate pediatricians in
lBiding them.

RoBERT J. HAGGERTY, MD
President, William T. Grant Foundation
President, American Academy of Pediatrics
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Child Care Workers and
Children with Congenital
Cytomegalovirus Infection

Children with congenital cytomegalovirus (CMV)
infection shed virus intermittently in saliva and
urine for months to years; viruria often persists for
five or more years.' This feature of congenital CMV
infection is a problem for institutions such as hos.
pitals and infant developmental centers, as well as
for persons who provide care for children with
congenital CMV infection. There is concern that
these children will transmit CMV to their care
givers, who are usually young women in their child-
bearing years. Unfortunately, this concern can lead
to exclusion of handicapped children with congen.
ital CMV infection from special education pro.
grams designed to teach children with motor, hear.
ing or other CNS damage. Exclusion of children
with congenital CMV from any type of infant care

Reprint requests to (R.F.P.1 Suite IM Chddren's Hospital
Tower, The University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birming-
ham, AL 35294.
PEDIATRICS (ISSN 0031 40051. Copyright 0 1985 by the
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COVER STORY

DOCTORS' EARNINGS:
THE YEAR OF THE BIG SURPRISE
After a year of near-zero growth, practice income is up again, our
Continuing Survey reveals. Here's the picture for 18 specialties.
By Arthur Owens smo .op

patient visit rates continued their
decade-long decline. Total visits
per M.D. per week, after dropping
21 percent between early 1974
and early 1984, fell another three
visits to a median of 103 by the
spring of this year, the survey
shows.

In addition, after holding the
line on professional expenses in
'83, doctors played catch-up last
year, laying out a median of 19
percent more. Contributing to this
rise was another big jump in mal-
practice insurance coats, especial-
ly for surgeons. Neurosurgeons.
for instance, paid a median of 31
percent more for coverage than in
1983. while all surveyed M.D.s
combined paid 16 percent more.
Thus total expenses as a percent-
age of gross climbed from 35.8 to
38.0 percent for all surveyed phy-
sicians.

Despite all these negative fac-
tom, practitioners in most major
specialties enjoyed 1984 net-in-
come gains that comfortably ex-
ceeded the 4.0 percent rise in the
cost of living. The only exceptions
among the 1B fields we selected
for separate study: OPs and FP,
each with median net gains of less
than 1 percent; OBO specialists

(4 2.7 percent); and pediatricians
(+ 3.3 percent). For most doctors
in those four specialties, net gains
had also lagged behind inflation
in the preceding year.

Among primary-care M.D.s, in-
ternists alone beat inflation in
1984, with a solid 7.4 percent ad-
vance, after losing ground the
year before. This suggests that
they may have begun to succeed
in their long-stsnding battle to re-
duce the third-party reimburse-
ment gap between cognitive and
procedural services.

Obviously the same can't be
said for family practitioners and
pediatricians. And overall, the
earnings gap between cutters and
thinkers is growing. Last year, as
in 1983, the surgical specialties
were the biggest gainers. General
surgeons, for example, raised
their practice profits 11.8 percent.
Plastic surgeons, who on average
suffered actual earnings declines
in '83, recovered drmantieally last
year, gaining a median of 13.6
percent. Ophthalmologists. ortho-
pedists, and neurosurgeons did
even better.

Since both office and hospital
visits were down and costs were
up in virtually all fields of prac-

HxVcst $C&WreUm 0, 1mt 19N

he key finding in the latest
MEDICAL ECONOMICS Continu-
ing Survey ia a stunner. Me-

dian net professional earnings of
efice-based MD.sjumped 7.8 per-
cent last year to a new high of
nearly $102,000, reaching six fig-
wes for the first time. Making
this upswing all the more striking
are the circumstances in which it
took place.

Going into 1984. the outlook
was far from bright. Median net
practice income had edged up-
ward only 1.4 percent in 1983,
while the cost of living was rising
3.8 percent. The number of non-
military M.D.s and D.O.s in pa-
tient care had grown by 16,460 in
just one year-not to mention in-
creasing competition from hospi-
tals and HMOs. More than ever,
government and other third-party
payers were resis.ing reimburse-
ment claims for what they consid.
ered non-essential medical ser-
vices. Then came the freeze on
Medicare fees.

One result of all this was that

"UTIOUn1B cee 0 198 e 4 isst ae by
O_54 AN r ma r.MeO may ra be repwo
f ,€w cq atogv (W =tkfl'ba~5cp ogt ftsi WO
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DOCTORS' EARNINGS

ONE-FOURTH OF YOUR COLLEAGUES
NOW NET A LAST $150,000
Last year one in 20 surveyed M.D.s netted at least tor--as compared with only one In 12 back in
a quarter of a million dollars from practice (after 1979. Over those five years, the percentage with
professoona] expenses but before Income taxes). Individual practice earnings of less tfan $50,000
Clearing $150 000 or more were one In four doc- dropped from 22 to 11 percent.
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tice last year, the widespread in-
creases in medical earnings can
only be attributed to higher fees--
ard/or more services per patient
visit. True, the government's Con-
aumer Price Index of physicians'
services rose less in 1984 (6.0 per-
cent) than the 7.6 percent in-
crease the year before, when phy-

sicians' earnings hardly changed.
But that index is based on a small
and highly selective list of ser-
vices that doesn't include many of
the higher-priced procedures--es.
pecially in the surgical fields,
where practice income increased
the most last year.

Those are some of the broad-

scale findings from our latest Con-
tinuing Survey. There are wide
differences among regions, types
of practice, types of community,
and years in practice. For those
variations, as well as a report on
physicians' current income expec-
tations, see the accompanying
charts, tables, and commentaries.

A DECADE OF DOCTORS' INCOME GAINS
vs. THE COST OF UVING
1984 was only tihe ourth year in a decade ftat pdi- dhe end of 1974 tothe end of 1984, the general cost
vale physicians beat out Inflation. In the ng run, of Ivng leaped 103 percent, while annual median
you and your colleagues have been losing, From practice earnings rose only 88 percent.
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DOCTORS EARNINGS

WILL PRACTICE EARNINGS RISE THIS YEAR?
HERE'S WHN YOUR COLLEAGUES EXPECT
Ea"ty Ns yea, seven oA of 10 physcanspoled by tion rate. The Nghest propotlons of doctor expet-
MEDICr ECONOMICS said anticipated either In I nme crease were found among plastic sur-
ower prwe earnings hls year or no nge from geons, pediatricans. partners In large unlnooport-
1964. Only one in four expected to galn at least 5 ed practice, and Far Westerners. Most pessirlsc
percent-enough to offset the projected 1985 InM- were thoracic surgeons an Midwesterners.
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BY TYPE OF PRACTICE...

Highe
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I)OCTORS' EARNINGS-

NOW 18 SPECIALTIES RANK
IN PRACTICE EARNINGS
In 1984, seven of the top 10 fields In net practice
income were surgical specialties, and all of the bo-
torn seven were non-surgkal. When ranked by
gross in me, orthopedists take first place and

fsa03.13 .s'"-,o am"

psychiatrists last among the 18 specilties studied
separately. Radiologists, only 12th In gross re-
ceipts, rise to third place In net,.eao-lr-ow
expenses (16.3 percent of gross).

Neurosurgeons Oe s179,6O i
Orthopedic surgeons _ _ 3,3
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DOCTORS' EARNINGS

iUST RANGES OF Neting $300,000 a year or more are one in eight thoracic
NET EARNINGS BY SPECIALTY surges, one in nine neurosurgeons. and one In lO ophMlal-

moioglsts--but only one in 100 Intemists, OBG specialists, or
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150,000-199,99 19 14 4% 23 4 19 6 11 19 Is
125,000-149.999 14 13 S 15 4 9 9 14 9 12
100,000-124. 99 18 19 14 21 13 19 21 26 14 20
90000-99,999 5 9 4 7 6 8 9 2 7
80,000-89,999 7 7 14 6 11 6 8 10 4 a
70,00079o.,9 4 7 13 2 8 5 12 7 2 6
60.0009.999 5 7 14 2 14 6 10 7 2 5
50,000-59,99 4 5 12 3 12 4 9 3 1 4
40,000-49,999 1 4 6 1 9 3 5 2 1 3
30,000-39,999 1 3 S 1 8 3 4 1 1 3

Lsstan$30.000 1 3 4 2 9 3 2 2 2 3
'Excj, FIt aev Ofta a It 1 OCro

REGIONAL VARAIONS
IN DOCTORS' EARNINGS
Biggest Improvements in anual net last year came o". a
in the Rocky Mountain states (median up $15,000.
(r 16.8 percent) and in New England (up $13,640. WEST $164,210 $100.00
also 16.8 percent). That moved ft ocke s frn Rodcy 160 gut" 191.5m0 104.290
sIxth to fourth rank among the nine census regions,
but New England remained in last place. SON on top Far Westm stes
was the Mid-S puh. with a regional median of W fl9 AAA&Wd 182.190 97,70
$108,670. The Southwest, with a 6.3 percent in- Hawaii)
crease toe the year, lumped from third to second
rank. white the Great Lakes states fel from second Giom Ha
to sxth posimon. Median net g.Jns beat as year's WDnUT s1n7A 111103010
4 percent ost.ot-iing increase In a,1 but two re- ... . ....
ionas: the Great Lakes (+ 1.3 percent) and the G tea, LWm tes 176,1 10 101,.6

South Aantc tes (+ 3.1 percent). p ,a , ou* , 76,640 106,000

51u em meMW

Me MROIALWmONWtioM W ICA1S.11
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neurologIsts. No surveyed FPs, GPs. pediatrciaos, rose from one In nine to two in five. Meanwhile, non-
or psychiatrists reached that level. From 1979 to surgeons (except FPs and GPs) at that level in-
1984, surgical specialists netting at least $150.000 creased from one In 17 to one in six,

OphW- Oi1hqcpdlc Poodle, Plostlk PSYchle- RadiOWo Thordcl ANl sw-l" AN non-surqlcel
wonss "on blelaMk o bisls plats oup" Urolelets spoel~sto spctM41a

8% 6% -1 4% -' 1% 11% 1% 3%

2 2 e 2 - 1 2 1 1
10 10 - 10 . 8 7 5 6 2%

7 20 -' 11 2% 13 15 8 10 4
23 21 5% 19 4 32 14 21 20 11
a 10 4 13 9 9 12 15 12 10

Is 16 14 18 15 16 12 24 20 18

7 4 11 5 7 3 4 7 6 8
7 4 12 6 13 6 6 6 6 11
4 2 il 3 13 4 5 4 4 10
2 2 10 3 8 2 4 3 4 7
2 1 11 3 8 2 3 2 3 7
19 - 10 1 1 1 2 5

1 6 - 2 1 2 4

11 2 2 2 2 1 1 3

NWgCAL SOONNSSwrrmOWR 9. 19-
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DOCTORS' EARNINGS

INCORPORATED PHYSICIANS IN EVERY
INCORPORIM~, PHYSICIANS IN EVRY

SPECIALTY GROSS AND NET MORE
Incporrt M.DO,.

arm NFM -I n:M.DA
ar", 0

,It

Card :,gsts S252.400 $142.270 $i8,750 $105.830

Oemalologsls 245.000 121.360 156.000 87,690

FPS 181.000 84.29D 136,670 69.710

Gastv oeroiois 250,,.40 144.500 170,000 112,14o
'GPs 182,190 5.120 106,600 60.290

General swgeo"t 226=25 124,120 149.170 91,000

kln.rns s 187.3o 102,W. 128.570 72,140
Neueolog 206.070 11 5,00 148,000. 04.5
Nwurosuge"n 331.250 196.880 190,000 137.M0

OBG medwasts 255.000 123,130 151.870 8%,130

Oohtalmooist 356.250 173.210 209.380 106.670

Ortapedc surgeors 338,070 178,020 265.000 145.000

Pediatridaf 180.000 67,170 126,110 -64.590

Plaicw sqon 322.060 150.500 192,500 103,750 "

Prychialilst 142,000 85,790 106.30 7550

Rwhoogt 207,140 164.580 15,00 116.00 -

Thoradc surgeons 264,580 160.120 157,500 5.000

Uroo"lt 239.490 134380 11.40 .10.0

AN mos rml IS14,0 IiO.

e..... ... _ _ _ _ . ~ *

A I15.1 196.05 . MA6
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DOCTORS' EARNINGS

INCORPORAnD vs.
UNINCORPORATED
M.D.s" EARNINGS

BY TYPE Of COMMUNWY...

slpartd M.O. UnOW "-i &," I e

Urban $224,160 $123.530 $125,370 $77,600

Subu n 21S 117,7M 144. , i 5,0
Flun 206,250 10. ,20 1 35.000 T7.140

AND BY REGION
S Incorporated U.O.s Unncorpora M.D.$

N t Gro" NI

East $2 3.W 0420 $1850 $7V
Soulh 225,80 i2W30 136.250 oz8
md~ 211.070 114,1 $ 128.090 77,W4

West 220,160 1Il360 130000 74,30

Caruadoarrpga2f5

212 MIDKAZ. oNoNOMssO SI.PrKih*, EW
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NOW OUR LAMsT SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED
The 1985 MOICAL ECOMCS Continuing Survey
questionnaires were mailed early In February to
31,138 office-based M.D.s of all ages- random
sampling from the master st maintained by Clark-
O'Neill Inc. Non-respondents received a fol tow-up
mailing in early March. By the mid-May cutoff date,
10.117 physclans-32.5 percent-.had respond-
ed. Alter we set aside returns with apparent dis-
crepancles and those from physicans who indicat-
ed that 0ey hadnt been prov ing otfice-besed

HEW OF
PACn4l %of

-- I -swv

Inrena medIAcin 12.1% 10.1%
Famypracte 8.7 6.3
Gene prLte 7.8 12.9
Obtelricagyneo 6.7 82
General surgery 66 6.9
Pedi..cs 6,3 7.1
Peydiatry 5.3 7.1
AneshesIolog 4.7 3.8
Omp erery 4.1 4.7
Ophowalolog 3.9 3.7
Car"gy 2.8 21
Urology 22 2,9
Emergency medicine 22 1.5
Padiogy 2.1 4.4
Pathlogy 1.9 1.4
OlolarYnoolgy 1.8 3.0
DeInaoogy 1.7 2.9
Neurology 1.3 1.1
Gasloenterokoy 12 0.6
Plastiu ger y 1.0 1.5
Nerourgery 0.9 0.8
Thordo suoery 0.6 1.0

¢Motir dlbaes 14.1 5.8

patient care throughout the preceding year, the
woddng sample consisted of 7.285 questionnaires.
These were coded by toicw. eoroncs' research
staff, then tabulated by comper under the direc-
tion of Harvey Rosenfeld of DOt Computing Inc.
In New York City.

As the accompanying tables show. the survey
sample Is fairly representative in terms of field of
practice, region, and age. Its therefore likely to be
representative In other ways as well.

REION %o1
awasuleia I -ure
Ia -

East 23.5% 21.3%

Soulh 31.3 32.7

Mitwest 22.1 23.4
West 23.1 22.6

AGE %

Under 35 11.3% 8.5%

35-44 33.1 32.9

45-54 24.0 27.1

55-64 192 23.8

65andover 12.4 7.7

A of { l S d b Ihs So al de an f
wv~en. Cwti-o ft &W ft. AMA,

a

NMCAL. VOiOWS"WO~.MOA6 "1S
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STATEMENT OF FREDERICK D. HUNT, JR.. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL BENEFIT ADMINISTRATORS,
WASHINGTON, I)C
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Hunt.
Mr. HUNT. Senator, we probably have the harshest statement,

but I think that's because we feel damned if we do and damned if
we don't. From the perspective of our members who have one-third
of all U.S. workers, or the day-to-day hands on people who pay the
claims and evaluate them, they feel that they are being jerked
around in this very room. And by members of this committee, we
have been told-I remember Senator Dole specifically telling me
that social policy has no place in the Tax Code, when we were de-
fending some of the same things he was defending.

So are we supposed to be cutting costs? What are we supposed to
be doing?

Senator CHAFEE. Well, don't look for total consistency. [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. HUNT. But I think like everybody else has said-and I have
two little boys and I was going to bring in-they just got check ups
too so he stole my idea.

There is no question that this is a good idea. Our members, I
should point out since Mr. Mentz made the differentiation, most of
our members have self-funded plans. That's about 40 percent of all
U.S. workers are covered by self-funded plans. So we already have
some pretty tight regulation by the Department of Labor and the
Department. of Treasury and HHS, et cetera, et cetera, on these
types of things.

What we are worried about is that there are already about 12
bills that are either introduced or on the way to being introduced
for mandated benefits. And we are just afraid this will begin to be
a binge.

And I might add here that we really appreciate you, Senator.
You are the only one of the sponsors of these bills who has indicat-
ed a willingness to have a public hearing. Everybody else has kind
of said, well, we are trying to hustle this through in a hurry. So we
appreciate your candor in having this session.

Now we have heard about the $2.28 premium. Mine is not a sci-
entific factor. I based it on revenue losses from the Joint Commit-
tee on Taxation. And I come up that this would cost $19 million in
revenue losses. And to be very honest with you, that's an unscien-
tific thing. I asked our people and they said-they took, I believe-
the Joint Committee on Taxation said it's $190 billion total rev-
nue loss on health plans.

And my members, as I say, are the day-to-day guys, and they
figure it could be about 10 percent. And I understand the chamber
has come up with a figure also of 3 to 10 percent that it would add
to it. By the time you are adding new people, et cetera, et cetera.

The other problem that's related to that, of course, is you are
raising the cost to workers. So you are damaging, you know-one
of the big issues now is world trade and our position. You are
making our employees more expensive. Whether it's for a good pur-
pose inside or not, if somebody buys a Mazda, you know, this is one
of the reasons.
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Also, as I say, we feel damned if we do and damned if we don't.
As far as the cost containment thing, we, are being hounded on
that. DEFRA will put limits on the reserves. Now this would throw
DEFRA out of the line on that.

The other point, as we said, is that employers may say the hell
with it. And I would add to that it's not just the employers. I don't
want to make the employers the bad guys. There is also a factor of
antiselection. And that means when the person says, hey, give me
the money, I'm going to buy a stereo; now if that person has a baby
next year, that baby just got uncovered because of the antiselec-
tion.

The more you add onto the program, the more you have a prob-
lem with antiselection.

Most workers would have no protection at all if they dropped out
of the plan. And then that creates another cost for Uncle Sam be-
cause the person would fall back on Medicare, Medicaid, Social Se-
curity, Veterans Administration, whatever, all the various other
State and Federal programs.

I think there is a philosophical problem that S. 376 in similar
mandates abort free worker and emoloyer choice. Collectively bar-
gaining, as you mentioned in your opening remarks, is probably
the most clearest democratic voice of an employer choice, where
they want it and they don't have it.

Two-worker families would be forced to have double coverage.
You are suddenly saying, I'm sorry, you know, you are going to
have it and you are going to have it. That's pretty expensive waste
when they could have dental or vision or whatever it might be.

Senator CHAFEE. Slow down a minute.
Mr. HUNT. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. On the two-worker family problem, that comes

up all the time now. The choice system could be worked out. I'm
looking for help here. What we are seeking is some constructive
criticism.

Mr. HUNT. Well, I think that's fine. But you--
Senator CHAFEE. Now maybe one of the answers is to take care

of the two-worker family. J ut that's not anything beyond the realm
of the--

Mr. HUNT. I'm delighted to hear that, Senator.
And one of the points I would make related to that is that in

making the choice you tend to create another set of what they call
antiselection. In other words, the people who would choose the care
are those who expect to have sick children. I mean whether you
like it or not, you say, gee, can I take care of my teeth or get a free
checkup that may or may not find something.

So what you end up doing is running up the cost of the coverage
because those that get it are those that expect to need it. I mean
it's a problem that is ongoing.

1 agree. I'm glad to hear that you are willing to change it, be-
cause, as I say, we walked in not knowing--

Senator CHAFEE. That's what we have got the hearing for.
Mr. HUNT. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. This thing isn't written in concrete, but it

seems to me that some of the objections you raise are discrimina-
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tory against childless workers. Well, what about a program that he
belongs to that provides family coverage.

Mr. HUNT. Mostly, that's a choice, Senator. Both the employer
and the employee work pretty hard to make sure not to have the
overlaps. And so I mean I'm delighted to hear your willingness to
make it more workable.

And as I say, we really commend you for having the hearing be-
cause nobody else is. And so that is good.

The final thing I would say--
Senator CHAFEE. That's a modest commendation. [Laughter.]
Mr. HUNT. We mean it very genuinely, sir. I think the anger

that has been raised is partly because so many things are being
rushed through. Congressman Stark has rushed the continuing cov-
erage-has rushed that into the budget. No hearings, no nothing.-
There are a number of others which we are told by the staff are
going to be zoom, zoom, zoom.

And as I say, one of the things that is frustrating is most of the
sponsors of these programs are the same people who were damning
us 1 year ago and even now for spending too much on health care.
So we kind of say, which way do you want us to go?

And, finally, the thing I would mention is that there are the
technical problems. I'm sort of convinced our self-funded plans for
the most part are not covered by State mandates. So I can very-
without any problem, say I think if these are national problems,
which I think the panel this morning was trying to say and which I
guess Mr. Mentz was saying that he's willing to go for that-then
do away with the McCarron-Ferguson Act, giving the States the
power to regulate it. Otherwise, you are going to end up with-not
just on this issue, but we have got to look at the big picture. There
are going to be other mandates.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I'm not sure we want to look at the big
picture here all of the time.

Mr. HUNT. We don't want to end up with a double-whammy, an
uncoordinated double-whammy.

Senator CHAFEE. I don't want to tangle with the McCarron-Fer-
guson Act. I've got enough problems.

Mr. HUNT. That was the one that gives the authority to the
States to mandate benefits.

And then, DEFRA, National Labor, and a number of other acts
would need to be addressed.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, that may be.
All right, fine. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Hunt follows:]
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Congress get credit for adding a pet mandate? It is a Pardera's boy opened

once S 376 becomes the precedent. I should point out that as we speak, there

are bout a dozen bills in progress in Congress to mandate a variety of new

expensive benefits which employers and employees would he forced to accept

against their will. While I may sound like I'm being tough on S 376 and you,

we do commend you for holding these hearings. The other mandates are being

hustled through as quickly and quietly as possible.

We find it ironic and hypocritical that the sponsors of these expensive

new Federal mandates happen to all be leaders of the Senate and House tax

committees .... Yes, thy same Congressmen who so strongly criticize the high cost

of private health and benefit plans, and urge that workers be taxed on the cost

of their benefits. Thus, the effect of S 376 and other mandates is to force

wcrkers ,o take more expensive coverage... and then punish, them via taxation for

having such a costly plan to pay for thnse mandates. That seers cruel and

counter-productive.

You must decide whether you want to be Santa Claus or Scrooge. Do you

want wonderful benefits... which had been the goal of private employers since

about 1%SO. Or, do you want taxes and cost-containment, as you have been

demanding for five years. It simply will not work both ways at once, no matter

how much we might wish it to be so.

This is a significant revenue reduction measure you are proposing. If

S 376 and other mandates force employers to offer expensive mandate benefits,

then the employers simply take a larger tax deductio to pay for those new

expensive benefits. Can we afford a revenue-loss proposal right now? The con-

sensus of your colleagues and staff seems to be "no".

Employers may just say "to hell with it all". Each year, employee benefit

plans must absorb, adjust to, and pay for about 1,000 new laws, regulations,

rulings, and court decisions. That is about five significant charges for every
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wrk ing day of the year! We are very close to having the straw that will break

the back of the employers' willingness to continue to provide employee benefits.

If employers back out of the private benefits system, and people are left to

fend for themselves... Uncle Sam is the big loser. The 162 million people now

receiving privately-paid employee benefits will fall back onto Veterans and

military medical care, Social Secur-ity, Medicare, Medicaid, state/local welfare,

and the other publicly-paid safety net benefits. That will be a crisis, since

tose are already in financial problems without those people on the rolls. No

matter how you look at it, S 376 and similar Federally-mandated benefits have

a very high revenue and social cost.

S 376 is discriminatory. It applies only to workers with certain life-

styles and family formats. Should workers who have no children have to pay for

(und possibly be taxed on) this coverage which they inow they will never use?

Wat about tie documented overwhelming desire of Americans to have a choice in

shapiin their employee benefits? For instance, the parents whom you hope to

help with S 376 would actually be hurt, because it would kill the chance for

"ual-worler families to tailor their coi.verdge to their needs. You would mandate

unnecessary double-coverage for both workers. What about the workers who prefer

the choice of high-option or low-option plans? Mandates make every option the

expensive version.

Collective-targaining would be aborted by S 376 and similar Federal mandates.

Union,'riuJa,2aent collectively bargained benefit plans are the clearest example

of democracy in action. Workers can demand and negotiate for the benefits

which are rest Tesirable and appropriate for that working group. You would now

put Uncle Sam in the position of narrowing the choices and democracy of workers.

The same ind of worker-desired benefits emerges in the non-unionized arena as

well. Is the intent of S 376 and other mandated benefits to stifle the desires

of the wor ers for their own coverage?
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S 376 could have a sinister side-effect for some parents. Especially in

nelf-f 4 2Cded plans where an employer pays all of the costs and not just some

Fremidm; an employer would be crazy to hire a person with a child with a serious

long-term illness. The effect of S 376 would be to severelylimit that parent's

e-pln~ability.

For the reasons of discrimination, collective-bargaining, and worker

c.plo)abilitY, 5 376 and similar mandates must make clear that workers May

decline the -andated coverages.

S u and randated coverages are especially inappropriate for self-funded

plan. e reason is that self-funding is a very different legal mechanism

than insurance c:-.pvny plans. The Congress, Supreme Court, Treasury, Department

of Labcr, and IPS have rorsistently upheld and expanded that difference. For

you to revoke that difference would necessitate revision of dozens of major laws.

sel-fr~ded self-insured) employee berefit plans are payments directly from the

employer specifically to cover his own employees... much like salaries paid di-

rectl, from the employer to the t!,ployee are treated differently under law from

disability or other payments paid by an insurance company.

Ironically, many of the Federally-mandated benefits being considered right

r,ow would leave the 40% of Americans covered by self-funded plans in a damned-

if-they-do, and-damned-if-they-don't situation. IRS qualification rules for

self-funded plans are extraordinarily tight and complex. In many cases, if the

plan obeys IRS self-fundlng qualification laws, it wuuld need to disobey mandated

benefits laws. Or, if they obey your law, they break IRS law. That's a no-win

situation.. with 40% of America's workers the big losers.

Conversely, is state-mandate of benefits authority revoked under S 376 and

similar Federal mandates...or are you designing double jeopardy? Under the

tcCarran Ferguson Act of 1946, states have an increasingly broad and complex

network of mandated benefits. What happens when the dictates of Federal mandates
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i fer ur conflict with te uar.ing i.ndates passed by 50 states? Which tales
prer,,rene., or is it intr,ed that A-ericar , 'ploqers and wAorlers be d mned-if-
t'ey-do, arid 1,rnd-if-thei-dn't. If' you procedP with S 3'C, it is only logical
to add an ., cndmrent to su;ercede the i'ithority of sates also to ,randate benefits.
roable- opardy would be uwise and harmful to the [,erefits system.

Therefore, while we applaud ycur sincerity and desire to provide protection,
we urge that S 376 and rated ,andated !,crefits from the Federal governmentt be
abandoned because:

* The list of "y sod' thirds which could he -ar.dated is unrealistically
long.

* Federally c-andated benefits are tax revenue-losers, and counter-
productive to recent Congressioral and Administration efforts for
cost containrent.

* Employers ray well say "to hell with it", and simply not offer any
coverage.

* It is discriminatory against childless workers, and aborts the rights
of choice and collective bargaining of workers and employers in a free
enterprise system, while possibly even harming the parent workers.

* Mandatedl benefits are inappropriate for self-funded plans which are not
"insurance", but direct reicburse:ments from eployer to worker.

* State authority tO ,',.ndate b-refits needs to be eliminated if Federal
benefits are to be initiated, so that there will not be double-jeopardy.

.9 P inrt. iifrui :nr I --r I- !d-- .'r inn)l rrti 'x: t trene-
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STATEMENT OF JAMES H. VAN LEW, REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF
GROUP AND PENSION SALES, BANKERS LIFE CO. OF IOWA,
DES MOINES, IA
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Van Lew.
Mr. VAN LEW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Jim Van Lew, a

regional director of group and pension sales for the Bankers Life
Co., a mutual company founded in 1876, a member of the principal
financial group.

We have been in the health insurance group since 1941, and
have approximately 58,000 policyholders currently. Most of them,
in fact the vast majority, have less than 100 employees. These
58,000 policyholders translate to approximately 3 million people
covered by the Bankers Life Co. This would include both the work-
ers and their dependents.

I appreciate the opportunity to visit with you this morning about
the Bankers Life and want to give you some additional input about
a particular policy provision we have which relates to the bill that
you have sponsored.

First of all, our group health contract states thaL' in order for a
benefit to be payable, it must be the result of either an accident or
sickness. But in addition to that, we have some specific coverage
statements. And that is in the information I have given you.

And it states specifically that we will cover a routine physical ex-
amination. Now this is not related only to children, but relates to
all of the insured under our product. This particular provision has
evolved through claims practice to include preventive care. And
some of those items are like routine immunizations, flu shots, and
well-baby care.

I emphasize it is a standard policy provision with the Bankers
Life Co. That does not mean, however, that all groups, in fact, must
have this if we sell the product to them. And, in fact, some of our
larger groups have opted not to take this particular benefit.

Given the fact that the group health insurance area is a very
competitive, cost-conscious arena, wh did we want to develop a
program that would, in fact, probably raise some costs? Well, we
feel that in an area where it is so cost competitive, an employer
should have the ability to buy whatever he wants. If he wants a
plan that is more of a stripped-down plan and that's what he de-
sires and only has the ability to buy, he should be able to buy that.
By the same token, if, in fact, the employer has the ability and the
desire to buy a more full-type plan with many options in it, we
want to be able to offer that particular product to him.

So we elected to have a marketing niche where we would have
what we might call a "quality product." And one of the items we
decided to include in that was the routine physical examination,
which then evolved to where we are today with all of the various
preventive items that we have.

We felt by doing this that we would perhaps develop a more
loyal customer following that would live through us to the various
rate increases that health care has gone through the past years
and continues to go through; that we would attract a better risk.
Not only from a medical underwriting point of view, but also from
a financial point of view.
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Again, we wanted to offer a quality product and we feel that's
what we are doing. Some other ideas from the Bankers Life Co.
that relate to preventive care date back to 1974 when we first came
out with a product called prevention and treatment. That now goes
by the acronym of PAT-500

This particular program was designed specifically with the idea
that we would provide for preventive care. Basically, what we did
was to eliminate the deductibles for doctor services, either in or out
of the hospital, so that if someone wanted to have a routine physi-
cal examination or whatever the situation, they could go see the
doctor either in his office, or if it was in the hospital or if they
were lucky enough to get somebody to come to their home, they
could have that also.

The plan also provides that the deductible for going in the hospi-
tal is a 1-day charge on the room and board. Some of the items in
this particular plan, the PAT-500, are really pioneer ideas for what
has become known as "cost containment" today.

One of the other items that we have recently developed that re-
lates to preventive care has to do with our health information line;
whereas, our insurers can use an 800 phone number and can call
us, and for among other things, talk to our registered nurses and
have a health-care consumer make a more informed decision about
their health-care benefit.

In conclusion, I would like to stress again that it is our feeling
that the employer should have the opportunity to choose whatever
benefits they so desire.

We are glad to be able to offer a full quality product, but that
certainly should be the choice of the employer to buy it or not to
buy it.

Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Van Lew follows:]
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MEMORANDUM

September 12, 1985

TO Senator John Chafee

FROM The Bankers Life of Iowa

RE Preventative Care for Children - Group Benefit

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcoumittee, I am James H. Van

Lew, Regional Director of Group and Pension Sales for the Bankers

Life Company of Iowa.

The Bankers Life Company is a mutual insurance company founded in

1879. We have been providing group health benefits since 1941. We

currently provide group insurance coverage for approximately 58,000

customers (employer plan sponsors).

The Bankers Life has included as a specific standard provision of

our group health contracts for a long period of time routine physical

exams. This provision has evolved until it includes a list of

preventative health care benefits. These benefits are not limited

to children but encompass all people who are covered under our standard

group health contracts. Some of these covered charges which might

be called preventative health care benefits arez routine physical

exams, flu shots, polio vaccines, and other routine immunizations.

A complete list of these items which are specifically included in

our contracts are attached to this memorandum. These attachments

are taken from the following documents.

A. Proposal - which is normally presented to the employer.

B. Contract - which is given to every policyholder.

C. Claim Manual pages - which are used by our claims processors

to pay claims.
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D. Summary Plan Description - which is given to every covered

employee.

We cannot specifically identify the cost of providing these benefits.

It has been impossible for us to determine whether the initial cost

of providing these benefits is offset later by savings generated from

the actual prevention of serious illness and the ensuing greater cost

of treatment.

For these reasons, the covered charges providing preventive treatment

have been added, as policy enhancements, over the years without a

specific, direct increase in the required premium. The actual cost

has been trapped in the emerging experience of either a single large

policyholder or a block of small accounts. The resulting claims level

is then translated into needed premium.

The preventive care benefits are the result of our desire to make

quality health care affordable to employees, encourage preventive

care to protect employees from more serious illnesses, and to market

a competitive product. We are attempting to insure the full risk

of health care.

We also provide as a standard policy provision for employer sponsored

plans covering two through nine employees full coverage from birth.

This means that a new born baby receives the same benefits as any

other insured - including normal nursery care. Plans covering 10

employees or more have the option to restrict the benefit and not

provide for normal nursery care. This is a small part of a normal
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maternity claim and is easily budgetable for most families. most

of our customers (employers sponsoring plans) provide for full coverage

from birth.

As implied earlier, we think that preventive medicine contributes

significantly to better quality health care. It provides valuable

health protection and certainly greater peace of mind to those receiving

preventive treatment. These are desirable social goals.

We would like to think preventive treatment reduces the ultimate,

total cost of health care for employers and for society. However,

there is no conclusive body of empirical evidence to support that

supposition. It is possible that the total of the number of smaller

charges for the many is greater than the amount saved by the prevention

of more expensive treatments for a fewer number of persons. If this

is true, we are left with a cost-benefit analysis between greater

total expenditure and the increased general level of health among

Americans.

Currently employers have adequate access to insured plans and other

funding mechanisms which offer preventive care type treatment. And

clearly the trend is toward providing broader benefits and greater

amounts-of preventive care.

Group medical benefits are currently provided for more than 907, of

full-time employees. This extensive degree of coverage is a direct

result of our voluntary system of employer sponsored benefits; where

the employer is free to design a plan which best meets the unique
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needs of the employees and whose cost is appropriate to the industry

and competitive factors present in a specific set of circumstances.

Mandated benefits discourage regular benefit review and update by

employers reluctant to commit benefit dollars which may soon be needed

to fund pending mandated benefits. Mandated benefits become a maximum

level of benefits instead of the minimum intended. This approach

generates a conservatism among benefit managers which is ultimately

counter productive and therefore, detrimental to employees and their

families.

This system should not be harnessed with mandatory benefits )r any

other impediments to its success and continued growth.

We do not support mandated benefits of any kind. It is our belief

that an employer should be able to select the benefits he wants to

provide.

JHVL/df
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C tdVO L{Luf(A L~. L6%
the prusia'ns, in.luled on this page as %kell as thcase included on the page. 'Proisions Which Appl) to
All,'" alpl. to Major Medical or Coroprehensive Medical COerage

Coced .hargc, are the actual chaiges for necessary treatment and care of injury or sckne,.s but only to
the c\icnt that such .hargcs do not csceed the preailhng charges.

Cosred charges include charges for.

110(1SH FAI. CONI-INEiIFNT:

Room and board (but not inore than tIe hospital's o t frequent ,emi-private room rate for each day of
conflT-icrnl in a pii\ate rotn and either hospital Neries required for purloses of treatment.

Co,.cred chargcs b\ a hospital for room and b-ard while confined in a private room are the ho,,pital's most
frequent semi-plaate rooii rate if the hospital has semi priVale roo0Kms.

PHIYSICIAN'S sl-RV I(C|S.

Irole,,sional ,cr\ ices ncluding su ii alaa'rations. dijnosis.i medical care. and trCalment by a physician
wkho is not in the cirrplo),ce' ar t pdelvc'nti's iiniiiediaie fanm!>

INH!:NSIVE CARl ('ONIINI;NllN I

Confiicrint in a ward, king or tether ,cpaate part ad the hospital that is uscd only for patients who
require c0niprchcn,,c ohseraisn and caC b-.ause of shok, trauma, or olher life threatCing conditions;
Lontains specraled monitoring and life support Cqupircirit. and i, ,affed , lth specially trained nursing
peiminne but not Inkildin post a perair\e recousi\ rooms

NURSIN(; C;AR:

)lroAC-lr'al sCrsLC Of radlat .e recvstered nurses ssho are not in the einployee's or dependent's
iliricciiate fatilly

PIIYSIt)IIIlIRAaY

Professional seriaces of a lc,dl-hccnesd physmolcrap;s , ho Is not in the craiplmxee's or dependent's
iiriiricdiate family

DRUGS AN) MI:I)ICINI:S,

Drug .iid dInkl alcitis icquiring a phi,,r.ian's pic,,cripin ill Prc,-Lriplion )rugs Insurince is provided,
'nly thase ko,,cicd thaiges iot :\scrcd yh) Picrilpllon )rugs Insurance Plan still be payable.)

MI'IICAL. SLIP! IIIS

Surgical dressings, cass, splints. braces. crutches, artificial hibs, artificial c)es rental of a wheelchair,
hilipital 1ipe bed tr an arldiicial respirator. anesthe,,ia, bhoaad. blood plasma and oxygcn (including rental
t equipment for its adaniniitralin)

X-RAY AND LABORAIORY:

X-ra) and laboratory eaminatimns and x-ray, radium and radaoaclive isotope therapy.

AMBULANCE SI-RVI('E:

"ranpi,,irtion h ambulance pto\ idcd by a lilospal or a lLiensed set\iLc to and from a lcal hospital (or
to and frrn the nearest hospial Cquiped ta furnish needed Ircataett not a ailable in a local hospital).

)IEN IAl. SNRVI('i:.S.

Prarfessiaal ,e\ ice, of a dentist air dent il surgeon for repair of dairage to the jaw and natural teeth as the
direct reilt and s ithin 6 ionth Of an accident excluding such damage resulting from chewing).

(continued rn reserse side)

GP i4O A1 
THE BANKERS LIFE P J
BANKERS LIFE COMPANY DES MOINES, IOWA
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Additional covered charges are:

il , ., ii I 1,.' l c l mc I 1C 0 l 'hoJ ', tl illit) IImf i ml% oiIl e t r ro ll I l 1C l11ITLII ,tf jIl 1%.I.

fl'u+ llr 1ts c d L l . il 'jliiv -L%

P i,,tIII' it II .ir Ii" s hI, ,-.1 III s. l s u

Spck ii lnciip Ov .111il ti Ijt \ct )I t11I'nCcii I' 11i1l .I1Itti b\% ifl iiIJUFii or . Lcy.kn

lli|h ,tuliio ,iuitk

\1cti~oi Cccc InII 1 T.111III I tunic .Idionn and ,ilttIidiAtnu

lIVJI\'i' iiinaI nihmc or Ion pot~l c mi iused in ticaitmeiniti

Ihri ,l \c t ,witi . , .Iritc f l\4 u i l.r1all sI

I ul N Ic iIclnut s r m en I ).ctid hat r .c s tnder o u r 11:i111th i'uI nnc fL i i s I l~t L Ieua pol VCU F I Cy

jn'iTiInis inkii ii b t l'miuiak, c and Ituiinioni h,
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•ArtkIce 3 - Covered Charges Carred Forward

To deternie deductible satisfacton. treatment or service received by a Member or Dependent during the last
thvee months of i calender year may be mcunted as N received In either.

a the cena yea In which actually received, or
b. the next flowing calendar year.

whichever would result in the greater benefit payment

Article 4 - Covered Charges

Covered Charges wl be the actual cost chre to the Member or Dependent for:

S Hosp room and board (but not more than the Private Room Maximum for each day of
continent in a private room, and

b. Hos t services other than room and board; and
c. the services of a Physiclam hicjdlng Physician Visits (but. with respect to Physician Visits for

treatment of & mental or nervous disorder, only the fist 50 visits for each Member or Dependent
in a caea yeaw) and

d. the services of a graduate registered nurse; and
e. the services of a censed physiotherapist and
f. drugs and medicines requhing % Physiclas prescriptio; and
9- surgical dressings, casts, splints, braces, crutches. artificial limbs and arficial eyes: ad
h. rental of a wheetc hk. hospital l type bed or an atficial resplrator and
I anesthesia, bkl blood plasma and oxygen (Includif rental of equipment for its administratlon).

end
J x-ray and laboratory examinations; and
k. x-ray, radium and radioactive Isotope therapy and
L transportation by ambulance provided by a Hospital or a licensed service to and from a local

iospitul (or to and from the nearest Hospital equipped to furnish needed treatment not available
In a local Hoeplial) and

m Dental Services to repak damage to the )aw a4 natural teeth. If the damage is the direct result
of an accident (but did not result from chewing) and if the Dental Services are completed within
six months after the accident; ad

n. routine physical exan~ratiorm

but orVy to the extent that the actuW cost charged does not exceed Prevailing Charges.

Arfte 6 - Extended Benefits

The Company will pay Comprehensive Medical benefits for treatment or service received by a Member or
Dependent within 12 months after his or her insurance under this policy Is terminated. prcvided that

& the Member has been disabled or the Dependent has been in a Period of Limited Activity from
the date insurance ceased unti the date of treatment or service; and

b. the Member or Dependent would have qualified for benefit payment under this section If
Insurance had remained in force; and

C. the sickness or injury for wh;ch the Member or Dependent receives treatment or service was
diagnosed by a Physicia on or before the date insurance ceased.

However. no benefits wl be paid for treatment or service received on or after the date the Member or
Dependent becomes eligible for other group medra expense coverage.

GC 652 PART IV - BENEFITS
SECTION B - COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL
EXPENSE INSURANCE
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CLAIMS MANUAL Page No: 2-17 - 2
Issued: 1/85

POLICY PROVISIONS AND PROCEDURES Effective: 1/85
Supersedes: 7/84

SUIJECT: Services

covered under Part I of PAT Coverrage.

PATIENT LIFT

PERITONEAL DIALYSIS

PERITONITIS TREATMENT WITH

PREGNANCY

PtENYL-FREE

PHYSICAL EXAM ROUTINE

professional fee -

x-ray and lab services or
surgery

fitness or specialty exams

PHYSICAL THERAPY, I-patient

NoT covered.

See DIALYSIS.

See PREGNANCY
Section.

WITH PTELITIS in the Conditions

Consider a covered expense When administered for
the given condition of phenyketonuria (P1U).

Routine physical exam should be considered a
covered expense under our Medical plans as part of
the preventative care concept. The allowance for a
routine physical exam should be based on the
prevailing fee concept for the area where the exam
is being performed.

Under the New Readable policy there is an optional
lJitation that no benefits will be paid for
check-ups, premarital examinations or routine
physical examinations. To determine if this
limitation applies check plan wording.

The actual fee for the professional portion of the
exam (pre-marital exam, school, camp or athletic
physicals is covered under Major Medical,
Comprehensive or PAT even if no -Injury or
sickness" is present, unless the contract
specifically excludes such services.

The charges incurred during a physical which
qualify for X-ray and Lab Benefits or Surgical
Benefits are payable under the appropriate
coverage line.

These specialty exams are usually seen in
connection with changing a person's lifestyle,
nutritional habits, and exercise habits. Consider
only those services that would be performed during
a routine physical exam and apply the prevailing
fee concept for the area in which the exam Is
being performed. This type of exam does not fall
within the preventative care concept and therefore
is considered a non-covered expense.

The services of a registered physical therapist
qualify as a hospital miscellaneous item when
provided during a confinement. These charges

54-521 0 - 86 - 6
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POLICY PROVISIONS AND PROCEDURES

SUBJECT: Setvlcs

expense.

PRENATAL VITAMINS

PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE

PRIVATE AUTO TRAVEL
EXPENSES

PROCTOSCOPY WITH
HEMORRHOIDECTOMY

If a physician's prescription is required consider
a covered expense under the Old Style policy
language. Under the Xv Readable language not
covered as It 1s specifically excluded.

Preventative medicine such as flu shots, polio
vaccination and other routine Immunizations are
covered under Major Medical, Comprehensive and
PAT.

Under the New Readable policy there is an optional
limitation which states benefits will not be paid
for routine Immunizations and innoculations given
as a preventative measure against disease. Check
plan wording to determine if this limitation
applies.

See AUTOMOBILE TRAVEL.

Apply separate incision rule if done together.

PROFESSIONAL TAX ON CHARGES Consider when included on billing.

PROSTATIC MASSAGE

PROSTHESIS

PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION ON
OFFICE)

family consultations

Medical service for which no surgery Is payable.
Covered only under Major Medical, Comprehensive
and PAT.

The charge made by a hospital during a confinement
for a prosthesis is payble as Hospital
Miscellaneous expense when the prosthesis is of
the type which is placed within the body. Examples
of covered prosthesis are pacemakers, heart
valves, hip cups, etc.

Charges for prosthesis such as artificial limbs or
eyes are payable only under Supplementary
Accident, Major Medical, Comprehensive and PAT.

Payable only under Office Visit Coverage, Major
Medical, Comprehensive and PAT when treatment is
for a mental or nervous disorder. For example
marriage counseling NOT covered.

The charge for an occasional consultation with a
member of the patient's family can be considered a
covered expense under the patients claim. Though

168

Page Vol
Issued
Effective.
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7/84
7/84
0/0/CO
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MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL

Payment Conditions

If you or one of your Dependents receives treatment or
service for a sickness or Injury, We will pay Comprehensive
Medical benefits for Covered Charges:

- In excess of the deductible amount; and
- at the payment percentage(s) Indicated; and
- to the Maximum Payment Limit;

as described In the SUMMARY OF BENEFITS section.

Covered Charges Carried Forward

To determine deductible satisfaction, treatment or service
received by you or by a Dependent during the last three
months of a calendar year may be counted as if received In
either:

- the calendar year In which actually received; or
- the next following calendar year

whichever would result In greater benefit payment.

Covered Charges

Covered Charges will be the actual charges for:

- Hospital room and board (but not more than the
Private Room Maximum for each day of confinement
in a private room);

- Hospital services other than room and board;
- the services of a Physician (but, with respect to
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Physician Visits for treatment of a mental or nervous
disorder, only the first 50 visits for each. Member or
Dependent in a calendar year,

- the services of a graduate registered nurse;
- the services of licensed physiotherapists;

drugs and medicines requiring a Physician's
prescription;

- surgical dressings, casts, splints, braces, crutches,
artificial limbs and artificial eyes;
rental of a wheelchair, hospital type bed or an artificial
respirator;,
anesthesia, blood, bkod plasma and oxygen (incuding
rental of equipment for Its administration);

- x-ray and laboratory exarrnatlons;
- x-ray, radium and radioactive Isotope therapy;,
- transportation by ambulance provided by a Hospital or

a licensed service to and from a local Hospital (or to
and from the nearest Hospital equipped to furnish
needed treatment not available in a local Hospital);,
Dental Services to repair damage to the jaw and
natural teeth, If the damage Is the direct result of an
accident (but did not result from chewing) and If the
Dental Services are completed within 6 months after
the accident;
routine physical examnatior,

but only to the extent that actual charges do not exceed
Prevailing Charges.

Limitations

Comprehensive Medical benefits wil not be paid for:.

- any part of a charge for confinement, treatment or
service that exceeds Prevailing Charges; or

f confinement, treatment or service that Is not for
Medically Necessary Care; or
the services of any person in your Immediate fanly or
any person In your Dependent's Immediate fanil or

- Dental Service and materials (except as described

42
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Senator CHAFEE. You say in your testimony, Mr. Van Lew, on
page 3,

We'd like to think preventive treatment reduces the ultimate, total cost of health
care for employers and for society. However, there is no conclusive body of empiri-
cal evidence to support that supposition.

In other words, you haven't seen with those long-time customers
of yours that those who have used this have done it better, I take
it.

Mr. VAN LEw. That's very hard to pinpoint that in fact they
have done better. I mentioned earlier that if an employer did not
want to buy this particular standard option, that we would in fact

-reduce our rates. And we will by 1 percent. It-gives you an idea of
what we think that this particular provision is worth long range.

Senator CHAFEE. Now say that slowly again. If the person
takes--

Mr. VAN LEW. If an employer does in fact opts not to take this
particular benefit, that is, we would exclude from a covered charge
routine physical examinations, and the other items that we. have
developed along with it, we would say then that we will reduce
your rates by I percent.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, you seem to be suggesting it's better not
to fool around with preventive care.

Mr. VAN LEW. Our feeling is on the front end that it would in
fact increase expenses because there would be more benefits cov-
ered. A routine physical examination is typically not a covered ex-
pense.

Senator CHAFEE. You people are pretty careful in predicting your
expenditures. You spend a lot of time on assumptions for the
future, and you seem to be testifying here that you are better off
not having your employers, customers, take the physical exam
option. And, indeed, you give them a lower rate if they don't.

Mr. VAN LEW. That's correct. That's right. There would be less
benefits up front because these benefits would not be-we wouldn't
be paying for a routine physical examination or the other immuni-
zations.

Senator CHAFEE. What about the future?
Mr. VAN LEW. As I indicated in my written testimony, it's very

difficult to indicate what the future will bring. And it's very hard
also to do extensive studies in exactly what the results would be
long range.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you take your children for a physical check-
up?

Mr. VAN LEW. Yes. We have three daughters and we take them.
Senator CHAFEL. Why do you do that? It doesn't seem like a very

good investment.
Mr. VAN LEW. Well, at various times they have experienced not

only just routine but also-at various times they have complained
of stomachaches; they've had illnesses and other situation where
we have taken them. And under those circumstances, the benefit is
covered the same as anything else. Remember that all of these poli-
cies provide for care if, in fact, there is an illness or- an injury.

I think maybe we have overlooked that just a little bit in that
where there is some thought there is an illness, they go to the
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doctor and they indicate that the baby has a stomach ache or one
of them talked about a trailing eye or whatever-those things are,
in fact, illnesses and they are covered.

Senator CHAFEE. Which wouldn't be true under my legislation.
Mr. VAN LEW. Pardon me?
Senator CHAFEE. Which would not be true under my legislation.

We wouldn't provide the care for it. We just provide for the check-
ups.

Mr. VAN LEw. Yes.
Mr. HUNT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFIEE. Yes.
Mr. HUNT. One point that intrigued me-I believe it was Dr.-he

mentioned about the new pediatrics. And as they talked, it really
seemed that more and more of what they were really saying, and I
think what Mr. Van Lew and you were just coming to-it's not so
much the actual care. That's already covered. If something is
wrong, that's covered. Even going to check up to find out and if it
turns out there is, it's covered.

But they are talking about things which are really social educa-
tion, parent education. And I would imagine that whatever they
call it, physiology class or something in high schools, perhaps that's
where the problem is. Maybe they should need to know. Like the 1-
year-old who walked off. I happen to have a 1-year-old. I listened
carefully. You know, these are things that I, frankly, learned in
baby class. There are millions of books that you can buy at one of
the little bookstores.

Maybe what he is talking about in the new pediatrics really can
be covered in education. You don't have to go to a doctor to learn
that a 1-year-old might suddenly get up and walk.

Senator CHAFE.E. Well, I must say it did strike me that a parent
would think that a 1-year-old is going to walk sometime.

But we are dealing with a group that in many instances is une-
ducated. We had some testimony here on an entirely different sub-
ject the other day dealing with the illiteracy in adults or near illit-
eracy. So they are not reading constructive books on what is going
to happen to the child as the child progresses. Well, there's the ex-
ample. Apparently the parents didn't know a child will get up and
walk all of a sudden so it walks right off the edge of the porch: I
don't know what kind of a porch it was, but enough to put the
child in an institution for the rest of her life.

Mr. HUNT. And even with the coverage, even with your bill, that
would not have been covered.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, there wouldn't have been coverage but
presumably with these checkups that Ms. Gustafson talked about-
she had a schedule for those checkups which seemed to make a lot
of sense to me.

Mr. HUNT. It was between I and 5 years old, eight of them.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes; eight checkups, I think, before the age of 5.

And you get the parents in there and you can talk to them about
these things.

How many people know that just the presence to smoke around a
child isn't good, never mind prenatal smoking. It's just smoking,
period.
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Mr. HUNT. Senator, I would be inclined to maybe put it into this
to shift it to the educational thing rather than creating a lot of
new paperwork. Because, frankly, you are going to suddenly have
this as a three-way regulation. The Department of Health and
Human Services is writing regs. The Department of Labor would
have to have a voice in it, and also the Department of Treasury.
And that way we are going to get the triple shuffle.

And I think-I've seen some excellent ads like the one teaching
people to, you know, buckle up your seatbelt or something like
that. Maybe we are really talking about-maybe the new pediatrics
is education. Maybe it's not actually going to a doctor's office.
Maybe it's education. Maybe it's something like the school nurses.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think that's part of it, but when you
read about the figures on the absence of just the most basic care,
like innoculations, that these children should have and don't re-
ceive.

Sure, we may be able catch them in school, but we are not catch-
ing them in other areas. I don't think there is going to be a resur-
gence of polio, but who knows. A lot of these matters are preven-
tive. You heard Dr. Chadwick talk about the child with the hip
socket. There is nothing to it if you catch them early enough.

Mr. HUNT. Senator, is there a chance-I'm worried about, as
Mrs. Rosenbaum and a number of others have said, about the poor
child being left out. Where the person, for whatever reason, the
parent is unemployed or whatever. And I think that's where you
are going to have to have -

Senator CHAFEE. Well, that's a different category. We are not
going to catch those children under this.

Mr. HUNT. Unless, sir, you put it under something-if you said
this is going to be a new benefit under Medicare or Medicaid. If we
do it for all people--

Senator CHAFEE. Well, under Medicaid, they do it already.
Mr. HUNT. No; but I mean for everybody. Just like we take

anyone over 65, why not take anyone under?
Senator CHAFEE. Look, we've got enough problems in Medicaid

coverage for those who are poor. To suggest that we are going to
provide services to people who are not currently eligible is a pipe-
dream.

Mr. SCHRENZEL. Mr. Chairman?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHRENZEL. To that issue, it's an issue of innoculations and

vaccinations. They are cheap. They are proven effective. The issue
is why don't parents have their child innoculated before they get to
school when they are legally required to have their child innoculat-
ed. The answer would not appear to be financial. It would appear
to be an educational reason which is the point that we have been
beating around.

I live in Essex County, NJ, which is Newark. In Essex County,
there are any of a number of both government and private agen-
cies that without any question about your income level, if you
bring in a child, will provide those innoculations either at no cost
or at a very, very low cost.

I hope that's the point we have been trying to drive at. That the
public health system is still alive and well out there. Those people
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who cannot afford it, have access to a very, very efficient long-
standing system.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I don't know whether the people realize
that they could use it. Maybe it is an educational problem.

Mr. SCHRENZEL. I'm sure they don't.
Senator CHAFEE. OK, fine. Thank you all very much for coming.

We appreciate it.
[Whereupon, at 11:07 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OTOPff PEDIATRICIANS
IN4 CA RNEII CE[rER 0 SUITE 300 It * 0a40 - (09) 9870077

August 22, 1985

Senator John H. Chafee
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Chafee:

The American College of Osteopathic Pediatricians wishes to express its support
for S.376, the Child Health Incentive Reform Plan. You are to be coamended for
your insight in attempting to establish a national policy which would Implement
the old adage that *an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."

The recently released report of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and
Families of the U.S. House of Representatives, concludes that many of the
programs providing services to children are not only saving lives but are also
saving money. These programs such as the Childhood Imunization Program, the
Maternal and Child Health Program, and EPSTD provide to low income families the
same services which you have Identified in your bill as being required for
employer group health insurance plans eligible for income tax deductions.

We commend your efforts to reduce the high cost of sickness in favor of the less
expensive investment of prevention.

Sincerely yours,

Nail K. Kantor, D.O.

President

N14K:mo
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ANIERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

535 NORTH DEARBORN STREET * CW1AGO ILLiNOIS6O61O - PHONE(312i64.-5O TWX91O-221-0300

,AY~ES - SAUM. NS V 0

September 18, 1985

The Honorable John Chafee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

RE: S. 376, the Child Health

incentives Reform Plan

Dear Senator Chafeei

The American Medical Association takes this opportunity to present
its views on S. 376, the Child Health Incentives Reform Plan. We request
that this letter be made a part of the record of the Subcommittee's
hearing of September 16, 1985.

BRIEF SUMMARY OP S. 376

S. 376 would require an employer to offer pediatric preventive health
care benefits for children of employees by disallowing a business
deduction for an employer's group health plan expenses if the plan did
not provide coverage for "pediatric preventive health care". The bill
defines "pediatric preventive health care" to include, for any child who
has not attained the age of 21, periodic determination of health and
development history; periodic comprehensive unclothed physical
examinations; developmental and behavioral assessments; periodic
immunizations appropriate for age, health, and developmental history;
laboratory procedures appropriate for age and population groups;
appropriate vision and hearing testing and referral for treatment as
necessary; and other medical services as required by regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury after consultation with the
Secretary of Health and Human Services and appropriate medical
organizations involved In child health care,

AMA COMMENTS

The American Medical Association supports preventive measures,
including periodic medical examinations and immunizations, not only in
children, but with respect to all age groups. In addition, we recognize
that firet-dollar preventive coverage for both children and adults can be
provided for moderate additional premium cost. However, in our view S.
376 would not be an appropriate means of promoting these goals.
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While we believe that under certain circumstances utilization of the
tax system for promotion of health benefits meeting certain standards is
appropriate (e.g., a "tax cap" on esployer-provided health insurance
benefits), Lhe program proposed under S. 376, relates solely to pediatric
preventive benefits, and fails to reflect all desirable benefits in an
employer-sponsored benefit plan. Under this bill, only the named
pediatric services would be required to be provided in order for an
insurance plan to be tax deductible. Other significant coverages, such
as for hospitalization and physician services, would not be named.

The benefits named in the bill fall short of those designated in a
report of the American Medical Association's Council on Medical Service
as adequate benefits (CMS Report H, December 1983). A copy of this
report is attached to this letter. The report describes standards for
adequate benefits that should be provided by employer-offered health
plans in order for the employer to obtain a business expense tax
deduction. Such benefits include:

a diagnostic, therapeutic or preventive medical services,

" emergency and outpatient services for physical and mental illness,

* inpatient hospital care for physical and mental illness,

* inpatient skilled nursing facility care for physical and mental
illness,

* home health services, and

* a maximu limit on coat-sharing for covered expenses to a
specified maximum of $2,300/person, with this amount updated
yearly.

While the AMO supports the beneficial intent of the legislation, we
cannot, for the reasons outlined above, support enactment of S. 376.

ncerely,

JHS/sa 
/ Jame Sammons, M.D.

enclosure

21
34
p
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H. "ADEQUATE BENEFITS" IN EMPLOYER-OFFERED
HEALTH INSURANCE

(Reference Committee A, page 312)

HOUSE ACTION: FILED

SYNOPSIS

To implement the Association's "Consumer Choice" principles, approved by the House of Delegates
at the 19B3 Annual Meeting, the Council on Medca! Service has developed and the Board of Trustees
has approved standards for "adequate benefits" in employer offered health insurance programs. An em-
ployer would be entitled to take premium payments as a tax deductible business expense only if his health
insurance programs provided these "adequate benefits." In order to be judged an "adequate benefits" plan
and qualify for tax deduction, the plan would have to meet only two basic requirements:

(a) It would have to provide sorrie extent of coverage for all services listed in Addenoum A.

(b) It would have to limit the beneficiary's cost-sharing for covered expenses to a specified
maximum of $2,300/person, with this amount updated yearly.

The Council believes that this approach has several major benefits: (1) it allows easy comparability of
policies against the standards; (2) rather than attempting to come up witlh a "laundry list" specifying the
amount of each service to be covered, it permits the buyer and seller to negotiate the extent of coverage for
the required services - vihile requiring some extent of coverage for all of them and setting a limit on the
beneficiary's cost-sharing for covered expenses; and (3) it presents an approach with which the insurance
industry is familiar and for which premiums can be determined without significant difficulty.

BACKGROUND

AMA's "Consumer Choice" principle No. 2. as revised by the House of Delegates in June 19B3, recom-
mends that health insurance plans offered employees contain adequate benefits, including catastrophic
coverage, in order to qualify for tax deduction by the employer as a business expense. The main purpose of
such a requirement is to reduce the possibility of underinsurance among employees responding to the
economic incentives created by offering a multiple choice of plans (principle No. 3) with equal employer
contribution to each plan (principle No, 4), and a tax-free rebate to employees choosing lower priced
plans (principle No. 61.

The Council on Medical Service and the Board of Trustees believe that the medical profession has a
special contribution to make in developing recommendations as to the general types of health insurance
plans which would meet an adequate level ot benefits; that is, a level which any group insurance plan must
meet or exceed in order for the employer contributing to such a plan to deduct his cost as a business
expense. Accordingly, over the past year the Council discussed specific alternative approaches to defining
what might constitute "adequate benefits" as called for in the Association's "consumer choice" principle
No. 2, and had the benefit of comment on this subject by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association and
the Health Insurance Association of America.

I
APPROACHES TO DEFINING "ADEQUATE BENEFITS"

(1) One approach to defining such benefits would be to simply identify the types of service for which
coverage should be offered; e. g., hospital inpatient care, emergency and outpatient services, physicians'
services, home health care, etc. Under this approach, no attempt would be made to define either the extent
of coverage (percent of cost covered, or dollar amount paid toward each service) or the duration of cover.
age (number of hospital days, home health visits, etc.). A potential drawback to this approach is 'he greater
possibility for underinsurance, since policies could be offered covering a wide range of services but provid-
ing only minimal payment toward such services over limited time periods.

(2) A second approach, which would reduce the potential for underinsurance, wou!d be to also recom-
mend a "reasonable" extent and duration of coverage for each type of service. However, a prerequisite to
any informed recommendations in this regard would be comprehensive national utilization data - informa-
tion as to the frequency with which different types of service are used and at what cost - so that the
impact on policyholders of a given configuration of benefits could be predicted.

Based on Counc;I discussions with the insurance industry, this type of utilization data does not appear
to be available. In fact, there is some question as to whether private payors themselves have data extending
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beyond their own plan or company experience with different contracts. This makes it impossible to recom-
mend benefit configurations which are equally appropriate in all areas of the country or for various groups
of the population. It is likely that HCFA has or is compiling such data for Medicare beneficiaries; however.
this represents only one age group in the population - and a group which already has a reasonable level of
coverage for health costs.

In addition, even if such national utilization data were available, benefit standards derived from it
would need continuing reevaluation to accommodate demographic end technological change.

(3) A third approach to defining adequate benefits under consumer choice proposals, which avoids

problems inherent in the first two, is to identify:

(a) the general types of service for which some coverage should be provided.

(b) the maximum amount of beneficiary cost.sharing* for covered expenses, above which
the plan could impose no further cost sharing for such expenses if it is to meet the
"adequate benefit" .tandard - i. e., a maximum "threshold" at which catastrophic
coverage would then take effect.

The Council and the Board have concluded that this is a feasible approach, for the following reasons:

- It is consisten' with the Association's support for inclusion of catastrophic coverage In
adequate benefits.

- It would allow individual companies and plans to use their own actuarial experience to
develop packaget which would (1) meet these adequate benefit standards, (2) respond
to the needs and desires of the prospective purchaser, and (3) contain the types and
various combinations of cost-sharing incentives (deductibles, coinsurance and/or co-
payment) that would encourage the most appropriate and cost-effective use of services,
rather than the AMA attempting to recommend the specific amount and type of cost-
sharing and duration of benefits for each type of covered service.

- It would allow easy comparability of policies against the standards.

- It presents an approach with which the insurance industry is familiar and for which
premiums can be determined without significant difficulty.

I

STANDARDS FOR ADEQUATEE BENEFITS"

Based on Council recommendations, the Board has approved the following standards for employer-
offered insurance plans providing adequate benefits under consumer choice proposals. These standards
apply totally within the context and as part of the other consumer choice elements now supported by the
AMA; i. e., on the assumption that multiple choice of plans, equal employer contributions to each. non-
taxable rebate to employees, and limitation on the amount of tax-free premium contributions are also
provided or apply.

(1) The plan would provide some extent of coverage for all of the health services listed in Adden-
dum A.

Discussion: The types of expenses covered are primarily those which are large and/or
individually unpredictable although predictable across insured groups, with the excep-
tion of two types of service generally acknowledged by the medical community to have

*Beneficiary cost-sharing can take three different forms. One is "coinsurance," defined as payment by the
beneficiary of a specified percentage of covered health expenses incurred. Another is a "deductible," de-
fined as beneficiary payment of a specified "front-end" dollar amount at the initiation of service. A third,
less frequently used, is a "copayment," defined as beneficiary payment of a specified dollar amount per day
or per unit of service.
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a high "preventive potential": (a) periodic medical evaluation of infants, children and
adults, in accord with frequencies recommended by the AMA Council on Scientific
Affairs in its Report D (A-82). and (b) any immunizations which'have been demon-
strated to be cost-effective for the specific beneficiary group to be covered; i. e., where
the cost of procurement and administration will be offset by cost savings from reduced
morbidity and mortality across that group.

Such supplemental or elective services as dental treatment or cosmetic surgery, as well
as the more routine "budgetable" health expenses, could be included, but would not be
required in order to qualify for the tax deduction.

While the list of services in Addendum A is comprehensive, the fact that this proposal
calls for significant beneficiary cost-sharing (see Standard 2) makes this an "adequate
benefits" rather than overly comprehr nsive proposal.

(2) Some degree of beneficiary cost-sharins for covered expenses would be required up to a specified
per-person limit beyond which no further beneliciary cost sharing for covered expenses would be required.
The cost-sharing limit would be the same for all subscribers and should be set at 10 percent of the national
median family ;ncome rounded to the nearest $100 -- and updated yearly.'

Discussion: Ten percent of median income is a reasonable base figure for such cost
sharing, inasmuch as national spending for health care, including health insurance pre-
miums, now approximates 9.8 percent of the GNP.

The amount of the cost-sharing limit should not be individually related to each bene-
ficiary's income status. Although such an approach might reduce economic hardship
and the regressive effect of a uniform limit on those in lower income brackets, and
assure proportionate cost sharing by the more affluent, the Council and the Board
believe, after careful study of this option, that the disadvantages of this approach out.
weigh the benefits. These disadvantages include:

- The subsidization of premium costs for less affluent policyholders by the
more well-to-do, and the resulting difficulty in marketing such plans. Any
such subsidization woqld represent a significant departure from normal in-
surance concepts in thi t benefits would be related to economic status fatherr
than just to the premium paid;

- The administrative and underwriting complexity of attempting to calculate
group plan premiums on the basis of multiple cost-sharing limits; and

- The difficulty in defining and obtaining complete and accurate beneficiary
income data (should fringe benefits, interest, dividends be included?),
coupled with the inequities resulting from use of incomplete data.

In addition, because the income range of the group concerned - employees with em-
ployer-finsrced health Insurance - is not as broad as in the overall population, the
Council believes that the cost-sharing inequities at either end of the income range result.
ing from a uniform cost-sharing limit would be relatively minor. Such inequities would
be further mitigated by current provisions of the Internal Revenue Code allowing
deduction from taxable income of all uninsured medical expenses in excess of 5 percent
of gross income.

"Based on current data, the per-person cost-sharing limit would be $2,300.

1-1-
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Finally, in order to assure use of the "periodic medical examination" and "immuniza-
tion" benefits (Items AM7) and A8) in Addendum A). the plan should not be allowed to
impose deductibles or coinsurance on beneficiaries for these services, but should pay for
them at the 90th percentile of physicians' customary charges; plan payment for all other
required services could be subject to individually negotiated deductibles/coinsurance in
the particular group account.

(3) There would be no maximum limit - either liftime or per episode - on the amount paid by the
plan for covered expenses in the catastrophic portion of coverage.

Discussion: Some insurance contracts specify a maximum lifetime or per episode
limit on the amount payable by the plan for covered expenses - in such amounts as
$250,000, $500.000 or even $1 million. The Council and the Board believe that such
limits negate the concept and purpose of catastrophic coverage, and that in any event
the incidence of claims in this upper range of health care is small enough to have only a
minor or negligible effect on premium levels, while still protecting against financial
ruin for the atypical beneficiary.

For example. 1975 data indicate that only 1 in 30 Federal Employee Benefits Plan sub-
scribers incurred yearly medical expenses in excess of $5.800. 1 in 460 incurred expense
in excess of $25.800, and 1 in 2,600 incurred expense in excess of $50.800. Although
both income and medical care prices have increased substantially since that time, the
proportion of individuals who incur medical expenses which are heavy in relation to
income remains essentially the same.

(4) In paying for physicians' services, the amount allowed toward meeting the beneficiary's cost-
sharing limit would be the difference between the plan payment and the 90th percentile of physicians'
customary or median charges in the area (the amount which would cover the customary or median charge
for a service at least 90 percent of the time it is performed). Once the cost-sharing limit was reached, the
plan would pay the 90th percentile of customary charges in full. The plan would continue to pay for hospi-
tal expenses on a service basis, with contractually specified beneficiary cost-sharing being applied toward
the cost-sharing limit.

Discussion: If payment for physician services was on an indemnity basis in the basic
portion of the plan (a proposal currently being considered by the Council), the entire
difference between the indemnity payment and an Individual physician's actual charge
- no matter how high - could theoretically be applied toward meeting the cost.sharing
limit or catastrophic threshold. It would seem more appropriate to allow only the differ-
ence between the indemnity payment and the 90th percentile of physicians' customary
charges in the area to count toward the catastrophic threshold.

If the plan paid a specified percent of physicians' customary charges in the basic
coverage, then the remaining beneficiary share of those customary charges would be
applied toward the cost-sharing limit.

By the same token, once the cost-sharing limit or catastrophic threshold is reached,
most insurance plans currently do not pay all additional expenses incurred for covered
physicians* services, but rather at a percentile of physicians' customary charges for these
services, but without imposing coinsurance on the beneficiary. This approach should
continue unchanged under this proposal. (If a plan paid on a flat indemnity basis above
the catastrophic threshold, some patients could continue to have major out-of-pocket
expenditures for physicians' services. On the other hand. payment for all physician
service costs above the catastrophic threshold could be extremely expensive for the
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plan. Accordingly. if the catastrophic coverage is to provide meaningful protection on
the one hand. while offering some degree of cost predictability to payorson the other.
it would seem more appropriate for payofs to continue to base their payment for
physician services on a percentile of customary charges in the catastrophic portion of
their plans.) '

Service benefits for hospital expenses would apply regardless of whether plan payment
to the hospital was on a retrospective cost or prospective pricing basis. In the latter
instance, the institution would be at financial risk, not the beneficiary. Onc' the bene-
ficiary's cost-sharing limit was reached, the plan would pay for all covered hospital
services in full.

COST

The estimated annual premium costs for a plan meeting these adequate benefit-standards (coverage for
the services specified in Addendum A and a ,2,300 year cost-sharing limit) are displayed in Addendum B.
These estimates are approximate, and are derived from discussions and information provided by the health
insurance industry. They do not represent firm quotations or commitments hy any plan or company to
offer programs within the price ranges as shown. They are displayed only because they do illustrate for the
House that the level of benefits recommended is neither overly expensive on the one hand, nor dangerously
lower than the level of protection now commonly provided in employer-offered plans on the other.

As indicated in the Addendum, premium costs will vary with three factors.

1l) Geographic location: Premium levels wvil crf .ct general differences in cost of living and medical
care prices from one region to another. Accordingly, premium estimates are given for highest and lowest
cost areas as well as for the midpoint of that range.

(2) The manner in which the cost-sharing limit is reached: Premium costs for a plan with a given cost.
sharing limit will vary depending on what combination of deductibles and coinsurance is used to reach that
cost-sharing limit.

Premium costs will be lowest when the beneficiary pays the entire cost-sharing limit as an up-front de-
ductible before plan coverage begins, and higher when the plan shares part of the cost from the beginning.
Accordingly, premium esimates are alto given for six different deductible/coinsurance combinations.

The Council believes that the deductible/coinsurance configuration in any given plan should be a
matter for individual decision by or negotiation between employer, employees and carrier. However, it is
expected that the majority of plans purchased would tend toward the low-deductible extended coinsurance
approach, such as Sample Plans 1 and 2 in Addendum B.

(3) How the cost-sharing limits are applied: If deductibles and cost-sharing limits are applied per family
rather than per person in family policies, the subscriber will spend a lesser total amount before the plan
begins to pay 100 percent of covered expenses, and the premium will be accordingly higher.

Accordingly, Addendum 8 also gives premium estimates for two of the six sample plans for family
policies with a $2.300 cost-sharing limit per family rather than per person (with a yearly deductible of $100
or $1,000 per covered person, maximum of two deductibles per family per year).

Taking into consideration the fact that the 1983 average employer contribution to health insurance
premiums (where contribution was made) was an estimated S1.533 for family and $729 for individual
coverage, the Council believes that the adequate benefits standards should reQupire a cost-sharing limit per
person rather than per family. With this approach, the average or midpoint of premium costs for what is
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most likely to be the most popular version of the "adequate benefits" plan - S773 individual and $1,882
family - would not impose a significant new economic burden on employers. Nor. even more importantly,
would it allow regression to dangerous levels of underinsurance.

The estimated average premium cost also falIs a reasonable distance below the $2,100 family and $840
individual employer premium contribution tax cap currently proposed by the Administration and sup-
ported by the AMA.

The Council on Medical Service is pleased to provide this report on activities undertaken to implement
the policy established by the House of Delegates in approving "Consumer Choice" principle No. 2 at the
1983 Annual Meeting.

ADDENDUM A - INSURABLE HEALTH EXPENSES

A. Diagnostic, Therapeutic or Preventive Medical Services Provided by or Under
Direction of Licensed Physicians in the Office, Hospital or Other Setting

1. Diagnosis and medical or surgical treatment of illness or injury

2. Psychiatric care

3. Diagnostic x-ray and laboratory services

4. Radiation therapy

5. Consultation

6. Pre- and post-natal care of mother and infant, including delivery

7. Periodic medical examinations; 6 visits per dependent per year for the first year of life,
biannually for ages 2-21, every 5 years for ages 22-40. every 2 years for ages 41-65

8. Immunizations which are cost-effectioe for the beneficiary group covered

B. Emergency and Outpatient Services for Physical and Mental Illness

1. Outpatient diagnostic services (x-rays, lab tests, etc.)

2. Use of operating, cystoscopic, cast rooms and supplies

3. Use of emergency room and supplies for emergencies

4. Ambulance services

S. Treatment for alcoholism

C. Inpatient Hospital Care for Physical and Mental Illness

1. Bed. boa-d and nursing services

2.. Drugs, oxygen, blood, biological. supplies, appliances and equipment used in the facility

3. Operating. dfiivery, recovery room charges; intensive, coronary, special care, rehabilitation
unit charges

4. Diagnostic services (x-rays. laboratory tests. EKGs. etc.)

5. Care for pregnancy and complications

6. Physical. occupational, speech therapy
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D. Inpatient Skilled Nursing Facility Care for Physical and Mental Illness

1. Bed, board and skilled nursing

2. Physical, occupational, speech therapy

3. Drugs, biologicals, supplies or equipment used in the facility

E. Home Health Services by a Certified Home Health Agency as Ordered by a Physician

1. Nursing care

2. Physical. occupational, speech therapy

3. Medical supplies and appliahces (other than drugs and biologicals)

4. Rental of durable medical equipment

5. Oxygen, blood. biological

ADDENDUM B
Estimated Annual Premium;
Per-Person Spending Limit

Plan Individual Policy Family Policy

Sample 1: $100
deductible. 80/20
coinsurance for
remaining $2,220

Sample 2: $300
deductible, 80/20
coinsurance for
remaining $2.000

Sample 3: $500
deductible, 80/20
coinsurance for
remaining $1,800

Sample 4: $1.000
deductible, 80/20
coinsurance for .
remaining $1,300

Sample 5: $1,500
deductible, 80/20
coinsurance for
remaining $800

Sample 6: $2,300
deductible,
no coinsurance

Low Mid High

$524 $773 $1,022

$504 $699 $ 958

$462 $640 $ 876

Low Mid High

$1,435 S1,882 $2,340

$1,394 $1.705 $2,238

$1,280 $1,564 $2,051

$404 $559 $ 764 $1.122 $1.370 $1,793

$373 $515 $ 702 $1,036 $1,265 $1,653

$344 $503 $ 662 $ 787 $1,018 $1,260

Estimated Annual Premium;
Per-Family Spending Limit

Family Policy

Low Mid High

$1.903 $2,917 $3,936

$1,459 $2.257 $2,988
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September 30, 1985

The Honorable John Chafee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Psychiatric Association, a
neoical -:ecialty society representing over 31,000
piychlatristi nationwide, is pleased to submit for
the hearing record our views and comments on the
Child Health Incentive Reform Plan (S. 376) in
conjunction with the Taxation and Debt Management
Subcommittee's hearings. We are particularly
.,-),erned that the legislation recognize and
dppcorLately respond to preventive psychiatric
interventions.

u
T
je APA has long supported preventive health

interventions in the fight against the occurrence
of psychiatric disorders and other illnesses in
the population as reflected In past testimony and
activity in the area. While the pursuit of
preventive measures has long been an objective of
OiychLatry, it is only within recent years that
progress in research -- new knowledge about and
approaches to the causes, diagnosis, treatment,
prevention and control of mental illness -- has
led to more successful preventive interventions.
Geeaker accuracy in diagnosis, the matching of
A,%peooriate treatment to specific illness,
understanding of the causal sequenees interacting
between the individual and the environment, and
the recognition of populations at risk" have led
to the development and expansion of the concept as
well as the discipline of preventive psychiatry.
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U1any approaches to primary prevention of mental illness
have been developed simultaneously: biologic,
psychoanalytic, behavioral, cognitive, family, cultural,
sociologic, political and systems. Primary preventive
services ciqge fros efforts to reduce major mental illness
to reduction in dysfunctional behavior, from organic to
experimental. An example of the former would be genetic
counseling regarding the risk of transmission of manic
depressive disorders, or risk of schizophrenia; an example
of the latter would be educational and social supportive
services for prospective parents which serve as primary
preventive psychiatric measures resulting in the reduced
incidence of abusive behavior.

While preventive is a complex issue and while it is
difficult to pinpoint behaviors and populations which will
respond to preventive strategies, it is possible to identify
certain groups at elevated risk for psychiatric
disturbance. Areas receptive to psychiatric prevention
include: high risk children, children of seriously
disturbed parents, children of marital disruption, substance
abusing adolescents and pregnant women, children of
alcoholic mothers or fathers. Whether it be through the use
of family therapy or techniques increasing mutual
helpfulness, network therapy and healthy interaction in the
case of bereavement, or situational crisis intervention to a
population of children entering foster care, the purpose is
to undertake measures intended to avert the appearance of
disease.

The following amplifies the foregoing and cites
programs that have been developed to intervene successfully

High Risk Infantst The concept of high risk as applied to
pregnant women and their infants has led to the formulation
of risk categories for the purposes of early identification,
prevention and intervention in cases where the outcome of
reproduction is likely to be unfavorable. Child psychiatry
is particularly concerned with the influence of continued,
generational, nutritional depletion during pregnancy that
affects women who live in poverty. It is all too likely
that such depletion carries over to the infant and adversely
affects the development of the infant's central nervous
system.

Children of SerioualyDisturbed Parents: As a result of
social policy, there are more mentally ill parents in the
community today than ever before. The changing nature of
psychiatric hospitalization has resulteA in shorter hospital
stays and treatment in the community. When the parent is
hospitalized or suffers from a major depressive disorder, he
or she is unable to provide the ingredients of care
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necessary for the child's optimal development with resultant
developmental deviation. Preventive efforts are used to
alleviate the impact, especially on the childrens'
development. The psychiatrist responsible for the treatment
oE then entally ill patient must be aware of the social
consequences of the illness for the children in the family.

Adolescence: Primary prevention focuses on the identity and
individuation struggles that are characteristic of this
developmental period. Prompt recognition and intervention
may prevent serious decompensation and its inevitable
aftermath. The growing problems of adolescent motherhood
offer opportunity for preventive intervention to stem the
inherent difficulty of the situation and avert possible
harmfuil effects on the infant. There is evidence that
prenatal educational programs and group therapy are
effective during pregnancy. These groups have been used to
reduce the degree of maternal depression and increase the
capacity of both parents to manage the prenatal, delivery
and postpartum periods with less stress.

Children of Marital Disruption: The impact of marital
dissolution on the social, psychological, and physical
adaptation of affected children has attracted considerable
attention in recent years. It has been estimated that 16%
of children under the age of 18 in the United States have
experienced a parental divorce. Work by various researchers
on children of divorced couples indicates that considerable
emotional distress is experienced by children and
adolescents. The overall adjustment of a child in response
to divorce is the result of many interacting sets of
variables that influence one another in reciprocal
fashion. Although precise mapping of these possible
interactions is not likely in the near future, the
conceptual groundwork for developing preventive programming
can be fashioned. As childrens' reactions to separation and
divorce appears to be developmentally phase-specific, it is
important that those who come into contact with them during
the process of separation be attuned to the developmentally
related symptoms. Current research is being directed at
increasing the knowledge to establish what the protecting
variables are in the individual, family and community. It
is necessary to develop increased and innovative preventive
programming for children if we are to avoid later
maladaptive patterns.

Child Abuse: Parents whose own needs for gratification are
not met in the course of their lives often experience their
child as a severe burden and feel alienated from him.
Programs have been organized to discover and help such
parents. Because child abuse is a complex problem with
multiple causes, prevention strategies must be comprehensive
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II1 I)ritA it t'e- different levels of individual, community
and society. An intriging example of preventive efforts is
the ability to assess vocalization of infants
audiospectrometrically and by highly validatable human
reaction to the cries. Both these sets of data can lead to
a detection of infants likely to evoke abuse and likely to
0± iLcuady damaged physically, including cerebrally. In
1971 The Grant Foundation of New York sponsored a two-year
pilot program, wThe Infant Mental Health Program' at the
Child Development Project, University of Michigan which was
lit. r ;jpr ,;)y th3 National Institute of Mental Health
as a demonstration project and outcoiae st',y. It is a
psjchiatric outpatient program for infants 0-3 offering a
range of services for infants and parents presenting
problems or disturbances in infant-parent relationships.
The management of child Abuse and neglect has reached a
level n? ;ornistli 7ti.hlch pere-its consideration of
prevention of this disorder.

The Child Health Incentive Reform Plan could provide
the incentive to employers to offer preventive health
interventions to serve the children of their workers -- a
))piliti)1 )rten inadequately served by most private sector
h :eiiIiibi;. iiortunately, as introduced the legislation
fails to recognize the significant role preventive
psychiatry can play in the avoidance of the disease
process. Moreover, the measure does not provide for
referral for treatment for other than those found to be
1i il.ent in vision or hearing.

rh" 4?h recommend clarification that preventive
psychiatric evaluation of child (as appropriate for the age
and population group) be included in the definition of
_e ippic preventive health care' in the CHIRP
legislation. We do not believe that the current provisions
for a comprehensive physical examination and developmental
and -ehsvi.)al aseent adequately ensures the provision
of an appropriate screening for potential psychiatric
difficulties. Similarly, we would urge the inclusion of
appropriate referral for treatment as necessary in all cases
where eitiir physicall or psychiatric examinations yield
aberrant results. The detection of an impending problem but
absence of i required referral would render the screening
essentially ineffective in its stated purpose. With
referral on this early interventive basis, the benefits of
preventive psychiatry, in the reduction of future health
care costs a aociatei with sore severe later illness, could
become manifest. AS with physical illness, prevention of or
early detection of psychiatric disorders can and does save
dollars -- both in direct health care costs, and in terms of
lost productivity, or costs associated with diversion of a
child into the juvenile justice or welfare systems.
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While we recomend Inclusion of preventive psychiatry
and appropriate referral as needed as part of CHIRP, we also
urge the Subcommittee to be cognizant of the fact that most
health insurance plans now arbitrarily and uniquely restrict
coverage for the treatment of psychiatric illness. As we
continue to work with the Committee, insurers and state and
local government to broaden this narrow and inappropriate
restriction placed on the treatment of mental disorders, we
hope you will help ensure that by providing preventive
services for children under employer health plans, there is
no corresponding diminution In those benefits now provided
for the treatment of any disorders which might be disclosed
in the process of the health status evaluation. If such
further curtailments are permitted, one would be sacrificing
the treatment of one segifent of the population for the
diagnosis of health or illness in another.

The APA would be pleased to work with you and your
staff to help further our mutual concern for appropriate
preventive health care for our nation's children.

We hope you will make this statement part of the record
of the Subcommittee's hearing on the Child Health Incentive
Reform Plan.

;Incerely,

Speci lo Gounsel and Director
Division of Government Relations

JBC:tf: jc
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The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, the national coordinating agency for the

nation's Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, appreciates this opportunity to submit our

views on S. 376 for the record. We support the concept of pediatric preventive health

care which this Association and our member Plans have enthusiastically promoted through

educational programs, and we congratulate Senator Chafee for his concerns in this area.

We must, however, be very candid and express our strong reservations about the approach

embodied in S. 376 to meet this important need.

S. 376 would create a federal mandate that employee health benefit plans must include

coverage for specific pediatric preventive health care services. If such services were

not offered the employer would not be entitled to deduct any of the costs of providing

health benefits for his employees.

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association is philosophically opposed to the concept

of mandated benefits. We believe that such legislation, however well-intended, would

send an inappropriate message to a health care system which is only now maturing into

a true marketplace. S. 376 is anti-competitive and certainly counterproductive to the

cost containment efforts to employers and third-party payers. Government involvement

in the private health care system, particularly governmental mandation of benefits, must

be carefully examined and analyzed because the results of such involvement may not

be consistent with the outcomes intended.

We believe that the design of employee benefit plans should develop from the contractual

arrangement between the employer and employee. A contract is a private agreement

and is the product of discussion and negotiation between the parties at interest. With

respect to health benefits, the subjects should include the level and type of benefits
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which best fit the needs of the employees and the ability of the employer to finance

them. When government mandates a particular type of benefit as a part of this private

agreement, government inserts itself into the contracting process and thereby limits the

options available to both employer and employee. A very likely result of mandates is

that some employers may be forced to limit their offerings of other equally important

health benefits for employees, for example, catastrophic coverage.

Such government intrusion is a particular problem with respect to the collective bargaining

process. In a time of limited economic resources, mandated benefits represent an

allocation of certain resources to those mandated benefits at the expense of others

- an allocation over which neither management nor labor has any control. It should be

the marketplace and those who bargain in it that should determine what benefits are

included in employee benefit plans, not the federal government.

Mandated benefits always favor classes of beneficiaries or particular providers. Such

proposals frequently reflect special interest and place Congress in the position of judging

not only the quantity but the quality of benefits. Once the precedent is established

by approving just one mandated benefit, you will be faced with having to decide if

pediatric care is preferable to drug abuse treatment. Or, you may have to vote on

legislation in which podiatrists are to be favored over osteopaths or psychiatric social

workers or acupuncturists. Tremendous pressure is already exerted by providers at the

state level to mandate insurance payment for their services.

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association and its member Plans have raised these

same concerns at the state level and all too often our fears have been realized. In

many states employers carry enormous financial burdens because of benefit mandates
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by the state. We say to you, as we continue to argue in the states, that this is not

the appropriate role for government, no matter how good the intentions are.

The final point we would emphasize is the cost of mandated benefits. The cost of the

benefits required by the Child Health Incentives Reform Plan is predictable and, in the

aggregate, high. We would point out that we believe insurance should be used to

protect against events which are unforseeable and have the potential of being financially

catastrophic. Well baby care and preventive health care services are neither. It is

not unreasonable to expect that working families (the ones who usually have employer

based group health Insurance) can budget for such services because they are predictable

and are not major financial burdens.

On the other hand, the aggregate cost to an employer for these services may be

considerable. When a bill similar to S. 376 was being considered by the Rhode Island

legislature, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Rhode Island estimated it would cost subscribers

an additional $4.3 million - or 33% over the annual rate of increase for its 5,600

group accounts. The state's own employee group would have had to absorb almost half

a million dollars ($440,000) in added costs just to finance the additional benefits mandated

in that bill.

The provisions of the S. 376 appear to us to reflect the well child or health supervision

protocol of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP). While pricing these benefits

must be general and could change quite significantly for any specific group based upon

its demographics, using the AAP protocol to clarify the benefits and applying general

actuarial principles we would project an annual cost of about $5.47 per month per child

under 21 years of age. We believe this mandate could add as much as $3 billion to

the nation's insurance premiums.
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The added costs of the benefits required under the Child Health Incentives Reform Plan

are not insignificant for employers who provide health benefits for their employees.

Employees of small employers may be especially disadvantaged by such a benefit mandate.

Their employers who may only provide modest health benefits may choose to discontinue

their health benefits for employees - or just the dependents - rather than face these

higher costs.

We are also concerned about another aspect of the benefits mandated by S. 376. The

bill is vague regarding the periodicity and scope of examinations and it promotes

regulatory license. This concern is reinforced by the provision that additional medical

services may be added "...as required by regulation..." in consultation with "appropriate

medical organizations involved in child health care."

Finally, we suggest the need for greater access to the services mandated in S. 376 is

not with the fully empioyed and their families. Rather, those who need these services

and whose access is limited are those without employer based coverage. This bill will

do nothing to provide access for families who need it most.

To summarize, we reiterate our strong opposition to government's mandating any health

benefits, including those prescribed in S. 376. We believe this represents an intrusion

into the negotiating-contracting process between private parties and is riot warranted.

It would discourage the growing competition that is indeed containing health care costs.

The specific benefits required by this bill are affordable without insurance for the

employed families this bill would extend benefits to. Yet, these same benefits will, in

the aggregate, be costly for employers who will have to offer them. And, very

importantly, this proposal will not help the very people - the unemployed - whose

financial situation may limit their access to such services.

The Child Health Incentives Reform Plan may be a solution for one problem that does

not exist and prove to not be a solution to the very real problem of access to such care

for those who have no health insurance benefits.
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Telephone 12021 628-8787

October 1, 1985

The Honorable John Chafee
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Senate Finance Committee
557 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

near Senator Chafee:

Thank you very much for affording CDF the opportunity to
testify before your Subcommittee regarding S.376, the Child Health
Incentive Reform Plan (CHIRP). During the hearing, the witness
testifying on behalf of the United States Chamber of Commerce made
two statements that I believe are erroneous. I would like to correct
them for the record.

First, I believe the witness asserted that the Rand study on
patient costsharing showed that reduced levels of insurance had no
effect on children's use of medical care. The Rand costsharing
study did indeed report that costsharing had no significant effect
on children's use of inpatient medical care and services, since
children tend to be hospitalized only when medically necessary.
Their use of inpatient care is therefore much less sensitive to
price than is the case with elective surgery.

The Rad study also reported, however, that children's use of
outpatient services for preventive and acute care needs was signifi-
cantly sensitive to costsharing requirements. I have enclosed a copy
of the study for the record. Given the fact that withholding coverage
for certain preventive services, especially for very young children,
can have longterm ramifications, I think that the witness's assertion
was particularly problemmatic.

The witness also asserted that adequate publicly financed pre-
ventive services exist and that there is thus no need for private
insurance reforms to improve children's coverage for preventive care.
This statement is patently erroneous. Programs supporting public
health services, including the Title V MCH Block Grant, Medicaid,
and the federal immunization program are all seriously inadequate.
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For example, in Fiscal Year 1985, Title V formula funds to
states amounted to about $410 million. This amount represents
$31.00 annually for every child under 18 living below the federal
poverty level, and even this figure assumes that every Title V
dollar is spent on preventive pediatric care, which is not true.
Sizeable portions of Title V funds are spent on both maternity
care and services for handicapped children.

Moreover, while states tend to *overmatch* federal Title V
expenditures for maternity and crippled children's services,
they spend far less on preventive pediatric services. Finally,
federal immunization funds (about $45 million in Fiscal Year 1985)
amounted to less than $4.00 for every poor child in 1984. Medicaid
covered only about 40% of children living in poverty. These funding
realities, in addition to the fact that many counties have no public
health departments at all, mean that millions of inadequately insured
puor and near-poor children are without public financing for
preventive health care needs.

Thank you once again for providing us with this opportunity

to testify.

Sincerely,

Sara Rosenbaum
Director, Health Division

SR:sk
Enc.
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Effect of Cost-Sharing on the Use of Medical
Services by Children: Interim Results from a
Randomized Controlled Trial

Arleen Leibowitz, PhD, Willard G. Manning, Jr, PhD,
Emmett B. Keeler, PhD, Naihua Duan, PhD, Kathleen N. Lohr, PhD,
and Joseph P. Newhouse, PhD

From the Depiafnft of Economics end Washington Research Division The Rand
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ABSTRACT. Health care expenditures of 1,136 children
whose families participated in a randomized trial. The
Rand Health Insurance Experiment, are reported. Chil-
dr.n whoae families were assigned to receive 100% reim-
bursement for health costs c-nt one third more per
capita than children whose fn(ilies paid 95% of medical
expenses up to a family maximum. Outpatient use de-
creased as cost-sharing roae for a variety of use measures:
the probability of seeing a doctor, annual expenditures,
number of visits per year, and numbers of outpatient
treatment episodes. Hospital expenditures did not vary
significantly among children insured with varying levels
of cost-sharing. Episodes of treatment for preventive care
were as responsive to cost-sharing as episodes for acute
or chronic illness. The results give no reason not to insure
preventive care as liberally as care for acute illness.
Pediatrics 1985;75:942-951; health care costs, cost-shot-
ing, insurance plans

Pediatricians and others concerned about chil-
dren's health are intensely interested in how health
care financing encourages or discourages the use of
health care services for children.' Early results from
the Rand Health Insurance Experiment demon-
strate that the use of medical services by people
les than age 66 years is sensitive to cost-sharing.2'

3

This paper explores the degree to which the inverse
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relationship between use and the level of cost-
sharing in the fee-for-service system applies to chil-
dren 13 years old and younger. We examine whether
price responsiveness affects both outpatient and
inpatient care for children. We also examine how
cost-sharing affects different kinds of outpatient
use: well-care and care for acute and chronic con-
ditions.

PRIOR STUDIES
In a sample of the population aged 64 years or

less, people whose medical expenses were fully cov-
ered by insurance spent about 50% more than those
who faced cost-sharing.' More generous insurance
led to more episodes of treatment, particularly for
acute conditions.

An immediate question is whether those findings
apply equally to children's expenditures. Two cher-
acteristics of children's health care suggest that the
demand for pediatric health services might be more
responsive to price than the demand for adults'
care. First, the incidence of chronic disease is lower
among children than among adults.' Many chil-
dren's iln!esses are acute but self-limiting. The
demand for care for these illnesses may depend
mort., on -ost-sharing than does the demand for
treating diseases that will not resolve by them-
selh es. Second, much of the medical care provided
children is preventive care, which parents may re-
gard as more discretionary than treatment for ill-
ness.
- Conversely, when parents face cost-sharing, they

may be less willing to reduce their children's health
care than to reduce their own-a preference that
may be reinforced by government regulations re-
quiring immunizations and regular checkups for
children enrolled in school.
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The literature contains no reports of controlled
trials that varied cost-sharing for pediatric care.

- Noncontrolled studies of pediatric care focus pri-
marily on demographic determinants of health ser-
vice use rather than on cost-sharing. Families that
are more advantaged (high income, high levels of
parental education, smaller family size) use more
preventive services for their children (reference 5
4nd D. P..Slesinger, unpublished data). Perhaps

. because these demographic factors affect curative
visits in the opposite way, the effects of demo-
graphic factors on total pediatric visits (preventive
and cnrative) show less consistent effects."'

METHODS

Design of Health Insurance Experiment

Because the details of the experimental design
appear elsewhere,2" only the salient points are
noted here. Excluding participants enrolled in a
prepaid group practice (who are the subject of sep-
arate analyses), the Health Insurance Experiment
enrolled a representative random sample of more
than 5,800 persons aged 62 years or less at enroll-
ment; 1,844 of these were children aged 13 years or
younger. The sample was drawn from families in
six sites: Dayton, OH; Seattle; Fitchburg and
Franklin County, MA; and Charleston and George-
town County, SC. Of these families, 70% were
enrolled for 3 years, 30% for 5 years. Fan ilies were
assigned to an experimental health insurance plan
by an unbiased allocation method that made the
distribution of more than 20 characteristics related
to health or expenditures as similar as possible
across plans."4 Of families who agreed to an initial
interview, 14% refused the enrollment offer (Table
1); others had refused preliminary interviews.
These families were not reassigned to another plan.
Although there were some differences in the types
of families that accepted the enrollment offer,tS

there are no important differences in health or
demographic variables between the sample of chil-
dren enrolled in free and cost-sharing plans.t"

The insurance plans varied along two dimen-
sions: the coinsurance rate (fraction of the medical
bill paid by the family in any I year) and the
maximum dollar expenditure (an income-related
upper limit on annual out-of-pocket expenditures).
For the analyses reported in this paper, the insur-
ance plans are grouped is follows: (1) one plan
providing care with no out-of-pocket costs (it, 0%
coinsurance), referred to as the "free-care plan; (2)
six plans with a 25% coinsurance rate for medical
care; in this set, the family paid 25% of its medical
bills each year up to maximum dollar expenditure
of 5%, 10%, or 15% of family income or $1,000
($750 in some sites in some years), whichever was
lower (participants in three of the plans paid a
higher rate-50%-of their dental and outpatient
mental health expenses); (3) three plans with a 50%
coinsurance rate for all medical and dental services
and the same income-related limitations as in (2);
(4) three plans with a 95% coinsurance rate and
the same income-related limitations as in (2); and
(5) one plan with a 95% coinsurance rate on out-
patient expenditures up to a maximum out-of-
pocket expenditure of $150 per person ($450 per
family) per year and no coinsurance after that; all
inpatient care is free on this plan, which we refer
to as the "individual deductible" plan.

All plans had an identical, comprehensive set of
covered services that included ambulatory and hos-
pital care, preventive services, all dental services
(except nonpreventive orthodontia), all presrip-
tion and certain over-the-counter drugs, most sup-
plies and durable medical equipment, psychiatric
and psychological services (except outpatient pay-
chotherapy visits exceeding 52 per person per year),
and almost all other personal medical services (ex-
cept cosmetic surgery for preexisting conditions).
Services of nonphysician providers such as audiol-

TABLE 1. Proportion of Sample Remaining After Accounting for Refusals at Various
Stages'

Enrollment Criteria Dayton Seattlet Massachusetts South Total
Carolina

Initial sample 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Did not refuse screening interview .88 .85 1.0(4 1.00$ .94
Did not refuse base-line interview .14 .78 .88 .95 .85
Did not refuse enrollment interview .73 .70 .76 .84 .76
Did not refuse offer of enrollment .68 .59 .62 .71 - .65
No. of families enrolled 390 484 566 U8 2,008

'These numbers do not account for families who moved prior to enrollment, could not be
located, were chronically not at home, or other losses from the sample not due to refusal.
t Excludes 752 families enrolled in the Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound.
t There was no screening interview in Mmssachustta or South Carolina.

ARTICLES 943
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.)gists, optometrists, and speech therapists were
also covered.

Sample for Analysis of Child Health
Expenditures

The sample used in this paper includes 3 years
of data from Dayton and 2 years each from the
Seattle and Massachusetts sites. Analyses of data
from the South Carolina sites are not yet complete.
Results relating to episodes of treatment are based
on data for children in the first 3 years at the
Dayton site; data for these analyses for other sites
are not yet complete. The expenditure analysis
sample includes 1,136 children who participated for
at least I year and decedents who had participated
during the year in which they died, but excludes
children whose families withdrew from the experi-
ment in the year they withdrew. More than 90" of
the children initially enrolled completed their as-
signed time on study." Hence, we have made no
adjustments for any bias due to attrition.

We also do not include expenditures for new-
borns during their first partial enrollment year;
they are the subject of a forthcoming analysis. We
have limited our analyses to children 13 years of
age and younger. Although pediatricians continue
to treat many adolescents until a later age, we chose
this definition to correspond to the age divisions
used in Health Insurance Experiment health ques-
tionnaires. Modest sample sizes and comparatively
low use of medical care by children in general
dictated against separate statistical modeling of use
for age subgroups of children. Therefore, we present
results on expenditure for the entire sample of
children aged 13 years and younger.

After accounting for sample loss, we had 2,662
full years of date on children (Table 2). Children
assigned to the free-care plan accounted for about
one third of the observations. The remainder of the
children faced cost-sharing.

Measures of Child Health Use

We examined several measures of medical use by
children, including annual average medical expen-
ditures and counts of the number of outpatient
episodes of treatment for acute and chronic illness
and well care. Our annual aggregate included all
medical care delivered to children, except expendi-
tures on outpatient mental health and dental care
(which are examined in separate reports).)""
Claims filed by participants provided data on the
type and amount of services and expenditures, in-
cluding those not reimbursed by insurance (eg, the
coinsurance and deductible amounts). We summed
claims data for each participant to arrive at annual
expenditure totals and numbers of visits. Data in
this analysis were collected between 1974 and 1978,
but we adjusted expenditure data using the "Medi-
cal Care" Consumer Price Index published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics's to reflect medical care
prices in 198.3.

We calculated the average number of office visits
to doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy
during the second experimental year in-each site.
Second-:,ear expenditures should be least affected
by any temporary effects arising from the change
in insurance experienced by each family at the start
of the study. Well care use by free-care plan partic-
ipants increased slightly in the first 3 months of
the study and again at the conclusion of the study.

We categorized care into "episodes of treatment,"
which consist of one or more medical services re-
lated to a given medical problem. Claims data were
grouped into episodes using information on diag-
nosis, interval since previous charge for a related
diagnosis, and provider-supplied treatment histo-
ries. For example, an initial visit for an ear infection
and a recheck visit constituted one episode of treat-
ment, as did a prescription drug purchase without
an office visit. We examined three types of outpa-
tient episodes: those for acute problems, for chronic

TABLE 2. Mean Annual Expenditures by Plan for Children and Adults (1983 Prices)*
Total Medical Ambulatory No Penon-Years

Eipenditurs (P Expenditure 1$1 for Ambulatory
Espe,'iture

Cltidt I Childt Adultt Ch:ldrent Adulta$

Free care
25% coinsurance
50% coinsurance
95t coinsurance

389 ± 167 871 * 134
259 f 81 813 ± 171
301 ± 125 771 ± 435
213 ± 93 670 ± 110

192 ± 22 402 ±* 32
153±t28 328± '9
192 ± 65 242 ± 33
114*22 249-.32

864
571
241
513

1,970
1,221

525
1.251

Individual deductible 278 ± 85 723 ± 194 162 ± 35 287 ± 37 473 1,136.

Values are means ± 95A confidence interval. All prices have been adjusted using the
Medical Care component of the Consumer Price, Index."
t Children aged 0 to 13 years.
I Aged 14 years and older.

54-521 0 - 86 - 7
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problems, and for well care. Details of the analytic
techniques used are given elsewhere.'"

Eatimation Methoodology
As a rest of random assignment, the distribu-

tion of factors affecting the demand for medical
care ust does not vary by insurance plan.'" There-
fore, average expenditures on each plan provide
unbiased estimates of expenditure differences
among the plans. However, large expenditures in-
curred by a few children with unusual health care
needs can affect the mean expenditures on a plan
dramatically, even though the Health Insurance
Experiment has data on sizable numbers of children
in each plan. For example, a single child whose
medical expenses amounted to $68,400 in 1 year
accounted for 20% of all expenditures on the free-
care plan in the data analyzed here. Therefore, we
used the estimation method described by Duan et
al" to provide more stable estimates and to remove
the within-plan differences attributable to age, sex,
indicators of initial health status, income, and other
demographic variables. These adjusted expendi-
tures account for systematic differences in age and
sex on children's medical use, allowing us to esti-
mate more precisely the differences related solely
to insurance plan. We have corrected the signifi-
cance statistics to allow for the fact that children
in the same family do not provide totally independ-
ent observations."' The effect of this correction is
to provide a conservative estimate of the statistical
significance of measured differences. Further de-
tails are provided by Duan et al."

The few large users of medical care have less
influence on measures of use other than expendi-
ture. In the case of number of visits and numbers
of episodes of treatment for acute, chronic, and well
care, the sample means estimate the effect of the
insurance plan with sufficient precision.

RESULTS

Children and Adults Together

Total expenditures for adults and children to-
gether differed markedly as a function of insurance
plan.' Annual per capita expenditure for medical
services, excluding mental health and dental ser-
vices, on the income-related catastrophic plan was
69% of that on the free-care plan. Expenditures for
plans with intermediate levels of cost-sharing fell
between these extremes.

Variation in the amounts of services used (eg.
numbers of physician office visits or hospitaliza-

tions), not differences in prices charged to families,
accounted for most of the plan differences. Free-
plan participants were 22% more likely to have an
office visit during the year. and were 34% more
likely to be hospitalized than participants insured
by the 95% plan.

Dscriptive Results for Chbldren

Expenditures per child averaged only 39% of
expenditures per adult (aged 14 to 65 years). The
pattern of reduced expenditures with higher levels
of cost-sharing was evident, however, for both
adults and children (Table 2). Simple means indi-
cated that total expenditure per child (outpatient
plus inpatient expenses) averaged about 83% higher
with the free-care plan than with the 95% plan; for
adults, expenditures with the free-care plan were
53% higher. Expenditures on the intermediate cost-
sharing plans fell between these extremes, although
average expenditures did not decline monotonically
as cost-sharing increased. Mean expenditures on
the Health Insurance Experiment plans were sim-
ilar to an estimate of national health care expen-
ditures for children less than age 19 years derived
from Fisher." Adjusted to 1983 prices, expenditures
on physician and other professional services, hos-
pital care, and drugs average $311 per year for
children less than age 19 years.2'

Outpatient use accounted for 55% of all chil-
dren's health expenses on the various plans-much
higher than the 42% recorded by adults. The pat-
tern of decreasing use with increasing cost-sharing
again was evident for outpatient expenditures.
which were about 68% greater with the free-care
plan than with the 95% plan.

That pattern is mirrored in measures of use other
than expenditures. For both younger and older chil-
dren, the probability of having at least one office
visit per year decreased as cost-sharing increased
and as children aged (Table 3). By contrast, the
probability of being hospitalized during a year
showed no consistent pattern related to cost-shar-
ing for older children. For younger children, the
two plans with no cost -sharing for inpatient care-
the free-care plan and the individual deductible
plan-showed significantly greater hospital use
than the cost-sharing plans. The average hospital-
izalion rate for children in the Health Insurance
Experiment did not differ meaningfully from the
national average (the admission probability is .05
from both data sources).

The average number of outpatient visits per year
alo declined as cost-sharing increased (Table 4).
The office visit rates varied considerably by site,
however. With one exception, Dayton rates were
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TABLE 3. Children Ath )utpatient a nd Inpatient Use, by Plan and Age Group'

with Outpatient 'e with Inpatient
Use Use

0-4 :r - s r 0-4 0 yr . 5. 13 r
Free care 95 2 4) P5 (19) 88(19) 4.4 (0.81 "
25'r coinsurance 90(33) 79(24) 42(1.71 4.7 (1.11
501c coinsurance 94 (36) 74 48 65(26) 49(15)
9.5- co~nsurarce 82(4 5) 68(4 1) 45(18) 42(1 2)

Individual deductible S8828) 76(3 31 105(28) 3,9 (11

Sample includes children aged (i to 13 )ears who completed the entire enrollment year
Standard errors are shon in parenthews, they have been corrected for intrafamily and
intrapersin correlation

TABLE 4. Annual Office Visit Rates Per Child Less Than 14 Years Old, by Plan and
Site'

Free car-
25'7 coinsurance
50t coinsurance
9.57 coinsurance

Dayrun. Seattle Fitchburg,
OH MA

4 I 143) 331.33) 3.0 (.54)
3.1 (751 31160) 281.50)
3,7 ( 611 - 2.0 (.53)
3.2 (.69) 2 1 1.43) 1.7 (.42)

Frankhn
County, MA

3.2(53)
3.7 (.82)
2.1 1.67)
2.4 (.58

Individual deductible 240 167) 40 (96) 1.9 ) 315 2.4 (.50)

" Sarip4 includes children aged 0 to 13 ears who were present the entire second
enrollment year. Visits include all visits with physicians and osteopaths occurring in
offices. clinics, emergency rooms, etc. Telephone visits and visits to free -standing radiology
and pathology pro% iders are excluded Standard errors, shown in parentheses, have been
corrected for intrafamily correlation.
t Plan was not offered in Seattle

TABLE S. Proportion of Children's Visits to Pediatricians, by Plane

Free care
25'c coinsurance
50" coinsurance
95'c coinsurance

ndvidual deductible

Primary Caret All Visits
1%) )

67 5 42 5 49.4 (2.3)
61.9 (44) 44.1 (39)
69.1 (61) 49.2 (5.4)
56.4 (4.7) 40.2t (4 21

73.6 14 5) 53.5 44.01)

'Standard errors, shown in parentheses, have been corrected for intraperson correlation.
Includes visits to pediatricians, internists. and family and genera! practitioners.

I Significantly different from free care ( P < .05),

considerably higher than rates in the other sites,
which approximated national averages. The 50%
and 95% coinsurance and the individual deductible
plans most closely approximate the level of coin-
surance coverage available generally for pediatric
services, including preventive se-vices. Annual of-
fice visit rates per child on these plans ranged from
a low of 1.7 visits (Fitchburg) to a high of 4.0 visits
(Seattle) Nationally. children less thin awe 15
years averaged 2.0 visits per year (from a 1977
s-urvey of visits to office-based physicians)."

One response to cost-sharing is to reduce outpa-
tient visits; another might be to use a different type

of provider. To determine whether cost-sharing was
related to type of provider used, we calculated the
share of visits to pediatricians among all primary
care visits and among visits to all providers. Pedia-
tricians accounted for nearly two thirds of all pri-
mary care visits with the free, 25% and 50% coin-
surance plans (Table 5). Children with the 95%
coinsrance p!an were significantly less likely to
see a pediatrician for primary care (56.4% of visits
u 67.5% of visits with the free-care plan). Consid-
ering both primary and specialist care, pediatriciins
accounted for nearly half the outpatient visits on
the free-care plan. rhe pediatrician's share was
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TABLE 6. Adju',,ed Annual Medical Expenditures per Child, by Plan
Expendjiure i),Chitd 'r Ratio to Free Plan

Free care 345 (39) 1.00
25'i coisurance 309 1381 .90
50t, comsurance 221 1391 .81t
95'i coinsurance 260 (351 .75+
Indi%!dual deductible 298 (38 .86

S-tandard error of the estimate is shown in parentheses
t Significantly different from free plan mean (P < u!)i

significantly lower on the 95c coinsurance plan
(4 0.2 " , 1) < .0 5),

Adjusted Expenditures for Children's Health
Care

Although the pattern of plan differences in ex-
penditures exhibited the expected decrease in use
with increased cost-sharing, the relatively large
standard errors of simple means yields many insig-
nificant plan differences in Table 2. Therefore, we
used statistical methods that generate more precise
estimates than simple means.

These methods provide what we consider to be
our most reliable estimate of the effect of cost-
sharing on children's medical expenditures. Esti-
mated expenditures (expressed in 1983 dollars)
show less responsiveness to cost-sharing than do
simple means (Table 6). Families who paid 95% of
their medical bills averaged 75' i of the free-care
plan medical expenses for their children. Each plan
requiring copayment recorded expenditures per
child that were significantly less than for those with
the free-care plan (P < .05 for plans with more
than 25" copayment, P < .07 for the 25c copay-
ment plan), thus confirming that cost-sharing re-
duced total use of medical services Decreased use
uf outpatient services as cost-sharing increased
largely accounted for the reduction in total medical
expenditures because inpatient care for children
was not greatly affected by cost-sharing (Table 3).
Because hospitalizations for children are infre-
quent, our estimates of hospital use have wide con-
fidence intervals and we can be less certain than
for outpatient care about the presence or absence
of a cost-sharing response.

Adjusted expenditures did not differ significantly
by family income category (Table 71. The probabil-
ity of using any medical care during a 1-year period
was significantly related to family income (not
shown), but the effect of copayment on total med-
ical expenditures did not depend on income level,
when other determinants of use are controlled for
statistical.

TABLE 7. Annual Medical Expenditure per Child, by
Income Tertile"

Ezpenditure V S/Child *.r
(1983 Prices p

LowS t341 (41)
Middle 345 39)
High 357 (41)

Predicted from estimated multiple regression equation
using actual characteristics of families in the various
tertiles, The log of income had a positive, significant
effect on the probabilit) of any use of medical services
(P < 00011. but no significant effect on the level of
outpatient use, given that it was positive (P > .30).
Standard error of the estimate is shown in parentheses.
f Low income includes children in families in the lowest
third of income distribution in their site. Middle income
and high income indicate family income in the middle
and highest thirds of the distribution, respectively.

Episodes of Outpatient Treatment for Children

Cost-sharing had its greatest effect in reducing
outpatient care. To uncover the mechanisms by
which cost -sharing operated, we examined episodes
of treatment for both children and adults in the
Dayton site.

Dud cost-sharing reduce the number of episodes or
cost per episode? The number of treatment episodes
for children less than 14 years of age declined from
4.4 episodes per year on the free-care plan to a low
of 2.6 on the 95,c plan (Table 8). Controlling for
age, race, family income, and prior health, the num-
ber of episodes on each pay plan was significantly
lower than with the free-care plan (P < .01)- Chil-
dren receiving free care had 677 more episodes of
treatment than children with the 951 -care plan,
but the average (ost per episode did not differ
significantly between the two types (P> .05). Thus,
cost-sharing affected whether parents sought treat-
ment for their children, but did not affect the
amount of treatment after a visit was initiated.
(Note, however, that the average patient seeking
treatment on the free-care plan may be less severely
ill because a higher percentage of the episodes of
illness are treated )
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TABLE 8. Annual Outpatient Episodes of Treatment, by Plan'
Mean No of Mean Coat/Epo

Outpatient Episodes (1993$)
Children Adult. Children AdulU z
<14 yr Z14 yT <14 yr z14 yr

Free care 4.4 5.2 48 90
25% coinsurance 3.2 4.1 54 97
50% coinsurance 4.0 3.7 57 90
95% coinsurance 2.6 3.1 47 77
Individual deductible 2 9 3.5 37 84

* Based on 1,015 person-years of data for children aged 0 to 13 years and 2,340 person
years or data for adults aged 14 years and older for the first 3 years at the Dayton site.
Differences in the mean number of patient episodes between the free-care plan and each
of the cost-sharing plans were statistically significant on a one-tailed test (P < .01) in a
regression equation that also controlled age, race, family income, and measures of health
status at enrollment.

TABLE 9. Outpatient Episodes per Year for Children Aged 0 to 13 Years, by Type of
Episode: First 3 Years in Dayton'

No of Episodes Mean Cost/Episode
Acute Chronic Well-Care Acute Chronic Well-Care

Free care 2.79 0.58 1.06 42 91 43
Copayment 2.01 0.37 .81 42 112 46

" Based on 1,015 person-years of data for children aged 0 to 13 years who were enrolled
for all 3 years at the Dayton site.

Although children had about the same number of
episodes as adults, their outpatient expenditures
averaged only half of adults' expenses because their
mean cost per episode was lower (Table 8).

Did cost-sharing discourage preventive care more
than acute or chronic care? To determine whether
families facing cost-sharing would forego treatment
for certain types of conditions more readily than
for others, we calculated the number of episodes of
each of three types (Table 9). With the free-care
plan in the Dayton site, 63% of children's episodes
were related to acute conditions, 24% to well care,
and 13% to chronic conditions. Our data correspond
to national averages which show that in 1975, 25.5%
of all visits to pediatricians were for well-baby
examinations, for general medical examinations, or
for required physical examinations."

Grouping together the plans requiring copay.
ment, w determined that children insured by these
plans had significantly fewer treatment episodes of
each type than children with the free-care plan:
They had 72% as many acute episodes, 76% as
many well-care episodes, and 63% as many chronic
episodes (P < .05). Cost-sharing reduced episodes
of well care less than it reduced care-seeking for
acute or chronic problems. Thus, we have no evi-
dence that well-care episodes were more discretion-
ary, or that they were reduced proportionately more
than acute or chronic episodes.

DISCUSSION

Spending for medical services responded to vari-
ation in cost-sharing both for children and for
adults. Expenditures per child with the free-care
plan were one third higher than with the 95% cost-
sharing plan-a response only slightly less than
that of adults. All the measures we examined
showed an increase in outpatient use as cost-shar-
ing declined; those insured by the free-care plan
had a higher probability of seeing a doctor, higher
annual expenditures, more visits, and more epi-
sodes of outpatient treatment.

Children insured by the free-care plan were sig-
nificantly more likely to receive their primary care
from a pediatrician than children with the 95%
plan. Although this finding appears to suggest that
pediatricians charge more, in fact, Health Insur-
ance Experiment data show only slight price differ-
entials between pediatricians arid other providers
treating children. Pediatricians' charges for a
standard visit (corresponding to an intermediate
examination for an established patient) averaged
3.5% more than general practitioners' fees for chil-
dren in Dayton and 1.4% more in Seattle." These
small differentials are confirmed by other recent
surveys of physician fees. 4 -4fparipants correctly
perceived the lack of a price differential, it is diffi-
cult to understand the relationship between plan

54-521 0 - 86 - 8
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and choice of a pediatrician as opposed to another
physician.

For the most part, hospital expenditures did not
vary significantly among children insured by the
various plans. Thus, the lower use of outpatient
care by children with the cost-sharing plans does
not appear to have increased hospital use among
children with those plans. In fact, young children
insured by the two plans with free inpatient care
were more likely to be hospitalized. The structure
of the Health Insurance Experiment plans, how-
ever, guaranteed that after a family with the cost-
sharing plans exceeded an annual maximum out-
of-pocket expenditure. all care was free for the
remainder of the year; had the Health Insurance
Experiment plans not had MPE, inpatient costs
might have differed more among the plans.

Although we found large differences in medical
care use as cost-sharing varied, we saw little rela-
tionship between use and family income. Because
the maximum limit on expenditures was income-
related, poor families were more likely than affluent
ones to exceed the annual ceiling, after which all
care became free. Had this not been the case, lower-
income families might have spent less than they
did on medical care.

How Much Cost-Sharing for Children's Health
Care?

Current Situation. The Health Insurance Exper-
iment plans covered the spectrum of cost-shaiing
from free care to a sizable family deductible. Where
does the current national situation fall in this
range? The Health Insurance Experiment free-care
plan clearly represented more generous coverage
than either Medicaid or virtually all private insur-
ance plans offer. Although Medicaid has very lir-
ited out-of-pocket payments, its relatively low fee
schedules are not universally accepted by physi-
cians, whereas the Health Insurance Experiment
plans, in general, paid billed charges.

Nationally, the amount of cost-sharing seems to
be in the range of the experimental 50% to 95%
coinsurance plans. National visit rates for children
approximate visit rates on those two Health Insur-
ance Experiment plans. These plans also corre-
spond to the national average in terms of the per-
centage of the medical care bill paid out-of-pocket.
Families insured by these two plans paid 6'6% of

'children's outpatient costs, when nationally, fami-
lies paid 75% of the office visit charges for children
less than 6 years old, and 71% of charges for chil-
dren aged 6 to 18 years.2

The substantial share of children's outpatient
expenses paid by families stands in contrast to the

high proportion of children covered by health in-
surance (87.6%.' One reason the out-of-pocket
payments remain high despite widespread insur.
ance coverage is that health insurance rarely covers
one of the most frequent types of child health
care-well care. Although well care represents one
fourth of children's treatment episodes, and t5% of
expenditures, only 3% of the plans held by Health
Insurance Experiment participants before enroll-
ment explicitly stated that they covered preventive
services. Seventeen percent of the plans did not
cover outpatient care at all, whereas 48% covered
some outpatient care, but not preventive care.

Recommendations for Change. In 1983 the Com-
mittee on Child Health Financing of the American
Academy of Pediatrics' called for reforms in health
financing that would eliminate 'financial barriers"
for children's health care as well as broaden the
range of services covered to include preventive care.

The results presented here are not sufficient to
justify a particular level of cost-sharing. Nonethe-
less, they do have a number of implications. One
rationale for less generous coverage of children's
services is that they are more responsive to insur-
ance, so increased coverage would stimulate exces-
sive use. Our results, however, imply that expendi-
tures for children's health care are no more respon-
sive to coverage than those of adults. Moreover,
because children's expenditures are only 39% of the
adult level, providing free care for children would
be less costly in absolute terms than providing free
care for adults. However, because of the lower costs
and the greater share of outpatient care, children's
expenditures are more predictable; therefore, insur-
ance is less necessary to protect families from large
financial losses.

Similarly, the current lesser coverage for preven-
tive services is partially rationalized by the belief
that only nondiscretionary services-eg, medical
care for accidents or severe illness-should be cov-
ered by insurance. However, the Health Insurance
Experiment results imply that even care for acute
illness is somewhat discretionary because it varied
with insurance reimbursement. In fact, we have
shown that free-care plan participants increased
their use of acute care and preventive services at
the same rate. Because preventive services appear
to be no more discretionary than acute care ser-
vices, there is no reason to provide poorer coverage
for preventive services on that account. As in the
case of children's health caie generally, however,
one can argue that well care is predictable and
insurance is, therefore, unnecessary.

Our results do give a rationale for covering :n-
patient care for children more fully than outpatient
care. In contrast to the case for adults,2" older
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children's use of inpatient care was not significantly
related to insurance plan. This lack of cost-sharing
response for inpatient care implies that generous
hospitalzation insurance would not stimulate hos-
pitaL usi for children, particularly for those more
than 4 years old.

Some argue that if inpatient care is covered more
generously than outpatient care, medical expenses
may rise (and health status deteriorate) because
patients will delay seeking care until they have a
more serious (hospital;zable) problem," or physi-
cians will hospitalize them for services that could
have been provided on an outpatient basis. Neither
the results in this paper nor those in a companion
paperiss support these contentions for children. The
individual deductible plan fully covered inpatient
care, but required some cost-sharing for outpatient
care. Overall, children on the individual deductible
plan had significantly lower expenses than children
with the free-care plan. The reduction in use may
be attributable to lower inpatient as well as ambu-
latory expenses, as was the case for adults. In
summary, the Health Insurance Experiment results
suggest that with regard to hospitalization, financ-
ing packages could completely cover the costs of
inpatient care for children with little danger of
stimulating excessive use.

By contrast with inpatient care, the responsive-
ness of expenditures for ambulatory care to cost-
sharing implies that outpatient expenditures would
be considerably higher if the currently high levels
of copayment were eliminated. Assuming that the
average family currently faces cost-sharing com-
parable to that of the Health Insurance Experiment
95% coinsurance plans, moving to free care would
increase expenditures for children by about one
third.

If preventive services nationally are on average
covered somewhat less fully than by the Health
Insurance Experiment 95% plan, fully covering pre-
ventive services would increase preventive use per
se some 30% (Table 3), but all outpatient visits
would increase by only 5% to 10%, and expendi-
tures would increase by less than 5%. Fully covering
preventive services adds little to total expenses
because well care represents less than 15% of all
expenditures for children's health care (Tables 6
and 9). The 5% increase in cost could clearly be
financed by a modest increase in cost-sharing for
other services, if desired.

Decisions about financing of children's health
care must not be made on the basis of cost consid-
erations alone. Rather, we must ask what are the
benefits of variations in coverage for preventive
care, and how do they compare with the benefits of

more coverage for acute and chronic problems? The
Health Insurance Experiment was not designed to
test the effectiveness of preventive care because all
Health Insurance Experiment plans~covered pre-
ventive services. However, data on health outcomes
for children participating in the Health Insurance
Experiment'- reveal that little health benefit ac-
crued to children insured by the free-care plan who
received more care. Together with the findings re-
ported here, those results should aid in the design
of financial mechanisms that can provide for nec-
essary medical care but also incorporate incentives
to use care wisely.
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CONDEMNED TO EXIST

We should understand that whether abortion is outlawed or not, our work
has barely begun: the work of creating a society where the right to'life doesn't
end at the moment of birth; where an infant isn't helped into a world that
doesn't care if it's fed properly, housed decently, educated adequately; where
the blind or retarded child isn't condemned to exist rather than empowered to
live.

Submitted by Student

From Retigiou Belef and Pubc Morality Governor Mario M Cuomo's speech to the Department
of Theology at the University of Notre Dame. Sept 13, 1984
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Tnis statement is on behalf of the Health Insurance Association

of America and the American Council of Life Insurance. The HIAA and

the ACLI are trade associations representing 335 and 627 member com-

panies, respectively, which together write more than 91% of the na-

tior's commercial health insurance.

Our statement today addresses S.376, the Child Health Incen-

tives Reform Plan, introduced oy Senator Cnafee. This bill would

mandate the inclusion of preventive pediatric services for children

up to age 21 in all health insurance policies without regard to the

health care needs of the insured or his ability to pay the increased

costs this mandate would impose on nis insurance coverage.

Our opposition to this measure is not based upon the desira-

bility or medical efficacy of well baby care; S. 376 is well meaning

in its concern for the health and welfare of our nation's next gen-

eration. However, the mechanism chosen for achieving this objective

-- loss of deductibility from income taxes of group health plan ex-

penses for those employers not complying -- attempts to coerce em-

ployers into providing a benefit that may not oe wanted or needed by

most employed individuals.

Our concerns with this proposal can be broadly categorized into

two areas. First, there are conceptu3i problems with this type of

regulatory approach. Second, there are specific questions regarding

the amoiguitles of the proposed bill.
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CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS

The proposed oill directly Interferes with the collective bar-

gaining process. Employers and labor/management trust funds have

finite resources available with which to purchase employee bene-

fits. Mandated benefits narrow the choices available to the em-

ployee bargaining unit and the employer by forcing them to purchase

a particular benefit at the expense of a more desJred benefit or pay

raise.

Coverage for well baby care and preventive child health ser-

vices already Is available from many commercial insurance companies

without mandatory legislation. However, most working class families

can budget for the cost of well baby care and preventive child

health services. Group health Insurance provided primarily through

employers and unions was never intended to cover the entire spectrum

of medical treatment. Rather, It was designed to cover those catas-

trophic or substantial health expenses which are Impossible to anti-

cipate or budget by the average person. Well baby care is an inex-

pensive and predictable course of treatment which can be managed

financially within the budgets of most working people, especially

after the first year of a child's life when the need for physician

visits and Immunizations decrease. Thus, some employee groups may

well prefer other benefits that they feel are more essential.
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Further, the HIAA and the ACLI do not feel that mandated pre-

ventive child nealtn coverage Is necessary in order to guarantee

that children get needed immunizations, since this issue has been

addressed directly through enactment of puoiic health programs in

a!l 50 stato . Recent U.S. Center for Disease Control data has

snown tnat each state has passed some form of Immunization law as a

prerequisite for entry into its puolJc school system. Therefore,

additional intervention oy the Federal government is not needed.

Mandating a child preventive health benefit would set a prec-

edent. Other special interest groups would oe encouraged to attempt

to seeK mandated coverage for the services they provide, or for the

facilities they own or manage, under group health oenefJt plans.

Following are just a sample of services presently mandated on the

state level, mastectomies; acupuncture; amoulance services; occupa-

tional therapy; treatment for sickle cell anemia, speech or hearing

impairments, alcoholism and drug aouse, joint disorders, and leuke-

mia; diaoetlc education; skilled nursing care; hospice; corrective

surgery for oirth defects; services for mental retardation, emotion-

al disaoilJties and epilepsy; maternity care; cancer treatment; sec-

ond surgical opinions; prescription drugs; and kidney dialysis.

Additionally, we fear that a proliferation of mandated benefit

laws similar to S. 376 might cause small, marginally profitable em-

ployers to drop what group health coverage they currently provide,
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leaving many employees, their posese, 3nd children witn no coverage

at all.

AMBIGUITIES IN S. 376

The preventive services set fortr in the oil] require specifi-

cation for pricing and claim adjuJication purposes. derefits are

described in road general terms -- for example, "appropriate" laoo-

ratory procedures -- and there are no apparent liTits on the fre-

quency wltn which the services could be provided. This lacK of spe-

cificity would make it impossible for an actuary to determine an

appropriate premium.

The proposal also does not provide any guidance for incorporat-

iny copayerts, deductibles or other standard cost-snaring fea-

tures. This could lead to wide disparities in the value of the

coverage if some plans nad low or no cost-sharing provisions while

others required substantial cost-snaring.

Another concern Is that tne proposed bill calls for the

Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to

define as pediatric health care not only enumerated services but

"other medical services as required oy regulation- prescribed oy the

Secretary after consultation with...appropriate medical organiza-

tions involved in child health care." The open-enoed possibility of
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adding required oenefJts Dy future regiilations would further compli-

cate the task of setting a reasonable premium.

Moreover, the proposal would require consult3tion only with

organizations and professional societies that would stand to benefit

financially by mandated reimbursement for their services, here is

no provision for similar consultation with the insurers, employers

or unions wro will have to pay for the services.

The HIAA and the AC.I oy no means oppose preventive health

care. On the contrary, we applaud and support the growing trend

toward employer-provided wellness and fitness programs. In 1984,

the HIAA set up a nationwide "wellness at the worKsite" program in-

cluding tne establishment of wellness councils in cities throughout

the U.S. These councils are made up of local employers and Insur-

ance companies which seek to promote wellness programs for their em-

ployees. Ou: goal is to encourage healthy living and pnysical fit-

ness as a means to fighting the rising cost of medical care.

In summary, although the HIAA, the ACLI, and tneir member com-

panies appreciate Senator Chafee's good intentions in trying to pro-

vide preventive protection to young children, we urge that S. 376

and related federally mandated benefits oe abandoned in favor of

health care cost containment and consumer choice.
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Metropolitan Life and its affiliated companies provide a broad

range of insurance investment products and services throughout

the United States. The Company is a leader in providing health

insurance protection, underwriting and administering the health

benefit programs of more than 18 million Americans. We number

among our many group policyholders 68 of the Fortune 100

companies. Because of our day-to-day dealings with a wide range

of businesses, we are keenly aware of employers' growing concern

that the rising costs of their employee benefit programs

threaten their profitability and ability to compete in world

markets.

Consequently, we have concentrated on developing effective

medical cost containment programs. Our Met-Elect preferred

provider arrangements are being expanded nationwide. Met-Review

provides our customers with hospital preadmission certification

and concurrent hospital utilization review. We created Health

Care Help Line, an advisory service provided by health care

professionals, to aid employees in making efficient use of

medical resources. In these and other activities, the emphasis

has been on restraining costs and using the limited funds

available for employee benefit programs most effectively. We

believe that S.376 moves in the opposite direction.

S.376, "Child Health initiatives Reform Plan,!' is a

well-meaning, but unsatisfactory proposal. It is well-meaning

in that it is based on concern about the health and welfare of
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this country's next generation. It is unsatisfactory because

the mechanism chosen for achieving its objective, loss of

deductibility from income taxes of expenses associated with a

group health plan for those employers not complying, attempts to

coerce employers into providing a benefit which may not be

wanted, or needed, by most employed individuals. Furthermore,

it sets a bad precedent for federal involvement in an area of

insurance regulation that has heretofore been left to the

states-.

Concerns with this proposal can be broadly categorized into two

areas. First, there are conceptual problems with this type of

regulatory approach. Second, there are specific questions

regarding the ambiguities of the proposed bill.

Conceptual Problems With S.376

1. Under the McCarran/Ferguson Act, the federal government

delegated to the states the responsibility for regulating the

business of insurance. Broadly exercising this authority, a

number of states have begun to mandate the provision of

certain benefits under health insurance policies. Should the

federal government now enter the arena of mandated benefits,

it will preempt a state prerogative. Further, states have

developed extensive regulatory mechanisms to oversee the
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business of insurance. Federal legislation to mandate

benefits would require establishment ot another, duplicative

enforcement system.

2. The proposed bill interferes with the collective bargaining

process. Employers and labor-management trust funds have

finite resources available to purchase employee benefits. To

the extent that any health care benefits are mandated by the

government, some dollars must be divert Td to pay tor those

benefits. These benefits may not be ones that are desired by

the bargaining unit or employer, thus forcing them to

purchase an unwanted benefit at the expense of a desired

benefit or a pay raise.

3. Coverage for well-baby care and child preventive health

services is already available from many commercial insurance

companies, without mandatory legislation. The fact that

relatively few groups purchase the coverage indicates that it

is not regarded as essential for employed groups.

4. Most working class families can budget for the cost of

well-baby care and child preventive health services.

Individual services are not expensive, and they are

predictable. A basic tenet of insurance is that an event

should be insured against only if it is unpredictable from
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the point of view of the individual and potentially

financially catastrophic. Well-baby and child preventive

health care are neither.

5. Many of the infants and children in American society who do

not obtain immunizations, well-baby care, and child

preventive health services are members of families that are

near or below the poverty level. As members of these

families seldom have tull-time employment and, even less

frequently, access to comprehensive group coverage when they

are employed, the most vulnerable segment of the country's

infant and young child population will not be reached by this

proposal. More appropriate would be an expansion of maternal

and child health programs, Medicaid programs, and other

federal, state and local public health programs to reach this

disadvantaged group.

6. The mandating of this benefit would set a precedent. Other

special interest groups would be encouraged to attempt to

have coverage for the services they provide, or facilities

they own or manage, covered under group health benefit plans,

using the same mechanism as proposed in S.376.

7. A proliferation of mandated benefit laws similar to S.376

might cause small, marginally profitable employers to drop

what group health coverage they currently provide.
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Specific Concerns With S.376

1, The preventive services set forth in the bill require

specification for pricing and claim adjudication purposes.

Benefits are described in broad general terms (e.g.

"appropriate" laboratory procedures) and there are no

apparent limits on the frequency with which the services

could be provided. This lack of specificity would make it

impossible for an actuary to determine an appropriate

premium.

2. The proposal does not provide any guidance for incorporating

copayments, deductibles or other standard cost-sharing

features. This could lead to wide disparities in the value

of the coverage if some plans had low or no cost-sharing

provisions while others required substantial cost sharing.

3. The proposed bill calls for the Secretary to define as

pediatric health care not only enumerated services but

"...other medical services as required by regulations

prescribed by the Secretary after consultation

with.. .appropriate medical organizations involved in child

health care." The open-ended possibility of adding required

benefits by future regulations would further complicate the

task of setting a reasonable premium. Moreover, the proposal
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requires consultation only with organizations and

professional societies which would stand to benefit

financially by mandated reimbursement for their services.

There is no provision tor similar consultation with the

insurers, employers or unions who will have to pay for the

services.

A Final Problem

It has been stated that this coverage would cost, at most, $2.28

per month per employee. Further, it has been implied that this

figure was developed by, or with the assistance of, Metropolitan

Lite insurance Company actuaries. These statements are

misleading.

A Metropolitan actuary did meet once with a consultant engaged

by the American Academy of Pediatrics and provided rough

worksheets showing an estimated distribution by age of dependent

children of employees of a single large national employer.

Using cost data provided by the consultant, aggregate costs of

providing a clearly defined list of specified services per age

bracket were calculated, and then aggregate costs per month per

employee were developed.
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It was pointed out in the letter of transmittal that this was

"our tirst attempt at such a cost and hopefully we can go back

and forth on this until the package is sufficiently refined."

Three adjustments were suggested in the transmittal letter,

which stated, "we can discuss these points and whatever else you

wish after your review of this material." There was no further

discussion ith the consultant regarding either the concepts

underlying the calculation or the numbers.

On June 22, 1983, the president of the American Academy of

Pediatrics, James E. Strain, M.D., testified before the Senate

Finance Committee that an actuary engaged by the Academy worked

with "actuaries from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company to

develop a model for estimating premiums." The implication was

that Metropolitan participated in developing the estimate that

the monthly premium per employee for a well-child care package

would be $2.28. This is incorrect. Metropolitan does not know

how the figure was derived. In the opinion of our actuaries,

the figure is unrealistically low for the set ot benefits

intended to be priced.

Moreover, it is incorrect to refer to the amount as a premium.

Data in the worksheets related only to the cost of providing

services, i.e. the claims costs. Premiums would include amounts

to cover additional costs such as premium taxes, risk charges

and reserve actors, and marketing and administrative costs.

Finally, pure claim costs can be expected to vary, depending

upon whether the group is in a high cost or low cost area, and

whether there are few or many dependent children Involved.
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The Roekee ler(h'ovi"....
212 05j\, ~ , ,[IL J.r i

September 19, 1985

The Honoraole Ior.n H. Chafee
Senate Office Building
Washincton, D.C. 20510

Desr Senator Chdfee:

Daring the Septf-mber 16, 19a5 hearing regarding Senate Bill 376
introduced by you 1 attem-pted to discuss our current third
pa rty payment m-thocooovy. Unfortunately you curtailed nyt-stiny and drew an crrc.os conclusion, i would like to

copltt -I State-,tnt for V D ur information.

"Prir~ary care p:tyciciar inmludino pediatricians who were the
second lowest paic qrcup a:ong 18 specialties surveyed in the
most recent :rsu- of t.'edicai Economics, are significantly dis-
advantaged by o.r current rei:mbu'rse:-ent mechanisms. By this I
mean that those physician: who are not procedure oriented;
including the internist, the fdcily practice physician, the
general practitioner, an,1 the pediatrician; bill largely for
t.leir tire, which is related to their ability to counsel their
patients and diagnose their problems. This is done largely
without expensive procedures and other services. Surgeons, on
the other .hand, -ill for procedures. These procedures often
involve significant additional expenses associated with the
hospital. Perhaps a rcore appropriate way of dealing with the
overall problem associated with pediatric care is to develop a
mechanism to compensate all primary care physicians for their
cognitive services on a basis that creates a more reasonable
parity with the c-ore procedure oriented ph-ysician. While I am
not recommending this, it is an idea that has been aired by The
Ac-rican Society of Int--rnal Yedicire in recent white papers
and discussed openly in tn( medical community. I believe that
it might he time to tape t.is debate to the public and private
sector payor for full cors-deraticn. This may be a more effi-
cacious approach than mandatir.g additional benefits which would
not in all likelihood achieve the desired result.' (This was
to be. the mnd of rmy state.w-i:t)
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:n -ty public role as a ths'ness -eoresentati ve in various
h.e-th ca: e aot s, I uae repeat-dly stated that I do not view
physician' f.e', except for occasional abusive excesses, as

.nq a pro: le-. The r'ost effective health care cost manage-
can by aie"d b !e physician who is coi-pensated for.

sir= tan, *.nervy anc ta.nit in dealInc with the patient as a

7 'lce'a: la . ard Is I h. for doing so.

cI; crr, n L, Lr re 'ste-, doet- not reward the phyFIci1n
.:.uC trF ' r.- err' 'e n"dicine. The aT~unt of uncer-

[ r: 3 :',. o l, rc e consult it ion and for longer than
nc,: o'7% c ,> ''i.1ts i.s not usually recognized. Several years

, Dr. , , - Iy of Ar lington, 7exas, a fellow of The
.can 'tc y of ,ntkrnal Medicine, made me aware of the

is:..- of cr jnitive reiT-bursoent, since then I have spent a
'ica nt L- unt of r y time and energy asking my private

Sctor ccdl to help me think about ways in which we can
S..i with this problem. I would suggest that productive

*f forts at k i na with the intent of S376, as well as other
r uoil.'.s to health care cost managem-ent, could be

-:]dressed by developing the reimbursement mechanisms that would
,-,courage the physician to act as a manager, as most primary
cure physicians already do, and get paid for it. I would look
f',rward to wor ing with you and your colleagues in thinking
through the opt ions and opportunities available to the medical
er- unity which might he pr,-sented to both the third party
.- yors of th(- private sector and the public sector for their
cunsideration. I sincerely regret the unwarrante-d conclusion
thut you reached during the hearings on Monday.

Sincerely,

Steven lI'Schrenzel
Director, Corpoyte Benefits

S!JS/cb
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before

your subcommittee. I am Richard C. David, Chairman of the Board

of Tokos Medical Corporation, Santa Ana, California.

We have reviewed the bill introduced by Senator Chafee which

would amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to deny an employer

a deduction for group health plan expenses unless such plan

includes coverage for pediatric preventative health care. This

proposal has our full support, however, one aspect of child

health care has been overlooked and we urge the committee to

consider expanding the bill to include perinatal as well as

pediatric health care.

The future well-being of this nation's children is deter-

mined even before they are born; determined by the health of the

mother and the access she has to perinatal care throughout her

pregnancy. Our organization is particularly concerned about

preterm birth and the consequences it presents to the infant and

to society.

About 7% of the 3.5 million babies born in this country each

year weigh less than five and one half pounds. These babies are

nearly 40 time more likely to die during their first month of

life than babies born full-term - 5 times more likely to die

during their first year. In fact, low birthweight babies account

for more than two-thirds of the 23,000+ neonatal deaths that

occur each year in the U.S. As a result of significant progress

in science and technology, neonatal care is helping reduce the
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mortality rate associated with preterm birth. Nevertheless, the

U.S. has more low birthweight deliveries and greater infant

mortality tes than at least 12 other developed countries.

For the survivors of preterm birth, the potential for

suffering long term handicaps is extremely high. The smaller a

child is at birth, tble more prone they are to suffer cerebral

palsy, seizures, blindness, chronic lung disease, coronary

disease, hearing loss and learning disabilities. While the

neonatal death rate is declining, the number of low birthweight

babies born each year is increasing with no significant decline

in morbidity rates.

The cost of treating these babies in intensive care units

alone is $2 billion per year. The average stay in these units

(which for a baby under three pounds may be longer than 3 months)

can range from $30,000 to $250,000. The cost for a lifetime of

care for these children is impossible to calculate but it is safe

to say that it represents one of the greatest social and economic

burdens we bear.

The Institute of Medicine completed an extensive study on

low birthweight babies and the escalating need for prevention.

They stated: "Efforts to reduce the nation's incidence of low

birthweight must include a commitment to enrolling all pregnant

women in prenatal care. Many of the women who now receive

inadequate prenatal care are those at greater than average risk

of a low birthweight delivery. Moreover, participation in a
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system of prenatal care is a prerequisite for many %individual

interventions that help reduce the risk of low birthweight."

In reaching their conclusions, the Institute of Medicine's

committee reviewed data documenting the effectiveness of prenatal

care and concluded that an overwhelming weight of evidence

indicates that prenatal care reduces low birthweight and that the

effect is greatest among high-risk women. This finding "is

strong enough to support a broad national commitment to ensuring

that all pregnant women, especially those at socioeconomic or

medical risk, receive high-quality prenatal care." The committee

further reported that "National, state and local data indicate

that the proportion of mothers beginning prenatal care in the

first trimester increased steadily from 1969 until 1980, but that

this trend has leveled off or possibly reversed since 1981.. .The

committee views with deep concern the possibility that the

nation's progress in extending prenatal benefits to all women has

been disrupted."

This report from the committee went on to outline the

principal barriers to early and regular prenatal care. Foremost

in their conclusion was financial constraints. They stated:

"These may result from absent or inadequate private insurance to

cover prenatal care, lack of funds through ptiblic sources for

prenatal care, lack of support for public agencies that provide

maternity services. Support of the Medicaid program, which helps

finance care for many high-risk women, should be part of a
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comprehensive effort to reduce the nation's incidence of low

birthweight. The Health Care Financing Administration, in

collaboration with t1- Division of Maternal and Child He-alth,

should establish a set of generous eligibility standards that

maximize the possibility that poor women will qualify for

Medicaid coverage and thus he able to obtain prenatal care."

To develop a functioning system of responsibility and

accountability, the committee recommended that the Secretary of

the Department of Health and Human Services convene a task force

that would define a system for making prenatal services available

to all pregnant women. The task force would determine (1) how to

improve the capacity of state and national data systems to assess

unmet need for prenatal services and (2) how to ensure that

prenatal care is financed adequately in times of cost

containment, when preventative services often lose the

competition for dollars.

A considerable investment is currently being made in

research dollars to develop resources for preventing preterm

birth. Out of this research has come a promising approach for

combining advanced monitoring devices with patient education and

emotional support services. This combination of better methods

for clinical intervention of preterm labor in its early stages

and extended perinatal care is leading to greatly improved

opportunities for healthy, full-term babies.
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The vast majority of preterm births occur because diagnosis

of preterm labor could not be made in time for the patient to be

a candidate for intervention. Unless therapy is initiated during

the early stages of labor, it is either not possible or not

recommended that intervention take place. Physicians are now

able to utilize an ambulatory uterine activity monitoring device

which aids in the early detection of preterm labor. When this

monitoring is conducted on a daily basis with women who have been

identified as being at high risk of preterm delivery, physicians

can detect the increased uterine activity which may indicate the

early stages of preteri,' labor. Daily monitoring is also an

opportunity for providing these high-risk mothers with the

encouragement and support that can lead to improved emotional and

physical well-being.

Participation in prenatal care programs is associated with a

reduced incidence of low birthweight as demonstrated in the

report by the Institute of Medicine. We believe that a concen-

trated effort among the public and private sector and the medical

community can lead to extremely effective programs. We strongly

encourage the Committee on Finance to support legislative

measures which will increase access to prenatal and perinatal

care, particularly those care programs which seek to prevent

catastrophic outcome for our nation's children.

We appreciate the opportunity to endorse the proposal S.376

and express our concern for improved accessibility to prenatal/

perinatal prevention programs.
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Distinguished Senators of the Finance Committee, staff, and other concerned

parties, it is a pleasure for me to address you on such an important topic.

As Executive Director of the Utah State Department of Social Services I would

like to share with you Utah's experiences in serving unemployed two-parent

households #ith dependent children. These experiences represent three

distinct approaches which have had dramatically divergent results in terms of

benefits to families in need and in tenns of costs to the State of Utah.

The first approach, initiated In 1961, was to establish an Aid to Families

with Dependent Children - Unemployed Parent (AFOC-UP) Program with the

intention of providing temporary assistance to two-parent households with

dependent children who were unable to meet their family's needs due to

unemployment. The AFDC-UP Program operated under the general guidelines of

the regular AFOC Program providing a monthly grant based on family size.

Recipients were required to participate in the Work Incentive Program (WIN).

Utan operated its AFOC-UP Program for two decades (1961-1981). Participation

on the program fluctuated with the caseload reaching a high of 2312 families

in March of 1981, the monthly average number of families served in its last

year of operation was 2000. The grant cost of the AFDC-UP Program in fiscal

year 1981 reached $10.5 million, an average cost of $4,500 per family.
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In it's 1981 General Session, the Utah Legislature faced severe reductions in

available state revenue and was confronted with the necessity for decreasing

expenditures. The optional AFDC-UP Program became a prime target for

reductions due to its sharply increasing enrollment and corresponding costs of

operation. AFDC-UP did not move recipients expeditiously into the job

market. While actual placement rates are not available, a Department survey

conducted of recipients in 1981 revealed that 35 percent of recipients

reported receiving no assistance in job search and that male recipients

perceived that they had only a 58 percent chance of cotaining employment and

women only 51 percent. Twenty percent of those surveyed reported doing

nothing to secure a job.

By the close of its 1981 Session, the Legislature voted to discontinue the

AFDC-UP Program effective on July 1, 1981. No alternative program or

assistance was authorized for two-parent families.

The second Utah approach to serving unemployed two-parent households with

dependent children then was to provide no assistance. This approach was in

place from July 1981 to December 1982 and produced some dramatic and

undesirable results for our State. Most notable among these results were a

near doubling of the separation and divorce rate among previous AFDC-UP

families (leading the majority to seek and become eligible for AFDC as a

separated or divorced household) and an aiming incidence of reported unmet

medical needs.
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To illustrate, during the last year of operation it was found that 7.4 percent

of AFDC-UP recipient families separated and came back on public assistance as

deserted or divorced. In the six month period immediately following

termination of the program, this rate rose to 13.6 percent or 195 of the 1439

terminated households. In a sample of 56 of terminated households, it was

found that 36 percent were receiving AFOC; of the 64 percent not receiving

AFOC, 30 percent reported incomes below $500 per month and 34 percent reported

incomes above $500 per month.

when asked how their medical needs were met, 35 percent of terminated

recipients reported public assistance or medicaid (usually covering children

only) and 36 percent reported that their medical needs went unmet. The result

in either case was that the State was to bear the burden either immediately

through Medicaid or through the eventual financial impact of unattended

medical needs.

Setting the stage for, and exacerbating these consequences was the recession

of 1982. Utah was confronted with situations of blatant family hardship which

no longer affected only adults but which now placed children on the streets as

well. This situation is best examplified by legislative staff researcher

Bryant Howe when he states, "Destitute families with children were sleeping in

cars, under bridges, and in other temporary shelters. Some people came to

Utah hoping to find work in coal mines, but no jobs were available. And many

came to Salt Lake City area hoping to find something better.
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Tne Salt Lake County Information and Referral Service reported having to refer

families to blood banks for financial assistance." It was clear that the time

nad come to take action and to develop yet a third approach to serving

unemployed, two-parent families.

Working from a conceptualization of Senator Bryce Flamm, then Chair of the

SocialServices and Health Appropriations Subcommittee, community groups and

state Social Services officials entered into a collaborative effort with the

State Legislature to design a program addressing the needs of these families

within the constraints of limited state funding. The desired outcome was a

time-limited, work-oriented program which would assist recipients to promptly

enter the regular labor market. The result was the Emergency Work Program or

EWP which was initially funded during a special session of the Legislature in

December 1982 and began operation in January 1983. In October 1984, we were

awarded a demonstration grant for two-years totalling $1.5 million from the

OFfice of Family Assistance with the Department of Health and Human Services.

The major goals established for EWP were to meet the basic financial and

emergency needs of recipients while assisting them to find "regular" or

unsubsidized jobs and to keep unemployed families from separating. These

goals reiterate the philosophy of our State which places a high value on

family stability and self-sufficiency.
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The initial eligibility criteria for EWP parallels that of the national

AFDC-UP Program--

- each adult in the household must have been unemployed for at least 30
days;

- the combined assets of households members may not exceed $1,000
excluding the value of the resident's personal and household goods;
and

- countable income may not exceed the benefit levels.

That is where the similarity ends, however, and Utah's design for meeting its

goals of family stability and placement in the job market takes over.

Performance requirements for EWP serve as the key differentiation. EWP

participants must perform a minimum of 43 hours a week in some combination of

community work, job search, skill training, adult education or cormunity work

experience. Most participants elect to complete community work for 32 hours a

week and job search for 8 hours. Spouses must also be involved in job search

unless exempted for good cause. Payments are bi-wee~y and are made only

after performance is verified to the apartment. This verification comes to

the Department from local JTPA agencies utilized as a manpower agency in

administering the program. Payment levels are based on family size and are

purposively set at a level which provides incentive to accept even a minimum

wage job. Benefits are as follows:

Weekly
Family Size Benefit Level

1 $50
2 70

3-4 100
5+ 110

54-521 0 - 86 - 9
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Participants on EWP is limited to 6 months out of any 12 month period.

Participants are eligible for Medicaid and Food Stamps and workmen's

compensation is paid by the State.

EWP enrollment fluctuates with peaks in the winter months and dramatic

reductions in the summer months when jobs are more available. An average of

225 families per month are served in winter and 100 families per month in

summer. rhe average at any point in time is 165 families.

The key question remains, however, of how effective EWP has been in terms of

assisting recipients to find employment, and In terms of cost to the State,

and In terms of strengthening family stability.

An independent evaluation of the EWP is currently underway so the jury is

still out. However, preliminary findings are dramatic and point to the fact

tnat employment benefits can successfully be substituted for public

assistance. (For your reference a copy of the preliminary report is attached.)

The following chart depicts findings on several key program characteristics:
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

CHARACTERISTIC

Benefit
Expenditures

Administrative
Expenditures

Job Assistance
Expenditures

Average Length
of Stay on
Program

Job Placement
Rate

Average Wage
Earned Upon
Job Replacement

Divorce/Separation
Rate

AFDC-UP
1980-81

$10,500,000

$ 950,000

$ 1,000,000

10 months

Not Available

Not Available

7.4 percent

NO PROGRAM
1981-82

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

13.6 percent

EWP
1981-85

$450,000

$ 70,000

$ 80,000

9 weeks

70-78 percent

$5.70

3.6 percent
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The question which these preliminary results raises is, of course, why EWP is

3s effective as it now appears to be. The answer or answers to this question

are vital to future policy decisions in Utah and to the decision you are faced

with as it relates to the proposal to make the AFDC-UP Program mandatory in

all 50 states.

In Utah we believe that two key components of EWP are at tne base of its

success. First is the 40 hour per week performance requirement which not only

ensures training, education and job search but priorities gainful employment.

This requirement which reinforces participant perceptions that they are

supporting their family and not simply receiving public assistance. This

perception is extended and further reinforced by the second vital component --

payment only after, performance. In essence what these two program

requirements accomplish, in conjunction with the six-month time-limit for

participation, is to set-up expectations for recipients. It is expected that

they perform while on the program and it is expected that they obtain

employment within a specified time period. It is our belief that people can

accomplish what is expected of them. Without these expectations we are sure

EWP would not be successful; with them we are confident it will continue to

meet the policy priorities of the State and the self-sufficiency needs of the

families it serves.
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4e do not maintain, that Utah's EWP would be successful in all other states -

it works for Utah because it was designed by Utah to meet Utah objectives.

Other states which have operated successful work programs have done so because

they have tailored them to their specific needs. We believe that state

flexibility in establishing employment related requirements is the overall key

to operating a successful assistance program. In the May 1985 issue of the

Council of State Governments Innovations, Utah's EWP and other successful

state work programs were reviewed, the publication concluded that "... the

states have carefully developed their own alternatives with innovative ideas

aiming at particular targets In their states. Some components of these

programs can be transferred to other states, but it might not be realistic to

recommend one particular welfare employment program to all the states without

regard to their socio-economic diversities."

Utah urges the Finance Committee to provide for state flexibility by allowing

or employment oriented alternativ-s to the AFDC-UP Program. While we

understand the desire to assure that all states assist unemployed two-parent

families in some way, we cannot emphasize too strongly that this can oe most

effectively and efficiently accomplished by allowing states the latitude of

developing a program which will address their individual problems and needs.

Specifically, I would recommend the following language be added to section

407, "Dependent Children of Unemployed Parents," of the Social Security Act"

State may modify requirements under this Act to enhance the employment and

family stability of unemployed families who qualify for assistance.

Thank you for the opportunity to share Utah's experience with you.
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PRELIMINARY COMPARISONS BETWEEN UTAH'S

EMERGENCY WORK PROGRAM,

NO PROGRA., AND THE DEFUNCT AYDC-UP

August 9, 1985

INDEPZVOET EVALUATION OF THE UTAH COMMUNITY
WORK DENOMSTRATION PROJECT
(Emergency Work Program)

by

The Social Renearch Institute
Graduate School of Social Work

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

(801) 581-4857

Principal Investigator: Frederick Janren, Ph.D.

Project Coordinator: Jeffrey A. Bartlome' H.S.
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II. AN INDEPENDENT EVALUATION

The independent evaluation of the EWP has been contracted and is being

conducted by the Social Research Instituta (SRI) at the University of Utah.

The purpose of SRI's independent evaluation is to establish answers to

congressional questions as to whether modified workfare programs such as the

EWP are effective in meeting key state objectives. These objectives include:

A. an increase in family stability and unity by providing an
alternative method for locating financial assistance other than
separation or divorce;

B. an increase in financial solvency on the pert of the program
participant;

C. an increase in paid employment history of participants;

D. a decrease in barriers to employment; and

9. an increase in economic return or benefit to the community from
public assistance funds through payments contingent upon community
work and Job search.

The scope of the comprehensive evaluation approach is multi- methodical
in that the evaluation encompasses a quasi-experimental,
pretest/post-test/follow-up design (i.e., a panel survey) and a
cost/benefit-cost/•ffectiveness analysis of the EN in comparison to Utah's
defunct AFDc-UP program and a "No Program" control group. In addition to
impact assessment, the Social Research Institute's comprehensive evaluation
includes the design and monitoring evaluation phases.

A. The Panel Survey. The panel survey of approximately 390 Zmergency
Work Program participants has been designed (including both six-month and no
limit control sites) to measure household demographics, histories of financial
assistance, employment and skills, work barriers, clients' attitudes toward
the EWP, self-esteem, and family cohesiveness/adaptability within a
time-series framework.

The time series design includes three interview schedules: an Intake
Interview Schedule, a Termination Interview Schedule, and a Three month
Follow-up Interview Schedule. There is also a fourth schedule (Approved
Von-Participant Interview Schedule). This schedule is designed to measure
characteristics and differences between those enrollees approved to
participate and subsequently decline, versus those enrollees who were approved
and participated in the WN?.

Table 1 indicates the sites chosen to represent the statewide functioning
of the 1rWP. As can be seen, the comprehensive evaluation will also take into
account any rural-urban distinctions of the program's impact.
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Table 1: Locational Sites of the EWP's PurPosive Sanple
N =390*

Number of
District County Sampled Cities Participants

I Cache Logan** 25
I Rich Brigham City** 25

2A Weber-Morgan Ogden** 60
2B Salt Lake Salt Lake City 30
2K Salt Lake Kearns 30
2N Salt Lake Salt Lake City 30
2S Salt Lake Midvale 30

3 Utah Provo 25
5 Iron/ Cedar City
5 Washington St. George 25
7 Carbon Price 110

* Taking Into account a 10% attrition rate.
** Control (no six month limit) sites.

B. The HYpotheses. In accordance with our comprehensive evaluation
design, we anticipate an accurate testing of four major hypotheses. These
include:

I. the total cost of the Emergency Work Program is about one-tenth of
the cost of the regular AFDC-UP program, given similar initial
eiigibility requirements.

2. The benefits of the Emergency Work Program ar% about equal to the
benefits of the AFDC-UP program and meet the critical needs of two-
parent famiiies. These benefits are: assisting families to stay
together, meeting crltIcally-iwmediate financial needs, and assis-
ting participants in securing employment in the regular labor
market.

3. The Emergency Work Program requirements are effective in
maintaining and enhancing enrollee participation in the labor
market. This requirement is primarily responsible for the
reduction in community cost without an equal reduction in benefits.

4. The six-month limit on assistance reinforces participation in the
regular labor market and thus reduces program enrollment and cost.
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III. UTAH'S EMERGENCY WORK PROGRAM

A. History. During the past two years, Utah has operated the Emergency
Work Program as a possible cost effective alternative to the optional AFDC-UP
program. The EUP was established by the Utah State Legislature in January
1983. This demonstration project has provided short term financial assistance
to two-parent households with dependent children. Key features of the EWP are
limiting assistance to six months, requiring work standards which include 32
hours a week of community work and eight hours a week of job search, paying
only after the household meets the work standards, and paying an amount
designed to ensure a financial incentive for taking a minimum wage job.

B. EWP Preliminary Analysis and Results. It is believed that features
such as program costs, length of stay, number of participants, status of
terminated participants, the impact of the six-month limit, and participant
services have reinforced and motivated EWP participants in working and
participating in the regular labor market. Preliminary results suggest the
following:

1. EWP project costs are significantly less than the AFDC-UP program.

2. The WP project has tended to meet the critical or, immediate
financial, family support, and employment needs of eligible
two-parent households. The benefits to NP participants appear to
approximate those benefits of AFDC-UP recipients.

3. EP requirements maintain and enhance enrollee participation in the
regular labor market.

4. The EWP project tends to demonstrate that a six month limit on
assistance may contribute to reducing program enrollment and costs
by reinforcing the need for participants to secure regular
employment. The effects on participants of a six month limit on
assistance are minimized by work, training, and the job search
assistance provided to them.

C. Implications. We believe based on preliminary analyses of Utah's WP
that the results will be significant enough to encourage further congressional
action on a national basis. If congressional latitude is provided, we project
significant cost savings and benefits to those states with or without an
AFDC-UP program. In fact, we believe that states currently exercising the
AFDC-UP option could, by adopting the EWP standards, achieve an 80 to 90
percent reduction in costs with equivalent benefits. While only a few of the
states may initially adopt a similar program which includes all components of
Utah's ZWP, we expect that many states would adopt one or more of the program
components such as the assistance time limit. For states without the AFDC-UP
program, the 1WP represents a new method for meeting the needs of two-parent
families without the costs associated with the present AFDC-UP optional
program, Already, Utah has been approached by a number of AFDC-UP and non
AFDC-UP states asking about the results of the KWP.
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The followin& are preliminary results based on the first 155 intake
interview schedules conducted on EWP two-parent households. Variables to be
discussed include basic client characteristics, residency, family stability.
prior cash and in-kind assistance histories, work and skill hiLury,
activities ond barriers findin8 work, client attitudes of the program, and
standardized scale results of self-esteem.

fl. client characteristics. The following data show the mean ages and
level of education for the participant and spouse and the mean household
size. The participant refers to the household member performing the 40 hours
per week program requirement. Normally, but not always, the participant is a
male. The family, in agreement with the manpower 4.,y chooses s the family
member who will be the primary participant.

AGE Mean S.D.
Participant 29.0 7.4
Spouse 26.9 7.3

EDUCATION (in years) Mean L..
Participant 10.9 2.5
Spouse 11.5 2.7

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Number 4.45 1.4

Ethnicity. Typical of Utah, the 155 cases were composed predominantly of
caucasians. The following information displays the ethnic breakdown of the
EWP participants in comparison with the Utah population (1985):

Utah Pop. (1985)
Ethnic ¢ty No. Percent Percent

Alaskan/American
Indian 7 4.5% 1.2

Asian/Pac. Isl . S 3.1% 1.8
Black 4 - 2.6% 0.6
Hispanic 26 16.8% 4.0
White W 7 .2_9 92.4
TOTAL: 155 100.05 100.0

Residency &nd housinA. Of the sample. 66 or 42.6% were lifetime Utah
residents while 89 or 57.4% were not. Tose that were not lifetime residents
of Utah had resided continuously In Utah for an average of 25.5 months. Home
arrangements are as follows:
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Housing Arrangement
Own or Buying Home
Renting
Living with Friends/Relatives
Shelter
TOTAL:

No. Percent
10 6.4%

119 76.8%
24 15.5%
2 1.3%

155 100.0%

Marital stability. As for marital stability, 23.9% (N a 37) of the 155
families surveyed had experienced separation or divorce from their current
spouse. Seventeen, or 46% of these stated that the separation or divorce was
"work related."

Prior assistance history. The following presents the number of EWP
participants who had or had not utilized public assistance programs in the
past as verified by client
Verification of assistance
screen.

Assistance Program
Participant had or
had not Utilized
in the Past

AFDC-UP

EWP (prior)

State Stepchild

Medical Assistance

AFDC

General Assistance

Food Stamps

histories found in the APA's computer system.
in Utah was made possible by the use of an APA

Yes No

29
18.7%

36
23.2%

4
2.6%

89
57.4%

28
18.1%

57
36.8%

106
68.4%

Work and skill history. When the
title for the most recent job was, the
mechanic, assembler, truck driver, and
employment, the median months employed
median income of $4.55 an hour.

126
83.2%

119
76.8%

151
97.4%

66
42.6%

127
81.9%

Total

155
100.0%

155
100.0%

155
100.0%

155
100.0%

155
100.0%

98 155
63.2% 100.0%

49 155
31.6% 100.0%

participant was asked what his/her job
most common job responses were as auto
laborer. Of those reporting
in this job was 5.4 months, with a
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As for the spouse, the most common jobs held were as cashiers, cleaners,
personal services, maids, and food service workers. The median months
employed was 11.9 months at an income of $4.00 an hour.

Work finding activities. As a requirement of the EWP, participants are
required to search for jobs. Typically, this is for at least eight hours a
week. The primary manner in which participants searched for jobs was as
follows:

Technique of Searching
job searching door to door
putting in applications
public job service
newspapers
job search training
asking friends/relatives
other
TOTAL:

No., Percent
71 45.8
17 10.9
15 9.2
13 8.7

9 5.8
5 3.2

25 16.1
155 100.0

Work barriers. The reasons given as barriers to finding employment were
varied. The most common reasons included physical problems, no work
available, no one was hiring, lacks education or skills, and transportation.
On a scale of 1 (small problem) to 5 (large problem), participants with actual
or perceived work barriers rated the problem, on the average, at 2.3. The
modal response was 1.0 with 81 persons responding.

Client assessment and suggestions. Inquiring about client opinions
regarding attainment of the program's major objectives, the 155 Intake surveys
pointed toward strong positive attitudes. The three major program objectives
include: (1) meeting participants' immediate financial needs, (2) assisting
family unity, and (3) assisting participants get back into the regular labor
market. When asked whether or not the program was doing 1, 2, or 3 above,
clients responded as follows:

Objective
Financial assistance

Family unity

Employment

yes
106
68.4%

ill
71.6%

107
69.0%

No.. Don't now Total
47 2 155
30.3% 1.3% 100.0%

41
26.5%

43
27.7%

3
1.9%

5
3.2%

155
100.0%

1ss
100.0%

Clearly, EWP participants perceive that the program is going to help in
regard to its major program objectives. In fact, on a scale of 1 (low) to 5
(high), participants perceive their employability on the average at 3.3 (S.D.
a 1.4). Interviewers closely rated participant's employability on the average
of 3.23 (S.D. a 1.2).
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Various suggestions were given by program participants on how to improve
the Emergency Work Program, namely:

1. Increase grant amount to reflect at least minimum wage, or family
needs.

2. Increase job search time to include more than one day.

3. Allow extra community work for extra money.

4. Provide job counseling.

5. Provide mental counseling.

6. Extend participation period (relax or omit the 6-month time limit).

7. Provide bus passes.

8. Provide better community work experiences which teach new skills.

9. Provide more skills training.

10. Better coordination between manpower agency and job service (i.e.,
provide more referrals).

Index of self-esteem. Employing Hudson's Index of Self-esteem to provide
information on client's self image, the scale measured wide variation on how
clients saw themselves. Hudson recommends that a score of 30 or more be used
as a cutting point as to whether the person needs clinical counseling. Based
on the 155 intake surveys, 65 clients scored less than 30, while 85 clients
scored above 30. The median score overall was 32.3, which indicates that
being unemployed is associated with low self-esteem.

Recommendations, based on the independent evaluator's results, will not
be made at this time until further research can be done.

E. Termination Results

The results of this section are based on 76 manpower notifications of
client termination. Of these 76 terminations, the following shows the
breakdown of survey participants:

No. Percent

Completed Interviews 56 73.7%
No Show (for Interview) 3 3.9%
Moved Out of Area 6 7.9%
Could Not Locate 11 14.5%
TOTAL: 76 100.0%
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Clients that could not be located or that have moved (a total of 22.4%)
may re-enter the panel survey If pertinent information can be obtained through
APA follow-up. The following results are based on the 56 completed
interviews. Termination results that are discussed include changes in marital
status, problems with basic needs, client's reason for termination, work
status, salary level, current public assistance, client attitudes of the
program objectives, and suggest ions by clients of how to improve the program.

Marital status. Since the relationship between marital status and public
assistance will be discussed more fully in the forthsoming Interim Report, it
shall suffice to report that only 3.6% (2 of 56) of our sample experienced
marital separation. Current evidence suggests that the EWP is assisting
families to stay together. Further, 35 of 56 (62.5% of the participants)
responded positively to whether or not the program assisted family unity. Of
the remaining 21 clients, the modal response to the follow-up question "How
so?" was that the couple would have stayed together anyhow.

Basic needs. According to the State of Utah's need standards, basic
needs include food, clothing, housing/shelter, utilities, transportation,
house furnishings, recreation, education, personal care item, and
nonprescription drugs. Preliminary results show that near 60% of former EWP
clients are having basic needs problems. Needs most commonly cited as a
problem were food (28.6%), shelter (19.6%), transportation (17.8%), medical
(26.8%), and utilities (8.9%). Those reporting no basic needs problem
constituted 37.5% thus far surveyed.

Reason for termination. The most common reason for terminating
participation by EWP clients was because they found employment. Indeed, 78%
had found work. (Further analysis will be conducted on the salary and
employment levels of terminated clients.) Between the time of termination and
being interviewed, six had become unemployed. Other reasons for termination
were eligibility for other programs, failure to comply with MUP requirements
and client's request to terminate.

Work status, salary and assistance. Of the 56 families surveyed to date,
78.6% had at least one adult member working. The average income of the 44
families working was $5.70/per hour (S.D. a 2.64), or a median of $5.00 per
hour. Surprisingly, only eight reported earning less than $4.00 per nour.
Not surprisingly, families earning near minimum wage tend to receive in-kind
assistance, while those families earning significantly more were off all
assistance. Further analysis on salary levels, family size, and assistance
will be presented in the next report.

Client attitudes and suggestions. Table 3.1 shows positive and negative
responses to the inquiries of the program's objectives. In short, the three
major program objectives are to meet families' immediate financial needs,
assist family unity and to get the families off welfare and into the regular
labor market.
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Table 3.1

Client Attitudes Toward Program Objectives

Did FWP help you: Yes No Don't Know Total
Meet immediate financial needs? 44 12 0 56

78.6 21.4 0.0 100.0

.eep the family together? 35 21 0 56
62.5 37.5 0.0 100.0

Secure employment? 16 28 12 56
28.6 50.0 21.4 100.0

Clients responded In a generally positive manner in that they perceived
the program helped meet their immediate financial needs as well as kept their
families together. On the other hand, 50, responded that the program had
little positive influence on helping them secure employment. This finding may
be the result of the program's design since participants are expected to find
employment on their own.

Suggestions given by clients after program termination to improve the
program cluster around two factors. These are personal, and
functional/procedural factors. Personal suggestions included better
communication and understanding from the manpower agency handling their
community work, honesty, and guaranteeing a job. Functional or procedural
suggestions were diverse and sometimes quite insightful. Some of the
suggestions included:

1. Grants should be based on family needs.

2. Grants should be at a minimum wage rate.

3. Better coordination between EWP and Job Services (more referrals).

4. More than one day to job search.

5. Personal as well as job counseling.

6. Provide extra work for additional money.

7. Remove 6-month limit.

8. Provide public transportation passes.

9. Provide more skill training.
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F. Manpower AKency Data

The following information and results were made possible by the
assistance of each district's manpower agency. The data collected came from
individual case records and payment history reports (operative report
13236B). This data was collected to supplement the survey data. While the
survey has more extensive follow-up data, manpower agencies collected other
pertinent process measures. These variables include length of stay, payment
amount, community work site, official reason for termination, and limited
follow-up Information such as whether the client is working, job title, and
income earnings. With this additional information, cross checking and
verification is made possible.

Based on the same 76 terminations reported in the prior section, the
average length of program participation was 44.3 days or roughly two months
(with a S.D. a 28.8). Average total payments made to the 76 clients was
$741.30. From this the average daily wage for eight hours of work or job
search was $16.73 or $2.09 per hour.

Participants' program activities in one component or another included:

Comoonent No. Percent
Community Work/Job Search

Public Agency 64 84.2
Nonprofit Organization 4 5.3

Skills Training 3 3.9
Adult Education 0 0.0
Job Search (only) 2 2.6
Never Assigned 3 3.9
TOTAL: 76 100.0

As can be readily seen the major program components used were community
work in a public agency and job search. The effect of each component will not
be presented here, but will be reported later.

The official reason for termination by the district manpower agency were
similar to the survey results. Finding employment tends to be the most
significant reason for termination. It is reported that 71.1% (54) were
terminated for this reason. Other reasons include:

Reasons for Termination 12.
Eligible for Another Assistance Program 6
Nonperformance 6
Relocated 1
Mandatory Graduation 0
Illegal Behavior 2
Client's Request 6
Found Ineligible 1
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Again, similar to survey results in regard to employment, manpower
agencies reported 73.7% of the 76 clients to be working at unsubsidized jobs.
The average salary was estimated at $5.25/hour (S.D. - 2.32). The most
typical type of jobs clients found were custodial, production, laborer,
construction, clerical and service.

c. State and District Caseloads

Figure 3.1 shows the number of families on the Emergency Work Program by
district and biweekly periods from July 28, 1984 to June 28, 1985 (see
Attachment 1). The heaviest program participation occurred between November,
1984 and April, 1985. Indeed, the biweekly period of March 23, 1985 to April
5, 1985 marked an apex for family case loads with 143 families statewide. The
lowest case load was experienced during the initially measured biweekly period
with 24 families on the program statewide. During the 24 biweekly periods,
the average number of families in Utah on the program was 81.62 (S.D. 34.8).
The period with the largest increase occurred in March with a 30% increase.
On the othcr hand, an extreme decrease was experienced in May with 106 clients
at the beginning of the month and 39 clients at the end of the month--a 62.3%
decrease.

As for district aggregates, three areas continue to draw more heavily on
program resources than other areas of the state. These three areas include
Ogden, Salt Lake City, and Price. The average family case load over the last
year for the three areas are as follows:

Area No.
Price 24.0
Ogden 14.6
Salt Lake City 11.2

Noted earlier, the program hosts much fewer clients in Logan, Brigham
City, Provo, and St. George.

The effect that unemployment rates have on EWP case loads indicate a

moderately strong relationship. Unemployment rates were obtained through
Employment Security's labor market information, while SVP figures were
obtained through Utah's Department of Social Services. The correlation
between the number of CWP families (F category) and unemployment rates
(nonseasonally adjusted) during the period from August 1984 and June 1985
produced a coefficient r = .685. In other words, unemployment rates explained
46.9% of the variation of NW family case load. Other significant variables
will be included for presentation in the Interim Report.
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IV. "NO PROGRAM" GROUP RESULTS OF NO FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PERIOD

A major question arises as to what happens to people when public
assistance is terminated and no financial assistance is available even though
they previously qualified for assistance. More specifically, what happens if
financial assistance for two-parent households with dependent children is
terminated? What consequences are experienced by the households and the
state? Do the households become motivated in finding employment, end up with
nothing, break up, or apply for cash assistance as separated households? Does
the state assume additional expense when no financial assistance program is
offered to two-parent households?

To partially answer these questions, data collected from a survey of 56
Utah households representing long-term AFDC-UP participants terminated as a
consequence of the optional program cut of July 1981 are presented and
analyzed.

The 56 households analyzed were part of a larger sample surveyed by the
Utah State Department of Social Services in November, 1.980 (eight months prior
to program termination). These 56 households who were terminated when the
program was ended were then surveyed five months following the program
termination of July 1, 1981. Our interest is In determining the effects
program termination had on these households.

Client Characteristics. Of the 56 households sampled: the average number
of family members was 4.8 (S.D. = 1.8). Other characteristics of the
households include:

91 Mean S.D.
Father's 31.7 9.7
Mother's 29.2 7.4

EDUCAIT (in years)
Father's 10.7 2.8
Mother's 11.2 1.8

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Number 4.8 1.8

Marital stability and receiot of regular &[RC. Five months after program
termination, 13, or 23% of the 56 prior AFDC-UP households, had separated or
divorced. Nine, or 16% of the households ware receiving regular AFDC
assistance as a separated or divorced household.

This finding is consistent with the findings from a comparative study of
all households terminated from ArDC-UP as a result of the program
elimination. Of 1,434 terminated households, 195, or 13.6% separated and were
receiving regular AFDC assistance as a separated or divorced household six
months after the program termination.

A FDC. Work and Income. Five months after program termination, 19, or 34%
of the families were receiving AF C. As reported above, 9, or 16% of the 56
households were receiving AFDC as a separated or divorced household. An
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additional 10, or 18% were receiving AFDC assistance due to incapacity of one
of the parents.

excluding the AFDC families, 17, or 30.4% of the 56 families had an
income of under $500 per month which is interpreted as either not working or
employed only part-time. Some of the jobs reported were occasional car
repair and metal scavenger.

The remaining 19, or 34% of the households had jobs paying $500 or more a
month and were not receiving AFDC. Of the 56 cases, 27, or nearly 50%
reported that no one was working. In summary:

Classification No. Percent
AFDC 19 34

Separation (9)
Incapacity (10)

Unemployed or underemployed
(income under $500/month) 11 30

Working
(income over $500/month) 19 34

Assistance.The type and degree of state cash and in-kind assistance
included:

Assistance Fre.UeInc Percentaxe
None 15 26.8
Some (includes Medicaid and/or food stamps) 22 39.3
All (includes AFDC, Medicaid and food stamps) 19 33.9

N - 56 100.0

As expected, there is a strong association between marital status and
type of assistance. As may be soon In Table 4.1,, 69.2% of the now nonmarried
cases were eligible and received all types of assistance, while 23% of the
married cases (those deemed incapacitated) received all assistance.

As for the employability of the sample five months after program
termination, 13 of the 56 or 23.2% reported the man to be working. Eight
families or 14.3% reported the woman to be working, while another 14.3%
reporting both the man and the woman working. Nearly 50% or 27 families
reported that no one was working.

Also, as expected the association between the type of assistance and
which family member is working is moderately strong, This relationship Is
demonstrated In Table 4.2. As can be seen, where the man, woman or both are
employed, state assistance is rather low. On the other hand, the group where
no one was working, nearly 60% were receiving both cash and in-kind assistance
anS an additional 37% were receiving In-kind benefits only.

The median income for this sample was $450.50 per month, with a wide
range of $O to $2500. In only one case was income unknown. Stated earlier,
19 or the 56 families were receiving financial assistance in the form of
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AFDC. (Until further calculations can be made, the cost per family on AFDC to
the state is unknown.) After controlling for financial assistance, the
strength of the association between which family member is employed and
monthly income increases substantially. Of the 56 nonreclpient families, 17,
or 30.4% were receiving an income under $500 a month which was interpreted as
not working nor employed full-time. The other 19 were not receiving financial
assistance and had incomes over $500 a month which indicated full-time
employment. Of this latter group, the family member that was reported to-be
employed included:

FamilY Member
Man
Woman
Both

No. Percent
9 47.4%
4 21.1%
6 31.6%

19 100.0%

Table 4.1

Marital Status and Type of Assistance of Terminated AFDC-UP Households,
November 1981, (N a 56)

MARITAL STATUS

Married Nonmarried

of Assistance No. Percent No. Percent

No Assistance

Some Assistance
(Medicaid and/or Food Stamps)

All Assistance
(AFDC, Medicaid, and Food Stamps)

TOTAL:

X2 - 9.5 with 2 d.f. (p < .01

13 30.2%

20 46.5%

10 23.3%

43 100.0%

2 15.4%

2 15.4%

9 69.2%

13 100.0%

Source: Calculated from Surveys of Utah State
Office of Assistance Payments.

Department of Social Services,

Type
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Table 4.2

Type of Assistance and Family Member
Employed of Terminated AFDC-UP Households

November 1981, (3 a 56) -

Tyve of Assistance

No Assistance

Some Assistance

All Assistance

TOTAL:

Man

Lo... Percent

7 53.8.

6 46.27.

0 0.07

13 100.0.

FAMILY MNMVR MLOYED
Man and

Woman women
o_. percent No. Percent

3 37.5% 4 50.0

2 25.0 4 50.0%

3 37.5% 0 0.0

8 100.0% 8 100.0.

No One
Wo rk inL

No_. Percent.

1 3.7%,

10 37.0

16 59.3%

27 100.0.

X2 23.98 with 6 d.f. (p < .0005)

Source: Calculated from Surveys of Utah State Department of Social Services,
Office of Assistanc* Payments.
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V. AFDC-UP UTAH CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGRAM RESULTS

This section reviews the characteristics and outcomes of program
recipients of the defunct Utah Aid to Families with Dependent -
Chlldren-Unemployment Program (AFDC-UP). The information is taken from a Utah
State Department of Social Services' publication reporting the results of a
stratified sample of 235 surveyed AFDC-UP clients during a one-week period in
November, 1980. When available, data are reported for the entire AFDC-UP
population. Variables discussed include basic demographics, employment
histories, family stability, case load size, and length of program stay.

The AFDC-UP program was intended to provide assistance to unemployed
two-parent households. Its duration in Utah was two decades (1961-1981). The
number of households served in March 1981 was 2,312. The AFDC-UP program was
terminated June 30, 1981 because of reduced state revenue, sharply increasing
enrollments, and basic dissatisfaction with the program's performance.

Client characteristics of the population were reported as follows:

60AMEAN S.D.
Father's 29.5 8.6
Mother's 26.7 7.7

EDUCATIOX (in years)
Father's 11.5 2.5
Mother's 11.0 2.0

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Number 4.5*

*November 1980 data for the total AFDC-UP caseload. The survey reported an
average household size of 4.36 (S.D.=I.6).

Average monthly &rant. The average monthly grant was 8453.00. The
maximum grant level for a family of four was $415 and for a family of five was
$527.

Fathers' iob and training experience and barrierl to eMloyment. Of
those reporting prior work, the most cited job experiences for the men were
laborer (101), truck driver (911), and carpenter (8%). Of these, their average
monthly salary was $783. Work experience and training were reported as 5.76
years and 2.3 years, respectively. "A physical problem" was the most common
response to the barriers to work question for 35% of the AFDC-UP fathers.
Training and motivation were also frequently mentioned.

Mothers' job and training experience and barriers to employment. Of the
235 surveyed, 150 females reported prior work experience. The most cited
forms of job experience for the women were waitressing (l6), sales (15%), and
assembly work (11%). These women earned an average monthly salary of $399,
with a high incidence of part-time work. Work experience and training were
reported an 3.2 years and 1.5 years, respectively. Child care was the most
frequent response of barriers to working.
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Marital stability and receipt of regular AFDC. The state's department of
social services conducted a special computer study of the total AFDC-UP case
load to determine how many AFDC-UP families'separated and received regular
A.FC assistance as a deserted, separated, or divorced household. In a
six-month period, 7.4% of the AYDC-UP households separated and received
regular AFDC assistance as a deserted, separated, or divorced household.

Length of Stay. Prior Welfare. The Utah Department of Social Services

generated a monthly computer report on the average length of stay of

households receiving assistance and prior episodes of assistance. The
following data represents the average number of days AFDC-UP households in
November 1980 had received AFDC-UP or AFDC without a break in assistance of 30
days or more.

AFDC-UP Length of Stay, Recidivism
November 1980

Average length of stay 296 days (10 months)
Average Recidivism 1.4 times
(Prior AFDC-UP or AFOC episodes)

Total time on assistance 24 onths

Job efforts. When asked what they were doing to find a job, 201, of the
AFDC-UP participants surveyed reported they were not searching for a job
because of various reasons. Twenty-three percent responded that they were
already working and 47.5% reported they were actively seeking -employmnt. In
Utah, AFDC-UP recipients who worked over 100 hours a month were not terminated
from assistance if they continued to meet other eligibility standards.

When asked what the government was doing to help them find employment or
become employable, 35% reported that nothing at all was being done to help
them, while 22% stated that Job Service and WIN were helping them.

About 3% of the participants ware involved in a comnity Work Experience
and Training Program (WkAT). -

1gj_.Plj@gment Rate and Averaae Waye. No Utah data are available on the
job placement rate for households terminating from AFDC-UP. Data may be
available froL special AFDC-UP studies conducted in other states. According

to Work Incentive (WIN) reports by job service for 1981, the average wage
secured was $5.12 an hour. The median wage secured was about $4.75.

Cases served and unemlovment rates. Total AFDC-UP cases served between
January 1980 and March 1981 is presented in Attachment 2. The average Utah
case load size for the year prior to termination of the program on June 30,
1981 was 2,055 families. Unemployment for Utah in 1980-81 averaged 6.8%.
Table 2.1 denotes monthly state figures for ArDC-UP cases served and
unemployment (seasonably and not seasonably adjusted) rates. As can be seen,
average state nonseasonally adjusted yearly unemployment rates continued to
increase from 1978 through the program termination at the and of June, 1981.
State average case loads basically followed the same pattern. The year 1980
and the first half of 1981 was marked with an enormous increase in AFOC-UP
recipients, with an average of 927 in 1979 to 1,755 in 1980--a 46.21

increase. The correlation between these two variables indicates a strong
relationship of .86. In other words, a one unit increase in unemployment was

associated with a .86-unit increase in AFDC-1+P-case load. The effects of

other variables on the bivariate relationship such as population change will

be presented in the Interim Report.
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VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This section will present preliminary comparisons between the AFDC-Up
Program, No Financial Assistance Program, and the Emergency Work Program.
Comparisons will be Made on baseline, process and outcome measures. These
include eligibility requirements, unemployment rates, client demographics,
marital unity, length of stay, average case load, grant amounts and job
placement after program participation. In reiteration, these three programs
include the defunct AFDC-UP program, a hypothetical "no program" group, and
the Emergency Work Program.

Baseline indicators suggest a strong degree of equivalence in that
eligibility requirements, unemployment rates, and client demographics of the
AFDC-UP and ENP programs were near identical. Eligibility requirements of the
EWP were arranged for direct comparative purposes. As Table 5.1 shows,
unemployment rates were three-tenths of a percentage lower during the
operation of EWP than during the last year's operation of AFOC-UP. More
refined unemployment figures such as seasonally adjusted and nonagricultural
employment growth rates will be employed in future reports.

Client demographics are quite similar in that the average years of
education for fathers and mothers of all three groups are near equal. Prior
monthly income before participating on a program show that households with the
father employed earned more before participating on AFDC-UP than for the prior
employed households on the EWP. Household income for ZWP was based on total.
combined incomes of all family members. Barriers to employment were found to
be similar. Fathers tend to have physical problems preventing them from
working, while women tend to cite child care as their major work barrier.
Also, the average number inf the households were similar. The range of
household size among the three programs were a low of 4.45 (EP) and a high of
4.8 (no program), and 4.47 for AFDC-UP.

Dissolution rates demonstrated marked differences. Recipients of AFOC,
as a result of desertion, separation, and divorce during AFDC-UP program
participation, averaged 7.40% over a six-month period. When nc program was
available, the dissolution rates and receipt of AFDC increased dramatically to
13.4% over a five-month period. With the replacement of two-parent households
with dependent children assistance such as the ZWP, marital unity was
restored. Of the 56 contacted NP families, only two families separated or
divorced, marking a low of 3.6% dissolution. This signifies success to the
program objective of maintaining family unity.

Process measures such as length of program participation, average case
load, grant amounts, and program requirements reveal marked differences in the
comparison between AFDC-UP and NWP. The length of stay on the defunct AFDC-UP
program was six times longer than the 44.3-day participation period for WP
families. A much lower case load was served by IP, which may explain some
variance to the lengthy AbDC-UP participation period, One explanation could
be made that a more personalized system gets clients off welfare and into
jobs. On the other hand, work and job components of the 3WP (and lacking from
the AFDC-UP program) may explain the average 71.1% placement rate of the EP;
an estimated 51.8% of displaced AFDC-UP participants found employment--a 20%
difference. Grant amounts awarded to program participants also varied as is
shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1

Comparison of Program Characteristics: AFDC-UP. No-Program, and EW

Program Characteristics

Father's average:
Age in years
Years of education
Barrier to work

Mother's average:
Age in years
Years of education
Barrier to work

Vuiber In household

Separation rate
Separtn. and receipt of

Length of stay w/o 30 di
Interuption

Average case load

Unemployment ratesd

Work requirement.

AFDC-UP
1980-81

29.51
11.46

physical

f AFDCb

ay

Job search requirement.

Employment placement
Average Wage

maximum grant (faally of 4)
Average monthly grant
Grant Cost per Household

Annual Grant Cost

26.71
11.01

child care

4.47

Unknown
7.4%

10 months

2,055

6.8%0

sometimes
(WIN)

sometimes

unknown
$5.12

$415.00
$422.00

$4,220.00i

810,413,000.00

No Progroa EWP
1981 1984-85

31.70
10.70

unknown

29.20
11.22
unknown

4.80

23.21
13.41

N/A

N/A

6. 7%f

N/A

N/A

51.8,
V/A

V/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

2 9 . 0 3 a
10.97
physical

26.87
11.50

child care

4.45

3.60%
N/Ac

44.3 days

82

(..S"g

Always

Always

71. lJ
$5.80

$433.00
$294.00
$741.30

8450,000.00
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Table 6.1 (Continued)

aDefined as program participant for the EWp.b1980 only.

bReceipt of AFDC as a separated or divorced household 6 months later for

AFDC, 5 or 6 months later for the No program Sroup. and 2 or 3 months later
for the EWP.

cNot Available

dLabor market information services, Utah Department of Employment

Securities, nonseasonally adjusted state averages.
eJanuary 1980 to June 1981.

fJuly 1981 to November 1981.

&June 1984 to June IS8S (January '85 forecast.

h~onthly grant expenditures divided by the number of cases served monthly.

iAverage monthly grant times the average length of stay of 10 months.

JAs reported by the various manpower agencies.

V1I. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, further analysis is required to compare the three programs
discussed in sections III, IV, and V. Secondary analysis of the AFDC-UP data
is necessary to check for consistency of the reviewed results presented in the
second section. Unemployment statistics will be associated with the 'no
program" group. And, the panel survey of the EWP will be updated further for
the Interim Report.

Further areas of analysis to be covered in the forthcoming Interim Report
(due October 15, 1985) include an analysis of the EWP Demonstration Project,
comparisons between AFDC-UP and the EWP Project, further comparisons between
these three groups, and why results such as program performance requirements
with payment after performance, expectations, and the six-month limit.
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ATTACHMENT

Total AFDC-UP Cases Served and Unemployment Rates, July 1977 to June 1981

A.FDC-UP

Caseload

683
697
714
688
?23
896

733.5

1133
1220
1289
1394
876
779
809
841
797
823
801
832

Adj.
1977
Rate

July
Aug
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dee

Ave ragg

Jan
Feb
Mar.
April
May
June.
July
Aug
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec

Averate

731
887
715
889
852
877
1006
1042
1005
977
1025
1123

927.4

Not Seasonally Adj.

Unemployment Rate

Seasonally

Unemployment

5.2
4.9
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.5

5.3

4.9
4.6
4.2
3.6
3.3
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.6
4.1
4.3

3.8

5.3
5.3
5.1
5.1
4.9
4.5

&.1
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.3
4.2

4.1
4.2
4.0
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.2
4.4
4.4
4.7

4.9

4.8
4.9
4.4
4.1

3.9
4.4
4.1
3.8
3.8
3.9
4.4
5.0

4.3

965.4

1979

Jan
Feb
Mar.
April
Kay
June
July
Aug
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec
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Table I (continued)

Total AFDC-UP Cases Served and Unemployment Rates. July 197' to June. 198l

Not Seasonally Adj.
Unemployment Rate

5.9
6.0
5.8
5.8
6.1
6.8
6.6
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.5
7.0

6.3

1980

Jan
Feb
Mar.
April
May
June.
July
Au.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Averas

1981

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apri I
May
June

Average

Seasonally Adj.Unemployment Rate

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.8
6.2
6.6
6.8
6.8
6.9
6.8
6.9
6.9

6.86.7
6.8
6.6
6.7
6.6

0

7.57.5
7.3
6.7
6.6
6.9

6.7

AFDC-UP
Caseload

1142
1412
1541
1540
1606
1721
1909
2050
2076
2035
2005
2026

1755.3

1950
2216
2312
2213
2067
1796

2092.3


